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NOVEMBER 2021 – SHIFT 1 

1. Which of the following statement is not correct?
(A) Colonial sources cited the Rebellion of 1857 as 'sepoy mutiny
(B) Syed Ahmad Khan focussed on the loyalty of Muslims towards British rulers in the 1857

Rebellion
(C) The English 'Free Traders' supported the East India Company's monopoly in India and

condemned the Indian chieftains for rebelling against the company
(D) R. C. Majumdar refused to accept. the 1857 Rebellion as the 'First War of Independence'

2. On 27th December 1891, which socio-religious reform movement met for its first general
gathering in Qadiyan, Punjab?
(A) Arya Samaj
(B) The Ahmadiyas
(C) The Nirankaris
(D) he Dev Samaj

3. Given below are two statements:
Statement (I): When a soldier died showing exemplary valour while fighting for the king, he

was granted land for the livelihood of his dependents. called 'Mrityukarvritti'.
Statement (II): A Chandella inscription records the grant of such a 'Mrityukavritti'.

In the light of the above statements. choose the correct answer from the options given below:
(A) Both Statement I and Statement II are true
(B) Both Statement I and Statement II are false
(C) Statement I is true but Statement II is false
(D) Statement I is false but Statement II is true

4. The Jaina council at valabhi was presided over by:
(A) Nagarjuna
(B) Kundakunda
(C) Skandila
(D) Bahubali

5. Which of the following texts allow divorce?
(A) Narada Simriti
(B) Manava Dharinasastra
(C) Arthasastra
(D) Yajnavalkya Smriti

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (D) only
(B) (A) and (C) only
(C) (A) and (D) only
(D) (C) only
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6. Which of the following Sanskrit intellectuals of the seventeenth century had relations with the
Mughal emperor Shahjahan?
(A) Santi Chandra
(B) Jagannath Panditraja
(C) Kavindrac Arya Sara swati
(D) Padmasundra

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A). (B) and (C) only
(B) (B). (C) and (D) only
(C) (B) and (C) only
(D) (C) and (D) only

7. During Jahangir's period certain painters developed recognizable areas of expertise in the field
of Mughal paintings. In this regard which of the following statements are correct?
(A) Mansur was expert in painting animals and flowers
(B) Abul Hasan was a portraitist
(C) Govardhan was an expert painter of painting holymen, musicians, and eccentrics

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) (B) and (C) only
(B) (A) and (B) only
(C) (A) and (C) only
(D) (A), (B) and (C)

8. Which of the following statements regarding Balban's theory of kingship are correct?
(A) Kingship is the vice-regency of God on earth. The king is the shadow of God
(B) External dignity and prestige were not considered as essential for Kingship
(C) A distinction between the high-born and the low-born was constantly emphasized by

Balban
(D) Balban believed that Persian customs and ways of life are not necessary to emulate

Choose the correct answer from the option given below: 
(A) (A). (B) and (C) only
(B) (B) and (D) only
(C) (B). (C) and (D) only
(D) (A) and (C) only

9. "At some times and places there will be no roads, docks. harbours, canals, works of irrigation.
hospitals. schools, colleges. printing presses, unless the government establishes them".
The above quotation from John Stuart Mill's Political Economy refers to which policy
adopted by the Company government?
(A) Laissez faire
(B) Interventionism
(C) Mercantilism
(D) Indifferentism
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10. In which of the following rulers’ reigns the billon currency seems to have nearly entirely
replaced silver coinage?
(A) Alauddin Khalji
(B) Muhammed Thughlaq
(C) Firuz Shah Thughlaq
(D) Balban

11. Match List I with List II

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A)-(III), (B)-(IV), (C)-(II), (D)-(I)
(B) (A)-(IV), (B)-(III), (C)-(I), (D)-(II)
(C) (A)-(II), (B)-(I), (C)- (IV), (D)-(III)
(D) (A)-(II), (B)-(III), (C)-(I), (D)-(IV)

12. Which one of the following statements in not true?
(A) Annie Besant of the Madras Theosophical society asserted that in ancient times Hindu

women were educated and moved freely in society
(B) The Aiya Samaj of North India strongly supported the cause of female education
(C) The Hunter Commission Report of 1882 recommeded more liberal grants-in-aid for girls'

schools than for boys' and special scholarships and prizes for girls
(D) Dhondo Keshav Karve was against the education of high-caste Hindu widows

13. Which of the following chaleolithic sites is located in Rajasthan?
(A) Songaon
(B) Eran
(C) Chandoli
(D) Ganeshwar

14. Match List I with List II

List I – (Author) List II – (Book) 
(A) John William Kaye (I) India Old and New
(B) Mary Carpenter (II) The Economic History of India

under Early British Rule
(C) Romesh Chandra Dutt (III) A History of the Sepoy War in

India
(D) Valentine Chirol (IV) Six months in India

List I – (Authors) List II – (Books) 
(A) Sanjay Joshi (I) Colonialism and Its Forms of

Knowledge
(B) Nicholas B. Dirks (II) Fractured Modernity — Making of a

Middle Class in Colonial North India
(C) Bernard S. Cohn (III) Castes of Mind — Colonialism and

the Making of Modern India
(D) Eric Hobsbawm (IV) Fractured Times — Culture and

Society in the Twentieth Century
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Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A)-(II), (B)-(I), (C)-(IV), (D)-(III)
(B) (A)-(IV), (B)-(III) (C)-(I), (D)-(II)
(C) (A)-(III), (B)-(IV), (C)-(II), (D)-(I)
(D) (A)-(II), (B)-(III), (C)-(I), (D)-(IV)

15. Arrange chronologically the following queens who played an important role in the
administration and culture of ancient Kashmir mentioned by Kalhana:
(A) Didda
(B) Radda
(C) Sugandha
(D) Suryamati

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A), (B), (C), (D)
(B) (B), (A), (D), (C)
(C) (C), (A), (D), (B)
(D) (D), (C) (A), (B)

16. who found autonomous kingdom of Hyderabad in 1724?
(A) Mubriz khan
(B) Asaf Jha
(C) Aliwardi Khan
(D) Shaukat jung

17. Which of the following Sailendra rulers are known to have had friendly relations with their
contemporary Indian kings?
(A) Samaragravira
(B) Balaputradeva
(C) Chudamanivarman
(D) Sri-Maravijayottungavarman

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (B) and (D) only
(B) (D) and (A) only
(C) (A) and (B) only
(D) (B), (C) and (D) only

18. Match list I with List II
List I – (Books) List II – (Contents) 
(A) Nizami-iAnjum (I) Deals with current weights and

measures
(B) Tuhfat-ul Hind (II) Hindu astrology
(C) Dabistan-iMazahib (III) Hindu prosody and rhetoric
(D) Risala-Miqdariyah (IV) Different religions and sects of

India
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Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A)-(III), (B)-(IV), (C)-(I), (D)-(II)
(B) (A)-(I), (B)-(II), (C)-(III), (D)-(IV)
(C) (A)-(II), (B)-(III), (C)-(IV), (D)-(I)
(D) (A)-(IV), (B)-(I), (C)-(II), (D)-(III)

19. The Sultan ordered the Maas. ,:Amirs officers of the court and persons of responsibility and
status not to go to each other's houses or to collect parties at banquets: there were to be no
intermarriage among them unless the Sultan had been informed and his permission obtained'.
Identify the Sultan.
(A) Balban
(B) Alauddin Khalji
(C) Muhammad Bin Tughlaq
(D) Firuz Shah Tughlaq

20. Arrange the following archaeological cultures of India in chronological order:
(A) Kot Diji Culture
(B) Jorwe culture
(C) MaIwa culture
(D) Kayatha culture

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (B), (D), (C), (A)
(B) (A), (C), (D), (A)
(C) (A), (B), (D), (C)
(D) (A), (D), (C), (B)

21. During the Saka-satavahana period the range of interest on fixed deposit (akshayanivi) as
described in the inscription of Nasik Cave No. 10 was:
(A) From 6 to 9%
(B) From 9 to 12%
(C) From 12 to 16%
(D) From 15 to 18%

22. Which of the following cave temples of Ellora are related to Brahmanical religion?
(A) Dhumera Lena
(B) Indra-Sabha
(C) Jagannatha Sabha
(D) Ravana Ki Khai

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A) and (B) only
(B) (C) and (D) only
(C) (A) and (D) only
(D) (A), (B) and (C) only
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23. Which Sikh patriot was and executed by the British Government in 1940 for the murder of Sir
Michael O’Dwyer, who was involved in the infamous Jallianwala Bagh Massacre?
(A) Harbans Singh Attariawala
(B) Baba Santa Singh
(C) Sardar Ugham Singh
(D) Manjith Singh Kashid

24. Lajahoma was a part of
(A) Vajapeya sacrifice
(B) Marriage ceremony
(C) The Sannyasin’s duties
(D) Panchamahayajna

25. Regarding Shershah Suri, which of the following statements are correct?
(A) To promote trade and commerce, Shereshah struck fine coins of silver and copper of

uniform standards in place of the debased coins of mixed metals of earlier times
(B) He also made some effort to standardize weights and measures
(C) In his empire, goods paid customs duty only two times — at the place of entry and at the

time of sale
(D) He built a number of sarais which exclusively served as the resting places for the

travellers only

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A), (C) and (D) only
(B) (B) and (D) only
(C) (C) and (D) only
(D) (A) (B) and (C) only

26. Match List I with List II:
List I List II 
(A) Mullai (I) Arid rerrain
(B) Palai (II) Riverine tract
(C) kurinchi (III) Pastoral region
(D) Marutam (IV) Mountainous region

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A)-(II), (B)-(I), (C)-(IV), (D)-(III)
(B) (A)-(IV), (B)-(III), (C)-(I), (D)-(II)
(C) (A)-(III), (B)-(I), (C)-(IV), (D)-(II)
(D) (A)-(III), (B)-(II), (C)-(IV), (D)-(I)

27. Match List I with List II
List I – (Author) List II – (Books) 
(A) Lewis Mumford (I) Vande Mataram — The Biography of

a Song
(B) Catherine Arnold (II) Masks of Conquest — Literary
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study and British Rule in India 
(C) Gauri Viswanathan (III) Pandemic — 1918
(D) Sabyasachi Bhattacharya (IV) The City in History

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A)-(II), (B)-(I), (C)-(IV), (D)-(III)
(B) (A)-(IV), (B)-(III) (C)-(II), (D)-(I)
(C) (A)-(III), (B)-(IV), (C)-(II), (D)-(I)
(D) (A)-(II), (B)-(III), (C)-(I), (D)-(IV)

28. Which of the following officers were known for water arrangement of their provinces?
(A) Suyya
(B) Pushyagupta
(C) Tushaspa
(D) Suvisakha

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A) and (B) only
(B) (A) and (C) only
(C) (A), (B) and (C) only
(D) (A), (B), (C), (D)

29. Given below are two statements: One is labelled as Assertion (A) and the other is labelled as
Reason (R).
Assertion (A): The Supreme Council of the Governor-General in Calcutta gave extraordinary

powers to Special Commissios to capture and punish rebels of the 1857 
Revolt. in its Act XIV of June 1857. 

Reasons (R): The primary aim of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan's Causes of the Indian Revolt 
(1858). then a government sub-Judge. was to show the loyalty of Muslims. 
who in the years following the rebellion were viewed with suspicion and 
disfavour. 

In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from the options 
given below: 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct but (R) is NOT the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A) is correct but (R) is not correct
(D) (A) is not correct but (R) is correct

30. Who was the first elected president of All India depressed Classes Association formed in
1926?
(A) Dr. B.R. Ambedkar
(B) Rao Bahaddur M.C. Rajah
(C) Baskarrao Jadhav
(D) Jagjivan Ram
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31. The royal order issued by Rashtrakuta kings and recorded by their secretaries were known as:
(A) rajapatra
(B) rahasyadhikrita
(C) rajasravitam
(D) adhikarana

32. Which of the following inscriptions suggests a time reckoning starting from the Bharata war?
(A) Aihole Inscription of Pulakesin – II
(B) Madhuban copper-plate of harsha
(C) Poona copper-plate of Prabhavati Gupta
(D) Haraha Inscription of Isanavarman

33. Chronologically arrange the following treaties starting from the earliest:
(A) The Treaty of Srirangpattanam
(B) The Treaty of Lahore
(C) The Treaty of Bassien (Vasai)
(D) The Treaty of Allahabad and Kara

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A), (C), (D), (B)
(B) (C), (D), (B), (A)
(C) (D), (A), (C), (B)
(D) (D), (C), (B), (A)

34. Which one of the following statements is true about the stand of the communist party of India
during the India-China war of 1962?
(A) One wing of the party supported the Indian Government against the Chinese attack
(B) The Communist Party (Marxist) wing of the party supported the stand of China
(C) One wing of the party criticized China as a bourgeois state
(D) The Communist Party Marxist) wing joined hands with the revolutionary elements across

the globe

35. Given below are two statements: One is labelled as Assertion (A) and the other is labelled as
Reason (R).
Assertion (A): Devaraya II strengthened the military base of the kingdom by improving the

quality of war horses and the training of horsemen and archers. He established 
deeper political control over west-coast emporia. thus linking military reform 
with international commerce. 

Reasons (R): Military and administrative dominance over the major ports on the Arabian Sea 
provided Devaraya II with a new and different source of state finance. 

In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from the options 
given below: 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct but (R) is NOT the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A) is correct but (R) is not correct
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(D) (A) is not correct but (R) is correct

36. Which of the following statements are correct about the balutedars of Deccan?
(A) Balutedars were village servants and artisans
(B) Watandar balutedar had a permanent right to work and receive remunerations in the

village
(C) Upari balutedars had no permanent rights in the village and were migrataiy

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A) and (B) only
(B) (B) and (C) only
(C) (A) and (C) only
(D) (A), (B) and (C)

37. Arrange the following organizations chronologically from their date of establishment:
(A) All India Trade Union Congress (AITUC)
(B) Indian National Trade Union Congress (INTUC)
(C) Independent Labour Party of India (Dr. Ambedkar)
(D) Hindustan Socialist Republican Association

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (B), (D), (C), (A)
(B) (A), (C), (D), (B)
(C) (C), (D), (A), (B)
(D) (A), (D), (C), (B)

38. Regarding Maratha relations with Nizam ul mulk, which of the following statements are
correct?
(A) As the Viceroy of the Deccan, from 1710 to 1715. Nizam ul mulk resisted the Maratha

claims for the Chauth and Sardeshmukhi of the Deccan.
(B) After his successful rebellion against the Saiyids. Nizam ul mulk respected the Imperial

farman granting the Chauth and Sardeshmukhi of the Deccan to the Marathas.
(C) In January 1721, he had his first meeting with Baji Rao. (D) The most important point of

conflict between Marathas and Nizam ul Mulk was the Karnataka.

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) (B), (C) and (D) only
(B) (A) and (B) only
(C) (A), (B) and (C) only
(D) (A) and (D) only

39. With regard to the Mughal finance system which of the following statements are correct?
(A) There was a well-developed system of finance and credit in Mughal India
(B) The use of hundis or bills of exchange was widespread
(C) There was no insurance system hence risks of loss in transit were very high
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(D) Transport across land was itself costlier, it was more vulnerable to the exactions of chiefs
and rebels

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A), (B) and (D) only
(B) (A), (C) and (D) only
(C) (B) and (C) only
(D) (C) and (D) only

40. The earliest of the Mughal baluster columns are found solely in which of the following
Mughal emperor’s fortress palaces?
(A) Akbar
(B) Jahangir
(C) Shahjahan
(D) Aurangazeb

41. Who among the following kings mentioned in the Rajatarangini personally went to a leather
worker (charmakara) with a request to get a small piece of land of his cottage needed for the
construction of temple of Tribhuvanasvami?
(A) Avantivarman
(B) Chandrapida
(C) Muktapida Lalitaditya
(D) Tarapida

42. Isvarakrishna was:
(A) a Vaishnava teacher from early medieval Orissa
(B) a King of Assam in the eighth century AD
(C) a philosopher of one of the six systems of philosophy
(D) a lawgiver of the medieval period

43. The first pilgrim centre for the Sikhs, symbolized with the construction of a well with 84
steps. to reach the water for bathing, which became sacred for the Sikhs was established by
which one of the following Sikh Gurus and at which place?
(A) Guru Rain Das - Amritsar
(B) Guru Amar Das - Goindwal
(C) Guru Angad - Khadur
(D) Guru Nanak – Kartarpur

44. Poems classified as upadesha rupaka (didactic metaphors) in Marati bhakti poetry were known
as
(A) Bharud
(B) Abhang
(C) Palana
(D) vachana
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45. Who among the following travellers visited a -Hospital of Birds" at Cambay in 1623-24.
where he saw some lame, sick and mateless birds and some tiny orphan mice. He writes. -A
venerable old man with a white beard was keeping them in a box amongst cotton, with his
spectacles on his nose, giving them milk to eat with a bird's feather. because they were so
little that as yet they could eat nothing else. and as he told us. he intended when they are
grown up to let them go free whither they please-.
(A) Ralph Fitch
(B) John Mildenhall
(C) Pietro Della Valle
(D) Sebastian Manrique

46. Which of the following statements about Chokhamela are correct?
(A) Chokhamela was a Varkari Saint
(B) His poems express devotion for Vitthal
(C) As a great devotee of Vitthala. after his death his samadhi was built inside the Vitthala

temple at Pandharpur

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (B) and (C) only
(B) (A) and (B) only
(C) (A) and (C) only
(D) (A), (B) and (C)

47. Chronologically arrange various farmans / memorandums issued by Mughal emperors/nobles:
(A) Akbar's Farman to Ram Das
(B) Raja Todarmal's memorandum on revenue administration
(C) Farman to Muhammad Hashim
(D) Farman to Rasikdas Karori

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A), (D), (B), (C)
(B) (B), (C), (A), (D)
(C) (A), (B), (D), (C)
(D) (D), (C), (B), (A)

48. From among the following statements regarding economic critique of colonialism. which ones
are correct?
(A) The British administrators attributed the rapid construction of railroads and the growth of

India's foreign trade as a proof of India's prosperity
(B) For nationalists. a negative impact on indigenous industries. foreign trade and railways

represented India's underdevelopment of economy
(C) The nationalists emphasized that while expenditure served British imperial needs. it also

brought consequent prosperity to Indian people
(D) Not until 1905. did the drain theory form part of the Indian National Congress agenda

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
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(A) (A) and (B) only
(B) (B) (C) and (D) only
(C) (B) and (D) only
(D) (A) and (D) only

49. Which of the following suttas are associated with the Dighanikaya?
(A) Brahmajala Sutta
(B) Mahapadana Sutta
(C) Mahaparinibbana Sutta
(D) Samannaphala Sutta

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A) and (B) only
(B) (A) and (D) only
(C) (A), (B) and (D) only
(D) (A), (B), (C) (D)

50. Ibn Battuta informs that the Sultan had fixed Wednesday for freeing male slaves. Friday for
freeing female slaves and Saturday for marrying men slaves to female slaves. Identify the
Sultan.
(A) Balban
(B) Alauddin Khalji
(C) Muhammad Bin Tughlaq
(D) Firuz Shah Tughlaq

51. Which of the following are included among the seven limbs of ancient Indian State?
(A) Svamin
(B) Amatya
(C) Janapada
(D) Yuvaraja

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A) and (B) only
(B) (B) and (C) only
(C) (A), (B) and (C) only
(D) (A), (B), (C), (D)

52. The punishment for theft differed from varna to varna. Who among the was given the highest
punishment?
(A) Brahmana
(B) Kshatriya
(C) Vaisya
(D) Sudra
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53. Our general policy is to avoid entanglement in power politics and not to join any group of
powers as against any other group. The two leading groups today are the Russian Bloc and
the Anglo-American Bloc. We must be friendly to both and yet not join either".
The above words constitute the central idea of which policy?
(A) Non-alignment
(B) Baghdad Pact
(C) Afro-Asian conference of 1955
(D) Panchsheel

54. Which of the following sultans in his farman used to address the amirs as Masnad-i ali?
(A) Qutbuddin Aibek
(B) Balban
(C) Firuz Thughlaq
(D) Bahlol Lodi

55. Which of the following statements regarding Gandhi's concept of Satyagraha are correct?
(A) For Gandhi. Satyagraha aimed to penetrate the barriers of prejudice. ill-will. dogmatism.

self-righteousness and selfishness
(B) Gandhi explained the effectiveness of Satyagraha in terms of the spiritual impact of

suffering love
(C) The Satyagraha was considered by Gandhi as the ultimate tool of humiliating the

opponent
(D) Gandhi's political realism triumphed over his moral idealism and despite its claims to the

contrary. his Satyagrahas were not always purely spiritual in nature

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A) and (B) only
(B) (A), (C) and (D) only
(C) (B), (C) and (D) only
(D) (A), (B) and (D) only

56. Which of the following pairs indicate female teachers according to ancient grammarians?
(A) Acharya and Acharyani
(B) Acharyani and Upadhyayani
(C) Upadhyaya and Upadhyayani
(D) Acharya and Upadhyaya

57. Which female social reformer wrote the short stories – Sultan’s Dream (1905) and
Avarodhbasini (1929), criticizing the custom of purdah among Muslims?
(A) Katherine Mayo
(B) Mrs. Abbas Tyabji
(C) Begam Jahan Ara Shah Nawaz
(D) Begam Rokeya  Sakhawat Hossain

58. Arrange the sequence of following parts of Orissian temples starting from bottom to top:
(A) Baranda
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(B) Beki
(C) Mlapuri
(D) Pabha

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A), (B), (C), (D)
(B) (B), (A), (D), (C)
(C) (C), (B), (A), (D)
(D) (D), (A), (B), (C)

59. Who was the first president of the All India Trade Union Congress founded on 31 August
1920?
(A) Lala Lajpat Rai
(B) Diwan Chaman Lal
(C) Joseph Baptista
(D) N.M. Joshi

60. Which of the following statements are true about colonial cities?
(A) Delhi. Agra and Lahore lost much of their older glory
(B) Dacca. Murshidabad and Patna came into prominence in the British period
(C) The Victoria Terminal station of Bombay was built after Mughal architectural style
(D) According to C.A. Bayly. there was a significant expansion of small towns in the mid-

Ganga region from around the 1720s

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) (B) and (C) only
(B) (A), (C) and (D) only
(C) (A) and (D) only
(D) (B) and (D) only

61. Name the sultan who, because of his generosity, was also known as lakh bakhsh.
(A) Qutbuddin Aibek
(B) Iltutmish
(C) Firuz Tughlaq
(D) Sikandar Lodi

62. Match List I with List II
List I – (Authors) List II – (Dharmasastras) 
(A) Bhatta Lakshmidhara (I) Chaturvargachintamani
(B) Devannabhatta Smrityarthasara (II) Smrithyarthasara
(C) Hemadri (III) Kriyakalpataru
(D) Sridhara (IV) Simiti-Chandrika

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A)-(I), (B)-(II), (C)-(III), (D)-(IV)
(B) (A)-(III), (B)-(IV), (C)-(I), (D)-(II)
(C) (A)-(II), (B)-(I), (C)-(IV), (D)-(III)
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(D) (A)-(III), (B)-(II), (C)-(I), (D)-(IV)

63. Which of the following texts were authored by the Kashmiri poet Kshemendra?
(A) Kuttanimata
(B) Kalavilasa
(C) Prabodhachandrodaya
(D) Samayamatrika

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A) and (B) only
(B) (B) and (D) only
(C) (A), (B) and (C) only
(D) (B), (C) and (D) only

64. Which of the following statements regarding interpretation in historical writing are correct?
(A) Interpretation as an essential step in historical method seems to lie beyond criticism and

exposition
(B) To know what a document means is as much a challenge to critical judgment as to know

when or by whom was it written, or whether one may trust it
(C) The literary exposition of historical data is greatly conditioned by the interpretation one

places upon them
(D) Factual interpretation deals with the facts of a document. not with the words

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A), (C) and (D) only
(B) (A), (B) and (D) only
(C) (B), (C) and (D) only
(D) (C) and (D) only

65. Who played an important role in distribution of Gautama Buddha’s sarira-dhatu (relics) after
his Mahaparinirvana?
(A) Ajatasatru
(B) Drona
(C) Mahakasyapa
(D) Upali

66. Match List I with List II
List I – (Sikh Guru) List II – (Sub-Caste) 
(A) Guru Nanak (I) Bhalla
(B) Gure Amar Das (II) Bedi
(C) Guru Ram Das (III) Trehan
(D) Guru Angad (IV) Sodhi

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A)-(II), (B)-(III), (C)-(IV), (D)-(I)
(B) (A)-(III), (B)-(IV), (C)-(I), (B)-(II)
(C) (A)-(IV), (B)-(III), (C)-(II), (D)-(I)
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(D) (A)-(II), (B)-(I), (C)-(IV), (D)-(III)

67. In the Bayana Hoard, coins of which Gupta ruler have been found in the highest number?
(A) Chandragupta – I
(B) Samudragupta
(C) Chandragupta – II
(D) Kumaragupta – I

68. Which of the following statements are correct about the linguistics reorganization of Indian
states? 

(A) The Linguistic Provinces Commission of 1948 was headed by Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel
(B) In 1952. Potti Sriramulu undertook a fast unto death over the demand for a separate

Andhra state
(C) The States Reorganization Act was passed by the Parliament as late as 1968
(D) In the case of Punjab. the Akali Dal and the Hindu right wing supported each other
(E) Artcile 347 of the constitution protects the rights of lingusitic minorities

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A), (C) and (D) only
(B) (C) and (E) only
(C) (A), (B) and (D) only
(D) (B) and (E) only

69. Which of the following dynasties traced its origin from Asura Naraka?
(A) Bhanjas of Orissa
(B) Palas of Bengal
(C) Sailodbhavas of Orissa
(D) Varmanas of Assam

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A) and (C) only
(B) (B) and (D) only
(C) (A) and (B) only
(D) (D) only

70. He took keen interest in debates, and when Srinatha defeated his court poet. Dindima. in a
disputation. he honoured the former with the title of Kavi Sarvabhauma. and 'bathed him in
gold coins'. Identify this Vijayanagar ruler:
(A) Harihara II
(B) Deva Raya II
(C) Mallikarjuna Raya
(D) Virupaksha Raya II

71. Digambar Biswas and Bishnu Biswas led which of the following movements in 1859-60?
(A) Munda Rebellion
(B) Kuka Revolt
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(C) Indigo Revolt
(D) Faraizi Movement

72. Arrange the following Gurjara pratihara kings in chronological order:
(A) Mahendrapala - I
(B) Mihirabhoja
(C) Nagabhatta - II
(D) Vatsaraja

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A), (B), (C), (D)
(B) (C), (A), (D), (B)
(C) (B), (C), (D), (A)
(D) (D), (C), (B), (A)

73. Arrange the following landmark legal cases chronologically starting from the earliest:
(A) Phulmony Case
(B) Vijialakshmi Case
(C) Maharaja Libel case
(D) Rukhmabai case

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A), (C), (D), (B)
(B) (C), (B), (D), (A)
(C) (D), (C), (A), (B)
(D) (D), (B), (C), (A)

74. From among the following statements regarding Munshi Premchand and his works. which of
them are correct?
(A) Premchand was among the first to portray the Dalits as independent and recognizable

characters both as part of the poor and with their own particular problems
(B) Premchand was extremely insensitive to the political and social movements of his times
(C) Premchand was concerned both about social evils and enslaved conditions of his country
(D) One of his (Premchand's) last and most famous stories. Kafan (the Shroud), was first

published in Hindi in 1935 and later appeared in Urdu

Choose the correct answer from the option given below: 
(A) (A) and (C) only
(B) (C) and (D) only
(C) (A), (B) and (C) only
(D) (B), (C) and (D) only

75. Match List I with List II
List I - Yakshinis or Sasana devata List II - Association with Tirthankaras 
(A) Siddhayika Adinatha (I) Adinatha
(B) Chakresvari Neminatha (II) Neminatha
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(C) Ainbika (III) Parsvanatha
(D) Padmavati (IV) Mahavira

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A)-(IV), (B)-(I), (C)-(II), (D)-(III)
(B) (A)-(III), (B)-(IV), (C)-(I), (D)-(II)
(C) (A)-(II), (3)-(III), (C)-(I), (D)-(IV)
(D) (A)-(I), (B)-(II), (C)-(IV), (D)-(III)

76. After Gwalior campaign in 1232, a commemorative coin was struck to mark the victory.
Whose name was inscribed on the coin along with that of Iltutmish
(A) Turkan Khatoon
(B) Nasiruddin Mahmud
(C) Ruknuddin Firuz
(D) Raziya Sultan

77. Who wrote the dictum: “all of is the history of ideas”.
(A) G.R. Elton
(B) R.G. Collingwood
(C) G.M. Trevelyan
(D) Leo Von Ranke

78. Given below are two statements: One is labelled as Assertion (A) and the other is labelled as
Reason (R).
Assertion (A): When the All India Women's Conference began their campaign in support of

the Child Marriage Restraint Bill (1929). Sister Subbalakshmi gave evidence 
before the Joshi Committee about the harmful effects of youthful marriages 

Reasons (R): Mithuben Petit, a social worker who became leading trade unionist. organized 
the Seva Mandir to work among the poor 

In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from the options 
given below: 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R.) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is NOT the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A) is true but (R.) is false
(D) (A) is false but (R) is true

79. Which of the following combinations of Indian revolutionaries abroad and their newspaper
not correct?
(A) Tarak Nath Das — Circular-e-Azadi
(B) Ramnath Puri - Free Hindustan
(C) Shyamji Krishna \Tema — Indian Sociologist
(D) Indubhushan Dey Mazumdar — Gaelic American

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A) and (D) only
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(B) (B), (C) and (D) only
(C) (C) and (D) only
(D) (A), (B) and (D) only

80. Given below are two statements:
Statement (I): Hoes and sickles. small weapons and horse trappings of iron have been found

at megalithic sites.
Statement (II): Maski and Nagarjunakonda are megalithic sites.

In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from the options
given below:
(A) Both Statement I and Statement II are true
(B) Both Statement I and Statement II are false
(C) Statement I is true but Statement II is false
(D) Statement I is false but Statement II is true

81. Match List I with List II
List I – (Mughal Ruler) List II – (Approximate Khalisa share in 

total Jama) 
(A) Akbar 1/20th 
(B) Jahangir 1/5th 
(C) Shahjahan 1/4th 
(D) Aurangzeb 1/7th 

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A)-(III), (B)-(I), (C)-(IV), (D)-(II)
(B) (A)-(II), (B)-(III), (C)-(IV), (D)-(I)
(C) (A)-(III), (B)-(IV), (C)-(I), (D)-(II)
(D) (A)-(IV), (B)-(III), (C)-(II), (D)-(I)

82. Chronologically arrange Muhammad bin Tughlacfs experiments/projects:
(A) Token currency
(B) Khorasan expedition
(C) Transfer of capital
(D) Qarachil expedition

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (C), (A), (D), (B)
(B) (D), (A), (B), (C)
(C) (C), (A), (B), (D)
(D) (A), (C), (D), (B)

83. Which of the following statement/s is/are correct?
(A) In the Tamil region right-hand and left hand groups were known as idangai and valangai

respectively
(B) Both the right hand and left-hand groups included non-peasant castes such as those of

artisans as well as higher ranking castes
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(C) Both the right-hand and left-hand groups usually excluded the outcastes. notably the
Paraiyas

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A) only
(B) (A) and (B) only
(C) (A) and (C) only
(D) (B) and (C) only

84. Raziya's accession to the throne of Delhi was marked by which of the following features?
(A) The people of Delhi had for the first time in the history of the Delhi Sultanate. decided a

succession issue on their own initiative. Thereafter the support of the Delhi population
constituted the main source of Raziya's strength

(B) She gave her accession the form of a contract when she asked people of depose her if she
did not fulfil their expectations

(C) It shows the robustness of the Turkish mind in accepting a woman as ruler

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A) and (B) only
(B) (B) and (C) only
(C) (A) and (C) only
(D) (A), (B) and (C)

85. Match List I with List II
List I – (Monument) List II – (Calligrapher) 
(A) Buland Darwza, Fatehpur Sikri (I) Baqi Muhammed
(B) Atagha Khan’s tomb, Delhi (II) Abd al Nabi al Quraishi
(C) Shah Begum’s tomb, Allahabad (III) Ahmad al Chisthti
(D) Itimad ud daula’s tomb, Agra (IV) Mir Abdulla Mushkin Qalam

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A)-(III), (B)-(I), (C)-(IV), (D)-(II)
(B) (A)-(II), (B)-(IV), (C)-(III), (D)-(I)
(C) (A)-(IV), (B)-(II), (C)-(I), (D)-(III)
(D) (A)-(I), (B)-(III), (C)-(II), (D)-(IV)

86. Apararka the famous commentator of Yajnavalkya Smriti was the king of:
(A) Sailodabhava dynasty
(B) Sena dynasty
(C) Silhara dynasty
(D) Kakatiya dynasty

87. In which of the following texts are the Sabha and the Samiti mentioned as the two daughter’s
of a Vedic deity?
(A) Rigveda
(B) Yajurveda
(C) Atharvaveda
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(D) Brihadaranyaka Upanishad

88. Which of the following historians claimed that Akbar’s empire in 1592 was said to contain as
many as 120 cities and 3,200 towns?
(A) Nizamuddin Ahmad
(B) Badauni
(C) Abul Fazl
(D) Faizi

89. Which among the following Persian painters of father-son duo joined Humayun’s court?
(A) Mir Musavvir and Sayyid Ali
(B) Dust Muhammed and Sayyid Ali
(C) Adbus Samad and Sayyid Ali
(D) Mir Musavvir and Abdus Samad

90. Arrange Akbar's following victories in chronolohical order:
(A) Sind
(B) Khandesh
(C) Bengal
(D) Kabul

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (C), (D), (A), (B)
(B) (A), (B), (C), (D)
(C) (C), (B), (D), (A)
(D) (B), (D), (C), (A)

Read the following passage and answer the question given below: 

Ancient India has bequeathed to us a vast treasury of texts which represent the intellectual 
and literary activities of more than two thousand years and cover a wide field. The earliest 
literary work. the Samhita of the Rigveda. is at least three thousand years old and may be 
even considerably older. A continuous stream of literature flowing since that remote age, 
widening in course of centuries and embracing almost all fields of human endeavour 
excepting political activity throws a light on the civilization of India such as we do not meet 
with in cases of other ancient cultures. This mass of literature deal with philosophy and 
religion, including ethics, ritual and ceremonial; cosmogony. cosmology, geography. 
astronomy and the allied sciences: political and economic doctrines and practices; and in a 
minor way. with almost all branches of secular life. It includes, besides a mass of religious 
texts. purely literary works such as epics. lyrics. kavyas (poems), dramas and prose romances, 
as well as biographies and folk tales. This literature is as bulky in volume as it is varied in its 
contents. Although it does not help us very much in reconstructing the political history of 
ancient India. it throws a flood of light on an enables us to trace the various stages in the 
development of culture and civilization in ancient India. such as is not possible in the case of 
ancient Egypt. Western Asia and China and even Greece and Rome. 
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91. The seventh Mandala of the Rigveda is ascribed to the family of:
(A) Atri
(B) Bharadvaja
(C) Vasishtha
(D) Visvamitra

92. Which of the following historical works are authored by Bilhana?
(A) Vikramankadeva — Charita
(B) Bhuvanabhyudaya
(C) Kavi — rahasya
(D) Karnasundari

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) (A) and (B) only
(B) (B) and (C) only
(C) (A) and (C) only
(D) (A) and (D) only

93. The most popular themes of ancient Indian dramas are based on the Ramayana, Mahabharata,
courtly love and folk tales. Which of the following dramas, considered to be written by
Bhasa, has taken its plot from the Ramayana?
(A) Abhisheka
(B) Avimaraka
(C) Balacharita
(D) pancharatra

94. The Brahmanas are the texts which throw a flood of light on Vedic rituals and ceremonies.
Which of the following pairs of the Brahmanas and Vedic Rituals Samhitas is NOT correctly
matched?
(A) Aitareya Brahmana – Rigveda Samhita
(B) Tandya Brahman – Samaveda Samhita
(C) Kausitaki Brahman – Yajurveda Samhita
(D) Gopatha Brahman – Atharvaveda Samhita

95. The Indian Philosopher Vedanta Desika wrote a Sandesa Kavya (a form of lyric poem),
named:
(A) Meghaduta
(B) Pavanaduta
(C) Hamsa - Sandesa
(D) Siladuta

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below 

The Indian National Congress. being a movement and not just a party, included within its 
fold, individuals and groups which subscribed to widely divergent political and ideological 
perspectives. It was the mainstream organization but not the only stream. Obviously, the non-
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Congress movements were never seen as parallel streams, as some have maintained. Though 
they were outside the Congress. most of them were not really separate from it and at no stage 
they became alternatives to the Congress. The only ones which may be said to have formed 
of an alternative stream of politics were the communal and casteist movements which were 
not national or anti-imperialist. Several Satyagraha campaigns — apart from innumerable 
mass agitational campaigns — were waged between 1919 and 1942. The movement in its 
various forms and phases took modern politics to the people. It did not appeal to their pre-
modern consciousness based on religion. caste and locality or loyalty to the traditional rulers. 
Though in some cases caste structure was used in villages to enforce discipline in a 
movement whose motivation and demands had nothing to do with caste. The social and 
religious reform movements which developed during the 19th century as part of the defence 
against colonialization of Indian culture merged with the national movement. As a mass 
movement, while the Indian national movement was able to tap the diverse energies, talents 
and capacities of a large varieties of people to fight against the British rule, emphasis was 
also laid on the constructive programme. 

96. In which year women participated in the proceedings of the Indian National Congress?
(A) 1885
(B) 1889
(C) 1898
(D) 1926

97. Which kind of individuals were not associated with the Indian National Movement?
(A) Imperialists
(B) Moderates
(C) Communists
(D) Swarajists

98. Which among the following were parallel but not alternative streams of agitation?
(A) The Ghadar movement
(B) The Civil Disobedience movement
(C) The Indian National Army
(D) The Royal Indian Navy Revolt

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:  
(A) (A) and (B) only
(B) (A), (C), and (D) only
(C) (B) and (D) only
(D) (B), (C) and (D) only

99. Which one of the following Satyagraha movements was not a part of Indian National
Congress programme?
(A) Rowlatt Satyagraha
(B) Non – Cooperation movement
(C) Mahad Sweet Tank Satyagraha
(D) The Quit India Movement
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100. Which one of the following was a non – Congress movement?
(A) Extremists
(B) All India Trade Union Congress
(C) All India Depressed Classes Mission Society of India
(D) Kisan Sabhas
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ANSWER KEY 

Q.No Ans Q.No Ans 
1 C 51 C 
2 B 52 A 
3 A 53 A 
4 A 54 D 
5 D 55 D 
6 C 56 B 
7 D 57 D 
8 D 58 D 
9 B 59 A 
10 C 60 C 
11 A 61 A 
12 D 62 B 
13 D 63 B 
14 D 64 C 
15 C 65 B 
16 B 66 D 
17 D 67 C 
18 A 68 D 
19 B 69 D 
20 D 70 B 
21 B 71 C 
22 C 72 D 
23 C 73 B 
24 B 74 A 
25 D 75 A 
26 C 76 B 
27 B 77 B 
28 D 78 C 
29 B 79 D 
30 B 80 A 
31 C 81 A 
32 A 82 A 
33 C 83 D 
34 C 84 D 
35 A 85 A 
36 D 86 C 
37 A 87 C 
38 A 88 A 
39 A 89 A 
40 C 90 A 
41 B 91 C 
42 C 92 D 
43 B 93 A 
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44 A 94 C 
45 C 95 C 
46 B 96 B 
47 C 97 A 
48 A 98 B 
49 D 99 C 
50 C 100 C 
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 NOVEMBER 2021 – SHIFT 2 

1. Which of the following crops do not find mention in the Ain-i Akbari in any of the dastur circles?
A. Coffee
B. Tea
C. Opium
D. Indigo
E. Tobacco

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, B and C only
(B) B, C and D only
(C) A, C and  E only
(D) A, B and E only

2. Given below are two statements: One is labelled as Assertion A and the other is labelled as
Reason R:
Assertion A : The Fort William College started in 1800 was aimed at training 'Writers' and Cadets“
of East India Company.
Reasons R : Sir William Jones‘s primary aim at studying Sanskrit studies was to create a uniform
code of the Digest of Hindu Law for Judiciary.

In the light of the above statements. choose the correct answer from the options given below:
(A) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A
(B) Both A and R are true but R is NOT the correct explanation of A
(C) A is true but R is false
(D) A is false but R is true

3. Which of the following is NOT  true of the hero-stone inscriptions from the Pallava Kingdom?
(A) Vatteluthu Script.
(B) Defending cattle against attack by tigers.
(C) Memorial to a dog defending his master against robbers.
(D) Defending cattle and crops against marauding elephants.

4. The inclusion of personal laws in the Indian Constitution,
(A) protected the rights of women
(B) generated legal plurality
(C) facilitated the winking of the Hindu Code Bill
(D) upheld the ideals of secularism.

5. Which ones of the following statements are true about the liberalization of Indian economy?
A. Manmohan Singh argued for a less controlled economy as early as 1960s.
B. Indira Gandhi was against liberalizing measures and increased restrictions on large monopoly

enterprises.
C. The monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices (METP) Act was abolished in the course of

liberalization.
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D. Agriculture, after recording a growth in 1991 — 92, sharply fell downwards till 1996 — 97.

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) B and D only
(B) A, B and D only
(C) A and C only
(D) B, C and D only

6. Arrange the following in chronological order:
A. Gondophernes
B. Menander
C. Rudradaman
D. Chastana

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:  
(A) A, C, D, B
(B) B, A, D, C
(C) D, C, B, A
(D) D, C, A, B

7. What is the nature of the evidence for associating Chandragupta Maurya with Bhadrabahu?
(A) Numismatic
(B) Epigraphic
(C) Chinese testimony
(D) Early history iconographic

8. Who was the author' of the three reports on the state of vernacular education in Bengal and
Bihar in the 1830s?
(A) Thomas Babington Macaulay
(B) James Prinsep
(C) Alexander Duff
(D) William Adam

9. Which of the following Gupta rulers issued Archer - type coins?
A. Samudragupta
B. Chandragupta—II
C. Kumaragupta — I
D. Skandagupta

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A and B only
(B) B and C only
(C) A, B and C only
(D) A, B, C, D

10. The city of Burhanpur was established by Nasir Khan of
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(A) Faruqi dynasty of Khandesh
(B) Qutb Shah dynasty of Golconda
(C) Adil Shahi dynasty of Bijapur
(D) Imad Shahi dynasty of Bidar

11. Match List I with List II
List I List II 
A. Mahendrapala I. Rashtrakuta
B. Nannuka II. Gujara - Pratihara
C. Vakpakiraja III. Chandella
D. Govinda IV. Paramara

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A-III, B-I, C-IV, D-II
(B) A-IV, B-III, C-II, D-I
(C) A-II, B-III, C-IV, D-I
(D) A-IV, B-I, C-II, D-III

12. Arrange the following writer in chronological order:
A. Sattanar
B. Sandhyakara Nandi
C. Yaska
D. Patanjali

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) C, D, A, B
(B) D, A, B, C
(C) C, D, B, A
(D) D, A, C, B

13. Bone tools have been found at the following Neolithic sites:
A. Gufkral
B. Sarutaru
C. Chirand
D. Daojali Hading

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, B, C, D
(B) A and C only
(C) B, C and D only
(D) A, C and D only
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14. Match List I with List II:

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:
(A) A-II, B-I, C-IV, D-III
(B) A-IV, B-III, C-II, D-I
(C) A-III, B-IV, C-I, D-II
(D) A-III, B-II, C-IV, D-I

15. Babur introduced new military tactics in India. These were the carts hashed together by iron-chains
and protected by ditches. and the flanking parties (tulghuma). From where did Babur borrow this
tactics?
(A) From the Ottomans and the Safavids
(B) From the Ottomans and the Uzbeks
(C) From China and Central Asia
(D) From the Uzbeks and the Safavids

16. From among the following statements regarding Non — Cooperation movement, which are correct?
A. Under the Non — Cooperation, Gandhi aged the people not to cooperate with an unjust and hence

evil system
B. By describing the British Indian administrative system as an evil, Gandhi removed

the spell of fear of the ‘terror of law" from the hearts of the people
C. Under Non — Cooperation Gandhi urged the people to break the civil and criminal laws
D. Gandhi urged the people to fearlessly go to prisons, which he termed as 'His Majesty’s Hotels’

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below:  
(A) A and C only
(B) B, C and D only
(C) A, B and D only
(D) C and D only

17. Match List I with List II
List I List II 
(Dhyani Buddhas) (Their Bodhisattvas) 
A. Amitabha I. Vajrapani
B. Akshobhya II. Padmapani
C. Vairochana III. Visvapani
D. Amoghasiddhi IV. Samantabhadra

List I List II 
(Bhakti texts) (Writers) 
A. Kabir Parachai I. Keshav das
B. Bhaktamal II. Mahipati
C. Vijnanagita III. Anantadas

D. Bhaktavijay IV. NabhaDas
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Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A-I, B-II, C-III, D-IV
(B) A-II, B-I, C-IV, D-III
(C) A-III, B-II, C-I, D-IV
(D) A-IV, B-III, C-II, D-I

18. From among the following statements regarding Historical method, which are correct?
A. The footnote becomes a convenient receptacle for data and discussions of serious kinds

supplementing the text, enriching it and giving it weight, by linking it directly with the sources
B. In hagiography, the permanent motive of fabrication has been a mania for the

marvelous
C. The footnote cannot be considered as an explicit guarantee by indicating the source or authority

on which the truth of the statement is based
D. Erroneous judgments in history writing often result from the fact that the evidence on which they

are based is vitiated by false play of the Imagination

Choose the most appropriate answer from the option given below: 
(A) B, C and D only
(B) A, B and D only
(C) A and D only
(D) C and D only

19. Who is regarded as a future Buddha in Buddhist Tradition?
(A) Avalokitesvara
(B) Manjushree
(C) Maitreya
(D) Vajrapani

20. Given below are two statements
Statement (I) : According to Sankhya philosophy, there are twenty — five basic principles or tattvas.
the first of which is prakriti and the second of which is purusha.
Statement (II) : The basic text of the Vedanta philosophical system is the Brahmasutra of
Badarayana.

In the light of the above statements, Choose the correct answer from the options given below:
(A) Both Statement I and Statement II are true.
(B) Both Statement I and Statement II are false.
(C) statement I is true but Statement II is false.
(D) Statement I is false but Statement II is true.

21. Who started Rajamundry Social Reform Association in 1878?
(A) Rama lyengar
(B) Sesha lyengar
(C) K.Viresalingam Pantalu
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(D) Rubgundai Raghunath Rao

22. Match List I with ListII
List I List II 
Author Books 
A. Frank Ankersmit I. Customs in Common
B. Edward Said II. Discipline and Punish — The Birth  of

the prison
C. Michel Foucault III. Culture and Imperialism
D. E.P.Thompson IV. Meaning Truth and Reference in Historical

Representation

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A-IV, B-III, C-II, D-I
(B) A-III, B-II, C-IV, D-I
(C) A-III, B-IV, C-II, D-I
(D) A-II, B-III, C-I, D-IV

23. With reference to the history of art of early India, arrange the following in chronological order:
A. Bhaja
B. Nagarjuni
C. Elephanta
D. Karle

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, C, B, D
(B) B, A, D, C
(C) D, A, B, C
(D) B, D, C, A

24. From among the following statements regarding Mahendra Lal  Sircar's contribution to science.
which ones are correct?
A. Sircar set out his nationalist agenda, namely, to build a culture of science in India through its

practice and popularization.
B. For Sircar. science was the metaphor of nationalism.
C. Sircar stressed that political nationalism had no meaning without science as its guiding spirit.
D. Sircar, much like his contemporary Bankim Chandra, did not ascribe to Europe a rational

progressive culture while portraying Asia as suffering from a regressive, irrational mindset.

Choose the most appropriate answer from the option given below: 
(A) A, B and C only
(B) B and C only
(C) B and D only
(D) B, C and D only

25. The earliest reference to magnetic compass occurs in which of the following Persian works?
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(A) Jawami—ul Hikayat
(B) Adab -ul Harb wa Shujaat
(C) Futuh—us Salatin
(D) Miftah—ul Fuzala

26. According to historians. the term grama in the Vedic period could have one or more of the following
meanings:
A. A unit consisting of a number of families or kulas was known as grama.
B. Grama was the formation made up of wagons used by mobile pastoralists
C. A grama was a small fighting unit of the tribe.
D. A grama was a tribal assembly for choosing the King.

Choose the most appropriate answer from the option given below: 
(A) A and C only
(B) A and D only
(C) A, B and C only
(D) A, B, C and D

27. According to Morris D. Morris, deindustrialization in nineteenth century India was a myth, because
(A) The statistical proof for the decline of handicrafts is difficult to find
(B) He collected his material of research from some early nineteenth century memoirs that celebrate

the flourishing handicrafts
(C) There are enough evidences to show that the rich landowners patronized handicrafts
(D) The twentieth century sources reflect back on the glorious period of handicrafts in the

past

28. Anuloma and Pratiloma in ancient India were
A. two systems of marriage
B. two steps in the yogic method of salvation
C. complementary aspects of the varnasankara  system
D. two popular styles of haircut

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) B and D only
(B) A, B and D only
(C) A and C only
(D) B, C and D only

29. In Iltutmish‘s nobility to which of the following categories Taziks belonged?
(A) Turkish slax e officers
(B) Non-Turkish foreigners of high lineage
(C) Indian muslims
(D) Shamsi slaves of Iltutmish
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30. Match List I with List II
List I List II 
A. Brahma — Yajna I. Offerings to all beings

B. Bhuta — Yajna II. Offerings made into the fire
C. Daiva — Yajna III. Honouring guests
D. Manushya — Yajna IV. Study and teaching of the Vedas

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A-IV, B-I, C-II, D-III
(B) A-III, B-IV, C-I, D-II
(C) A-IV, B-III, C-I, D-II
(D) A-II, B-III, C-IV, D-I

31. The Congress was critical of the Cabinet Mission Scheme of 1946 because,
(A) The Princely States were putting pressure on the Congress
(B) The Congress did not want the integration of the Princely States
(C) The Cabinet mission had overlooked the need of the Princely States to have elected

representatives of the Constituent Assembly
(D) The Cabinet Mission wanted the Princely States to be part of the  Constituent

Assembly

32. The Vasavadatta  and the Ravanavadha  were written by
(A) Bharavi and Magha respectively
(B) Subandhu and Bhatti respectively
(C) Magha and Bhartrihari respectively
(D) Bhavabhuti

33. Match List I with List II:
List I List II 
Mongol Attacks Respective reign of Delhi Sultans 
A. Tair Bahadur I. Alauddin Khalji
B. Tarmashirin II. Muizuddin Bahram Shah
C. Shir Mughal III. Muhammad Tughlaq
D. Qutlugh Khwaja IV. Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A-III, B-IV, C-II, D-I
(B) A-II, B-III, C-IV, D-I
(C) A-IV, B-III, C-II, D-I
(D) A-II, B-I, C-IV, D-III

34. Arrange the establishment of the following institutions chronologically starting from the earliest:
A. Ramabai Ranade's Seva Sadan.
B. Keshav Karve's Anath Balika Ashram.
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C. Mataji Maharani Tapaswini's Mahakali Pathashala of Calcutta.
D. Pandita Ramabai's Sharada Sadan.
Choose the correct answer from the options given below:
(A) A, D, C. B
(B) C, D, A, B
(C) B, A, D, C
(D) D, C, B, A

35. Under Aurangzeb silver rupaya weighed at :
(A)176 troy (grains)
(B) 178 troy
(C) 180 troy
(D)182 troy

36. Which of the following statements are correct about adhai—din—ka—Jhonpra?
A. It was the first mosque built by the Turks
B.  An  inscription on the dome records the name of Abu Bakr ibn Ahmad Khalu al—Harawi as

supervisors of its construction
C. Inscription on the arch refers to the construction under the supervisions  of Ahmad ibn Muhammad

al—Arid
D. An inscription on the central arch of the screen assigns its construction to Iltutmish

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A)A and B only
(B) A, B and C only
(C) B, C and D only
(D)A, C and D only

37.  Chronologically arrange various proclamations/orders of Akbar:
A. First time abolition of jiziya
B. Remission of pilgrim tax
C. Issue of Fathnama of Chittor
D. Ban on enslavement of wives, children and relatives of war captives

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A)B, A, C, D
(B) B, D, C, A
(C) D, A, C, B
(D)D, B, A, C

38. Viravalanjigar was
(A)an honorific titles of Chola Kings.
(B) a widespread merchant corporation in early medieval south India
(C) a book of astronomy
(D)a medical treatise
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39. Major James Rennell's 1783 Map of Hindoostan was an instance of
(A)The imposition of western cartographic practices in the Indian Subcontinent
(B) Importation of American methods of mapmaking.
(C) European scientific mapmaking practices aided by Indian methods.
(D)A secret British war atlas to be hidden from the Indian rulers.

40. Given below are two statements: One is labelled as Assertion A and the other is labelled as Reason R:
Assertion (A) :  Under Aurangzeb the claim over the property of the deceased mansabdars was limited to
the mutaliba.
Reasons (R) : In 1691 Aurangzeb issued a farman called upon his officers not to attach the property of
nobles whose heirs were in government service because the latter could be asked to pay the mutaliba
contracted by the deceased.

In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below:
(A)Both A and R are correct and R is the correct explanation of A
(B) Both A and R are correct but R is NOT the correct explanation of A
(C) A is correct but R  is not correct
(D)A is not correct but (R) is correct

41. With regard to Persian source Tazkira Pir Hassu Teli and its author, which of the following statements are
correct?
A. Tazkira Pir Hassu Teli was written in the Panjab inn the reign of Jahangir.
B. The family members of the author, Surat Singh, were by profession traders
C. He was taken by Shaikh Sitrullah to Shaikh Kamal, the chief disciple of Pir Hassu, the teli saint, to be
enrolled among his disciples
D. This was a sufi sect, known as Malamtya, to which both Hindus and Muslims were
Admitted

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A)A, B and C only
(B) A and B only
(C) A and D only
(D)B, C and D only

42. In major-culture mounds,
(A) A number of important archaeological cultures are represented in succession.
(B) A number of archaeological cultures are represented out of which only one culture

dominant.
(C) Only a single important archaeological culture is represented.
(D) A major religious monument has to be there.

43. The first inscriptional mention of Bharadha - Vasa (Bharata - Varsha) occurs in
(A) Ayodhya Inscription of Dhanadeva
(B) Besnagar Inscription of Heliodorus
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(C) Junagarh Inscription of Rudradaman
(D) Hathigumpha Inscription of Kharavela

44. Which one of the following was permanently imposed on the Indians in 1886?
(A) Salt tax
(B) Income tax
(C) Education cess
(D) Pilgrim tax

45. Which ruler of Malabar rebutted an invasion from Mysore in 1766 and imposed his own terms
on the pepper trade to keep the Dutch and English trading companies under control?
(A) Vamma Palassi Raja
(B) Martanda Varma
(C) Raja Ravi Varma
(D) Anwaruddin Khan

46. Pratimoksha meant
(A) the negation of salvation
(B) a materialist doctrine of the Charvakas
(C) monastic rules of the Buddhist order
(D) a religious functionary of the Jainas

47. The story of Sunahsepa in which a father is described as selling his son occurs in
(A) Aitareya Brahmana
(B) Satpatha Brahmana
(C) Taittiriya Brahmana
(D) Tandya Brahmana

48. Icons of which of the following deities we shown carrying a plough
(A) Balarama
(B) Vasudeva
(C) Pradyumna
(D) Aniruddha

49. Chronologically arrange the following uprisings starting from the earliest:
A. Orissa Zamindar‘s Rebellion
B. Satara Uprising
C. Sannyasi Rebellion
D. Bhil Uprising

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) C, A, D, B
(B) A, B, C, D
(C) D, C, A, B
(D) A, D, C, B

50. Which of the following statements are NOT true about Dalit participation in the Revolt of
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1857? 
A. The soldiers who attacked the British in the Revolt of 1837 were mostly Dalits
B. Jhalkari Bai was an associate of Rani Lakshmi Bai and her name hardly features U the Dalit
narratives
C. Thakur Vishwanath Shahdeo led the rebel soldiers in Lucknow
D. 3000 rebels from the Dalit communities surrounded the toun of Chhatra
E. Prof. Badri Narayan has done extensive oral history research on the Dalit narratives of 1857

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) B and C only
(B) A, C and D only
(C) B and E only
(D) B, C and E only

51. Given below are two statements: One is labelled as Assertion A and the other is labelled as
Reasons R:
Assertion (A) : Gandhi was more concerned with religious beliefs than religious values.
Reasons (R) : Gandhi was not a system builder, he had a systematic approach to human life that
assured a world of peace and happiness.

In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from the options given
below
(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct but (R) is NOT the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A) is correct but (R) is not correct
(D) (A) is not correct but (R) is correct

52. Who among the following was chosen by Akbar to be the superintendent of the building of
Agra fort because of his reputation as a ‘military engineer’ as well as builder?
(A) Qasim Khan
(B) Bahauddin
(C) Sadullah Khan
(D) Fazil Khan

53. What did Kuddapah Kar and Samba Peshanam denote in the context of agricultural production
in South India?
(A) Two main seasons of rice cultivation named after the variety of rice cultivated during

the summer and winter seasons
(B) Irrigation taxes
(C) Land tax
(D) methods of land measurement

54. Who were the ‘Portfolio Capitalists’ in the early colonial rule in India?
(A) The British and American planters who settled in various parts of India
(B) The English, French and Dutch merchants who were exploiting the indigenous

artisan classes
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(C) The regional Indian rulers who were backing the great merchant classes
(D) An intermediary merchant class that crime to influence the political processes

55. Pariharas or immunities from royal demands and claims are referred to in
(A) the Sarnath Pillar inscription of Asoka
(B) the Allahabad Pillar inscription of Samudragupta
(C) an inscription of Gautamiputra Satakarni
(D) the Junagadh inscription of Rudradaman

56. Match List I with List II:
List I List II 
A. Virupaksha I. Somnathpur
B. Tin Thal II. Kumbakonam
C. Keshava temple III. Ellora
D. Nageshvarasvami IV. Pattadakal

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A-IV, B-III, C-I, D-II
(B) A-III, B-II, C-I, D-IV
(C) A-II, B-IV, C-I, D-III
(D) A-IV, B-III, C-II, D-I

57. Who of the following are the well-known Saivas of early India?
A. Aiyadigal Kadavarkon
B. Tirumular
C. Tirumangai
D. Tirumalisai

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, B, C and D
(B) A and B only
(C) C and D only
(D) B, C and D only

58. Which of the following statements are correct with regard to Asian maritime trade?
A. In the 15th century there was withdrawal of the Chinese ocean-going ‘junks‘ from the seas

west of Malacca
B. This vacuum was apparently filled by ships owned by Gujarati merchants
C. M.N. Perason holds that the Sultans of Gujarat were not interested in promoting overseas
trade, since there was little interaction between the rulers and the merchant communities

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) A and C only
(B) B and C only
(C) A and B only
(D) A, B, C
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59. On the island of Java in southeast Asia,
A. The first Indian settlements were set up in the first century AD
B. Indian political power was however established only in the third century AD
C. According to a Buddhist traveller, it was brahmanical religion that was prevalent in the fifth
century AD
D. The Pallavas had established their suzerainty by the fourth century AD

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, B and C only
(B) A and C only
(C) B, C and D only
(D) B and C only

60. While visiting Gujarat in 1618, Jahangir writes, ‘The Shaikh lived in the time of Sultan Ahmad,
who founded the city of Ahmedabad, and the latter had a great respect for him. The people of
this country have a strange belief in him and consider him one of the great saints. Every Friday
night a great crowd of people, high and low, go to visit his shrine”. Identify this Sufi saint in
Gujarat who at one time was also taken into custody by the soldiers of Timur:
(A) Shaikh Ahmad Maghribi
(B) Shaikh sadrudddin Raju
(C) Shaikh Ruknuddin Kan— ishakar
(D) Shaikh Salahuddin

61. Who of the following persons was sharply critical of the practice of Sati?
(A) Kalidasa
(B) Vatsyayana
(C) Bhasa
(D) Banabhatta

62. In  which place was the All India Congress Socialist Party formally inaugurated
on October 20, 1934?
(A) Patna
(B) Calcutta
(C) Bombay
(D) Allahabad

63. Which of the following Sultans of Delhi deposited a large number of books on astronomy and
astrolabs in the Royal Library (Kitab Khana—i Khas) and desired that these be made available
to all those who wished to make use of them?
(A) Iltutmish
(B) Balban
(C) Firuz Tughlaq
(D) Sikandar Lodi
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64. Regarding Dabistan—i Mazahib, which of the following statements are correct?

A.The Dabistan-i Alazahib refers to the compositions of Guru Nanak as replete with praises of
God and ethical instructions

B. The author of Dabistan refers to the Adi Granth compiled by Guru Arjan
C. The author of Dabistan refers to the practice of the Sikhs to request the entire congregation to

pray for the fulfillment of an individual’s wish
D. The Dabistan contains extremely useful information on the organisation of the Sikh

community

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, B and C only
(B) B and C only
(C) A, C and D only
(D) B and D only

65. The technique siyahi qalam or mm qalam was brought to India by the painters from which of
the following regions?
(A) Arabia
(B) Persia
(C) Transoxiana
(D) Turkey

66. Which of the following statements are true about Panchsheel?
A. Nehru used the term in honour of the US President in September 1954.
B. The Panchsheel principles were incorporated in a United Nations General Assembly

resolution presented by India. Yugoslavia and Sweden.
C. Burma and Indonesia did not support the idea of Panchsheel.
D. The policy of  Non — alignment is a direct consequence of the principles of Panchsheel.
E. Nehru and the Chinese Premier Chou — En — Lai signed the Panchsheel agreement in

1954.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, C and E only
(B) B, D and E only
(C) A, D and E only
(D) B and D only

67. The Seventh Pillar Edict of King Asoka occurs on
A. Delhi — Meerut Pillar
B. Delhi — Topra Pillar
C. Sarnath Pillar
D. Lauriya — Araraj Pillar

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) B and D only
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(B) A, C and D only
(C) B only
(D) D only

68. From among the following statements regarding socio — religious movements, which are
correct?
A. The British conquest and consequent dissemination of colonial culture and ideology led to an

inevitable introspection about indigenous culture and institutions
B. The socio — cultural regeneration in nineteenth centurv India was occasioned by the colonial

presence. but not created by it
C. The reform movement  was strongly  non — humanist in inspiration, the idea of

otherworldliness and salvation were a part of their agenda
D. Syed Ahmed Khan emphasized the role of religion in the progress of society: If religion did

not keep pace with the demands of time, it would get fossilized

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, C and D only
(B) B and C only
(C) A, B and D only
(D) C and D only

69. Which of the following statements are correct?
A. Stirups are not found on representations of the horseman on Ajanta Paintings
B. The Arabic word rikab was used to denote iron stirup in Persian
C. Iron stirups are shown in Chalukyan sculpture of the 12th  Century
D. The iron stirups had come into use in Arab armies by the late seventh century

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, B and C only
(B) A, B and D only
(C) B, C and D only
(D) B and C only

70. Which one of the statements regarding historiography are correct?
A. Leopold von Ranke's philosophy of history is full of paradoxes. it is difficult to reconcile his

dictum that history should have the greatest possible objectivity with his view that ‘God
dwells in History’.

B. It was Hegel and not Karl Marx who first expounded that the primary motive force of the
historical process is human labour in society.

C. Oswald Spengler's philosophy of history opens with a vehement attack on the European
periodization of history into ancient, medieval and modern.

D. In the opinion of R.G. Collingwood, “all history is the history of ideas”.

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) A and D only
(B) C and D only
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(C) B, C and D only
(D) A, B, C and D

71. The standard unit of the money of the Vijayanagara kingdom mentioned as ‘Pagoda’ in later
European accounts was referred to in the inscriptions as:

A. Varaha
B. Gadyana
C. Hon
D. Fanam/Panam

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, B and C only
(B) A, B and D only
(C) B and C only
(D) C and D only

72. The Hyderabadi administrative system in the late eighteenth century can be identified as a
’patron-client relationship’, because,

(A) The Nizam displayed his allegiance to the Mughal Emperor and regularly paid tributes
(B) The local Hindu landowners were subdued by the Nizam and they were forced to pay him

tributes
(C) The semi—autonomous rulers of the Hyderabad state were allowed to govern no their own

in return. for an annual tribute to the Nizam
(D) The local Muslim elites showed allegiance to the Nizam and the Mughals

73. Match List I with List II:
List I List II 
Term Meaning 
A. Chahkan I. Brick pounder
B. Saqiya II. Iron Smith
C. Ahangar III. Persian Wheel
D. Surkhikob IV.Well diggers

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A-II, B-IV, C-I, D-III
(B) A-IV, B-III, C-II, D-I
(C) A-III, B-I, C-IV, D-II
(D) A-I, B-II, C-III, D-IV

74. Match List I with List II:
List I List II 
Author Book 
A. Sushil Kumar De I. Har Dayal — Hindu Revolutionary and

Rationalist.
B. Shah Nawaz Khan II. Land Systems in British India
C. B.H. Baden—Powell III. History of Bengali Literature in the

Nineteenth Century
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D. Emily C. Thrown IV. INA and its Netaji

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A-II, B-I, C-IV, D-III
(B) A-IV, B-III, C-I, D-II
(C) A-III, B-IV, C-II, D-I
(D) A-II, B-III, C-I, D-IV

75. Who founded the Bharat stree Mahamandal (The Large Circle of Indian Women) to promote
female education?

(A) Margaret Cousins
(B) Dorothy Jinarajadas
(C) Saraladevi Chaudhurani
(D) Mrs. Ammu Swaminathan

76. Astronomy in ancient India
A. was a part of Vedic knowledge as a Vedanga.
B. was known as Jyotisha
C. listed the Moon as a planet.
D. did not list the Uranus as one of the Planets.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A and C only
(B) B, C and D only
(C) A, B, C and D
(D) A, C and D only

77. Chronologically arrange the following Acts on the basis of their enactment:
A. India Act V that declared slavery to be illegal in India.
B. The Act XXXI that opened inheritance to Christian converts.
C. Regulation VI which declared child sacrifice to be murder.
D. Regulation XVII that declared Sati to be illegal in Bengal Presidency.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) C, D, A, B
(B) D, A, C, B
(C) A, C, B, D
(D) C, B, D, A

78. Who wrote the seminal work — Stree — Purush — Tulana [ A Comparison between Women
and Men ] in 1882?

(A) Kashibai Kanitkar
(B) Anandibai Karve
(C) Ramabai Ranade
(D) Tarabai shinde
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79. Which of the following is the probable date of the Periplus Maris Erithraei?
(A) 2nd Century B.C
(B) 1st – 2nd Century A.D
(C) 3rd Century B.C
(D) 4th Century A.D

80. Regarding the protection of routes under Mughal administration, which of the following
statements are correct?

A. The protection of the  routes was regarded as one of the foremost duties of the
administration

B. The organisation of the carvans and serails of the tandas of banjaras, who went armed. and
possibly of flotillas in the rivers was mainly assigned to meet the threat of robbery on the
routes

C. Under Mughal empire, the officer in whose jurisdiction robbery of theft occurred, had to
recover the goods or had to compensate the victim himself

D. The officers met this obligation by pursuing a policy of ferocious reprisals and sacking the
suspected villages

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, C and D only
(B) B and C only
(C) A, B, C and D
(D) B, C and D only

81. ‘There is nothing that we know in prehistoric Egypt or Mesopotania or anywhere else in
Western Asia to compare with the well-built baths and commdious houses of the citizens of
Mohenjodaro”. Who made this statement?

(A) Jhon Marshall
(B) Mortimer Wheeler
(C) H.D Sankalia
(D) A.N Ghosh

82. Match List I with List II:
List I List I 
Author Book 
A. Margaret Chatterjee I. Gandhi’s political Philosophy
B. Gangeya Mukherji II. Gandhis Truth — On the Origins of

militant Non — soolence.
C. Bhiku Paresh III. Gandhi and Tagore: Politics, Truth and

Conscience.
D. Eric H Erikson IV. Gandhi and His Jewish friends.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A-II, B-I, C-IV, D-III
(B) A-IV, B-III, C-I, D-II
(C) A-III, B-IV, C-II, D-I
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(D) A-II, B-III, C-I, D-IV

83. Under the Mughals, for tracing, a piece of transparent gazelle skin was used. onto which the
outliner of sketches were traced. was known as :
(A) Charba
(B) Qita
(C) Qalam
(D) Khat

84. With regard to Shaikh Abd al—Quddus Gangohi, which of the following statements are
correct?
A. Shaikh Abd al—Quddua Gangohi was among the prominent sufi shaikhs of the Sabiri

branch of the Chishti Silsilah
B. Collection of anecdotes regarding him was compiled much later after his death by his son

Rukn al-din Quddusi
C. At the time of Babur's invasion. Sultan Ibrahim Lodi summoned the shaikh to bless his army

by his presence at Panipat
D. With Ibrahim's defeat and death, Shaikh Abd al-Quddus fell into the hands of a Mughal; and

he was led away on foot from Panipat to Delhi, with his son and his servant tied to the
saddle of their captor's horse by the long black wool turban of the Shaikh

Choose the most appropriate answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, B and C only
(B) A, C and D only
(C) B and D only
(D) B, C and D only

85. Arrange the following Chishti Sufis in chronological order:
A. Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya
B. Khwaja moinuddin Chishti
C. Shaikh Nasizuddin Chiragh
D. Shaikh Fariduddin Ganj—i Shaker

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) D, B, C, A
(B) C, D, B, A
(C) B, D, A, C
(D) B, A, D, C

86. When prince Muhammad Karm Bakhsh ordered his right hand to be cut off, Saif Khan said, "It
is a low nature which you have inherited from your mother. This hand which you have cut off
without any fault. taught you archery“. Identify the mother.
(A) Dilras Bano
(B) Nawab Bai
(C) Udaipuri Begum
(D) Nadira Begum
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87. Soon after his accession which of the following Sultans assured the people of his determination
to follow in the foot steps of his deceased father, and declared, “Every oldman in my territory is
like a father to me and every young man is like my brother in my affection”.:
(A) Balban
(B) Alauddin Khalji
(C) Muhammad Tughlaq
(D) Sikandar Lodi

88. Given below are two statements:
Statement (I) : The Brihadisvara temple of Thanjavur is constructed of granite stone.
Statement (II) : Granite rocks are available in the neighbourhood.

In the light of the above statements. Choose the correct answer from the options given below:
(A) Both Statement I and Statement II are true.
(B) Both Statement I and Statement II are false.
(C) Statement I is true but Statement II is false.
(D) Statement I is false but Statement II is true.

89. Arrange chronologically the following poets who were known as the authors of inscriptions:
A. Harishena
B. Ravikirti
C. Ravishanti
D. Vatsabhatti

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, D, C, B
(B) A, B, C, D
(C) B, C, A, D
(D) D, A, B, C

90. Arrange the following Mughal Royal daughters in their chronological order
A. Johan Ara Begum
B. Zebun Niaa Begum
C. Gulbadan Begum
D. Roshan An Begum

     Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, C, B, D
(B) B, D, A, C
(C) C, A, D, B
(D) C, D, B, A

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below: 
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The state policy under Akbar from 1560 onwards, roughly down to 1575, had thus often to 
accommodate the prejudices of theologians, commanding much influence among Muslims. 
They often goaded him to be harsh and sectarian towards non-believers as well as the so called 
heretics. According to Badaoni, this phase also witnessed Akbar's lavishing much favour on the 
theologians in the form of land grants on an unprecendented scale. A majority of persons 
benefitting from this flood of favours would obviously be Indian Muslims managing mosques 
and dargahs (mystic hospices) in different places. One may even speculate that this attitude of 
placating the a'imma (functionaries of Islamic religious institutions) was partly aimed at 
weaning them away from the influence of Afghan chiefs who until late years were their rulers. 
They were evidently regarded by Mughals during these years as their main potential opponents 
among the nobles or ashraf among the Muslim population. 

91. ‘Indian Muslims’ were identified as
(A) Deccani Muslims
(B) Shaikhzadas
(C) Turanis
(D) Iranis

92. In the early phase of his reign. Akbar made land grants lavishly to the theologians. This land
grant was known as :
(A) Iqta
(B) Suyurghal
(C) Jagir
(D) Altamgka

93. Identify the author who threw new light on the nobility under Akbar and the development of his
religious policy
(A) Ishwari Prasad
(B) R.P. Tripathi
(C) Iqtidar Alam Khan
(D) Irfan Habib

94. Land grants were given to the a'imma to win over them from which of the following previous
rulers?
(A) Mewatis
(B) Rajputs
(C) Sultans of Gujarat
(D) Afghans

95. Against whom the prejudiced theologians were not harsh and sectarian?
(A) Sunnis
(B) Mahadvis
(C) Shias
(D) Ahmadiyas

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below: 
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Indian National Movement was most firmly and deeply rooted in an understanding of the nature 
and character of colonial economic domination and exploitation. Three names stand out who 
carried out the economic analysis of British rule during 1870 — 1905. i.e. Dadabhai Naoroji. 
the Grand Old Man of India, Justice M.G. Ranade and Romesh Chandra Dutt, a retired  civil  
servant.  These  three  leaders  along  with  G.V.  Joshi,  G.K  Gokhale, G. Subramaniya lyer. 
Prithwis Chandra Ray and a host of others raised basic questions regarding the nature and 
purpose of British rule. For them. the essence of British imperialism lay in the subordination of 
the Indian economy to the British economy. They were able to see that colonialism no longer 
functioned through crude tools of plunder and tribute and mercantilism but operated through the 
disguised and complex mechanism of free trade and foreign capital investment, by transforming 
India into a supplier of food stuffs and raw material to the metropolis and making India a 
market for the metropolitan manufacturers. Ever since the 1840s, the British economists, 
officials had seen the investment of foreign capital, along with law and order, as the major 
instrument for the development of India, an argument the early Indian nationalists vehemently 
refuted. They argued that instead of encouraging and augmenting Indian capital, foreign capital 
replaced and suppressed it which led to the drain of capital from India and further strengthened 
the British hold over the Indian economy. They also highlighted the progressive decline and 
ruin of India's traditional handicrafts in the interest of British manufacturers. The political 
consequences of such policies were no less harmful and which led to India's political 
subjugation. 

96. After years of hesitation. in which year the drain theory was officially adopted by Indian
National Congress and proclaimed that the famines and the great poverty of India were brought
about by the drain of wealth?
(A) 1894
(B) 1896
(C) 1904
(D) 1916

97. Who presented the paper — ‘England's Debt to India’ in May 1867 and was the first
acknowledged theoretician of the drain?
(A) Romeah Chandra Dutt
(B) J. Keir Hardie
(C) Justice M.G. Ranade
(D) Dadabhai Naoroji

98. From among the Indian Nationalists. who opposed the Free Trade Policy of the British?
(A) Akshay Kumar Dutt
(B) Kashinath Trimbak Telang
(C) Keshub Chandra Sen
(D) V.N Mandlik

99. Which British economists/administrators argued that the British economic policies were
instrumental for India’s economic prosperity?
A. John Stuart Mill
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B. Alfred Marshall
C. H.M Hyndman
D. Henry Fawcett

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
(A) A, B and C only
(B) A and B only
(C) B, C and D only
(D) A and D only

100. Who said that appliances ’like railways, telegraphs were of little benefit to India and were like
“decorating another’s wife”?
(A) D.E. Wacha
(B) G.S. lyer
(C) B.G. Tilak
(D) H.M. Hyndman
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ANSWER KEY 

Q. No Ans Q. No Ans 
1 D 51 D 
2 B 52 A 
3 D 53 A 
4 B 54 D 
5 C 55 C 
6 B 56 A 
7 B 57 B 
8 D 58 D 
9 D 59 B 
10 A 60 A 
11 C 61 D 
12 A 62 C 
13 B 63 C 
14 C 64 C 
15 B 65 C 
16 C 66 B 
17 B 67 C 
18 B 68 C 
19 C 69 B 
20 D 70 D 
21 C 71 A 
22 A 72 C 
23 B 73 B 
24 A 74 C 
25 A 75 C 
26 C 76 C 
27 A 77 A 
28 C 78 D 
29 B 79 B 
30 A 80 C 
31 C 81 A 
32 B 82 B 
33 B 83 A 
34 D 84 B 
35 C 85 C 
36 C 86 C 
37 D 87 C 
38 B 88 C 
39 C 89 A 
40 A 90 C 
41 D 91 B 
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42 B 92 B 
43 D 93 C 
44 B 94 D 
45 A 95 A 
46 C 96 B 
47 A 97 D 
48 A 98 B 
49 A 99 B 
50 B 100 C 
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1. In the Early Vedic Period, who was the vrajapati?
(A) The officer who led to battle heads of the fighting hordes.
(B) The senior minister of the king.
(C) The officer who presided over the meetings of the tribal assemblies.
(D) The village headman.

2. Who among the following was the first to become a Jaina nun?
(A) Chandana
(B) Khema
(C) Sujata
(D) Trisala

3. The term ‘stridhana' is first mentioned in which of the following texts?
(A) Shatapatha Brahmana
(B) Sutta Pitaka
(C) Arthashastra
(D) Harshacharita

4. The enormous wealth accumulated by the Nandas has been mentioned by which
early Tamil author?
(A) Kamban
(B) Kulasekhara
(C) Madhurkavi
(D) Mamulanar

5. Which one of the following statements is correct about the Rabatak inscription?
(A) Clarifying the relationship between Kanishka and Kadphises kings
(B) Supplying new information about the last three Mauryan kings
(C) Describing an early form of worship of Vishnu
(D) Describing the coastal trade in early Tamil history

6. Who among the following provides much useful information for determining the
beginning of Gupta Era?

JUNE PAPER II 2020
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(A) Fa-Hian
(B) Hien-Tsang
(C) Al-Masudi
(D) Al-Biruni

7. "Not even a hundred karohs of my territory are obedient to me in the proper
way"
Identify the person whom Sultan. Alauddin Khalji was complaining to?
(A) Qazi Mughisuddin
(B) Qazi Fakhruddin
(C) Sharaf Qaini
(D) Alaul Mulk

8. Which of the following was not discovered by Aryabhatta?
(A) The earth is a sphere
(B) The earth rotates on its axis
(C) The earth revolves around the sun
(D) The shadow of the earth falling on the moon causes eclipses

9. The first epigraphic evidence of Sati is found in which of the following
inscriptions?
(A) Eran Pillar inscription of Bhanugupta
(B) Junagarh inscription of Rudradaman
(C) Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta
(D) Madhuban inscription of Harsha

10. What is the meaning of the Burunjis?
(A) The name of a hill Tribe in Nepal
(B) The name of a recently discovered Neolithic site in Kashmir
(C) Genealogical records from Assam
(D) Mother—goddesses worshipped Odisha

11. Who among the following Gupta ruler issued gold coins with the lowest
percentage of gold?
(A) Skandagupta
(B) Budhagupta
(C) Narasimhagupta
(D) Vishnugupta
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12. The involvement of ladies in the administration was a feature of which of the
following dynasties?
(A) Chahamanas
(B) Chandelas
(C) Chalukyas
(D) Cholas

13. A manuscript of Dhammapada written in Kharoshthi script was found from
which of the following places?
(A) Turfan
(B) Kashagara
(C) Kochi
(D) Khotan

14. Identify the Sultan who started the practice of putting on the tanka the name of
the mint town:
(A) Qutbuddin Aibek
(B) Iltutmish
(C) Alauddin Khalji
(D) Muhammad Tughlaq

15. The Sultan himself used to take keen personal interest in the development of
agriculture. He abolished zakat (import duty) on grain and introduced a
measurement standard, which continued to prevail till the Mughal period. Who
was this Sultan?
(A) Balban
(B) Alauddin Khalji
(C) Firuz Tughlaq
(D) Sikandar Lodi

16. Amrit Kund, which deals with different exercises and practices for health, was
translated into Persian under which of the following titles?
(A) Khwan-i Pur Nimat
(B) Hauz-ul Hayat
(C) Nuh Sipihr
(D) Hasht Bihisht
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17. The Mughal emperors wanted to Control the nomadic pastoral tribes of Sind
because:
(A) they wanted to proselytize them to Islam
(B) they wanted to bring them under the influence of Suhrawardi sufi silsilah
(C) they wanted to make them sedentary to enhance the imperial income
(D) they wanted to acquire their huge live-stock for their use

18. Which of the following Malwa Sultans had constructed a grand Darul-Shifa
(hospital) in Mandu?
(A) Hushang Shah
(B) Ghiyas Shah
(C) Mahmud Khalji I
(D) Mahmud Khalji II

19. Which of the following Raja/Sultan/poet was entitled Gandharva on account of
his genius in the field of music?
(A) Sultan Sikandar Lodi
(B) Sultan Husain Sharqi
(C) Raja Man Singh of Gwalior
(D) Amir Khusrau

20. Who drew the attention of Babur to the fact that during Sikandai Lodi's regime
the Hindus took to learning Persian and were recruited in large numbers to
different posts?
(A) Maulana Abdullah Ajudhani
(B) Shaikh Abdullah
(C) Shaikh Azizullah
(D) Shaikh Abdul Quddus Gangohi

21. Which of the following is not a prem-margi nirguna bhakti saint?
(A) Mulla Daud
(B) Qutban
(C) Manjhan
(D) Maluk Das

22. Which one of the following contains the biographies of the sufis of India, and the
author presented it to Jahangir?
(A) Maasir- ul Umara
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(B) Tazkirat-ul Umara
(C) Akhbar-ul Akhyar
(D) Zakhirat-ul Khwanin

23. The illustrated copy of Shahnama of the late sixteenth century Mughal school
was prepared at the library of Which of the following Prince/noble?
(A) Prince Murad
(B) Prince Khurram
(C) Khwaja Abdul Majid Asaf Khan
(D) Abdul Rahim Khan-i Khanan

24. The earliest mention of the use of belt drive for powering gem-cutting comes
from which of the following travellers' accounts?
(A) Peter Mundy and Manrique
(B) Bernier and Manucci
(C) Tavernier and Fryer
(D) Master Streynsham and Georges Rogues

25. Which of the following is the earliest known account of the medieval bhaktas to
be found in a single work?
(A) Bhaktamal
(B) Vaisnavtabjya Bhaskar
(C) Chaurasi Vaishnavon ki varta
(D) 252 Vaishnavon ki varta

26. With regard to Tamil Siddhas which of the following is not correct?
(A) Tirumular was the greatest of the Tamil Siddhas
(B) Tamil Siddhism shows features of anti-Brahmanism and anti-ritualism
(C) Tamil Siddhas laid emphasis on the importance of Siva and Murukan, the

Tamil deity
(D) The chief centres of Tamil Siddhas were Tondinadu and Pandinadu

27. By 1914, about three-quarters of the Indian infantry came from which of the
following regions?
(A) Bengal, Bihar and Awadh
(B) Madras, Bombay and Bengal
(C) Punjab, Nepal and North-West Frontier Province
(D) Punjab, Sind and Rajputana
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28. When was the infamous section 124-A relating to 'sedition' was incorporated into
the Indian Penal code by an Act XXVII?
(A) 1860
(B) 1861
(C) 1870
(D) 1879

29. In 1850, on the eve of the rise of large-scale industry in India, which of the
following was the most prominent community engaged in the trade of the two
principal exportable goods from the western coast, cotton and opium?
(A) European capitalists
(B) Bengali traders
(C) Parsis
(D) Chettiars

30. Who among the following was not associated with the Lahore resolution
adopted by the Muslim League on 23 March, 1940?
(A) Khizar Hayat Khan
(B) Sikandar Hayat Khan
(C) Faziul Huq
(D) Khaliquzzaman

31. Which one of the reformist Muslim leaders published a modernist urdu journal
Tahzib al-akhlaq?
(A) Jamalal-dinal-Afghani
(B) Sayyid Ahmed Khan
(C) Muhsin al-Mulk
(D) Muhammad Ismail Yusuf

32. Who established on January 15, 1876, the Indian Association for the Cultivation
of Science in Calcutta?
(A) J.C. Bose
(B) P.C. Ray
(C) C.V. Raman
(D) Mahendra Lal Sarkar

33. Who summed up the motive behind the partition of Bengal as, "Bengal united is
a power; Bengal divided will pull in several ways"?
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(A) Lord Curzon
(B) Lord Morley
(C) Alexander Mackenzie
(D) H.H. Risley

34. Who among the following was leading the defence in the trials against the
members of INA?
(A) Bhulabhai Desai
(B) Jawaharlal Nehru
(C) Mahatma Gandhi
(D) Sardar Patel

35. Which one of the following was not an ideal of Arya Samaj?
(A) Belief in the authority of the Shastri-class
(B) Fatherhood of God and brotherhood of man
(C) Shuddhi movement
(D) Equality between genders

36. In which year was the All India Women's Conference was formed?
(A) 1927
(B) 1929
(C) 1931
(D) 1933

37. When did the French finally handed over their Indian territories to India?
(A) 1947
(B) 1950
(C) 1954
(D) 1959

38. The Maharaja of which of the following states signed the instrument of accession
only after a last-minute theatrical show of defiance?
(A) Hyderabad
(B) Bhopal
(C) Jaisalmer
(D) Jodhpur
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39. In 1936, which of the following created an ‘Anti-imperialist Peoples Front' within
the Congress?
(A) R.P. Dutt and Ben Bradley
(B) Subhash Chandra Bose
(C) Sixth Comintern Congress
(D) Phillip Spratt

40. According to the Calcutta and Howrah Smoke-Nuisances Act the emissions of
jute mills were made subject to regulation. In which year this act was passed by
the Bengal Council?
(A) 1853
(B) 1857
(C) 1863
(D) 1872

41. Which of the following are found in the Neolithic cultures of India?
(a) Ground and polished stone tools
(b) Ploughs
(c) Bullock carts
(d) Domesticated barley and field pea

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (b), (c) and (d) only
(B) (a), (c) and (d) only
(C) (a) and (d) only
(D) (b) and (c) only

42. Which of the following are associated with the Megalithic cultures of India?
(a) Iron tools and implements
(b) Horses
(c) Jorwe ware
(d) Sarcophagi
(e) Dolmens

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (c), (d) and (e) only
(B) (a), (b), (c), (e) only
(C) (a), (b), (d), (e) only
(D) (b), (c) and (d) only
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43. Which of the following sites have yielded the ‘separate rock edicts’ of Asoka?
(a) Dhauli
(b) Jaugada
(c) Sannati
(d) Udegolam

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a) and (b) only
(B) (a) and (c) only
(C) (a), (b) and (c) only
(D) (b), (c) and (d) only

44. Which of the following are the salient features of Mahayana Buddhism?
(a) Worship of the Buddha image
(b) Assimilation of local cults
(c) The concept of the Bodhisattva
(d) Use of Pali for propagating Buddhism

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a), (c) and (d) only
(B) (b) and (c) only
(C) (a) and (c) only
(D) (a), (b) and (c) only

45. Gupta emperor Chandragupta II was known by which other following names?
(a) Devagupta
(b) Devaraja
(c) Devaputra
(d) Devavrata

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a) only
(B) (a) and (b) only
(C) (a), (b) and (c) only
(D) (b), (c) and (d) only

46. Which of the following are the famous commentators on the Manu-Smriti?
(a) Apararka
(b) Kulluka
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(c) Medhatithi
(d) Vijnanesvara
Choose the correct answer from the options given below:
(A) (a) and (b) only
(B) (c) and (d) only
(C) (b) and (c) only
(D) (a) and (c) only

47. Which of the following statements about Alberuni and his account of India are
correct?
(a) He was exiled and ordered to spend ten years in India
(b) According to him, people of untouchable castes could live only outside the

villages and towns of the four castes
(c) He supported the views of Brahamagupta about the true nature of eclipses
(d) According to him, the Hindus think that there is no country like theirs and no

religion like theirs

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (b), (c) and (b) only
(B) (a), (b) and (d) only
(C) (c) and (d) only
(D) (b) and (c) only

48. Which of the following temples are brick-temples?
(a) Bhitargaon temple, Kanpur
(b) Parsurameswara temple, Bhubaneshwar
(c) Laxmana temple, Khajuraho
(d) Laxmana temple, Sirpur

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a) and (b) only
(B) (b) and (c) only
(C) (a) and (d) only
(D) (b) and (d) only

49. Which of the following fearful weapons arrived with the Arabs when they
invaded Sind in 712?
(a) Naphtha
(b) Hawai
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(c) Ban
(d) Manjaniq

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a) and (b) only
(B) (b) and (c) only
(C) (c) and (d) only
(D) (a) and (d) only

50. With regard to education, which of the following statements are correct?
(a) Iltutmish founded the Nasiriyya madrasa at Delhi in memory of his son

prince Nasir-ud din Mahniud
(b) Razia appointed Minhaj Siraj as its principal
(c) The Firuz Shahi madrasa was founded by Sultan Firuz Shah Tughlaq on the

banks of Yamuna at Ghiyaspur
(d) The aristocracy engaged male and female tutors for their sons and daughters

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a), (c) and (d) only
(B) (a), (b) and (d) only
(C) (b), (c) and (d) only
(D) (a), (b) and (c) only

51. In regard of token currency issued by Sultan Muhammad Tughlaq, which of the
following statements are correct?
(a) According to Barani, the metal used for the token coins was copper
(b) Ferishta says it was brass or bronze
(c) While other coins had only Arabic super inscriptions, the token coin had its

legends in Persian also
(d) No care was taken to make the legend on the token coins clear and legible

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a), (c) and (d) only
(B) (a), (b) and (c) only
(C) (b), (c) and (d) only
(D) (c) and (d) only

52. With regard to the Afghan polity, which of the following statements are correct?
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(a) Unlike Bahlol, Sikandar Lodi started sitting on a throne, no noble could share
the seat with him

(b) He still believed in primus inter pares (a first among equals)
(c) In order to impress the superior position of the Sultan on the minds of the,

nobles and the people, he laid down elaborate rules for the reception of royal
farmans in the distant parts of the kingdoms

(d) A highly efficient spy-system kept the Sultan informed of all the
developments in the kingdom and particulary of the activities of the nobles

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (a), (b) and (d) only
(B) (b) and (d) only
(C) (a), (c) and (d) only
(D) (b) and (c) only

53. Malik Ambar brought revolutionary changes in the agrarian and revenue
structure of the Nizam Shahi kingdom. In this context which of the following
provisions are correct?
(a) Malik Ambar abolished the farming of land revenue collection
(b) He initiated a system of glance-survey (nazar-pahani)
(c) Under nazar-pahani land was divided into baghat and nabud
(d) The maximum rate of land revenue was decided between 1/4 and 2/3 of the

produce on different classes of soil

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:  

(A) (a), (b) and (c) only
(B) (b), (c) and (d) only
(C) (a), (b) and (d) only
(D) (a), (c) and (d) only

54. Which of the following statements are correct about parvanchas of the Mughal
period?
(a) It was the official term for the rescripts of the ministers, grandees of the

Mughal empire
(b) It does not require the royal seal
(c) They were issued in accordance with a previous order of the emperor
(d) During the early period of the Mughal dynasty parvanchas were not issued

for the stipulated salaries of the Begums and Princes

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 
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(A) (a) and (b) only
(B) (b) and (d) only
(C) (a), (b) and (c) only
(D) (b), (c) and (d) only

55. With regard to the dagh system, which following statements are correct?
(a) Abdul Hamid Lahori says that it was the law of the empire that those

mansabdars, who had jagirs in any of the provinces of Hindustan and posted
anywhere in the Empire, were to bring to the muster horsemen equal in
number of one-third of their sawar rank

(b) If they were posted in Balkh and Badakhshan, they had to bring one-fifth
(c) This rule (Balkh/Badakhshan) was later applied on to all those posted in the

Kabul province
(d) Khulasat-us Siyaq written in the later years of Aurangzeb's reign, confirms

these laws

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (a) and (b) only
(B) (a), (c) and (d) only
(C) (a) and (c) only
(D) (b), (c) and (d) only

56. With regard to the Sikh Guru Gobind Singh, which of the following statements
are correct?
(a) Guru Gobind singh, the tenth Guru of the Sikhs grew up to excel in both

martial and spiritual leadership
(b) He reinterpreted the Sikh ideologies to justify military action
(c) Prince Muazzam, the governor of Kabul reached an understanding with the

Sikhs and gave them refuge
(d) Prince Muazzam was subsequently ordered to expel the Sikh Guru who had

taken refuge in his province, but he refused to comply with

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (a), (c) and (d) only
(B) (b) and (d) only
(C) (a), (b) and (c) only
(D) (c) and (d) only
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57. From among the following statements regarding Indian National Congress,
which one are correct?
(a) As a movement, it incorporated different political trends, ideologies and

social groups/classes so long as they were committed to democratic and
secular nationalism

(b) The early nationalist leaders did not organize mass movements but did carry
out an ideological struggle against the oppressors

(c) The early nationalist leaders fought against every infringment of the freedom
of press and speech

(d) They struggled for separation of the judicial and executive powers and fought
against racial discrimination

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (a), (b), (c) and (d)
(B) (b) and (d) only
(C) (c) and (d) only
(D) (a), (b) and (d) only

58. Which of the following unpopular legislative and administrative measures were
initiated by Lord Curzon?
(a) Calcutta Municipal Amendment Act
(b) Indian Universities Act
(c) Indian Official Secrets Amendment Act
(d) Local Self-government Act
(e) Criminal Law Amendment Act

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a), (b) and (c) only
(B) (c), (d) and (e) only
(C) (b), (d) and (e) only
(D) (a), (b) and (d) only

59. Which of the following peasant leaders initiated the organizational work among
the peasants in various parts of India to convey their grievances to the British
government?
(a) Kunvarji Mehta
(b) Ishan Chandra Roy
(c) Bhaskarrao Jadhav
(d) Sasipada Banerji
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(e) Dwarkanath Ganguli

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a) and (b) only
(B) (b) and (c) only
(C) (c) and (d) only
(D) (d) and (e) only

60. Which of the following were the features of not the Santhal uprising of 1855?
(a) The area of uprising was called daman-the i-koh
(b) Tribals made a determined attempt to expel the outsiders
(c) Rebels proclaimed the complete 'annihilation' of the alien regime
(d) Tribals possessed latest weapons
(e) Tribals were opposed by gwalas and lohars (milkmen and blacksmiths)

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a), (b) and (d) only
(B) (a), (b) and (e) only
(C) (a), (b) and (c) only
(D) (b), (c) and (e) only

61. Which among the following statements are correct?
(a) The imperial and provincial legislative councils were entirely nominated

bodies until 1892.
(b) Prior to the India Council Act of 1892, Legislative Councils were granted

statutory powers of discussing budget and putting questions.
(c) The Ilbert Bill storm was the most extreme but by no means isolated

expression of white racism
(d) The Morley-Minto reforms of 1909 granted dyarchy at the provincial level

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a), (b) and (d) only
(B) (b) and (d) only
(C) (c) and (d) only
(D) (a) and (c) only

62. Nehru's reluctance to re-organise states on the linguistic basis had the support of
which of the following?
(a) Mahatma Gandhi
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(b) Vallabhbhai Patel
(c) E.M.S. Namboodaripad
(d) C. Rajagopalachari

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a) and (b) only
(B) (a) and (c) only
(C) (a), (b) and (c) only
(D) (b) and (d) only

63. From among the following statements regarding the Swadeshi movement, which
are correct?
(a) The formal proclamation of Swadeshi movement was made on 7th August

1904
(b) During this movement a creative use of traditional popular festivals, such as

Ganapati and Shivaji festivals, and traditional folk theatre forms such as
Jatras, were extensively made

(c) The Indian National Congress declined to accept Swadeshi call at its session
at Benares in 1905

(d) The technique of 'boycott' included boycott of foreign goods, government
schools, courts, titles and government service

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (b) and (d) only
(B) (a), (b) and (c) only
(C) (b) and (c) only
(D) (c) and (d) only

64. Which of the following statements regarding bias and objectivity are correct?
(a) Objective interpretations in history writing are those which best meet rational

criteria of accuracy, comprehensiveness, consistency and openness.
(b) If historical explanation occurs accidentally by mistake, through an oversight,

one cannot call them bias but just wrong.
(c) Mistakes in biased history are motivated, accidental
(d) Biased descriptions are often unjust, presenting a one-sided impression of

their subject.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (a), (b) and (d) only
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(B) (a), (b), (c), (d) only
(C) (c) and (d) only
(D) (a) and (d) only

65. From among the following statements regarding early orientalism of the British
scholars in India, which one are correct?
(a) By establishing a linguistic connection between Sanskrit, Greek and Latin

William Jones privileged India with an antiquity equal to that of classical-
west

(b) The fundamental principle of early orientalists tradition was that the
conquered people were to be ruled by the British legal traditions

(c) The early orientalists' study of Indian Customs and laws was to show the
barbasic state of Indian society.

(d) The beginning of orientalists' tradition led to the founding of Calcutta
Madrassa, the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (a), (b) and (c) only
(B) (a)and (d) only
(C) (b), (c) and (d) only
(D) (c)and (d) only

66. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I (Archaeological Site) List-II (Region) 

(a) Jorwe (i) Gujarat
(b) Kayatha (ii) Maharashtra
(c) Ojiyana (iii) Madhya Pradesh
(d) Rojdi (iv) Rajasthan

            Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (ii) (iii) (iv)  (i)
(B) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(C) (iii)   (iv)    (ii)  (i)
(D) (ii)    (iii)  (i) (iv)

67. Match List-I with List-II:
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List-I (Vedic River) List-II (Current Name) 
(a) Asikni (i) Beas
(b) Parushni (ii) Chenab
(c) Sutudri (iii) Ravi
(d) Vipas (iv) Sutlej

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (ii) (iii) (iv)  (i)
(B) (iii) (ii)  (i) (iv)
(C) (ii)     (i)    (iii) (iv)
(D) (i)    (iv) (ii) (iii)

68. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I (Mahajanapada) List-II (Capital) 
Asmaka Kampilya 
Chedi Mathura 
Dakshina Panchala Potana 
Surasena Suktimati 

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (ii) (iii)  (iv)
(B) (iv) (iii)  (i) (ii)
(C) (iii)   (iv)    (i) (ii)
(D) (ii)    (i) (iv) (iii)

69. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I (Term) List-II (Meaning) 

(a) Amir-i kohi (i) Intelligence officer
(b) Amir-i Akhur (ii) Secretary
(c) Barid (iii) Officer in-charge of agriculture
(d) Dabir (iv) Officer commanding the Horse

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)
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(A) (iv) (iii) (ii)  (i)
(B) (ii) (iv)  (i) (iii)
(C) (iii)     (i)    (iv)  (ii)
(D) (iii)    (iv)  (i) (iii)

70. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I (Painting Technique) List-II (Meaning) 
Khat Margin 
Tarh Sketch, Outline, Drawing 
Rangamezi Mixing of colour, colouring 
Shamsa Illuminated heading 

            Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (iii)  (ii)  (i)
(B) (ii)  (i) (iv) (iii)
(C) (iii)   (iv)     (i)  (ii)
(D) (i)     (ii) (iii) (iv)

71. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I (Source) List-II (Deals with) 
(a) Ghunyat-ul Munyah (i) A treatise on music compiled during Firuz

Tughlaq's reign
(b) Fatawa-i Jahandari (ii) Deals with system of political philosophy
(c) Adab-ul Harb wa Shujaat (iii) Deals with the art of war-fare
(d) Khazain-ul Futuh (iv) Account of Alauddin Khalji's Deccan campaign

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iii) (ii)  (i) (iv)
(B) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(C) (ii)    (iv)     (i) (iii)
(D) (iv)   (ii) (iii)  (i)

72. Match List-I with List-II:
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List-I (Newspaper) List-II (Editor) 
(a) Free Hindustan (i) Shyamji Krishna Verma
(b) Indian sociologist (ii) Annie Besant
(c) New India and Commonweal (iii) Tarak Nath Dutt
(d) Bombay Chronicle (iv) B.G. Horniman

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (iii)  (i) (ii)
(B) (iii) (iv) (ii)  (i)
(C) (iii)    (i)     (ii) (iv)
(D) (ii)    (iii) (iv)  (i)

73. Match List-1 with List-II:
List-I (Painters) List-II (Their Painting Style) 
(a) Abinindranath

Tagore
(i) Learned lessons from various aspects of world

traditions and blended them in his paintings
(b) Rabindranath

Tagore
(ii) Blended common objects and events with the magic

of fantacy
(c) Nandlal Bose (iii) Developed a personal style that ran close to the

village tradition
(d) Jamini Roy (iv) Made a gripping interweave of naivete and

sophistication in his paintings

           Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(B) (iii)  (i) (ii) (iv)
(C) (iv)   (iii)    (i)  (ii)
(D) (ii)    (iv) (i) (iii)

74. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I (Historians) List-II (Works) 
(a) John William Kaye (i) The Indian Mutiny in Perspective
(b) Edward J. Thompson (ii) Eighteen Fifty-Seven
(c) S.N. Sen (iii) The other side of the Medal
(d) George MacMunn (iv) A History of the Sepoy War
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Choose the correct answer from the Options given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (iii) (ii)  (i)
(B) (iii) (iv) (i)  (ii)
(C) (ii)     (i)    (iii) (iv)
(D) (iv)    (i)    (ii) (iii)

75. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I (Uprising) List-II (Leader) 

(a) Ramosi uprising (i) Jatra Bhagat
(b) Kol uprising (ii) Buddha Bhagat
(c) Kacha Nagas uprising (iii) Chittur Singh
(d) Oraons uprising (iv) Sambhudan

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iii) (ii) (iv)   (i)
(B) (ii) (iii)  (i)  (iv)
(C) (iv)    (ii)    (iii)   (i)
(D) (i)    (iii)    (ii) (iv)

76. Arrange the following Chola kings in chronological order:
(a) Kulotunga I
(b) Rajaraja 1
(c) Rajendra I
(d) Virarajendra

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a), (b), (c), (d)
(B) (b), (c), (d), (a)
(C) (c), (d), (a), (b)
(D) (d), (a), (b), (c)

77. In the context of history of art arrange the following in chronological order,
starting from the earliest:
(a) Bhumara
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(b) Bharhut
(c) Jaggeyapeta
(d) Tanjavur

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a), (c), (b), (d)
(B) (b), (c), (a), (d)
(C) (c), (d), (b), (a)
(D) (d), (a), (c), (b)

78. Arrange the following in a chronological order, starting from the earliest:
(a) The Peripuls of the Erythraean Sea
(b) Si-yu-ki
(c) Manimekalai
(d) Suttanipata

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (d), (a), (c), (b)
(B) (c), (d), (b), (a)
(C) (a), (c), (b), (d)
(D) (b), (d), (c), (a)

79. Arrange the following Malwa Sultans in a chronological order, starting from the
earliest:
(a) Ghiyas Shah
(b) Nasir Shah
(c) Muhammad Shah Ghori
(d) Mahmud Khalji I

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (d), (b), (c), (a)
(B) (b), (a), (d), (c)
(C) (c), (d), (b), (a)
(D) (c), (d), (a), (b)

80. Arrange the following monuments in a chronological order starting from the
earliest:
(a) Chashma-i Nur, Ajmer
(b) Bibi ka maqbara, Aurangabad
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(c) Tomb of Itimad-ud daula, Agra
(d) Begum Shahi mosque, Lahore

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (b), (c), (a), (d)
(B) (a), (b), (c), (d)
(C) (d), (a), (c), (b)
(D) (c), (b), (d), (a)

81. Arrange the following European travellers who visited India in a chronological
order starting from the earliest:
(a) Abbe Cane
(b) Fray Sebastian Manrique
(c) Gemelli Careri
(d) Pietro della Valle

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (b), (a), (d), (c)
(B) (d), (c), (b), (a)
(C) (a), (b), (c), (d)
(D) (d), (b), (a), (c)

82. Arrange the following Saiyyid Sultans in chronological order starting from the
earliest:
(a) Alauddin Alam Shah
(b) Muizzuddin Mubarak Shah II
(c) Khizr Khan
(d) Muhammad Shah IV

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (c), (b), (d), (a)
(B) (b), (a), (d), (c)
(C) (c), (d), (b), (a)
(D) (d), (c), (b), (a)

83. Chronologically arrange the following acts according to their date of enactment:
(a) The Official Secrets Act
(b) An Act for the Better Control of Publication in Oriented Languages
(c) The Indian Press Act (Emergency Powers)
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(d) Registration of Press Act XI

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a), (b), (c), (d)
(B) (d), (b), (a), (c)
(C) (b), (a), (c), (d)
(D) (c), (d), (b), (a)

84. Arrange the establishment of the following associations chronologically starting
from the earliest:
(a) Mahajana Sabha of Madras
(b) Rajahmundri Social Reform Association
(c) Allahabad People's Association
(d) Indian Association of Lahore
(e) Poona Sarvajanik Sabha

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a), (b), (c), (d), (e)
(B) (e), (d), (c), (b), (a)
(C) (d), (e), (a), (b), (c)
(D) (b), (c), (d), (e), (a)

85. Arrange the establishment of the following institutions chronologically starting
from the earliest:
(a) Fort William College, Calcutta
(b) Asiatic Society of Bengal
(c) Sanskrit College, Bananas
(d) Calcutta Madrasa

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (c), (d), (b), (a)
(B) (d), (b), (c), (a)
(C) (b), (d), (c), (a)
(D) (a), (d), (c), (b)

86. Given below are two statements: One is labelled as Assertion A and the other is
labelled as Reason R.
Assertion (A): The People of Harappan civilization are said to have commercial
links with the people of the Tigris and Euphrates basins.
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Reasons (R):  There is no archaeological evidence to substantiate the hypothesis 
of trade links with Mesopotamia.  
In the light of the above statements, Choose the most appropriate answer from 
the options given below:  
(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct but (R) is NOT the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A) is correct but (R) is not correct
(D) (A) is not correct but (R) is correct

87. Given below are two statements: One is labelled as Assertion A and the other is
labelled as Reason R.
Assertion (A): The Gupta period saw the ascendency of Hinduism, especially
Bhagavatism or Vaishnavism.
Reason (R): Fahsien gives the impression that Buddhism was flourishing during
this period. It may be said this that four Buddha images were added at the four
entrances of the great stupa of Sanchi. Nalanda also became a centre of Buddhist
education during this period.
In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from
the options given below:
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is NOT the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A)is true but (R) is false
(D) (A) is false but (R) is true

88. Given below are two statements: One is as labelled as Assertion A and the other
is we labelled as Reason R.
Assertion (A): The Peshwas imposed their writ over the sardars, made over
conquered territories to their own nominees and relentlessly extended the circle
of areas on which chauth and sardeshmukhi were imposed.
Reasons (R): The Peshwas combined professed loyalties to two sovereigns, the
Chhatrapati and the Mughal Emperor, and actual autonomy from both.
In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from
the options given below:
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is NOT the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A) is true but (R) is false
(D) (A) is false but (R) is true
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89. Given below are two statements: One is labelled as Assertion A and the other is
labelled as Reason R.
Assertion (A): It was within the political and cultural framework that
Bharatendu Harishchandra created and developed his own brand of nationalist
thinking and writing.
Reasons (R): Being a subject of the British raj, Bharatendu Harishchandra saw no
contradiction in the co-existence of loyalty to the rulers and fierce patriotism.
In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from
the options given below:
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is NOT the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A)is true but (R) is false
(D) (A)is false but (R) is true

90. Given below are two statements One is labelled as Assertion A and the other is
labelled as Reason R.
Assertion (A): Colonial Science was inextricably woven into the whole fabric of
colonialism.
Reasons (R): Colonial Science did not come in a neat package; the claims of
universality and the utility of Science messed up its identity.
In the light of the above statements, choose the most appropriate answer from
the options given below:
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is NOT the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A)is true but (R) is false
(D) (A)is false but (R) is true

Directions (Qs. No. 91-95): Read the following passage from the Arthashastra of 
Kautilya, and answer the following questions:  
The Superintendent of cattle should know about cattle looked after in return for a 
wage, tended with a tax and a fixed return, become useless and cast off, entered 
in the state hards by payment of a shares the total number of cattle in herds, 
cattle that are lost or have perished, and the total produce of milk and ghee. The 
cowherd, the buffalo-herdsman, the milker, the churner and the hunter should 
look after do one hundred milch-cows, receiving a wage in cash. For, if given a 
wage in milk and ghee, they might do harm to the calves. These are cattle looked 
after for a wage. One person should look after one hundred animals containing 
an equal number of aged cows, milch-cows, cows with young, cows with calf for 
this first time and heifers. He should give eight vasrakas of ghee, one pana per 
animal and the hide with the mark, every year. This is tending with a tax and a 
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fixed return. Herdsmen looking after one hundred animals divided into an equal 
number of cows that are diseased that are crippled, that do not allow another 
person to milk them, that are difficult to milk and that kill their calves, should 
give a share appropriate to that class. These are cattle become useless and cast 
off.  

91. How many aged cows and how many heifers is one herdsman assigned in the
above passage?
(A) Twenty and forty respectively
(B) Twenty and twenty respectively
(C) Thirty and twenty respectively
(D) Twenty and thirty respectively

92. For which of the following was there a payment in both kind and cash?
(A) The milker and the churner.
(B) The second category of the responsibilities of the Superintendent.
(C) The cattle that are lost or have perished.
(D) Herdsmen looking after crippled cows.

93. Why were those who looked after milch cows not paid in milk and ghee?
(A) So that they do not consume milk and ghee excessively
(B) Because they would become lazy and careless in their work, if paid in kind
(C) So that they do not deprive the calves of their share of milk
(D) Because it was more profitable for the state to sell milk and ghee in the

market

94. How many categories was the work of the Superintendent of cattle divided into?
(A) Four
(B) Five
(C) Six
(D) Seven

95. What are the work and the entitlement of the hunter in the above passage?
(A) Looking after milch cows and payment in kind
(B) Looking after aged cows for payment in hide
(C) Tending heifers in return for a wage
(D) Looking after mulch cows in return for a cash wage
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Directions (Qs. No. 96-100): Read the following Passage and answer the 
questions given below:  
The Timariots, Governors and Revenue contractors on their part, reason in this 
manner. Why should the neglected state of this land create uneasiness in our 
minds? And why should we expend our money and time to render it fruitful? 
We may be deprived of it in a single moment, and our exertions would benefit 
neither ourselves nor our children. Let us draw from the soil all the money we 
can, though the peasant should starve or abscond and we should leave it, when 
commanded to quit, a dreary wilderness.  

96. The above observation is made by which of the following European traveller?
(A) Thomas Bowrey
(B) Jean Baptiste Tavernier
(C) Francois Bernier
(D) Jean de Thevenot

97. By ‘Timariots’, the traveller refers to which of the following Mughal official?
(A) Mansabdar
(B) Jagirdar
(C) Ijaradar
(D) Subadar

98. On the basis of the above observation which of the following historian has
argued that the Mughal system of transfer of Jagirs led to the expolitation of
peasantry that in turn created ‘crisis’ in the Mughal empire?
(A) Irfan Habib
(B) Satish Chandra
(C) J.F. Richards
(D) M. Athar Ali

99. Which of the following was not the characteristic of the Mughal jagir system?
(A) Mughal jagirs were frequently transferred
(B) Under Aurangzeb jagirs were made permanent and hereditary
(C) Jagirdars used to employ their agents to collect the revenue
(D) Jahangir instituted altun-tamgha jagirs to be held permanently

100. Which of the following chronicles of Shahjahan's reign mentions that the pratice
of ijara became very common            ing Shahjahan's reign and that it was one of
the causes of the ruin of the peasantry?
(A) Abdul Hamid Lahori
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(B) Muhammad Salil Kamboh
(C) Muhammad Waris
(D) Muhammad Sadiq Khan
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   ANSWER KEY 
Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 A 26 D 
2 A 27 C 
3 C 28 C 
4 D 29 C 
5 A 30 A 
6 D 31 B 
7 A 32 D 
8 C 33 D 
9 A 34 A 
10 A 35 A 
11 D 36 A 
12 C 37 C 
13 D 38 D 
14 B 39 A 
15 D 40 C 
16 B 41 C 
17 C 42 C 
18 C 43 C 
19 B 44 D 
20 D 45 B 
21 D 46 C 
22 C 47 B 
23 D 48 C 
24 C 49 D 
25 A 50 B 
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Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
51 B 76 B 
52 C 77 B 
53 C 78 A 
54 C 79 D 
55 D 80 C 
56 C 81 D 
57 A 82 A 
58 A 83 B 
59 A 84 B 
60 C 85 B 
61 D 86 C 
62 D 87 B 
63 A 88 B 
64 B 89 A 
65 B 90 A 
66 A 91 B 
67 A 92 B 
68 C 93 C 
69 D 94 D 
70 D 95 D 
71 B 96 C 
72 C 97 B 
73 D 98 A 
74 A 99 B 
75 A 100 D 
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1. Among the following statements which are correct?
(a) Historical method is a complex process involving search for sources of

information, its critical evaluation, synthesis and exposition.
(b) Reasoning should be done if the basis of the proposition is merely

conjuncture.
(c) The cult of 'document’ especially the "official document" owes its

development largely to Leopold Von Ranke.
(d) Oswald Spengler’s, philosophy of history opens with a vehement attack on

the European periodization of history into ancient, medieval and modern.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:  
(A) (a), (b) and (c) only
(B) (a), (c) and (d) only
(C) (b), (c) and (d) only
(D) (a) and (b) only

2. Which one of the following statements regarding Modern Indian Music, is not
correct?
(A) The decline of courtly patronage in the nineteenth century, the intervention

new urban western educated class that endeavoured to relocate classical
music from the court and the temple to the secular arena the market of a
new cultural setting.

(B) The new cultural setting fundamentally altered the structure and form of
classical music.

(C) The emergence of nation as a community suitably redefined and
restructured, nurtured and consumed, Indian classical music.

(D) The newly developed interest in music, its practice and performance was
solely inspired by nationalist ideals.

3. Which one of the following was not a revenue free land grant?
(A) Suyarghal
(B) Altamgha Jagir
(C) Madad-i ma'ash
(D) Punya Udak

 DECEMBER  2019
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4. Match List-I (Harappan Burial System) with List-II (Site).

List-I List-II 
a) Coffin-burial i. Harappa
b) Extended-burial ii. Lothal
c) Joint burial iii. Mohenjodaro
d) Urn-burial iv. Sanauli

Select correct option: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (ii)  (i) (iii)
(B) (ii) (i) (iv) (iii)
(C) (i)     (iv)    (ii) (iii)
(D) (i)     (iv) (iii) (ii)

5. Arrange the following Greek kings figuring in the XIIIth Rock Edict of Ashoka in
the order in which they are mentioned.
(a) Alexander
(b) Antiochus
(c) Antigonus
(d) Ptolemy

Select correct option:
(A) (a), (c), (d) and (b)
(B) (b), (c), (d) and (a)
(C) (b), (d), (c) and (a)
(D) (c), (d), (b) and (a)

6. According to the Jaina text Bhagavati Sutra, how many ganarajya of Kasi and
Kosala formed part of the powerful political confederacy of the Eastern India
which opposed Ajatasatru, the King of Magadha?
(A) 9
(B) 10
(C) 18
(D) 36

7. According to Megasthenes Astynomoi in the Maurayan administration was the:
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(A) Chief Magistrate
(B) General of the Army
(C) Incharge of district administration
(D) Revenue official

8. Which of the following features of Jami Mosque of Gulbarga are correct?
(a) The Indian and Iranian elements are intertwined in it as to be

indistinguishable
(b) The whole structure is a vast pillared hall covered by a roof
(c) There is open courtyard in it
(d) The entire roof is covered by small domes arranged in seven rows

Select the correct option:

(A) (b) and (c) only
(B) (a), (b) and (d) only
(C) (a)and (d) only
(D) (c)and (d) only

9. “The military forces were reorganized by the Sultan. The Commander-in-Chief
was henceforth called Amirul Umara and a group of officers, called barbardaran,
was created whose duty it was to mobilise troops in time of need. There were.
besides, two hundred Yakka Jawans or Silahdaran whose duty it was to keep
charge of the personal arms of the sultan. Sultan had 4,000 body guards who
were called Khasahkhei".
Identify this Bahmani sultan of Gulbarga:
(A) Alauddin Hasan Bahmani
(B) Muhammad I
(C) Alauddin Mujahid
(D) Daud Shah

10. In the Mansabdari System do-aspa, Sih-aspo was introduced by Emperor:
(A) Akbar
(B) Jahangir
(C) Shahjahan
(D) Aurangzeb
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11. Which of the following tributaries of the celebrated river Sindhu were located in
Afghanistan?
(a) Harirud
(b) Kubha
(c) Krummu
(d) Vitasta

. 

Choose the correct option:
(A) (a)and (b) only
(B) (b)and (c) only
(C) (a), (b) and (c) only
(D) (b) (c) and (d) only

12. According to epigraphic records who among the following kings of ancient India
were accomplished musicians?
(a) Kharavela
(b) Harshavardhana
(c) Rudradaman
(d) Samudragupta

Choose the correct option:
(A) (a)and (c)
(B) (a)and (d)
(C) (b)and (c)
(D) (c)and (d)

13. Which of the following statements for Sultan Alauddin Khalji are correct?
(a) He knew how to say his prayers.  but he never fasted
(b) He prohibited drinking of intoxicants
(c) He encouraged nobles to marry as much as they wished
(d) He agreed with Ulema to run the state per Shariat

Choose the correct option:

(A) (a), (b) and (c) only
(B) (a)and (b) only
(C) (a), (c) and (d) only
(D) (b)and (d) only
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14. Which Harappan town was destroyed due to recurrent floods?
(A) Harappa
(B) Kalibangan
(C) Kotdiji
(D) Mohanjodaro

15. Match List-I (Text) with List-II (Subject-Matter).

List-I (Text) List-II (Subject-Matter) 
a) Bhuvanakosa i. Architecture
b) Brihajjataka ii. Astrology
c) Dasarupaka iii. Dramaturgy
d) Manasara iv. Geography

Select correct option: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (ii) (iii)  (iv)  (i)
(B) (iv) (ii) (iii)  (i)
(C) (iv)    (ii)     (i) (iii)
(D) (iii)    (i) (ii) (iv)

16. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from the options given
below:
List-I (Authors) List-II (Works) 
a. R.G. Colling wood i. Colonialism Tradition and Reform: An

Analysis of Gandhi's Political discourse
b. Bhikhu Parekh ii. The Idea of History
c. Dipesh Chakravarthy iii. On History
d. Eric Hobsbawm iv. The Calling of History

            Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b)  (c) (d)

(A) (iii) (ii)  (i)  (iv)
(B) (iv) (iii)  (i)  (ii)
(C) (ii)     (i)     (iv) (iii)
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(D) (ii)    (iv) (i) (iii)

17. Which among the following tribes of Palamau (Ranchi) kept aloof from the 1857
uprising?
(A) Cheros and Bogtahs
(B) Mundas and Oraons
(C) Santhals and Mundas
(D) Binghals and Bhils

18. Which of the following Puranas included Buddha in the list of Avataras of
Vishnu?
(a) Agni
(b) Bhagavata
(c) Matsya
(d) Vayu

Choose the correct option:

(A) (a) and (b) only
(B) (c) and (d) only
(C) (a), (b) and (c) only
(D) (a), (b), (c), (d)

19. Given below are two statements—one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R).
Assertion (A): Rajashekhara wrote a drama entitled Balaramayana.
Reason (R): He was the teacher of Pratihara king Rambhadra.
In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false but (R) is true.

20. The earliest evidence of crop production has been found at which of the
following Neolithic sites of the Indian subcontinent?
(A) Kiligul Muhammad
(B) Kot Diji
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(C) Mehi
(D) Mehrgarh

21. Which one of the following functions of external criticism (Heuristic operations)
in historical writing, is not correct?
(A) To establish the authorship of the document
(B) To carry out interpretative criticism
(C) To determine the place of the document
(D) To fix the time of the document, the exact date, month and year of writing

22. Concept of Watan-Jagir came into existence towards the end of the reign of
Emperor.
(A) Humayun
(B) Akbar
(C) Jahangir
(D) Aurangzeb

23. Which of the following statement are correct?
(a) Qasim Khan was chosen to be the superintendent of the building of Agra Fort

because of his reputation as a ‘military engineer' as well as builder
(b) He was later made governor of Agra Fort
(c) Father Monserrate comments that 'he was raised to that exalted dignity from

the humble position of a sapper'
(d) In 1583 Akbar appointed eight people to look after the royal buildings jointly

one of whom was Qasim Khan

Select the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (a), (c) and (d) only
(B) (a), (b) and (c) only
(C) (b) and (d) only
(D) (a) and (d) only

24. Chronologically arrange following social legislations passed by the British:
(a) Regulations XVII that declared sati to be illegal in Bengal Presidency
(b) Hindu Widow’s Remarriage Act XV
(c) Act V, which made slavery illegal in India
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(d) Regulation III, which declared infanticide to be a murder

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a), (c), (d) and (b)
(B) (b) (c), (a) and (d)
(C) (c), (d), (a) and (b)
(D) (d), (a), (c) and (b)

25. In Maurya Administration, Reporters called as:
(A) Nagarak
(B) Prativedak
(C) Rajuk
(D) Yukta

26. Identify the Sultan who refused to implement Shariat, on the advice of a Quazi.
(A) Qutubuddin Aibek
(B) Alauddin Khalji
(C) Muhammad Tughluq
(D) Bahlol Lodi

27. Which of the following statements regarding the promotion of science during the
Colonial India, are correct?
(a) Nineteenth century Indian Science was ‘Eurocentric’, centripetal and

hegemonistic discipline
(b) For Mahendra Lai Sarkar, political nationalism had no meaning without

science as its guiding spirit
(c) The state involvement made colonial science philanthropic and promoting

Indian interests
(d) Colonial Science was inextricably woven into the whole fabric of colonialism

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a) and (b) only
(B) (b), (c) and (d) only
(C) (c) and (d) only
(D) (a), (b) and (d) only
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28. Which Mughal Emperor is known to have celebrated Diwali in Srinagar,
Kashmir?
(A) Akbar
(B) Jahangir
(C) Shah Jahan
(D) Aurangzeb

29. Which one of the following is not correctly matched?
(A) Surendra Nath Banerjee —   A Nation in Making
(B) Valentine Chiral      —   The Legacy of the Lokmanya 
(C) Subhash Chandra Bose  —   The Indian Struggle-1915-1942
(D) Shahnawaz Khan    — My memories of INA and its Netaji 

30. Which among the following is the largest Mesolithic habitation site known in
India?
(A) Bagor
(B) Chopanimando
(C) Kholdihwa
(D) Mahgara

31. Which of the following pairs are correctly matched?
Administrative Unit               Officer 
(a) Suba        —             Tarafdar 
(b) Pargana            —             Sardar  
(c) Sarkar               —             Faujdar  
(d) Watan        —             Watandar  

Select the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (a) and (c) only
(B) (a), (b) and (c) only
(C) (b), (c) and (d) only
(D) (a) and (d) only

32. Given below are two statements—one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R).
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Assertion (A): Nadir Shah's occupation of Delhi and massacre of its people: 
carried men's memories 340 years back to a similar calamity at the hands of 
Timur.  
Reason (R): Nadir Shah, on the other hand, did not annex the trans-Indus 
provinces and the whole of Afghanistan.  
In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A)is true but (R) is false.
(D) (A)is false but (R) is true.

33. Who produced before Akbar the memoirs of Firdus Makani (Babur) which he
had rendered into Persian from Turki, and received great praise?
(A) Abdur Rahim Khan i Khana
(B) Abdul Fazal
(C) Badaoni
(D) Faizi

34. “History has had assigned to it the task of judging the past, of instructing the
present for the benefit of ages to come”.
Which among the following has so defined history?
(A) Carl Becker
(B) G.P. Gooch
(C) Henry Pirenne
(D) J.B. Bury

35. Which philosopher of history said “all history is contemporary history”?
(A) Giambattista Vico
(B) Beneditta—Croce
(C) Auguste Combte
(D) Oswald Spengler

36. Which play written by Dinbandhu Mitra exposes the exploitation of plantation
workers in Bengal?
(A) Neel Durpan
(B) Kamale Kamini
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(C) Lilavati
(D) Sadhabar Ekadasi

37. 'Star of India', a non-hereditary order of knighthood for both Europeans and
Indians, began to be awarded from which year?
(A) 1833
(B) 1853
(C) 1861
(D) 1883

38. Which of the following were the correct main objectives of the Theosophical
Society?
(a) To form a Universal Brotherhood of man
(b) To promote the study of ancient religions, philosophies and sciences
(c) To proclaim the supremacy of Christian doctrines
(d) To investigate the laws of nature and develop the divine powers latent in

man

Choose the correct option: 

(A) (a), (b) and (d) only
(B) (b), (c) and (d) only
(C) (c) and (d) only
(D) (a), (c) and (d) only

39. In the Aihobe inscription of Chalukya King Pulakesin II, its composer Ravikirti
describes himself as an equal of:
(a) Banabhatta
(b) Rhasa
(c) Bharavi
(d) Kalidasa

Choose the correct option:

(A) (a), (b) and (c) only
(B) (b), (c) and (d) only
(C) (b)and (d) only
(D) (c)and (d) only
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40. Arrange the following Chishti Sufi Shaikhs in chronological sequence:
(a) Nizamuddin Auliya
(b) Moinuddin Chishti
(c) Salim Chishti
(d) Gesudaraz

Select the correct option:

(A) (a), (b), (d) and (c)
(B) (b), (a), (d) and (c)
(C) (d), (a), (c) and (b)
(D) (a), (c), (b) and (d)

41. Given below are two statements—one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R).
Assertion (A): The oldest paintings of Ajanta are datable to the second and first
centuries B.C.
Reason (R): Chronologically the pain-tings of cave No. I. and 2 are the last in the
series and pertain to the Post-Gupta period.
In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A)is true but (R) is false
(D) (A)is false but (R) is true

42. Match List-I with List-II:

List-I (Dramatists) List-II (Plays) 
(a) Dharmvir Bharti (i) Agra Bazar
(b) Vijai Tendulkar (ii) Hayavadan
(c) Girish Karnad (iii) Andhayug
(d) Habib Tanvir (iv) Ghasi Ram Kotwal

Choose the correct answer from the Options given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b)  (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (i)  (ii)  (iii)
(B) (ii) (iii)  (i)  (iv)
(C) (ii)     (i)     (iv) (iii)
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(D) (iii)    (iv) (ii)  (i)

43. Which of the following pairs is not correctly matched?
Author Book 
(A) Inayat Khan             —        Shahjahan Nama  
(B) Bhimsen —         Nuskha i Dilkusha 
(C) Muhammad Kazim—         Alamgir Nama 
(D) Muhammad Waris —         Bahar i Ajam 

44. Which of the following statements are correct?
(a) Premchand was among the first to Portray the Dalits as independent and

recognizable characters, both as part of the poor and with their own
particular problems

(b) Premchand's literary works do not reflect political and social movements of
his times

(c) Premchand's novels reflect a surrender to ideologies of traditional Hindu
religion

(d) One of the Premchand's last and most famous stories ‘Kafan' was first
published in Urdu in 1935 and later appeared in Hindi in 1936 and thus
reflect his syncretic personality

Choose the correct option: 

(A) (a) and (d) only
(B) (a), (b) and (c) only
(C) (b) and (c) only
(D) (b), (c) and (d) only

45. Who among the following were the painters of Shahjahan?
(a) Muhammad Nadir Samargandi
(b) Abdus Samad
(c) Mir Hashim
(d) Mir Saiyid Ali

Choose the correct answers from the options given below:

(A) (b) and (d) only
(B) (a), (b) and (d) only
(C) (b) and (c) only
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(D) (a) and (C) only

46. Among the following delegates at the Congress Session at Karachi (1931) who
did not oppose the Gandhi-Irwin Pact?
(A) Jamna Das Mehta
(B) Swami Govindanad
(C) Yosuf Meherali
(D) Purshotamdas Thakurdas

47. Given below are two statements one— labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R).
Assertion (A): From about 1715 Bengali merchants preferred to opt for English
carriage service and utilize English vessels for their freight traffic.
Reason (R): In entrusting their goods to a private English ship, they were in fact
entrusting goods to the company, whose privileges private Englishman enjoyed.
In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct'?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A)is true but (R) is false
(D) (A)is false but (R) is true

48. In which language did Banarsidas write a very interesting autobiography, the
Ardh-Kathanak in 1641?
(A) Awadhi
(B) Braj
(C) Marathi
(D) Sanskrit

49. Which of the following works were produced by Amir Khusrau?
(a) Hasht Bihisht
(b) Matta ul Anwar
(c) Khazain ul Futuh
(d) Nuh Sipihir

Select the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a), (b) and (c) only
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(B) (b)and (d) only
(C) (a), (b), (c), (d)
(D) (a)and (d) only

50. Which of the following statements regarding the impact of Western ideas on
India, are correct?
(a) English Education opened the flood-gates of Western ideas, which almost

over-whelmed them at the beginning
(b) The acceptance of Western ideas that came through the medium of English

was synonymous to the acceptance of the British rule
(c) It immediately aroused political consciousness. and resistance against

political authority
(d) In infused a spirit of rationalism that led to the revolt of mind against the

tyranny of dogma and traditional authorities, beliefs and customs.

Select the correct option: 

(A) (a), (b) and (c) only
(B) (a)and (d) only
(C) (b)and (c) only
(D) (b), (c) and (d) only

51. In whose travelogue the material condition of the people of India has been
described as under:
"The common people lived in poverty so great and miserable that the life of the
people can be depicted or accurately described only as the home of stark want
and the dwelling place of bitter woe".
(A) Ibn-Batutah's ‘Kitab ul Rehla'
(B) Francisco Pelsaert’s 'Remonstrant
(C) Francois Bernier's 'Travels in the Mogul Empire
(D) Jean-Baptiste Tavernier's 'Travels in India'

52. Given below are two statements—one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R).
Assertion (A): "History" refers to both a subject matter and thought process.
Reason (R): Thought process of historical thinking involves raising questions,
marshalling evidence, discerning patterns in evidence, and critiquing the
narratives written by others.
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In the Context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the Correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A)is true but (R) is false
(D) (A)is false but (R) is true

53. Who among the following rulers of India had been devotees of Siva?
(a) Harshavardhana
(b) Bhoja Paramara
(c) Govindachandra Gahadavala
(d) Chandragupta II

Choose the correct option:

(A) (a)and (b) only
(B) (b)and (c) only
(C) (a), (b) and (c) only
(D) (b), (c) and (d) only

54. Given below are two statements—one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R).
Assertion (A): No other leader succeeded so in arousing and mobilizing the
depressed classes for their own development as Dr. Ambedkar, for he gave them
a sense of their own identity.
Reason (R): Dr. Ambedkar's whole being rose in articulate Protest against a
social order which condemned him and his people to a life of social ostracism,
material deprivation and psychological injury and insult.
In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A)is true but (R) is false
(D) (A)is false but (R) is true

55. Arrange the following Mughal emperors in chronological sequence:
(a) Farrukhsiyar
(b) Jahander Shah
(c) Bahadur Shah
(d) Muhammad Shah
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Select the correct option: 

(A) (d), (a), (b), (c)
(B) (b), (c), (d), (a)
(C) (c), (b), (a), (d)
(D) (a), (c), (d), (b)

56. Arrange the following monuments in chronological sequence:
(a) Akbar's tomb       —       Sikandara  
(b) Gol Gumbad        —         Bijapur  
(c) Shaikh Salim        —         Fatehpur Sikri 

Chistis tomb
(d) Charminar            —        Hyderabad 

Select the correct option: 

(A) (d), (c), (b), (a)
(B) (d), (b), (c), (a)
(C) (a), (d), (c), (b)
(D) (c), (d), (a), (b)

57. Farman introduced by whom?
(A) by the Prince
(B) by the Princess
(C) by the King
(D) Wazir-i-Mutalfas

58. Ferishta writes, "His country was well peopled and the subjects were submissive
to his authority. The rais of Malabar, Ceylon and other countries kept
ambassadors at his court and sent annually rich presents".
Identify this Vijayanagara ruler:
(A) Harihara I
(B) Bukka I
(C) Deva Raya I
(D) Deva Raya II

59. Match List-I with List-II:
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List-I (Terms) List-II (Meaning) 
(a) Aiwan (i) Construction on a post and lintel principle
(b) Baradari (ii) Title mosaic
(c) Kashi Kari (iii) a pillared gallery
(d) Trabeate (iv) a pillared pavilion

Select the correct answer from the options: 

Code : 
(a) (b)  (c) (d)

(A) (iii) (iv)   (ii)    (i)
(B) (ii) (iii)   (i)   (ii)
(C) (i)      (i)      (iii)  (iv)
(D) (i)      (ii)  (iv)  (iii)

60. Arrange the following in correct chronological order:
(a) The Bengal Criminal Law Amendment Act
(b) The Bengal Suppression of Terrorist outrages Act
(c) The Bengal Emergency Powers Ordinances
(d) The Bengal Criminal Law Amendment Ordinance

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (d), (b), (a), (c)
(B) (c), (d), (b), (a)
(C) (d), (c), (b), (a)
(D) (b), (d), (a), (c)

61. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I (Philosophers of History) List-II (Works) 
(a) Michel Foucault (i) Historian's Craft
(b) Edward Said (ii) The Archaeology of Knowledge
(c) Hayden White (iii) Culture and Imperialism
(d) Marc Bloc (iv) Metahistory

            Select the correct answer from the options: 

Code : 
(a) (b)  (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (ii)   (i)  (iii)
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(B) (ii) (iii)  (iv)   (i)
(C) (iv)     (i)     (ii) (iii)
(D) (iii)    (iv)  (i)  (ii)

62. Who wrote the following comments regarding social change in the nineteenth
century?
"All progress in social liberation tends to be a change from the law of status to
the law of contract, from the restraints of family and caste, customs to the self-
imposed restraints of the free will of the individual".
(A) Keshub Chandra Sen
(B) Swami Vivekanand
(C) Sri Narayana Guru
(D) Mahadev Govind Ranade

63. Arrange the following kingdoms of the Dakshinapatha, conquered by
Samudragupta, in the order in which they are mentioned in the Allahabad Pillar
inscription:
(a) Devarashtra
(b) Kanchi
(c) Pishtapur
(d) Vengi

Select correct option:

(A) (b), (a), (d) and (c)
(B) (a), (c), (b) and (d)
(C) (c), (b), (d) and (a)
(D) (c), (a), (b) and (d)

64. Which of the following Sultans was earlier known, as Ali Gurshasp?
(A) Balban
(B) Alauddin Khalji
(C) Muhammad Tughlaq
(D) Sikandar Lodi

65. Arrange the following travellers' visit to India in chronological sequence:
(a) Sidi Ali Rais
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(b) Al-Beruni
(c) William Finch
(d) Ibn Battuta

Choose the correct answer from the options below:

(A) (b), (a), (c), (d)
(B) (d), (a), (b), (c)
(C) (b), (d), (a), (c)
(D) (a), (b), (d), (c)

66. Arrange the establishment of the following political associations chronologically
(a) Madras Mahajan Sabha
(b) Bombay Presidency Association
(c) Poona Sarvajanik Sabha
(d) Bombay Association

Choose the correct option:

(A) (b), (c), (d), (a)
(B) (c), (a), (b), (d)
(C) (c), (d), (a), (b)
(D) (d), (c), (a), (b)

67. In which year did the Bengal police for the first time, use the method of finger
printing for crime detection and proof?
(A) 1860
(B) 1898
(C) 1904
(D) 1903

68. Which among the following deities holds the supreme position in Java?
(A) Brahma
(B) Vishnu
(C) Siva
(D) Surya

69. Early Tamil Literature provides evidence of:
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(A) Absence of caste system
(B) A complex political and economic system
(C) Growth of Aryan influence
(D) A rigid caste system

70. Match List-I (Tirthankara) with List-II (Respective Cognisance Lanchechhana).
List-I List-II 
(a) Adinatha (i) Bull
(b) Mallinatha (ii) Pitcher
(c) Mahavira (iii) Lion
(d) Parsvanatha (iv) Serpent

             Select the correct option:   

Code : 
(a) (b)  (c) (d)

(A) (i) (iii)  (ii)  (iv)
(B) (i) (ii)  (iii)  (iv)
(C) (ii)     (i)      (iv) (iii)
(D) (iv)   (iii)  (ii)  (i)

71. From among the following Satyagraha, which was not led by Mahatma Gandhi?
(A) Satyagraha in Kheda
(B) Satyagraha against Rowlatt Bills
(C) Mahad sweet water tank Satyagraha
(D) Vaykom Satyagraha

72. Select the correct statements from the following:
(a) Akbar's minters were careful to maintain a high quality coinage in each of the

three metals
(b) Gold was nearly pure, silver never dropped below 96 per cent pure and

copper coins remained of high purity
(c) There was a free or open minting system
(d) In 1595, there were total 96 mints

Select the correct option:

(A) (a), (b) and (d) only
(B) (a), (b) and (c) only
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(C) (a) and (c) only
(D) (b), (c) and (d) only

73. Who among the following stated: "I wish to have a different and rival spirit in
different regiments, so that Sikh might fire into Hindoo, Gorkah into either,
without any scruple in case of need"?
(A) Lord Curson
(B) Lord Lytton
(C) Charles Wood
(D) Lord Dalhousie

74. Which Paleolithic site has yielded the evidence of a set of animal foot-prints
along with Acheulian tools?
(A) Attirampakkam
(B) Bhimbetaka
(C) Hunsgi
(D) Paleru

75. Which one of the following Mughal emperors was impressed with the
philosophy of Vedanta and went to meet Jadrup Gosain?
(A) Babur
(B) Akbar
(C) Jahangir
(D) Shahjahan

76. Who commented in 1913, the following words?
"No Indian could have started the Indian National Congress.... If an Indian had
come forward to start such a movement embracing all India, the officials in India
would not have allowed the movement to come into existence. If the founder of
the congress had not been a great Englishmen, such was the distrust of political
agitation in those days that the authorities would have at once found some way
or the other to suppress the movement".
Select correct option:
(A) Pherozshah M. Mehta
(B) Bipin Chandra Pal
(C) Bal Gangadhar Tilak
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(D) Gopal Krishna Gokhale

77. Which of the following are true about the stupa?
(a) The Buddha had enjoined the erection of stupas over his ashes
(b) The custom of rearing stupas was pre-Buddhist
(c) The Jainas also erected this form of memorial in early times
(d) The extant Dhamekha stupa of Sarnath is one of the oldest

Choose the correct option:

(A) (a)and (b) only
(B) (a), (b) and (c) only
(C) (a), (b) and (d) only
(D) (a), (b), (c) and (d)

78. Arrange the following events in the chronological order:
(a) Alexander leaves India
(b) Burning of Persepolis
(c) Alexander completes conquests of Eastern Iran beyond the Hindu Kush
(d) Partition of Alexander's empire at Triparadisus

Select correct option:

(A) (c), (b), (a), (d)
(B) (b), (c), (d), (a)
(C) (c), (b), (d), (a)
(D) (b), (c), (a), (d)

79. From among the following statements regarding the precautions a historian must
observe, which one is not correct?
(A) He should not introduce in the text what is not said by the author.
(B) Facts obtained by direct examination of the document must not be confused

with the results obtained by reasoning.
(C) If the reasoning leaves any doubt, conclusion should be drawn by

constructive imagination.
(D) The historians should not invent what is not already existing.
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80. Given below are two statements one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R).
Assertion (A): From a Nalanda Copper-Plate we learn that the Pala Devapala
donated five villages for the upkeep of Bauddha Vihara at Nalanda built by
Balaputradeva, the king of Suvarnadvipa and Yavabhumi.
Reason (R): It is a unique testimony to the long intercourse maintained by the
Sailendras with their motherland.
In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A)is true but (R) is false
(D) (A)is false but (R) is true

81. Which of the following statements are correct with regard to the Mughal
expedition into Balkh and Badakhshan?
(i) There was the proclaimed desire on the part of the Mughal emperors to

recover their ancestral lands
(ii) Shahjahan wanted to punish Nazr Muhammad the ruler of Balkh and

Badakhshan, who had an eye on Kabul
(iii) Shahjahan wanted to enthrone Prince Dara Shukoh as an independent

ruler of Balkh
(iv) Shahjahan desired to assign Badakhshan in Jagir to Prince Aurangzeb

Select the answer from the options given below:

(A) (i), (ii) and (iii) only
(B) (ii), (iii) and (iv) only
(C) (i)and (ii) only
(D) (ii)and (iii) only

82. The long Palam Baoli inscription at Delhi-in the classical Sanskrit
characteristically claims that owing to the ruler’s 'benign rule': the God Vishnu,
’relinquishing all worries sleeps in peace on the ocean of milk'. About which
ruler it has been claimed?
(A) Allauddin Khalji
(B) Ghiyasuddin Balban
(C) Firuz Shah Tughlaq
(D) Iltutmish
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83. Ashokan Rock Edicts containing fourteen proclamations have been found in
South India from which of the following sites?
(a) Erragudi (A.P.)
(b) Rajula-Mandagiri (A.P.)
(c) Maski (Karnataka)
(d) Sannati (Karnataka)

Choose the correct option:

(A) (a) and (b)
(B) (c) and (d)
(C) (a) and (c)
(D) (a) and (d)

84. Which of the following sites yielded a fossilized human baby skull in 2001?
(A) Bhimbetka
(B) Didwana
(C) Hathnora
(D) Odai

85. Given below are two statements—one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R).
Assertion (A): Pride vanity, sympathy, antipathy, personal rivalry, political
differences, social distinctions, religious disputes or patriotic favour could induce
certain individuals to distort original records.
Reason (R): There remains a grey zone between scholarship and political
statements, which perhaps affects historians more than others, because, they
have been used from time immemorial to legitimate claims of politicians.
In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A) is true but (R) is false
(D) (A) is false but (R) is true

86. Megasthenes' original record about India is lost. Some of his memories are
preserved in the accounts of which of the following?
(a) Arrian
(b) Diodoras
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(c) Heliodoras
(d) Herodotus

Choose the correct Option:

(A) (a), (b) and (d) only
(B) (b), (c) and (d) only
(C) (a) and (d) only
(D) (a) and (b) only

87. Which of the following statements regarding Ishwarchandra Vidyasagar are
correct?
(a) The cardinal principle of his efforts toward social reform and intellectual

awakening was humanism
(b) He did not believe in the efficacy of reinterpreting the age old scriptures
(c) He made untiring efforts for the spread of modern scientific vernacular

education
(d) He worked for social reform based on human equality

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a), (c) and (d) only
(B) (a) and (b) only
(C) (b), (c) and (d) only
(D) (b) and (d) only

88. Who is known to have created autonomous dominion comprising Bihar and
Bengal in the early 13th century?
(A) Iwaz Khalji
(B) Muhammad Bakhtyar Khalji
(C) Ulugh Khan
(D) Jalaluddin Khalji

89. At which of the following sites human fossils have been found in situ along with
Palaeolithic tools?
(A) Adamgarh
(B) Baghor
(C) Didwana
(D) Hathnora
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90. Bead-making workshop has been found at which of the following Harappan
sites?
(A) Amri
(B) Banawali
(C) Lothal
(D) Rangpur

Directions (Qs. No. 91-95): Read the following passage and answer the questions 
that follow:  

           A different kind of historian was Barani, whose work, written in 1357, is a 
history of the Delhi Sultanate from the point where Minhaj Siraj ended his 
narrative. Barani is different from his peers, especially because he takes up 
aspects of life other than dynastic and political, such as economic, social, 
intellectual and religious. He is also novel in that he applies to events a distinct 
historical theory of his own. This theory was premised on a triangular 
relationship between despotic monarchy, the established nobility and upstarts 
from the non-aristocratic classes.  

91. Which are the elements of triangular relationship described by Barani?
(A) Despotic monarchy, established nobility; upstarts from the non-aristocratic

classes.
(B) Despotic monarchy, new nobility; upstarts from the non-aristocratic classes.
(C) Despotic monarchy, established nobility; people from the aristocratic

classes.
(D) Despotic monarchy, new nobility; groups from non-aristocratic classes.

92. Which of the following is correct about Barani 's writing style?
(A) Barani has written dynastic history
(B) Barani is accurate in providing dates of political events
(C) Barani account ends at Muhammad bin Tughlaq's reign
(D) Barani believed in critical analysis of socio economic and intellectual history

93. Barani's purpose of writing Tarikh-i-Firuz Shahi was to:
(A) protect Shariat
(B) please Muhammad bin Tughlaq
(C) please Firuz Shah Tughluq
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(D) highlight the events during Iltutmish-Sikandar Lodi period

94. Name the book of Barani which is a history of the Delhi Sultanate from the point
where Minhaj Siraj ended his book:
(A) Tajul Ma'asir
(B) Tarikh-i Firuzshahi
(C) Fathiya lbriya
(D) Tabaqat-i-Mahmud Shahi

95. What is the title of Minhaj Siraj's book?
(A) Tajul Ma'asir
(B) Fatawa i Jahadari
(C) Tabaqat i Nasiri
(D) Tarikh i Mahmud Shahi

Directions (Qs. No. 96-100): Read the following passage and answer the 
questions that follow:  

          The revolt of 1857 was much more than a mere product of sepoy 
discontent. It was in reality a product of accumulated grievances against the 
company's administration, a popular discontent and hatred against foreign rule. 
The most important cause was the economic exploitation, the complete 
destruction of its traditional economic fabric, the impoverishment of the vast 
mass of peasants, artisans and handicraftsmen as also a large number of 
traditional zamindars and chiefs. As a result of the British land and revenue 
policies and the system of Judicial administration, a large number of peasant 
proprietors lost their land to traders and moneylenders and found themselves in 
utter debt. In addition. the common people were hard hit by corruption even at 
the lower levels of administration. The complex judicial system enabled the rich 
to oppress-the poor and the growing poverty made them desperate. The middle 
and upper classes of Indian society suffered by their exclusion from higher 
positions in the administration. Displacement of Indian rulers led to the loss of 
patronage to the men of arts and culture and also to the religious preachers—
Pandits and Maulvis, who played an important role in spreading discontent 
against the government. Besides, Lord Dalhousie's policy of annexations of 
native states by applying the 'Doctrine of Lapse' was widely resented. Lastly, the 
conversion activities by the Christian missionaries created fear and suspicion 
among the general public.  
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96. Choose the correct option from the following:
(A) Due to various land and revenue policies, Indian peasants became rich
(B) British land and revenue Policies led to the indebtedness of Indian peasants
(C) The judicial system helped the poor to rise against their oppressors
(D) Traditional Zamindars and chiefs were favourably dealt-with by the British

97. From among the following who adopted the policy of 'Doctrine of Lapse'?
(A) Lord Canning
(B) Lord Curzon
(C) Lord Dalhousie
(D) Lord Wellesley

98. Which one of the following states was not annexed under the 'Doctrine of Lapse'?
(A) Udaipur
(B) Baghat
(C) Sambalpur
(D) Awadh

99. Which one of the following was not one of the causes of the revolt of 1857?
(A) The economic exploitation
(B) Popular discontent and hatred against foreign rule
(C) The faulty judicial system
(D) First Afghan War

100. Who among the following considers revolt of 1857, merely a ‘sepoy mutiny’?
(A) Eric Stokes
(B) John W. Kay
(C) R.C. Majumdar
(D) S.N. Sen
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  ANSWER KEY

Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 B 26 B 
2 D 27 D 
3 B 28 A 
4 C 29 B 
5 C 30 A 
6 C 31 A 
7 C 32 C 
8 B 33 A 
9 B 34 B 
10 B 35 B 
11 C 36 A 
12 * 37 C 
13 B 38 A 
14 D 39 D 
15 B 40 B 
16 C 41 B 
17 B 42 D 
18 C 43 D 
19 C 44 A 
20 D 45 D 
21 B 46 D 
22 B 47 A 
23 B 48 B 
24 D 49 C 
25 B 50 B 
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Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
51 B 76 D 
52 A 77 B 
53 C 78 D 
54 A 79 C 
55 C 80 A 
56 D 81 C 
57 C 82 B 
58 B 83 D 
59 A 84 D 
60 * 85 B 
61 B 86 D 
62 D 87 A 
63 C 88 B 
64 B 89 D 
65 C 90 B 
66 D 91 A 
67 B 92 A 
68 C 93 C 
69 A 94 B 
70 B 95 C 
71 C 96 B 
72 B 97 C 
73 C 98 D 
74 A 99 * 
75 B 100 B 
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  JUNE 

1. Which of the following is NOT true about Mill's History of British India?
(A) It founded the traditional institutions of India static and retrogressive
(B) The analysis made by Mill suited the needs of imperial government.
(C) It became a textbook on India for the British officers of the Indian Civil

Services at Haileybury College
(D) It was not informed by the English utilitarian philosophy

2. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I (Texts) List-II (Authors) 
(a) Kavyadarsa (i) Abhinavagupta
(b) Ashtadhyayi (ii) Patanjali
(c) Mahabhasya (iii) Panini
(d) Tantraloka (iv) Dandin

            Choose the correct option from those given below:    

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (ii) (iii)  (i)
(B) (iv) (iii) (ii)  (i)
(C) (iii)    (ii)    (i) (iv)
(D) (iii)    (i) (ii) (iv)

3. What is NOT true about Bagor site?
(A) It is situated in Rajasthan
(B) For its purely Mesolithic pre-pottery phase we have carbon dates in the

range of 5365-3775 BC
(C) From its very beginning traces of agriculture have been found
(D) Zebu, ox, sheep, goat and pig were domesticated right from c. 5000 BC

4. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I (Principality/ 
Kingdom) 

List-II (Geographical limits) 

(a) Avanti (i) Malwa region of Central India

2019
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(b) Gandhara (ii) Modern Peshawar and Rawalpindi districts and the
Kashmir valley

(c) Chedi (iii) Eastern part of Bundelkhand in Central India
(d) Vajji (iv) North of the Ganga up to the Nepal hills

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (ii) (iii)  (iv)
(B) (ii) (iii) (iv)  (i)
(C) (iii)    (ii)     (i) (iv)
(D) (i)      (ii) (iv) (iii)

5. In which of the following regions Kalibangan was situated where a large number
of sites of proto-Harappan culture have been discovered?
(A) Sindh
(B) Punjab
(C) Rajasthan
(D) Gujarat

6. Identify the site which does NOT attest to the presence of horse.
(A) Ghaligai (1895-1695 BC)
(B) Burzahom (1700 BC)
(C) Pirak (c. 1300 BC)
(D) Inamgaon (c. 1400 BC)

7. The public display of inscribed texts on rock faces and free-standing pillars was
followed by Indian ruler in imitation of the practices followed by the:
(A) Achaemendis
(B) Greeks
(C) Sakas
(D) Parthians

8. Identify the temple from the group of temples at Mahakuteshwara near Badami,
comprising a sanctum and a portico which is of some importance.
(A) Galaganatha
(B) Sangameshwara
(C) Huchimalligudi
(D) Kadasiddeshwar
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9. Which of the following is incorrect?
(A) Long after writing became an everyday practice a bias towards oral

persisted.
(B) Bhartrihari declared that understanding has the form of speech…… speech-

informed awareness is the foundation of all knowledges. 
(C) The Indians thus privileged of ‘Granthastha' over ‘Kanthastha’.
(D) The view of Latin grammarians of the ninth century was quite contrast to

the normative Indian views. In Europe the learned man was therefore the
‘litteratus.’

10. “Perhaps it was much for the Sakas cultural innovations for their political
domination that a new era came to be named after them." What according to
Sheldon Pollock was this ‘cultural innovation’?
(A) Heavily armoured cavalry
(B) Parthian shot
(C) Use of wine, meat and tailored garments
(D) Use of Sanskrit for political purposes

11. Given below are two statements-one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R):
Assertion (A): The age of the Guptas is often described as a classical age in the
sphere of cultural developments.
Reason (R): While appreciating the artistic ideals of the Gupta period it is argued
that it marks one of the several epochs that saw impressive developments in
artistic activity.
In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the Correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the Correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A)is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A)is false, but (R) is true.

12. Which of the following is wrongly matched?
(A) R.S. Sharma        :   Urban Decay in India 
(B) Joanna Williams:   The Art of Gupta India: Empire and provinces
(C) A.L. Basham       :   The Wonder that was India
(D) Romila Thapur   :   Myth and Reality, Studies in the formation of Indian

Culture 

13. The radiocarbon dating is applied in which of the following?
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(A) Epigraphy
(B) Archaeology
(C) Manuscripts
(D) Archival materials

14. Given below are two statements—one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R):
Assertion (A): Ajatashatru is believed to have murdered his father in about 493
BC. He annexed Kosala despite the fact that its ruler was his maternal uncle.
Reason (R): Ajatashatru, the son of Bimbisara of Magadh, was impatient to
become the ruler of Magadh and annexed the regions.
In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)
(C) 11(A)is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A)is false, but (R) is true.

15. Which of the following Mahajanapadas supplied men and materials to the
Persian army fighting against the Greeks?
(A) Gandhara
(B) Kamboja
(C) Magadha
(D) Vatsa

16. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I (Sites) List-II (Chronology) 
Kili Gul Muhammad 3370-2530 B.C. 
Damb Sadaat 4555-3885 B.C. 
Kalibangan 2980-1865 B.C. 
Rana Ghundai 4550-3165 B.C. 

           Choose the correct option from those given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (ii) (iii)  (iv)
(B) (ii)  (i) (iii)  (iv)
(C) (iii)    (iv)    (ii)   (i)
(D) (iv)    (ii) (iii)   (i)
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17. Which of the following is considered as the first surviving Indian text containing
a systematic discussion of astronomical instruments?
(A) Aryabhatiya
(B) Surya Siddhanta
(C) Brahmasphutasiddhanta
(D) Khandakhadyaka

18. Which of the following refers to a local centre of exchange, in between small
periodic markets and large, trade centres?
(A) Mandapika
(B) Tevaram
(C) Gana
(D) Agrahara

19. Match List-I with Lis -II:
List-I (Authors) List-II (Articles) 
(a) Han Habib (i) Perhaps the Earliest Ploughed Field So Far Excavated

Anywhere in the World
(b) B.B. Lal (ii) Imagining River Saraswati—A Defence of Common

Sense
(c) R.H. Meadow (iii) Regional Interaction in Indus Valley Urbanization
(d) Marcia A.

Fentress
(iv) The Domestication and Exploitation of Plants and

Animals in the Greater Indus Valley

Choose the correct option from those given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (iii) (ii)  (iv)
(B) (iv)  (i) (ii)  (iii)
(C) (ii)     (i)    (iii)   (iv)
(D) (ii)     (i)    (iv)   (iii)

20. About Rajasekhara, which of the following statements is correct?
(A) He was the most powerful ruler (985-1014 CE) of the Chola dynastry
(B) He was a court poet (c. 9th —10th century CE) of the Pratihara rulers—

Mahendrapala and Mahipala.
(C) He was first known ruler of the Satavahanas (c. 230 BCE) mentioned in the

Puranas.
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(D) He is known to have composed Sirip anarruppatal, one of the ten idylls of
the Sangam anthology.

21. Which of the following statements is not correct concerning Dharmashastra
texts?
(A) They refer to the four Varnas and norms of social living.
(B) They do not refer to various Jatis.
(C) They refer to Desh-dharma and Kula-dharma.
(D) They insist on everybody to follow the Dharma of his Verna.

22. Which of the following is NOT correctly matched?
(A) Nagara style:      The base of the Nagara temples is square with a number

of projections the middle of each giving it a cruciform   
shape. 

(B) Dravida style:     The most important feature of this style is its pyramidal
shikaras.  

(C) Kashmiri style:   It is purely a local style with no traces of any influences
from the outside world.  

(D) Vasara style:        It is a hybrid of northern and southern styles. 

23. Given below are two statements—one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R):
Assertion (A): The nationalist historical writing saw the bipolarity of the
spiritual content of Indian culture and the materialist basis of Western culture as
an essential and inherent difference.
Reason (R): This was in part a reaction to the view that religion was such a
central factor in traditional society of India that it obstracted progress.
In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

24. “Once the Ahar iron is disposed of, all 14 C dates for the earliest iron levels in
India appear to cluster around 1000 BC or little earlier.”
Whose opinion is this?
(A) Rakesh Tewari
(B) B. and R. Allchin
(C) Irfan Habib
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(D) B. Sasikaran

25. With regard to Agraharas, which of the following statements are correct?
(a) It was a Sanskrit term used especially c. mid-first millennium CE onwards.
(b) It was a term to designate a category of land grants made to Brahmans.
(c) Generally these grants were in perpetuity.
(d) Donees were given the right to organise production and collect revenue and

other resources from the land.

Select the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (a), (c) and (d) only
(B) (b)and (d) only
(C) (a), (b), (c) and (d)
(D) (a), (b) and (c) only

26. Given below are two statements—one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R):
Assertion (A): There is little doubt now that certain facets of Indus Civilization
survived into the second and the first millennium cultures.
Reason (R): The earlier hiatus between the Indus Civilization and the Vedic
culture is no longer acceptable.
In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A)is true, but (R) is false.
(D) is false, but (R) is true.

27. Which one of the following statements regard to Bharatpur Archaeological site is
not correct?
(A) It is located in West Bengal.
(B) It is situated in Rajasthan, from where the traces of bones of migratory birds

Were found.
(C) For period I, the was evidence for fishing, hunting and agriculture.
(D) Period II provided evidence of the use of iron and northern black polished

ware.

28. Which of the following is NOT true about the different positions ascribed to
mixed castes by Manusmriti?
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(A) Children born of wives one degree lower in Varna status were somewhat
acceptable as a part of the twice born.

(B) Those born from women separated in status by two of three degrees led the
creation of a new group within the Sudra fold.

(C) In case the status of a woman was higher than that of a man, the progeny of
such marriage was placed lower in status than the two parents.

(D) Anuloma marriages were treated as more violative of the sacred law than
Pratiloma.

29. Given below are two statements—one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R):
Assertion (A): It is argued that eulogy of poets was not the basis of legitimation
of political power in early historical South India.
Reason (R): The poets of the period were dependent on kings for their material
well-being.
In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

Directions (Qs. 30 & 31): Read the following passage and answer the questions 
given:  
The political history of early medieval period saw the proliferation of states and 
land grants. Land grants to Brahmans played a significant role in the legitimation 
of political power and had significant impact on agrarian relations. There was 
agrarian expansion in various parts of the subcontinent and rural societies 
became increasingly stratified. This was not a period of urban decay. This is most 
evident from South India where crafts, cities, trade and trade guilds flourished. 
Trade links between the subcontinent, China and South-East Asia expanded 
significantly. Devotional worship was a marked feature of religious thought and 
practice. Temples functioned not only as sacred spaces, but also as the core of 
urban centres and as political symbols. The patronage they attracted made them 
points of convergence of the activities and aspirations of diverse social groups. 
Significant development occurred in the cultural sphere including a range of 
texts in Sanskrit and Vernacular languages. There was an efflorescence and 
refinement of temple architecture and sculpture; and distinct regional styles 
became apparent. During c. 600-1200 CE, the developments at the political, 
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social, economic and cultural levels crystalized into distinct regional formations 
and patterns.  

30. What consequences flowed from the land grants given to Brahmans?
(a) They buttressed the position of rulers.
(b) They led to the growth of agriculture as not unoften the grantee had to bring

fresh land under cultivation.
(c) The undifferentiated rural society got further stratified.
(d) The practice of endowing land grants to religious institutions and personages

began from c. 600 CE.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (a), (b), (c), (d)
(B) (a), (b), (c)
(C) (a), (c), (d)
(D) (b), (c), (d)

31. The term ‘early medieval’ referred to here is indicated to have began around:
(A) 1206 CE
(B) 12th century
(C) 11th century
(D) 600 CE

32. Which of the following taxes fell in the category of granting free trade facilities
and reduction in the taxes?
(a) Sair-dam
(b) Muqata
(c) Mapa
(d) Rahdari

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a) and (b)
(B) (b) and (c)
(C) (b) and (d)
(D) (a), (c) and (d)

33. Which one of the following products was NOT introduced in India by the
Protuguese?
(A) Tobacco
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(B) Betel
(C) Cashew
(D) Pineapple

34. Which one of the following revenue grants was NOT granted to the religious
intelligentsia?
(A) Amlak
(B) Idrar
(C) Inam
(D) Auqaf

35. Which of the following sources deal with the, history of Sindh?
(a) Fatawa-i Jahandari
(b) Mirat-i Sikandari
(c) Tarikh-i Tahiri
(d) Mazhar-i Shahjahani

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a)and (b) only
(B) (b), (c) and (d) only
(C) (a)and (c) only
(D) (c)and (d) only

36. Mongal Khan Tarmashirin invaded India in the reign of which of the following
Tughluq rulers?
(A) Ghiyasuddin Tughluq
(B) Muhammad bin Tughluq
(C) Firoz Shah Tughluq
(D) Sultan Muhammad

37. Which of the following statements are correct?
(a) There was a growth of sectarian religious groups during the early medieval

India. Among them a doctrinal cult emphasising on devotional worship
gained popularity.

(b) Temples became dynamic spaces with political, social, cultural and economic
functions—all rolled into one.

(c) The urban centres of early medieval India can be grouped into two
categories---one may be called administrative towns and the other
commercial towns.
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(d) As the temples attracted diversified social groups, they dented the narrative
favouring exclusion.

Select the answer from the options given below 

(A) (a), (b) and (d)
(B) (b), (c) and (d)
(C) (a), (b) and (c)
(D) (a) and (b)

38. Regarding Taqavi loans, which of the following statements are NOT correct?
(a) These were given to peasants for agricultural purposes.
(b) These were given to traders for trade purposes.
(c) These were advanced through the Chaudhuris and Mugaddams, who

distributed them among the individual peasants.
(d) Chaudhuris and Muqaddams did not stand surety for their repayment.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (a), (b) and (c) only
(B) (a) and (c) only
(C) (a), (b), (c) and (d)
(D) (b) and (d) only

39. "For ensuring safety on the roads and for extending comforts to the travellers, he
built sarais on the highway at a distance of two Krosh. The travellers could get
beds and cooked food. There also was provision for uncooked food supplies. He
built some 1700 such sarais." Who is this ruler?
(A) Ibrahim Lodi
(B) Sher Shah
(C) Akbar
(D) Shah Jahan

40. Identify the two emperors of India and Uzbekistan, who agreed to fix Hindu-
Koh or Hindu Kush as the frontier of the two empires.
(A) Akbar and Abdullah Khan Uzbek
(B) Jahangir and Abdullah Khan Uzbek
(C) Jahangir and Abdul Mumin Uzbek
(D) Shah Jahan and Imam Quli
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41. "Sufism began to turn pantheistic only when the ideas of Ibn al-Arabi (d. 1240)
began to exert their influences, first, through the Persian poetry of Jalaluddhin
Rumi (1207-73) and Abdur Rahman Jami (1414-92) and then through the
endeavours within India of Ashraf Jahangir Semnani (early fifteenth Century).
About the same time that the pantheism of Shankaracharya School of Vedanta
was attaining increasing influence within Brahmanical thought."
From the following, identify the Mughal emperor who was the first to recognise
the thought?
(A) Babur
(B) Akbar
(C) Jahangir
(D) Aurangzeb

42. Which of the following statement(s) is/are correct?
(a) Ibn Battuta speaks highly of the mangoes produced in India.
(b) He mentions of its production through planting of the kernel
(c) lbn Battuta mentions that practice of mango- grafting as very much in vogue

in India

Select the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (a)only
(B) (c)only
(C) (a) and (b) only
(D) (b) and (c) only

43. Who built the Sahibabad Garden in Shah-jahanabad which was used as a serai
for the richest merchants?
(A) Nur Jahan
(B) Raushan Ara Begum
(C) Jahan Ara Begum
(D) Zinat-un Nisa

44. From where the concept of free kitchen (Langar) was adopted by the Sikhs?
(A) Hindu temples
(B) Churches
(C) Sufi dargahs
(D) Shankaracharya's mathas
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45. Which of the following are NOT relevant for the emergence of regional
formations during the period between c. WO- 1 200 CE?
(a) Proliferation of Sanskrit texts
(b) Growth of Vernacular languages
(c) Refinement in architecture and art
(d) Emergence of distinct regional styles in art and architecture

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

(A) (b), (d)
(B) (c), (d)
(C) (a), (c)
(D) (a), (b)

46. Given below are two statements—one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R):
Assertion (A): The early medieval period possessed some critical features of
feudalism, but it significantly differed from European feudalism.
Reason (R): The early medieval South India was a period of urban growth as is
evidenced by the flourishing crafts, trade, trade guilds and urban centres.
In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A)is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A)is false, but (R) is true.

47. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I (Source) List-II (Region) 

(a) Chachnama (i) Gujarat
(b) Riyaz us Salatin (ii) Deccan
(c) Mirat-i Ahmadi (iii) Bengal
(d) Nuskha-i Dilkusha (iv) Sind

Choose the correct answer from those given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (iii)  (i)  (ii)
(B) (ii)  (iv) (iii)   (i)
(C) (iv)     (ii)   (iii)   (i)
(D) (iii)     (i)    (iv)   (ii)
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48. Which of the following statements are correct with regard to Sikhism?
(a) From the 1750s onwards the Sikh dals and misals (groups) became more and

more powerful, led by individual chiefs (sardars) who organized troops of
increasingly professional mounted musketeers.

(b) There was the tradition of an annual ‘Sarbat Khalsa' at Chak Guru (Amritsar);
but because of dissensions each chief tended to carve out a separate territory
for himself.

(c) The process was at last checked by Ranjit Singh (1780-1839), who established
a kingdom in the Punjab in the name of the Khalsa.

(d) The Gurus were all Khatris, but their principal lieutenants, the Masand were
mostly Jatts in the seventeenth century.

Select the correct answer from the options given below: 

(A) (a), (b) and (d) only
(B) (b), (c) and (d) only
(C) (a), (b), (c), (d)
(D) (c) and (d) only

49. With regard to Guru Nanak which of the following statements is NOT correct?
(A) When Nanak was sixteen, his parents arranged his marriage, later he

became a merchant and a farmer.
(B) Bhai Mardana joined Guru Nanak and they became lifelong friends.
(C) He travelled from Panipat to Assam, visiting Hindu and Sufi pilgrim

centres.
(D) None of these

50. With regard to music which of the following statements is NOT correct?
(A) The Lahjat-i Sikandari, a work on classical music was written under the

patronage of Sultan Sikandar.
(B) Abul Fazi names thirty-six musicians who played vocal and instrumental

music at Akbar's court.
(C) Shah Jahan did not encourage music in his court and did not reward the

musicians. He was interested in architectural works.
(D) For the first ten years of his reign Aurangzeb generously rewarded his

musicians and appeared to be devoted to music.

51. Who was the founder of the Rishi Silsilah in Kashmir?
(A) Sayyid Muhammad Hamdani
(B) Sheikh Abdul Qadir
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(C) Sheikh Nuruddin
(D) Baqi Billah

52. Mir Jumla invaded the Ahom kingdom and occupied the Ahom capital,
Garhgaon. A treaty Was signed between him and the Ahom kingdom in 1663.
When did Ahoms forced the Mughals to given up Koch Hajo and accept the river
Manas as the boundary?
(A) 1667
(B) 1681
(C) 1685
(D) 1689

53. Which of the following statements is NOT correct?
(A) Balutedars were expected to serve villagers whenever required in their

respective capacities.
(B) They were paid the remuneration always in kind.
(C) The were entitled to certain shares of offerings dedicated to village temples

and to some other perquisites on special occasions.
(D) The right to serve and the right to receive various remunerations of

permanent balutedars was recognised as their miras or watan.

54. Shah Jahan was the first Mughal emperor who introduced a new standard,
namely mahi-maratib. It was considered the highest honour conferred on a
person. Which of the Indian rulers used to award this before Shah Jahan?
(A) Arab rulers of Sind
(B) Sultans of Delhi
(C) Surs of Delhi
(D) Sultans of Malwa

55. The earlier literary reference to cotton carder's bow comes from which of the
following Persian text?
(A) Miftah-ul Fuzala
(B) Qawwa's Lexicon
(C) Sirat-i Firozshahi
(D) Futuhat-i Firozshahi

56. By which name French traveller Jean-Baptist Tavernier called the capital city of
Golkonda?
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(A) Golkonda
(B) Bhagnagar
(C) Falaknuma
(D) Hyderabad

57. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I List-II 
(a) Malik Sarwar Gujarat Sultanate 
(b) Zafar Khan Bahmani Sultanate 
(c) Dilawar Khan Ghuri Jaunpur Sultanate 
(d) Alauddin Hasan Malwa Sultanate 

            Choose the correct option from those given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b)  (c)  (d)

(A) (iii) (iv)  (i)  (ii)
(B) (ii)  (i) (iv)  (iii)
(C) (iii)     (i)    (iv)   (ii)
(D) (iv)    (iii)    (ii)   (i)

58. A number of changes were introduced by Ghiyasuddin Tughluq in Alauddin's
agrarian measures. Which of the following in this context is NOT correct?
(A) To lighten the burden of the peasants he substituted hukm-i masahat

(measurement) to hukm-i hash (crop sharing).
(B) Ghiyasuddin did not believe in Alauddin’s principle of levelling down the

village heads to the rank of the ordinary peasant and restored their
perquisites.

(C) He exempted their cultivation and pasturage from assessment.
(D) He also continued and encouraged the practice of farming of the land

revenue.

59. Who founded the city of Burhanpur around 1400 on the bank of river Tapti?
(A) Nasir Khan Faruki
(B) Muhammad Quli
(C) Ibrahim Adil Shah
(D) Sultan Quli

60. In 1579, Mahzar was drafted by which of the following scholars?
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(A) Abul Fazl and Sheikh Mubarak
(B) Sheikh Mubarak and Abdun Nabi
(C) Abdun Nabi and Badauni
(D) Sheikh Mubarak and Faizi

61. In which of the dialect, Tuhfat-ul Hind, an 18th century source, has provided a
very extensive glossary?
(A) Braj
(B) Awadhi
(C) Rajasthani
(D) Gujarati

62. After Alauddin Khalji's death his price Control measures collapsed and under
Qutbuddin Mubarak Khalji price rose rapidly. Which one of the following
chroniclers travellers mentions about growing prices during Mubarak Khalji's
reign?
(A) Shaikh Mubarak
(B) Yahya bin Ahmad Sirhindi
(C) Shaifuddin Ali Yazdi
(D) Mirza Haidar Dughlat

63. Read the following statement and select the answer from the options given
below:
"Sociologists have reported how castes could also change their status along with
their occupations under forms of Sanskritization."

Who propounded the theory of Sanskritization?
(A) Karl Marx
(B) M.N. Srinivas
(C) Romila Thapar
(D) Max Weber

Directions (Qs. 64 to 68): Read the following passage, and answer the questions 
that follow:  
Jahangir twice mentions a tower, tank and pavilion used as a hunting palace 
about 29 km from Lahore. Today the site is known as Shaikhupura, but Jahangir 
in 1606 refers to it as Jahangirpura and then in 1620 calls. it Jahangirabad, both 
meaning City of Jahangir, the latter a more Persianate form. Here the emperor's 
favourite tame antelope died before 1606; it was buried in a grave above which a 
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sculpted antelope and eulogy written by Mulla Muhammad Husain of Kashmir 
were placed. Adjacent to this gravestone, a tower was constructed around 1606 
under the supervision of Sikandar Muin Khan, the landholder of the area. On 
Jahangir' s orders, Sikandar Muin Khan also built a tank and royal residence. 
Despite Muin’s death while the work was in progress, the complex was 
handsomely completed by 1620, the later stages of construction having been 
supervised by Iradat Khan. The expenses incurred were sufficiently awesome 
that the emperor recorded the amount in his memoirs. Jahangir considered the 
site a ‘kingly hunting place’, although his successor found the place inadequate 
and in 1634 spent another sizable sum rebuilding the pavilion. 

64. Both the names Jahangirpura and Jahangirabad carry same meaning i.e., 'City of
jahangir'. From Which language the word Pura is taken?
(A) Marathi
(B) Urdu
(C) Persian
(D) Sanskrit

65. In Which book does Jahangir twice mention the tower, tank and pavilion?
(A) Maasir-i Jahangiri
(B) Tuzuk-i Jahangiri
(C) Iqbalnama-i Jahangiri
(D) Majalis-i Jahangiri

66. The plan of the Shaikhupura tower resembles to Hiran Minar built during
Akbar’s reign. In which of the following cities is Hiran Minar situated?
(A) Fatehpur Sikri
(B) Delhi
(C) Agra
(D) Sikandara

67. Who among the following mentioned personalities was also called Shaikhu
Baba?
(A) Prince Kamran
(B) Emperor Humayun
(C) Shaikh Salim Chishti
(D) Emperor Jahangir
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68. In which of the following cities is situated ‘Nim Sarai Minar' built during Akbar's
reign?
(A) Panipat
(B) Malda
(C) Lahore
(D) Multan

69. During which of the following movements, several new techniques like passive
resistance, boycott and other effective methods of mass protest were evolved and
experimented?
(A) Anti Bengal Partition Movement
(B) Champaran Movement
(C) Khera Satyagraha
(D) Khilafat Movement

70. Which of the following is NOT true?
(A) Before the 1857 Rebellion, personal relations between resident Englishmen

and Indians in Delhi and Lucknow had been fairly friendly.
(B) In pre-1857, Delhi Europeans had lived mostly within the walled city in

houses rented from Indians.
(C) After 1857 Indians were driven out of Delhi and Lucknow
(D) British garrison was moved outside of the walled city of Shahjahanabad in

the aftermath of 1857.

71. As a result of the Seven Years War (1756-1763) in Europe, the French and English
settlements in India also became involved in Open hostilities. The work of
Duplex and Bussy in South was thus destroyed in 1760-61. Which treaty
provided the restoration of the French possessions in India?
(A) Treaty of Pondicherry
(B) Treaty of Wandiwash
(C) Treaty of Paris
(D) Treaty of London

72. Which of the following were the main areas where systematic state initiative was
visible in the 19th century?
(A) Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry
(B) Maps and Surveys, Botany, Geology, Medicine
(C) Theology Literature, Mathematics
(D) Fine Arts Linguistics, Theatre
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73. With 395 Articles and 12 Schedules the Constitution of India was framed during
which period?
(A) December 1946 and December 1949
(B) December 1945 and January 1950
(C) August 1947 and January 1950
(D) December 1946 and January 1950

74. Under which system or settlement, the Indian States lost their right to foreign
affairs and defense?
(A) Doctrine of lapse
(B) Subsidiary alliance system
(C) Permanent settlement
(D) Dyarchy system

75. Who was the first scholar who called Indian society deaf and dumb and
stagnant?
(A) Karl Marx
(B) Marc Bloch
(C) A.L. Barham
(D) G.W.F. Hegel

76. Which one of the following measures was NOT adopted by Lord Curzon?
(A) The Calcutta Municipal Amendment Act
(B) Indian Universities Act
(C) Indian Officials Secrets Amendments Act
(D) Vernacular Press Act

77. Which of the following opposed the appointment of Muthuswamy lyer to the
Madras High Court on the grounds that native officials should not draw the
same rate of pay as Europeans in similar circumstances?
(A) The Hindu
(B) Amrita Bazar Patrika
(C) The Tribune
(D) Madras, Mail

78. Who among the following was NOT associated with the Faraizi Movement?
(A) Hazi Shariatullah
(B) Titu Mian
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(C) Dudu Mian
(D) Naya Mian

79. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I (Authors) List-II (Books) 
(a) Vera Anstey (i) Economic Development of India
(b) B.M. Bhatia (ii) Famines of India
(c) D.H. Buchanan (iii) The Development of Capitalist Enterprise in India
(d) D.R. Gadgil (iv) Industrial Evolution in India

Code : 
(a) (b)  (c)  (d)

(A) (iii) (ii)  (i)  (iv)
(B) (i)  (ii) (iii)  (iv)
(C) (iv)   (iii)     (i)   (ii)
(D) (i)     (ii)    (iv)   (iii)

80. Given below are two statements—one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as, Reason (R):
Assertion (A): The gradual industrialization of India not only brought the
capitalists into the foreground of public life, it also created an industrial working
class.
Reason (R): Unlike the European situation, in India there was no random or
open recruitment from among a proletarianized peasantry, recruitment was
usually made through jobless.
In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

81. Restoration of Mysore to its old ruling family was a unique thing in the history of
British India. Who did it?
(A) Lord Canning
(B) Marquess of Ripon
(C) Marquess of Lansdowne
(D) Dufferin
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82. Who among the following brought the concept of motion pictures to India?
(A) Colorello and Comaglia
(B) Hiralal Sen
(C) Louis and Auguste Lumiere
(D) Dada Saheb Phalke

83. In which year the Dramatic Performances Act was passed which imposed
rigorous state control over performances on the public stage?
(A) 1888
(B) 1896
(C) 1876
(D) 1898

84. English position in India was improved by the ‘Golden Farman’ granted to them
in 1632 AD. Who granted this Farman to them?
(A) Jahangir, the Mughal emperor
(B) Sultan of Golkonda
(C) Sultan of Ahmednagar
(D) Ruler of Bijapur

85. When did the phrase proclaiming the Governor General to be ‘the servant of the
emperor’ was omitted from his official seal?
(A) After the Government of India Act, 1858
(B) After the Charter Act of 1833
(C) After the Charter Act of 1813
(D) After the Pitt's India Act of 1784

86. Which one of the following pledged loyalty to the British and joined hands for
the implementation of the provisions of the Montagu-Chelmsford Act? It merged
with the Congress in the late 1930s and in the process broadened the base of
national movement.
(A) The Satyashodhak Samaj
(B) The Justice Party
(C) Dravida Kazhagam
(D) Non-Brahmin Association

87. How did Britain secure a title to rule India? Consider the following statements
and select the correct code:
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(a) The dissolution of the Mughal empire and the cessions by and the conquests
from the Marathas, the Sikhs and other territorial sovereigns from 1757 till
1857.

(b) Sovereignty in India involved, under the British Constitutional Law and
under the 'Law of Nations' as expounded in Europe, the authority of British
Parliament and the recognition of all civilized nations.

(c) The grant of Charter carried sovereign status to the East India Company, and
the treaties of Paris and Versailles and Congress of Vienna conveyed
international recognition to this status.

(d) After suppression of Revolt of 1857, Mughal Emperor transferred the
sovereignty to the Britain.
Code:

(A) (a) and (b) only
(B) (a), (b) and (c) only
(C) (a), (b), (c) and (d)
(D) (a) and (d) only

88. Match List-I with List-II:
List-I (Association) List-II (Founder) 
(a) The Satya Mahima Dharam of Odisha (i) Pt. Shiv Narayan Agnihotri
(b) The Swami Narayan Sampradaya of

Gujarat
(ii) Mahima Gosain

(c) The Paramhansa Mandali (iii) Sahajanand Swami
(d) Dev Samaj (Divine Society) (iv) Dadoba Pandurang

            Choose the correct option from those given below: 

Code : 
(a) (b)  (c)  (d)

(A) (ii) (iii)  (iv)   (i)
(B) (iii) (iv)  (ii)   (i)
(C) (iv)   (iii)     (i)   (ii)
(D) (i)     (ii)    (iii)   (iv)

89. Which one of the following pairs is NOT correctly matched?
A   

(Association) 
B  

          (Associated) 
(A) Bharat Stree Mahamandal (i) Sarla Devi Chaudhurani
(B) Women’s Indian Association (ii) Tiyya
(C) The National Council of Women (iii) Lady Mehribai Tata
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(D) All India Women's Conference (iv) Margaret Cousins

90. With reference to official records, what were the 'consultations'?
(A) All kinds of transactions of English East India Company in Bengal.
(B) All kinds of military records of the English East India Company.
(C) Reports of advisors to the Governors of Presidencies.
(D) Records related with education and judiciary.

91. The debate as to whether the Indian economy under the British rule was
characterised by growth or stagnation or progressive impoverishment has not
yet come to an end. What is the major reason for the inconclusive character of the
debate?
(A) Qualitative evidence is interpreted in various ways.
(B) Inadequacy of the relevant quantitative data.
(C) Ideological preferences of the particular writer.
(D) Colonial character of the Indian economy.

92. Who was the Nizam of Hyderabad during 1946-47?
(A) Najm-ud-daula
(B) Kasim Razvi
(C) Mir Osman Ali
(D) Mir Vilayat Ali

93. In which year Gandhiji left Sabarmati Ashram (Ahmedabad) and took a pledge
to return back only after the attainment of Swaraj?
(A) 1933
(B) 1922
(C) 1930
(D) 1929

94. Which of the following parties was set up by Muzzaffar Ahmad, in collaboration
with Kazi Nazrul Islam in 1925?
(A) Labour Swaraj Party
(B) Workers and Peasants Party
(C) The Swaraj Party
(D) All India Trade Union Congress

95. Which treaty was concluded after First Anglo-Burmese War (1824-26)?
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(A) Treaty of Arakan
(B) Treaty of Tenasserim
(C) Treaty of Rangoon
(D) Treaty of Yandaboo

96. When did Francois Caron establish First French Factory in India?
(A) 1667 AD
(B) 1669 AD
(C) 1672 AD
(D) 1674 AD

97. From which of the following places did Subhash Chandra Bose issued his
famous call, 'Delhi Chalo'?
(A) Russia
(B) Germany
(C) Italy
(D) Singapore

98. Who among the following wrote that congress was born through a conspiracy to
forestall popular uprising in India and the bourgeois leaders were a party to it?
(A) R.P. Dutt
(B) R.C. Dutt
(C) J.P. Narayan
(D) B.G. Tilak

99. Canning-Lawrence School, Mill School and Mayo-Northbrook School were
related with which administrative controversy?
(A) Enactment regarding social reforms.
(B) Implementation, continuation and extension of Permanent Settlement.
(C) Introduction of Mahalwari Settlement in the new regions.
(D) Adoption of liberal attitude towards India after Revolt of 1857.

100. Which one of the following is NOT correctly matched?
(A) The Hindu :      G. Subramaniam Aiyar
(B) Amrita Bazar Patrika:      Motilal Ghosh
(C) Bengali :      Surendranath Banerjee 
(D) Sudharak :      N.N. Sen
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   ANSWER KEY 
Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 D 26 B 
2 B 27 B 
3 C 28 D 
4 A 29 D 
5 C 30 B 
6 B 31 D 
7 A 32 D 
8 B 33 B 
9 C 34 D 
10 D 35 D 
11 B 36 B 
12 D 37 A 
13 B 38 D 
14 A 39 B 
15 A 40 A 
16 B 41 C 
17 C 42 C 
18 A 43 C 
19 D 44 C 
20 B 45 C 
21 B 46 B 
22 C 47 A 
23 A 48 C 
24 C 49 * 
25 C 50 C 
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Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
51 C 76 D 
52 B 77 D 
53 B 78 B 
54 B 79 B 
55 B 80 B 
56 B 81 B 
57 C 82 C 
58 D 83 C 
59 A 84 B 
60 A 85 * 
61 A 86 D 
62 A 87 B 
63 B 88 A 
64 D 89 B 
65 B 90 A 
66 A 91 B 
67 D 92 C 
68 B 93 C 
69 A 94 A 
70 D 95 D 
71 C 96 A 
72 B 97 D 
73 A 98 A 
74 B 99 B 
75 D 100 D 
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  JULY 

1. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the code given
below:

List - I (Thinker) List - II (Definition of History) 

(a) G.P. Gooch i. “All past is my past and I want to recapture (it) for my
own satisfaction.”

(b) Henery
Pirenne 

ii. “Either we must admit that history has a meaning or we
must admit that history is a chaotic aggregate of
unconnected events and processes taking all rythm and
reason.”

(c) Renier iii. “History has had assigned to it the task of judging the
past, of instructing the present for the benefit of ages to
come.”

(d) Walsh iv. “History is the story of deeds and achievements of men
living in societies.”

             Codes: 

(a) (b)  (c)  (d)
(A) (ii), (iv), (i), (iii)
(B) (iv), (ii), (iii), (i)
(C) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
(D) (iii), (iv), (i), (ii)

2. Which of the following is wrongly matched?

Author Title of the book 

(A) S.K. Maity - The Economic Life in Northern India in the Gupta

Period

(B) R. K. Mookerji - History of Indian Shipping

(C) R. C. Majumdar      - Hindu Colonies in the Far East

(D) T.V. Mahalingam    -       The Pandyan Kingdom

2018
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3. Which of the following pre-historic sites is known for the mass production of
microliths?

(A) Adamgarh
(B) Bagor
(C) Nalagonda
(D) Sanganakallu

4. Which of the following objects are known from the Copper-hoard sites?

(a) Anthropomorphic figures

(b) Antennae swords

(c) Harpoons

(d) Flat Celts
Code:
(A) (a), (b) and (c)
(B) (b), (c) and (d)
(C) (a), (c) and (d)
(D) (a), (b), (c) and (d)

5. Which of the following archaeological sites provide evidence of awareness
and technical skill of Harappans for the water resource management?

(a) Dholavira
(b) Mohenjodaro
(c) Harappa
(d) Kalibangan
 Select the correct answer from the code given below:

(A) (a) and (b)
(B) (b) and (c)
(C) (c) and (d)
(D) (a) and (c)

6. Which of the following Janas are mentioned in the Rigveda?
(a) Yadu

(b) Puru

(c) Chedi
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(d) Matsya

Select the correct answer from the code given below: 

(A) (a)and (b)
(B) (b)and (c)
(C) (c)and (d)
(D) (a), (b), (c) and (d)

7. The important official next to the king during the Vedic age was:

(A) Govikartana
(B) Purohita
(C) Queen
(D) Senani

8. Which of the following pairs is not correctly matched?

(Upanishadic kings) (Kingdoms) 

(A) Ajatasatru - Magadha

(B) Asvapati - Kekaya

(C) Janaka - Videha

(D) Pravahana Jaivali - Panchala

9. The main dispute between the Digambara and the Shvetambara sects was due to
the emphasis on the following:
(A) Discipline and hard life
(B) Non-Violence
(C) Pious living
(D) Truth

10. Which one of the following pairs is not correctly matched?

(Asokan Pillars) (Animal on the Capital) 

(A) Lauriya Nandangarh - Bull

(B) Rampurava - Lion

(C) Sanchi - Lion
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(D) Sankisa - Elephant

11. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R).

Assertion (A): The very existence of Kautilya at the time of Chandragupta
Maurya is regarded as doubtful. 

Reason (R): Patanjali does not mention Kautilya, though he refers to the sabha of 
Chandragupta and to the Mauryas. Megasthenes, the 
ambassador of Seleucus to the court of Chandragupta does not 
notice Kautilya. 

In the context of the above statements, which of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

12. Which among the following Samskaras were pre-natal?

(a) Garbhadhana

(b) Pumsavana

(c) Simantonnayana

(d) Sahadharma - Charini - Samyoga

Code:

(A) (a) and (b)

(B) (a) and (d)

(C) (a), (b) and (c)

(D) (a), (b), (c) and (d)

13. Which of the following Dharmasutras describes sea voyage as a degrading act?

(A) Apastamba

(B) Baudhayana
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(C) Gautama

(D) Vasishtha

14. Buddha was symbolically represented in Sunga Art by which of the following?

(a) Chhatra

(b) Foot - steps

(c) Dharmachakra

(d) Bodhi tree

Code:

(A) (a) only

(B) (b) and (c)

(C) (a), (b) and (c)

(D) (a), (b), (c) and (d)

15. Which of the following is not mentioned in the Satavahana inscriptions, while
specifying the exemptions granted to the donees of land-gifts?

(A) No entry of the army

(B) No administrative control of the king

(C) No digging for salt by royal officers

(D) No forced labour

16. Who among the following depicted Siva on their coins?

(a) Harsha

(b) Sasanka

(c) Vasudeva

(d) Vim Kadphises

Code:

(A) (a) and (b)
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(B) (a) and (d)

(C) (a), (b) and (c)

(D) (a), (b), (c) and (d)

17. Match List - I with List - II, using the code given below:

List - I (Place of the 
Inscription) 

List - II (Issuer of the Inscription) 

(a) Junagarh (i) Kumaragupta
(b) Mandasor (ii) Asoka
(c) Jaugada (iii) Rudradaman
(d) Mehrauli (iv) Chandra

  Code: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

(B) (ii) (iv) (i) (iii)

(C) (iii) (i) (ii) (iv)

(D) (iv) (iii) (i) (ii)

18. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R).

Assertion (A): In the course of his Indian tour in the 5th century Fa-hsien reported
that no respectable person ate meat in this country. 

Reason (R):       Asoka, who himself was a strong believer in the doctrine of non-
injury to men and animals (ahimsa), had banned animal 
sacrifices and regulated the slaughter of animals for food. 

In the context of the above statements, which of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

19. Following are the names of the land-measures in Bengal of the Gupta and post-
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Gupta periods. Choose the answer indicating their order from the highest to the 
lowest, using the code given below: 

(a) Kulyavapa

(b) Dronavapa

(c) Pataka

Code:

(A) (c), (a) and (b)

(B) (a), (b) and (c)

(C) (c), (b) and (a)

(D) (b), (c) and (a)

20. Evidence of water tax is provided by the inscriptions of:
(A) Palas
(B) Senas
(C) Pratiharas
(D) Gahadavalas

21. Who among the following was the first to explain that the rotation of the
earth on its axis accounts for the daily rising and setting of the sun?
(A) Aryabhata
(B) Bhaskara
(C) Brahmagupta
(D) Varahamihira

22. Who, among the following, were great Tamil Saiva saints? Choose the
answer, using the code given below:
(a) Appar
(b) Sundaramurti
(c) Manikkavasagar
(d) Mallikarjuna Pandita
Code:
(A) (a), (b) and (c)
(B) (b) and (d)
(C) (a) and (c)
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(D) (b), (c) and (d)

23. Which of the following statements is wrong in respect of the Rashtrakutas?
(A) Indra III defeated the Pratihara ruler Mahipala I.
(B) Krishna III defeated the Cholas in the battle of Takkolam.
(C) The Kailasa temple at Ellora was cut out at the instance of Krishna II.
(D) Nripatunga was the author of Kavirajamarga.

24. Under the Cholas land-revenue was collected through the:
(A) Government officials
(B) Gram-sabha
(C) Feudal-lord
(D) Treasurer

25. Arrange the following kings of Kashmir in a chronological order.
(a) Avantivarman
(b) Chandrapida
(c) Durlabhvardhan
(d) Lalitaditya
Select the correct answer from the code given below:

(A) (a), (d), (b), (c)
(B) (b), (a), (c), (d)
(C) (c), (b), (d), (a)
(D) (d), (c), (a), (b)

26. Arrange the following in the chronological order in which they were written.
(a) Mitakshara
(b) Manasollasa
(c) Vikramarjunavijaya
(d) Chaturvargachintamani
Code:
(A) (a), (b), (d), (c)
(B) (b), (a), (c), (d)
(C) (c), (a), (b), (d)
(D) (d), (c), (a), (b)

27. A new tendency towards specialization of officers is illustrated by such
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titles as Latasandhivigrahika in the records of: 
(A) Kalyana Chalukyas
(B) Cholas
(C) Kalachuris
(D) Rashtrakutas

28. Arrange the following rulers in a chronological order.
(a) Chandella Paramardi
(b) Gahadavala Govindachandra
(c) Kalachuri Karna
(d) Pratihara Bhoja
Select the correct order from the code given below:
(A) (a), (b), (c), (d)
(B) (b), (a), (d), (c)
(C) (c), (b), (a), (d)
(D) (d), (c), (b), (a)

29. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the code given
below the lists:

List - I (Temple) List - II (Builder Queen) 
a. Brahmesvara temple, Bhubaneshwar i. Koladevi
b. Lakshman temple, Sirpur ii. Lokamahadevi
c. Mallikarjuna temple, Pattadakal iii. Trailokya Mahadevi
d. Virupaksha temple, Pattadakal iv. Vasata

 Code: 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (iv) (iii) (ii)
(B) (ii) (iii) (iv) (i)
(C) (iii) (ii) (i) (iv)
(D) (iv) (i) (iii) (ii)

30. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the code given
below the lists:

List - I (Jain texts) List - II (Writers) 
(a) Kuvalayamala (i) Dhanapala
(b) Samaraichchhakaha (ii) Haribhadra
(c) Tilakamanjari (iii) Somadeva
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(d) Yasastilaka-champu (iv) Udyotanasuri

 Codes: 

(A) (i), (iii), (ii), (iv)
(B) (ii), (iv), (iii), (i)
(C) (iii), (i), (iv), (ii)
(D) (iv), (ii), (i), (iii)

31. Which of the following are correct in respect of the Golaki-matha?

(a) It was located in Dahala - Mandala.

(b) It was a Saiva monastery.

(c) Kalachuri Yuvaraja I granted villages for its maintenance.

(d) Sadbhavasambhu was the head of the matha.

Code:

(A) (a), (b) and (c)

(B) (b), (c) and (d)

(C) (a), (b) and (d)

(D) (a), (b), (c) and (d)

32. Ghatiyantra was used in early medieval India for:

(A) Conducting Tantric situals.

(B) Irrigation from wells.

(C) Manufacturing metal vessels.

(D) Pouring of water for sacrificial-rituals.

33. Consider the following statements:

Assertion (A): Jayavarman II instituted the Devaraja Cult in Kambuja.

Reason (R): By it, he wanted Kambuja to be independent.

In the context of the above statements, which of the following is correct?

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true, and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
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(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

34. What is not correct about Arab traveller Istakhari?

(A) He was a resident of Karkh, in Khorasan.

(B) He visited India in 951.

(C) He wrote Kitab al-Aqalim and Masalik wal Mamalik.

(D) He is reported to have prepared a map of the world.

35. Which of the following statements are correct?

(a) Sultan Iltutmish showed profound respect to sufi saints like Shaikh
Qutbuddin Bakhtiyar Kaki, Qazi Hamidu-d-din Nagori, Shaikh
Bahauddin Zakariya etc.

(b) He placated the ulema also by holding frequent religious discourses in his
court, and his policies were affected by the opinions of the orthodox
theologians.

(c) He did not bother to consult the ulema while nominating Razia as his
successor.

(d) He, however, derived full advantage from the goodwill of the mystics
that he enjoyed on account of his pious personal life.

Select correct answer from the code given below: 
Code: 
(A) (a) and (d) only
(B) (b), (c) and (d) only
(C) (a), (c) and (d) only
(D) (b) and (c) only

36. Which of the following is not the work of Amir Khusrau?
(A) Ijaz-i Khusravi
(B) Ghunyat al Munyah
(C) Nuh-Sipihr
(D) Qiran-us Sadain

37. Who among the following Sultans of Kashmir commissioned Mullah Ahmad to
translate the Mahabharata into Persian?
(A) Sultan Qutbuddin
(B) Sultan Sikandar
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(C) Sultan Zainul Abidin
(D) Sultan Shihabuddin

38. The earliest of the Jain Kalpasutra paintings belongs to which of the following
regions?
(A) Malwa and Gujarat
(B) Malwa and Jaunpur
(C) Gujarat and Mewar
(D) Jaunpur and Gujarat

39. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R).

Assertion (A): Barani writes, ‘Sultan Muhammad Tughlaq talked as if he hated
low-born people more than he hated idols, Nevertheless, I have 
seen him promoting Najba, the low-born son of a musician, to 
such an extent that he rose higher in status than many maliks, 
for Gujarat, Multan and Badaon were put in his charge . . . It 
was strange how he gave high offices and governments of 
extensive territories and great provinces to men of low and 
mean birth’. 

Reason (R): The Sultan believed in offices being open to talent.   He dispensed 
with whatever considerations of birth had persisted in the 
administration and appointed low-born persons to the highest 
offices in the administration. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 

Code: 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

40. ‘The Sultan invoked Persian monarchical traditions and adjusted them to the
Indian milieu. The books Adab us Salatin and Maasir us Salatin, which he had
obtained from Baghdad for the instruction of his sons, dealt with the principles
of Persian monarchy, which he was eager to imitate in all their details at Delhi.’

Identify the Sultan.
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(A) Qutbuddin Aibek

(B) Iltutmish

(C) Balban

(D) Jalaluddin Khalji

41. Which of the following Sultans ordered that Muslim women were not to come
out of their houses or go to visit tombs outside the city of Delhi?

Select the correct answer from the code given below:

(a) Balban

(b) Firuz Tughlaq

(c) Bahlol Lodi

(d) Sikandar Lodi

Code:

(A) (a), (b) and (d)

(B) (b) and (d)

(C) (b), (c) and (d)

(D) (a), (b), (c), (d)

42. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled
Reason (R).
Assertion (A): Balban appointed ‘Khwaja’ to important iqtas to be selected

from ‘mutasarrafs’. He was a civil official and dealt with 
accounts and records. 

Reason (R):   The appointment of such an officer by the Sultan on the 
recommendation of the Wazir suggests the desire on the part of 
the Sultan to keep an eye on the revenue division and put a check 
on the activities of the muqtas. 

In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
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(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

43. With regard to Akbar’s nobility, which of the following statements is not
correct?

(A) At the beginning of Akbar’s reign, his nobility consisted mainly of Turani and
Khurasani nobles.

(B) From 1561, he began to admit Rajput princes who were allowed to hold their
ancestral domains against their mansabs.

(C) At the same time, he discriminated the Shaikhzadas (Indian Muslims).

(D) To bring the nobles under close control, he took away their Jagirs and put
them on cash pay, along with strict branding and muster regulations to
ensure regular maintenance of contingents.

44. Which of the following statements are correct about Kabir’s compositions?

(a) The most revered collection of Kabir’s verses by the Kabir Panthis is the
collection Bijak, contained in the Adi Granth.

(b) Kabir’s verses in the Panchvani literature composed by the Dadu-Panthis
appear to be a little less authentic than the Punjab tradition.

(c) Charlotte Vaudeville argues that the corpus of Kabir in the Adi Granth is
‘free from the Kabir Panthi sectarian element’.

(d) David Lorenzen believes that all the three major collections of Kabir
contain interpolations of material from other sources.

Select the correct answer from the code given below: 

(A) (a) and (b) only

(B) (a) and (d) only

(C) (c) and (d) only

(D) (a), (b), (c), (d)

45. Match the earliest references of various techniques given in the List - I with that
of its source given in the List - II and select the correct answer from the code
given below:

List - I (Technique) List - II (Source) 
(a) First mention of spinning wheel in India (i) Sirat i Firuzshahi
(b) Soap manufacture (ii) Thevenot
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(c) Cylinder and piston syringe (iii) Isami
(d) Grooved screw as metal attachment (iv) Monserrate

 Code: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (ii) (i) (iv) (iii)

(B) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)

(C) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)

(D) (iii) (i) (iv) (ii)

46. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A), and the other
labelled as
Reason (R).

Assertion (A): In the medieval period the dam was as much an index of the value
of copper, as the rupee was of silver. Interestingly the regional 
price variations attained a much greater importance in the case of 
copper metal than in that of gold or silver. 

Reason (R):        The main supplies were from the mines of the northern and 
eastern slopes of the Aravalli and the Vindhyan ranges. The 
proximity to these could play a large part in determining the 
extent of differences in price among various markets. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

47. By an imperial farman which of the following Rajas of Amber was prohibited from
using the Makrana marble in his own watan jagir?
(A) Ram Singh I
(B) Raja Bishan Singh
(C) Mirza Raja Jai Singh
(D) Sawai Jai Singh
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48. Which of the following pair is not correctly matched?
            (Traveller) (Native country) 

(A) Nicolo de Conti - Italy

(B) Athanasius Nikitin - Russia

(C) Ibn Battuta - Morocco

(D) Abdur Razzaq - Syria

49. His great-grandfather had written an account of many animals, plants and
people, but “had not ordered his painters to make pictures of them.”

Identify this royal great grandfather - great grandson pair.

(A) Babur - Jahangir

(B) Humayun - Shahjahan

(C) Akbar - Aurangzeb

(D) Jahangir - Bahadur Shah I

50. Who among the following kept one section of his Library in the harem, where the
ladies of the household read out books to him before he went to sleep?

(A) Babur
(B) Humayun
(C) Akbar
(D) Jahangir

51. A Mughal emperor showed to the conservative and religious minded persons that
the language is not a natural process (Zuban-i Qudrat), but it is a worldly process
of learning. To prove his argument, he, through his practical experiment, kept the
newly born in a completely secluded place known as Gung Mahal. Name the
Mughal Emperor:
(A) Babur
(B) Akbar
(C) Jahangir
(D) Aurangzeb
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52. Which of the following are the characteristics of manuscript illustrations in
Akbar-Nama?

(a) In the Mughal paintings of Akbarnama usually two painters collaborated a
single painting.

(b) The sketch and the colouring were usually done by a single painter.

(c) The collaborator used to finish portraits only.

(d) In certain paintings sketching, colouring and portraits are done by three
different painters.

Select the correct answer from the code given below: 

(A) (a) and (d) only

(B) (a) and (c) only

(C) (a), (b) and (c) only

(D) (a), (b), (c), (d)

53. Which of the following painters were in Jahangir’s court?

(a) Abdus Samad

(b) Abul Hasan

(c) Ustad Mansur

(d) Mir Sayyid Ali

Select the correct answer from the code given below: 

Code: 

(A) (a), (b) and (d)

(B) (b), (c) and (d)

(C) (b) and (c)

(D) (a) and (d)

54. Which of the following statements are correct?
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(a) Within his own kingdom (Swarajya) Shivaji attempted to build regular
administration on the model of Deccan Sultanates. The taxation within it
was very light.

(b) Shivaji’s death saw a momentary eclipse of the polity he had founded,
as his son Shambhaji was captured and executed by Aurangzeb.

(c) Maratha sardars enlarged their resources by a rigorous collection of
Chauth, failing which they subjected the recalcitrant territory to plunder.

(d) Tarabai, the widow of Shivaji’s son, accepted the Mughal

suzerainty. Select the correct answer from the code given below:

Code:

(A) (b), (c) and (d) only

(B) (a), (b) and (c) only

(C) (a), (b), (c) and (d)

(D) (b) and (c) only

55. Although taken aback by the beauty of Kashmir and its gardens, which of
the following
emperors decreed in his 6th regnal year that no king should visit there unless on
military or administrative business, as he believed that the pursuit of pleasure
was inadequate reason for going to Kashmir?

(A) Jahangir

(B) Shahjahan

(C) Aurangzeb

(D) Bahadur Shah I

56. Arrange the following monuments in chronological order:

(a) Char Minar - Hyderabad

(b) Humayun’s Tomb - Delhi

(c) Tomb of Sher Shah Suri - Sasaram

(d) Gol Gumbaz - Bijapur

Select the correct answer from the code given below:

Code:
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(A) (b), (c), (d), (a)

(B) (d), (a), (c), (b)

(C) (c), (b), (a), (d)

(D) (a), (d), (b), (c)

57. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the code given
below the lists:

List - I (Jain Terms) List - II (Meaning) 
(a) Bhadrak (i) Lay Jain follower
(b) Kshullak (ii) Digamber temple managers
(c) Shravak (iii) Shvetambar monk who follows the vows

minutely
(d) Yati (iv) Initial stage of initiation of a Digambar Jain

ascetic
  Codes: 

(A) (ii), (iv), (i), (iii)
(B) (iii), (iv), (ii), (i)
(C) (iv), (iii), (ii), (i)
(D) (ii), (i), (iv), (iii)

58. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled Reason (R).
Assertion (A): Guru Amardas followed previous practice in appointing his
successor.
Reason (R): The sucession of Guruship was conferred by him on his son-in-

law Ram Das and his descendants, thereby making Guruship 
hereditary. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

59. After storming Sirhind, Banda Bahadur adopted the title of Padshah, started a
new calendar and issued coins bearing the names of which Gurus?
(A) Guru Nanak and Guru Hargobind
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(B) Guru Nanak and Guru Gobind Singh
(C) Guru Hargobind and Guru Arjan
(D) Guru Gobind Singh and Guru Tegh Bahadur

60. Which of the following pair of writers and works is not correctly matched?
(Writer) (Work) 

(A) Nizamuddin Ahmad   - Tabaqat-i Akbari
(B) Khafi Khan - Maasir-i Alamgiri
(C) Abdul Hamid Lahori   - Padshahnama
(D) Muhammad Kazim     - Alamgir-Nama

61. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled
Reason (R).
Assertion (A): Akbar was keen to extend operation of measurement and

realise revenue in cash. In this regard he was uncompromising 
and over strict. 

Reason (R): While Akbar’s these reforms were being carried out under the 
guidance of Shah Mansur and Todar Mal, mutiny broke out in 
Bihar and Bengal. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

62. During the medieval period the rate of discount on cash-payments made against
Hundi was known as:
(A) Anth
(B) Foò a
(C) Do-dÂmi
(D) SatÂrahi

63. Match artisans engaged in building construction activities given in List - I with
its modern connotations given in List - II and select the correct answer from the
code given below the list:

List - I (Artisans) List - II (Modern connotation) 
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(a) Ahakpuzan (i) brick layer
(b) Khishtmalan (ii) engraver
(c) Parchinkar (iii) pounder
(d) Surkhikob (iv) lime burners

  Codes: 

(a), (b), (c), (d) 

(A) (iv), (iii), (ii), (i)
(B) (ii), (iii), (iv), (i)
(C) (iii), (iv), (i), (ii),
(D) (iv), (i), (ii), (iii)

64. “Of all the sovereigns of the house of Taimur, nay of all the sovereigns of Delhi
no one since Sikandar Lodi has ever been apparently so distinguished for
devotion, austerity and justice as him.”

In the above passage Khafi Khan is applauding the justice of which of the
following Mughal emperors?

(A) Akbar

(B) Jahangir

(C) Shahjahan

(D) Aurangzeb

65. Name the historians who have directly questioned the centralised character of
the medieval Indian state?

(a) Burton Stein

(b) Douglas Streusand

(c) J.F. Richard

(d) Frank Perlin

 Select the correct answer from the code given below:

(A) (a)and (b)
(B) (b)and (c)
(C) (a)and (c)
(D) (a)and (d)

66. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the code
given below the lists:

List - I (Author) List - II (Book) 
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(a) Ibn Hasan (i) The Provincial Government of the Mughals
(b) P. Saran (ii) India at the Death of Akbar
(c) Moreland (iii) The Mughal Nobility Under Aurangzeb
(d) M. Athar Ali (iv) The Central Structure of the Mughal Empire

             Codes: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

(B) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)

(C) (ii)  (i) (iv) (iii)

(D) (iv)  (i) (ii) (iii)

67. Which one of the following was not a factor for La Bourdonnais to defy Dupleix in
giving back Madras to the English East India Company?

(A) To assert his independence by not submitting to Dupleix’s authority.

(B) Possibly received a private gift from the English East India Company.

(C) La Bourdonnais had already pledged his word for a ransom from the English in
lieu of giving back Madras.

(D) La Bourdonnais had been ordered to leave the Coast and return back to
Mauritius by the French home government.

68. Which legislation for the first time used the term ‘Scheduled Castes?

(A) India Councils Act of 1909

(B) Government of India Act, 1919

(C) Government of India Act, 1935

(D) Constitution of Indian Republic

69. Which British official had written about the uncertain land conditions prevailing
in northern India that, “....in the landed property of the country a very
extensive and melancholy revolution” had been affected?
(A) G. Wingate
(B) Robert Marttins Bird
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(C) John Dickinson
(D) Holt Mackenzie

70. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as
Reason (R).
Assertion (A): Some of the peasant rebellions in pre-1857 India were participated

exclusively by the tribal population whose political autonomy 
and control over local resources were threatened by the policies 
of the British rule. 

Reason (R):    In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the revenue 
reform of the company’s government had fundamentally 
affected and altered the Indian rural society. 

           In the context of these statements which of the following is correct? 

Code: 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

71. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer with the help of the code
given below:

List - I (Author) List - II (Work) 
(a) John William Kaye (i) The Indian Mutiny in Perspective
(b) G.B. Malleson (ii) The Other Side of the Medal
(c) Edward J. Thompson (iii) A History of the Sepoy War in India
(d) Sir George MacMunn (iv) Indian Mutiny in 1857

  Codes: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iii) (iv) (ii) (i)

(B) (iv) (iii) (i) (ii)

(C) (ii) (i) (iv) (iii)
(D) (iii) (i) (ii) (iv)

72. Who among the following was not an eminent Orientalist?
(A) H.T. Colebrooke
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(B) H.H. Wilson
(C) Edwin Arnold
(D) Charles Trevelyan

73. Which one of the following Muslim thinkers persuaded the Ulamas in India to
work for Independence in cooperation with the Indian National Congress?

(A) Jamal-al-Din Afghani
(B) Muhammed Iqbal
(C) Syed Ahmed Khan
(D) Ghulam Mahmud

74. Which one of the following statements regarding the ideas propagated by
Jyotiba Phule is not correct?

(A) His words and actions represent a form of universal humanism.

(B) Phule worked for a new social structure built on equality and rationality.

(C) Phule not only put himself outside the Brahmanic culture system, but
also outside of Hindu Society.

(D) Phule rejected all Hindu scriptures which legitimised hegemony of the
Brahmin class.

75. Which one of the following Governor Generals earned the epithet of ‘clemency’?

(A) Lord Canning

(B) Lord Mayo

(C) Lord Ripon

(D) Lord Lansdowne

76. Whose ‘open letters’ on Indian economy to Lord Curzon forced the British Indian
government to publish an official rebuttal and also initiate reformatory
economic measures?

(A) M.G. Ranade

(B) G.V. Joshi

(C) R.C. Dutt

(D) Lala Lajpat Rai
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77. In nationalist iconography, whose celebrated painting of Bharat Mata or
“Mother India” (c. 1904-5) came to symbolise this new image of India?
(A) Raja Ravi Verma
(B) Abhinindranath Tagore
(C) Gaganendranath Tagore
(D) Nandlal Bose

78. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as
Reason (R).

Assertion (A): Mahatma Gandhi wrote: Even Swadeshi, like any good thing, can
be ridden to death if it is made a fetish. 

Reason (R): Mahatma Gandhi opined: Swadeshi is a doctrine that has its roots 
in the purest Ahimsa i.e. love. 

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is 
correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

79. Match List - I with List - II and choose the correct answer from the code given
below:
  
List - I (Nationalist women) List - II (Their activities) 
(a) Sarojini Naidu (i) A leader of the underground movement
(b) Usha Mehta (ii) Joined Azad Hind Fauz
(c) Aruna Asaf Ali (iii) Led Salt Satyagraha at Dharsana
(d) Dr. Lakshmi Swaminathan (iv) Operated secret radio during Quit India

Movement 

         Code: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (ii) (i) (iii)

(B) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)
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(C) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)

(D) (iii) (ii) (iv) (i)

80. Which country imposed strict restrictions on the Indian immigrants from
landing, carried by the ship Komagatu Maru in March 1914?

(A) U.S.A.

(B) England

(C) Japan

(D) Canad

81. Chronologically arrange the following top level political negotiations that took
place to conciliate the Muslim League position:

(a) Bhulabhai Desai-Liaqat Ali Pact

(b) Simla Conference

(c) Gandhi-Jinnah talks

(d) Rajaji (Raj Gopalachari) formula

Select the correct answer from the code given below:

(A) (c), (a), (d), (b)

(B) (b), (d), (c), (a)

(C) (a), (c), (b), (d)

(D) (d), (c), (a), (b)

82. After gaining independence from the British rule, who reminded Jawaharlal
Nehru, ‘freedom comes to India, not to the congress’, urging the formulation of a
cabinet that included the ablest men regardless of party affiliation?

(A) C. Rajgopalachari

(B) Dr. Rajendra Prasad

(C) Mahatma Gandhi

(D) Vallabhbhai Patel

83. The Second Five Year Plan, which aimed at accelerating economic growth under
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the state assuming leading role, was also known as: 
(A) The Bombay Plan
(B) The C.N. Vakil Plan
(C) The John Mathais Plan
(D) The P.C. Mahalanobis Plan

84. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as
Reason (R).

Assertion (A): In the end, the Enlightenment brought the world of Europe into
the modern era.

Reason (R): The Scientific Revolution of the 17th century had created the basic
intellectual milieu in which the Enlightenment was born.

In the context of the above statements which of the following is correct?

Code:

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

85. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the code given
below:

List - I (Author) List - II (Title of the book) 
a. K.R. Qanungo i. History of the Sikhs
b. Raghubir Sinh ii. History of the Jats
c. J.D. Cunningham iii. History of the Marathas
d. James Grant Duff iv. Malwa in Transition

 Codes: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (iii) (ii) (iv)

(B) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)

(C) (iv) (ii) (iii) (i)

(D) (ii) (iv) (i) (iii)
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86. From among the following statements which one is not correct?

(A) The term ‘Enlightenment’ denote’s major intellectual and cultural
movement of the 18th century, characterised by a deep faith in the power of
human knowledge to solve basic problems of existence.

(B) Enlightenment writers aimed at rebuilding human society, institutions
and knowledge on the foundation of old structures.

(C) Intellectuals during the Enlightenmnet turned a critical eye on nearly all
received traditions of Europe.

(D) The Enlightenment era was ruled by ideas of faith in reason, progress and
humanitarian values.

87. At which session of the Indian National Congress, the procession was
jointly led by the Congress President, Motilal Nehru and the Muslim League
President, Hakim Ajmal Khan?
(A) Lucknow session, 1916
(B) Amritsar session, 1919
(C) Calcutta session, 1920
(D) Ahmedabad session, 1921

88. Which one of the following newspapers was not associated with Mahatma
Gandhi for communicating his ideas?

(A) Harijan

(B) Indian Opinion

(C) Young India

(D) The Leader

89. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as
Reason (R).

Assertion (A): Despite its name, the Hindu Code Bill was to apply to Sikhs,
Buddhists, and Jains as well as Hindu castes and sects. 

Reason (R): After independence, among those favouring a common civil code 
were the Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and the law minister, 
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar. 

In the context of these statements, which of the following is correct? 

Code: 
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(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

90. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer with the help of
the code given below:

List - I (Social Reformer) List - II (Their association) 
(a) Pandita Ramabai (i) Seva Sadan
(b) Maharshi D.K. Karve (ii) Sharada Sadan
(c) G.K. Devdhar and Mrs.

Ramabai Ranade 
(iii) Rajmahendri Social Reform

Association 
(d) Viresalingam Pantulu (iv) Anath Balika Ashram

           Codes:  
(a), (b), (c), (d) 

(A) (ii), (iv), (iii), (i)
(B) (i), (iv), (ii), (iii)
(C) (iv), (ii), (i), (iii)
(D) (ii), (iv), (i), (iii)

91. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as
Reason (R).

Assertion (A): The humanists of the Renaissance period believed that the classical
antiquity constituted a reservoir of excellence – literary, 
intellectual, artistic and moral. 

Reason (R): The vernacular translation of scriptures during the Renaissance 
hastened the process of secularization of society. 

In the context of the above statements which of the following is correct? 

Code: 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
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(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

92. Where did the nationalist vocalist Pandit Vishnu Digambar Paluskar establish
his first Gandharva Mahavidyalaya in 1901?

(A) Karachi

(B) Bombay

(C) Baroda

(D) Lahore

93. Which one of the following statements regarding post-modernism is not
correct?

(A) Under Post-modernism, assumptions regarding the unity of humanity, the
individual as a creative force of society and history have been put under
critical scrutiny.

(B) Under Post-modernism, assumptions such as the idea of science as Truth
and the superiority of the West, are held as absolute.

(C) Under Post-modernism, disciplinary boundaries are getting blurred and
new disciplinarity such as feminism, ethnic studies, urban and culture
studies are moving to the centre of human studies.

(D) The Post-modernist critique introduces the idea of discontinuity,
disjunction and interruption, instead of the idea of linear and progressive
historical rhythm.

94. Which province ventured to construct irrigation canals through private
companies by assured returns on their investments in the early sixties of the
nineteenth century?

(A) Madras

(B) Bombay

(C) Bengal

(D) Punjab
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95. Who among the following is not a member of the Subaltern Studies Project in
India?

(A) Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak

(B) Dipesh Chakraborty

(C) Shahid Amin

(D) Ramchandra Guha

96. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer with the help of
the code given below:

List - I (Author) List - II (Work) 
(a) Benedict Anderson (i) Nationalism (1960)
(b) Ernest Gellner (ii) Nations and Nationalism in 1870

(1990)
(c) Eric J. Hobsbawm (iii) Imagined Communities (1983)

(d) E. Kedourie (iv) Nation and Nationalism (1983)

            Codes: 
(a) (b)  (c)   (d)

(A) (ii), (iii), (i), (iv)
(B) (iv), (iii), (ii), (i)
(C) (iii), (iv), (ii), (i)
(D) (i), (iii), (iv), (ii)

97. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as
Reason (R).
Assertion (A):    Historical method may be regarded as a science that deals with

the nature of human thought and the circumstances which 
condition its truth or validity. 

Reason (R): As a science of knowledge, history is completely separated from 
natural science because it does not have universal laws. 

In the context of the above statements, which of the following is correct? 
Code: 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
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(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.
98. Which historian wrote the following words?

“The definition and demarcation of ‘ages’ in the history of any country are
problematic issues. These have been especially so in the case of India because our
historians, all British to begin with, borrowed the highly unsuitable paradigm of
Ancient/Medieval/Modern from the European experience, and further
complicated  the matter by inventing three other ‘ages’ – Hindu, Muslim and
British.”

(A) R.C. Majumdar

(B) Sumit Sarkar

(C) Tapan Raychaudhuri

(D) Bipan Chandra

99. From among the following statements regarding history writing by Leopold Von
Ranke, which one is not True?

(A) Ranke broke with the Enlightenment model of History as a teacher with
teaching goals.

(B) Ranke’s advice to historians was to refrain from explaining historical facts
by means of mechanical cause-effect models and historical ‘laws’.

(C) Ranke believed that historical imagination could be used if documents were
not available for history writing.

(D) Ranke’s conception of history and his historical method were objective
and free from value judgement.

100. Which one of the following books was not written by Thomas Paine?
(A) Common Sense
(B) Reflections on the Revolution in France
(C) The Rights of Man
(D) The Age of Reason
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 ANSWER KEY 
Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 D 26 C 
2 D 27 A 
3 B 28 D 
4 D 29 A 
5 A 30 D 
6 D 31 D 
7 B 32 B 
8 A 33 A 
9 A 34 A 
10 A 35 C 
11 A 36 B 
12 C 37 C 
13 B 38 A 
14 D 39 A 
15 D 40 B 
16 D 41 B 
17 C 42 A 
18 B 43 C 
19 A 44 D 
20 D 45 D 
21 A 46 C 
22 A 47 C 
23 C 48 D 
24 B 49 A 
25 C 50 C 
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Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
51 B 76 C 
52 D 77 B 
53 C 78 B 
54 D 79 B 
55 C 80 D 
56 C 81 D 
57 A 82 C 
58 D 83 D 
59 B 84 A 
60 B 85 D 
61 D 86 B 
62 A 87 B 
63 D 88 D 
64 D 89 B 
65 D 90 D 
66 D 91 B 
67 D 92 D 
68 C 93 B 
69 D 94 A 
70 A 95 D 
71 A 96 C 
72 D 97 B 
73 A 98 C 
74 C 99 C 
75 A 100 B 
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NOVEMBER  PAPER II

1. Which of the following Harappan sites are located in Baluchestan?
(i) Dabarkot

(ii) Sotkakhoh

(iii) Sutkagendor

(iv) Shortughai

 Select the correct answer from the code given below:
(A) (i) and (iv)
(B) (ii) and (iv)
(C) (i), (ii) and (iii)
(D) (ii), (iii) and (iv)

2. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the
code given below:

List - I (Vedic Rivers) List - II (Modern names) 
(a) Kubha (i) Gandak
(b) Parushni (ii) Kabul
(c) Sadanira (iii) Ravi
(d) Sutudri (iv) Sutlej

 Code: 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (ii) (iv) (iii)
(B) (ii) (iii) (i) (iv)
(C) (iii) (iv) (ii) (i)
(D) (iv) (i) (iii) (ii)

2017
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3. The archaeological evidence suggests that the Sakyas had built a
stupa over the bodily remains of Gautama Buddha at:
(A) Lumbini
(B) Nigliva
(C) Piprahwa
(D) Sahet – Mahet

4. Which of the following pairs is not correctly matched?
  (Ancient city)       (Location) 

(A) Pushkalavati - Charasadda
(B) Sakala - Sialakota
(C) Tamralipti - Tamluk
(D) Vijayapuri - Dharanikot

5. Which one of the following inscriptions of Asoka gives an account

of ‘Dharmavijaya’?

(A) VII Pillar Edict
(B) II Rock Edict
(C) XII Rock Edict
(D) XIII Rock Edict

6. What is the gap between the start of the Saka and Vikrama eras?
(A) 21 years
(B) 78 years
(C) 135 years
(D) 248 years

7. Which of the following were mint centres of the yaudheyas?
(A) Bayana, Sunet
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(B) Bayana, Rohtak
(C) Rohtak, Sunet
(D) Sunet, Agaroha

8. Which of the following monuments is the largest and most
evolved chaitya hall of the Hinayana phase?
(A) Bedsa
(B) Bhaja
(C) Karle
(D) Kondane

9. At which of the following places a Kushan devakula was found
where statues of the royal persons were kept?
(A) Ahichchhatra
(B) Mat
(C) Sanghol
(D) Shahbajgarhi

10. Plough is the characteristic feature of the icons of:
(A) Balarama
(B) Krishna
(C) Surya
(D) Trivikrama

11. During the time of Nahapan what was the exchange rate between
Suvarna and Karshapana in Maharashtra?
(A) 1 : 10
(B) 1 : 15
(C) 1 : 25
(D) 1 : 35

12. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A)
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and the other as 
Reason (R) 

Assertion (A): Both Samudragupta and Kumaragupta issued 
Asvamedha type of gold coins. 

Reason (R): They did not mention the performance of 

Asvamedha in their inscriptions. In the context of the above two 

statements, which one of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of
(A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation
of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

13. Who among the following was a Saiva teacher in south?

(A) Bhutayogi

(B) Bhrantayogi

(C) Kulashekhara

(D) Sundaramurti

14. Which of the following Khajuraho temples are of Sandhara type?

(i) Chitragupta temple

(ii) Lakshmana temple

(iii) Parswanath temple

(iv) Vaman temple

Select the correct answer from the code given below:

(A) (i) and (ii)
(B) (ii) and (iii)
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(C) (iii) and (iv)
(D) (i) and (iii)

15. Which one of the following pairs is not correctly matched?

(Text) (Subject) 

(A) Aparajitaprichchha -  Architecture

(B) Astanga - hridaya - Medicine

(C) Lilavati - Drama

(D) Vaijayanti - Dictionary

16. The chola king who, in order to avoid bitterness made peace with
Vijayabahu of Srilanka and gave his daughter in marriage to a
Simhalese prince, was:

(A) Kulottunga I

(B) Vikramachola

(C) Rajaraja II

(D) Rajadhiraja II

17. Ramayana themes are found carved in the caves of:
(A) Sittanvasal in Tamil Nadu
(B) Badami in Karnataka
(C) Ranga Mahal in Assam
(D) Undavalli in Andhra Pradesh

18. ‘In fact he made Delhi not only the political and administrative centre
of the Turkish empire in India but also the hub of its cultural activity.
It is worth noting that in the literature of the Sultanate Period Delhi is
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never referred to merely by its name; it is called either ‘Hazrat-i 
Delhi’ (the majestic Delhi) or the city (shahr). Who is this sultan? 
(A) Iltutmish
(B) Balban
(C) Alauddin Khalji
(D) Muhammad Tughlaq

19. Which of the following is not the compilation of the conversations of
the Sufis?
(A) Fawaid ul Fuad
(B) Khair ul Majalis
(C) Matla ul Anwar
(D) Saroor us Sudur

20. Which one of the following is not the regulation (zawabit) of Sultan
Alauddin Khalji’s control of grain prices policy?

(A) Fixation of the price of the grain by the King.

(B) Storing the royal grain in numerous store-houses.

(C) Not to sell the grain without the prior permission of shahna.

(D) To maintain cheapness of grain during the times of drought,
no person should be allowed to buy grain in the least quantity
without (proving) need.

21. Use of capstan to lift heavy weights is mentioned for the first time in
which of the following text/s?

(a) Futuh-us Salatin of Isami

(b) Tarikh-i Firuzshahi of Barani

(c) Tarikh-i Firuzshahi of Afif

(d) Sirat-i Firuzshahi

Select the correct answer from the code given below:
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(A) (a) and (b)

(B) (c) and (d)

(C) (a), (b), (c)

(D) (b), (c), (d)

22. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the
code given below the  lists:

List - I (Term) List - II (Meaning) 
(a) Sar Khail (i) Writer at night
(b) Shab-nawis (ii) Hospital
(c) Shifakhana (iii) An armed man
(d) Silahdar (iv) A junior military officer

  Code: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iii) (i) (iv) (ii)

(B) (ii) (iii) (i) (iv)

(C) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

(D) (iv) (i) (ii) (iii)

23. The Sultan possessed a deeply religious nature. He was strict in the
performance of his religious duties, praying five times a day and
keeping the Ramazan fasts during which period he did not take meat.
He held the Sufis, learned men, and Brahman Pandits in great respect
and granted them lands. He consulted the Shaikhul Islam on affairs
of state, and his relations with the Ulama were in general cordial.’
Identify the above mentioned ruler of Kashmir:

(A) Haidar Shah
(B) Zainul Abidin
(C) Hasan Shah
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(D) Yusuf Shah

24. Arrange the rulers of Mewar in chronological order.

a. Rana Raimal

b. Rana Sanga

c. Rana Uda

d. Rana Kumbha

Select your answer from the code given below: 

Code: 

(A) (a), (d), (b), (c)

(B) (d), (c), (a), (b)

(C) (d), (b), (c), (a)

(D) (a), (b), (c), (d)

25. Which of the following Sufi saint in his Rushdnama has recited the
names of ‘Shri Gorakh’, ‘Alakh Niranjan’ and ‘Omkar’?
(A) Shaikh Muinuddin Chishti
(B) Shaikh Hamiduddin Nagauri
(C) Shaikh Abdul Quddus Gangohi
(D) Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya

26. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and
the other labelled as Reason (R)
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Assertion (A): The access to the Greek works in the medieval period 
was achieved through Arabic translations. Ptolemy and 
Galen remained the fundamental authorities for 
astronomy and medicine. 

Reason (R):       Thomas Roe writes that ‘the “moulaes of mahomet” at 
the Mughal court knew somewhat in philosophy and 
mathematics are great astrologers, and can talk of 
Aristotle, Euclyde, Averroes. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is 
correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of

(A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation

of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

27. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and
the other labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): In the medieval period the madrasas continued to be

concerned principally with Muslim theology and its 
vast literature. 

Reason (R): Much of the higher instructions was undertaken 
outside the madrasas, by individual teacher who often 
gave their personal certificates. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is 
correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true, and (R) is the correct explanation of

(A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation

of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.
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28. The two emperors from India and Uzbekistan agreed to conquer the
road to the Holy places (Mecca and Medina). Identify the emperors
from the following:
(A) Humayun and Abdullah Khan Uzbek
(B) Akbar and Abdullah Khan Uzbek
(C) Jahangir and Abdullah Khan Uzbek
(D) Shahjahan and Imam Quli

29. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A)
and the other as
Reason (R)
Assertion (A): The Sikh dharmasala was the place where the Sikhs sit

and engage themselves in praising the lord.
Reason (R): When Sajjan the thug, submitted to Guru Arjun, a

dharmasala was established.
In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is
correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of

(A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation

of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

30. “It had been ordained that the names of the inmates of the seraglio
should not be mentioned in public, but that they should be designated
by some epithet derived from the place of their birth or the country
or the city.”
Identify the emperor who introduced the practice of omitting the
names of Begums in public?
(A) Akbar
(B) Jahangir
(C) Shahajahan
(D) Aurangzeb
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31. What is not correct about the Ramdasi panth of Maharashtra?
(A) The traditional feature of the Ramdasis was their non-political

attitude.
(B) Ramdasi panth was strictly composed of Brahmanas.
(C) Ramdasis were more directly connected with the Marathas.
(D) Ramdasis openly supported Shivaji.

32. Match various categories of documents and their nature from the
lists given below:
List - I List - II 

(a) Yaddasht (i) Deed on peasant’s acceptance of their
revenue obligations

(b) Taliqa (ii) Title deed

(c) Patta (iii) Memorandum

(d) Qabuliyat (iv) Abridged document

  Select the correct answer given below: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (iii) (iv) (ii) (i)
(B) (iv) (i) (ii) (iii)
(C) (ii) (iii) (iv) (i)
(D) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)

33. “The regulation is that favoured servants place the back of their right
hand on the ground and then raise it gently; as the person stands erect,
he puts the palm of his hand upon the crown of his head.”
In the above statement Abul Fazl is referring to which of the following
technique of prostration?
(A) Taslim
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(B) Paibos

(C) Sijda

(D) Zaminbos

34. Which of the following Mughal painters are said to have painted self
portraits?
(a) Manohar
(b) Daulat
(c) Keshavdas
(d) Basavan
Select the correct answer from the code given below:
(A) (a) and (d)
(B) (b) and (d)
(C) (c) and (d)
(D) (a), (b), (c)

35. Arrange the following events in chronological order and select the
correct codes given below:
(a) The Deccan Association
(b) East Indian Association
(c) Indian National Congress
(d) India League
Code:
(A) (b), (a), (d), (c)
(B) (b), (d), (c), (a)
(C) (a), (c), (b), (d)
(D) (a), (b), (d), (c)

36. Who established ‘The united Indian patriotic Association in 1888,
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which had both Hindu and Muslim members? 
(A) Sir Abdur Rahim
(B) Dadabhai Naoroji
(C) Sir Syed Ahmad
(D) Sir William Wedderburn

37. The Ancient Monuments Preservation Act was passed during the
Viceroyalty of:
(A) Lord Hardings
(B) Lord Northbrook
(C) Lord Lyttton
(D) Lord Curzon

38. Which among the following Acts increased the ratio of female voters
and gave them reserved seats in legislature?
(A) Act of 1909
(B) Act of 1919
(C) Act of 1930
(D) Act of 1935

39. Who among the following was the first chancellor of the very first
Indian women’s university?
(A) Sir R.G. Bhandarkar
(B) Sir Sankaran Nair
(C) Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru
(D) Sir Asutosh Mookherjee

40. Who among the following industrialists of the country, were the
signatories to the ‘Bombay Manifesto’ of 1936?
(a) Purushottam Thakurdas
(b) A.D. Shroff
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(c) Ambalal Sarabhai
(d) Walchand Hirachand
Code:
(A) (a) and (b)
(B) (b) and (c)
(C) (a) and (d)
(D) (b) and (d)

41. Out of the following which was a powerful tribal movement
launched in Guntur district of Andhra Pradesh during the non - co-
operation movement?

(A) Naikada Movement

(B) Tana Bhagat Movement

(C) Chenchu Movement

(D) Minor Movement

42. Who is the author of Bengali book ‘Kuli Kahini’ belongs to the same type as the ‘Uncle
Tom’s Cabin’?

(A) Pandit Ram Kumar Vidyaratna

(B) Dwarka Nath Ganguli

(C) Shiv Nath Sastri

(D) Babu Kedar Nath Ghosh

43. Who among the following played an important role in bringing the Muslim League
and the Indian National Congress together in 1916?

(A) Lokmanya Tilak

(B) Annie Besant

(C) Theodore Beck

(D) Vakar-ul-Mulk
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44. Match List - I with List -II and choose correct answer from the code
given below:

List - I (Political 
organization) 

List - II (Year of 
establishment) 

(a) Indian Association (i) 1852

(b) Mahajan Sabha (ii) 1867

(c) The Bombay Association (iii) 1876
(d) Poona Sarvajanik Sabha (iv) 1884

Codes: 

 (a), (b), (c), (d) 

(A) (iv), (ii), (iii), (i)

(B) (iii), (iv), (i), (ii)

(C) (i), (iv), (ii), (iii)

(D) (ii), (iii), (i), (iv)

45. Given below are two statements; one is labelled as Assertion (A) and
the other is labelled as
Reason (R)
Assertion (A): “India shook off a large part of its political

conservatism after increasing entry of women in public 
affairs”. 

Reason (R): “If by strength is meant brute strength, then indeed is 
women less brute than man. If by strength is meant 
moral power, then women is immeasurably man’s 
superior”. 

In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is 
correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of

(A).
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(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation
of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

46. What was not true about the “Statutory Civil Service” introduced in
1880?
(A) Appointments were generally limited to young men of good

family and social position.
(B) The proportion of this service was not to exceed one - sixth

of the total number of covenanted civil servants appointed in
any year.

(C) The appointments to this service were to be by nomination.
(D) This service provided an element of finality and did justice to

the claims of Indians for employment to higher posts.

47. Which one among the following was not an objective of the non -
alignment enunciated by Jawahar Lal Nehru?
(A) It was in relation to the cold war with its military pacts.
(B) It was against the evil forces of colonialism, racialism and

suppression.
(C) It was to promote world peace and work towards disarmament.
(D) It was aimed at building a third block to take on U.S.A and the

U.S.S.R.

48. Match List - I with List - II and choose the correct answer from the
code given below:

List - I (Author) List - II (Title of the book) 
(a) E.H. Carr (i) An Introduction to the

Philosophy of History
(b) Marc Bloch (ii) What is History
(c) W.H. Walsh (iii) Whig Interpretation of

History
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(d) Herbert Butterfield (iv) Historian craft

Codes: 

   (a), (b), (c), (d) 

(A) (iv), (iii), (i), (ii)
(B) (ii), (iii), (i), (iv)
(C) (iii), (i), (ii), (iv)
(D) (ii), (iv), (i), (iii)

49. In which of the following year a treaty between Warsaw Pact
Countries and NATO was signed declaring that they were ‘no
longer adversaries’ signifying the end of Cold War?
(A) 1988
(B) 1989
(C) 1990
(D) 1991

50. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the
code given below:

List - I (Author) List - II (Title of the book) 

(a) G.P. Gooch (i) The Decline of the west

(b) Edward Gibbon (ii) History and historians of the
nineteenth century

(c) Oswald Spengler (iii) The Idea of History
(d) R.G. Collingwood (iv) Decline and fall of the Roman

Empire
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 Codes: 

    (a), (b), (c), (d) 

(A) (iv), (ii), (iii), (i)

(B) (i), (iv), (iii), (ii)

(C) (iii), (ii), (iv), (i)

(D) (ii), (iv), (i), (iii)
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ANSWER KEY 
Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 C 26 A 
2 B 27 B 
3 C 28 B 
4 D 29 C 
5 D 30 A 
6 C 31 A 
7 C 32 A 
8 C 33 A 
9 B 34 D 
10 A 35 D 
11 D 36 C 
12 B 37 D 
13 D 38 D 
14 B 39 A 
15 C 40 C 
16 A 41 C 
17 D 42 A 
18 A 43 - 
19 C 44 B 
20 C 45 B 
21 B 46 D 
22 D 47 D 
23 B 48 D 
24 B 49 C 
25 C 50 D 
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NOVEMBER- 

1. About the meaning of history who has observed?
‘Divine providence would take care of meaning of history if he (historian)
takes care of facts’.
(A) Collingwood
(B) Croce
(C) Ranke
(D) Renier

2. Which pre - historic site has yielded the evidence of earliest huts in India?
(A) Chirki - Nevasa
(B) Didwana
(C) Hunsgi
(D) Paisra

3. Which one of the following is not correct?
(A) A substantial component of Harappan economy was comprised of their

trade.
(B) Harappans were carrying inland as well as seafaring trade.
(C) They had brisk trade contact with the Nile Valley Civilization.
(D) Excavations have yielded bronze and terracotta models of carts, as well as

depiction of boats on seals.

4. Which Harappan civilization site, excavated later, has provided the evidence
of a unique water harvesting and management system?
(A) Bhirrana
(B) Dholavira
(C) Kunal
(D) Rakhigarhi

2017 PAPER III
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5. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): The area between the Sindhu and the Hindukush can be regarded

culturally as a part of India during almost the whole of the 
Hindu period. 

Reason (R):  The reference to the rivers Kubha, Krumu and Gomal in the Rigveda 
leaves no doubt that the Indo - Aryans were intimately 
associated with Afghanistan. 

In the light of the above two which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

6. Arrange the following inscriptions in the chronological order:

(a) Behistun inscription of Darius

(b) Boghaz koi inscription

(c) Naksh - i - Rustam inscription of Darius

(d) Persepolis inscription of Darius

Code:

(A) (a), (b), (c), (d)

(B) (b), (a), (d), (c)

(C) (d), (c), (a), (b)

(D) (b), (d), (c), (a)

7. The historicity of Darsaka who, according to the genealogy of the Puranas,
succeeded Ajatasatru on the throne of Magadha is testified by:
(A) Arthasastra
(B) Devi – Chandraguptam
(C) Mudrarakshasa
(D) Svapnavasavadatta

8. Arrange the following events in the chronological order:

(a) Assassination of Philippus, Alexander’s satrap in the upper Sindh Valley

(b) Burning of Persepolis by Alexander

(c) Fight between Alexander and Porus
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(d) Treaty of Triparadisus

Code:

(A) (a), (c), (d), (b)

(B) (b), (a), (c), (d)

(C) (b), (d), (a), (c)

(D) (b), (c), (a), (d)

9. The citizens numbering about 20,000, after a brave resistance to Alexander, cart
themselves with their wives and children into flames, anticipating the Rajput
jauhar of later days, belonged to which of the following Indian tribes?

(A) Agalassoi

(B) Malloi

(C) Oxydrakai

(D) Xathri

10. Which classical (Graeco - Roman) author had observed: ‘Generally, the men who
have hitherto written on India were a set of liars - Deimachus holds the first place
in the list, Megasthenes comes next; while Onesicritus and Nearchus, with others
of the same class, manage to stammer out a few words (of truth)’?

(A) Arrian

(B) Justin

(C) Plutarch

(D) Strabo

11. Which rock edicts of other recensions of the series of Asoka’s Fourteen
Rock Edicts are substituted by the separate Kalinga Edicts found at Dhauli
and Jaugada?
(a) XI
(b) XII
(c) XIII
(d) XIV
Code:
(A) XI and XII only
(B) XI, XII and XIII only
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(C) XII and XIII only
(D) XII, XIII and XIV only

12. The brick core of the largest stupa of Sanchi, known as stupa no. 1 or great
stupa, was built during the time of:
(A) Asoka
(B) Kanishka
(C) Menander
(D) Agnimitra Sunga

13. Which of the following kings claims to have stopped the practice of mixing of
Varnas?
(A) Gautamiputra Satakarni
(B) Kharavela
(C) Pushyamitra Sunga
(D) Pravarasena I

14. The title ‘Maharajasa-Rajatirajasadevaputrasa Kaisarasa’ for the Kushana King
Kanishka occurs in which of the following inscriptions?
(A) Ara stone inscription of Kanishka II yr. 41
(B) Mathura Pedastal inscription of Kanishka I yr. 11
(C) Mathura Pedastal inscription of Kanishka I yr. 23
(D) Mathura Pedastal inscription of Vasudeva yr. 80

15. The name of goddess Uma occurs on the coins of which of the following?
(A) Guptas
(B) Indo - Greeks
(C) Kushanas
(D) Sakas

16. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the code
given below the lists:
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List-I (King) List-II (Epithet) 
a. Gondophares i. Devaputra
b. Kanishka ii. Devavrata
c. Pravarasena - I iii. Dharma - Maharaja
d. Samudragupta iv. Dharmaprachirabandha

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (ii) (i) (iii) (iv)
(B) (iv) (ii) (i) (iii)
(C) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(D) (iv) (i) (ii) (iii)

17. The Karli rock - cut cave was excavated in:

(A) 2nd Cen. B.C.

(B) 3rd Cen. B.C.

(C) 1st Cen.  A.D.

(D) 2nd Cen. A.D.

18. Which king of the Gupta dynasty was the first to call himself a
Maharajadhiraja?
(A) Chandragupta – I
(B) Chandragupta – II
(C) Ghatotkachagupta
(D) Ramagupta

19. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the code given
below the lists:

List-I (Samudragupta’s 
contemporary kings of South India) 

List-II (Their Kingdoms) 

a. Dhananjaya i. Avamukta
b. Nilaraja ii. Kanchi
c. Ugrasena iii. Kusthalapura
d. Vishnugopa iv. Palakka
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Code :

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (ii) (i) (iv) (iii)

(B) (iii) (i) (iv) (ii)

(C) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)

(D) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 

20. Despite the refusal of permission by the Emperor, which Chinese traveller
visited India and on his return to China not only his secret exist from China was
forgiven, but he was received with great honour?

(A) Fa - hsien
(B) Hiuen – Tsang
(C) I - tsing
(D) Ts’i - Kiu King – Sheng

21. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the code given
below:

List-I (Administrator) List-II (Departments) 
a. Bhandagaradhikrita i. Archives
b. Dasaparadhika ii. Justice
c. Mahakshapatalika iii. Revenue
d. Shaulkika iv. Treasury

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(B) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)
(C) (iv) (ii) (i) (iii)
(D) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)

22. The Alvars were:
(A) Saivite Priests
(B) Sakta followers
(C) Vaishnava saints
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(D) Tantric Priests

23. Who founded Somapura Mahavihara, the famous centre of education?
(A) Devapala
(B) Dharmapala
(C) Harsha
(D) Vijayasena

24. Arrange the following temples in the Chronological order:
(a) Airavatesvara temple
(b) Gangaikondacholapuram temple
(c) Shore temple of Mahabalipuram
(d) Vaikuntha Perumal temple
Code:
(A) (a), (b), (d), (c)
(B) (b), (c), (a), (d)
(C) (c), (d), (b), (a)
(D) (d), (a), (c), (b)

25. The Sailendra rulers of East Indies maintained intimate relations with which of
the following ruling dynasties of India?
(a) Chalukyas of Vengi
(b) Cholas
(c) Palas
(d) Pandyas
Code:
(A) (a) only
(B) (a) and (b) only
(C) (b) and (c) only
(D) (c) and (d) only

26. Which one of the following statements is not correct as per the dasi patra vidhi
(AD 1230), a sale deed mentioned in the Lekhapaddhati?
(A) War captives were major source of procuring slaves.
(B) Slaves were sold in the open market.
(C) If slave comits suicide, the owner should be held responsible and be

punished.
(D) To execute the deed rakshapalas and residents of the town were chosen as
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witness. 

27. Which one of the following is the earliest known manuscript copied on
paper, when and where?
(A) Shatapath Brahman, 1089, Kashmir

(B) Chachnama, 11th Century, Sind
(C) Rajatarangini of Kalhana, 1149, Kashmir

(D) Hitopadesha of Narayana, 11 - 12th Century, Bengal

28. On the issue of successful maintenance of barids, which of the following Sultan
thus advised his son: ‘Informers and spies should not be allowed to come
anywhere near the court, for their closeness to the ruler terrifies obedient and
trustworthy friends and their confidence in the King - which is the basis of good
government - vanishes’:
(A) Iltutmish
(B) Balban
(C) Alauddin Khalji
(D) Sikandar Lodi

29. Consider the following statements about iqta:
(a) Iqta-i tamlik were hereditary in which the iqta was almost considered the

private property of the grantee.
(b) Iqta-i mustaghall were not hereditary and were initially both administrative

and military in nature.
(c) Iqta-i wajahi were personal grants in which neither the administrative nor

military aspect was emphasised.
Select the correct answer from the code given below: 
(A) (a) and (b)
(B) (a) and (c)
(C) (b) and (c)
(D) (c) only

30. When Kamal Mahiyar, a convert to Sultan Islam, was selected for the post of
mutasarrif of Amroha and was presented before him, the Sultan reacted,: ‘When I
happen to look at a low-born person, every artery and vein in my body begins
to agitate with fury.’
Identify the Sultan:
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(A) Iltutmish
(B) Balban
(C) Jalaluddin Khalji
(D) Bahlol Lodi

31. Which of the following statement is not correct?

(A) Saiyyid Muhammad was the founder of the Nurbakhshiya sect.

(B) The ideas of the Nurbakhshiya sect are contained in the work known as
Fiqh-i Ahwal.

(C) The Nurbakhshiyas did not celebrate Muharram.

(D) The Nurbakhshiyas suffered a setback in the time of Mirza Haider
Dughlat, who persecuted them.

32. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as
Reason (R).

Assertion (A):   The famous Persian poet Badr Chach of the Tughlaq period, who
came just a little after Amir Khusrau, says about music that, ‘The 
basic modes (parda) are none except ten and two’, and he fixes 
each one of them to particular parts of the day and night. 

Reason (R):  Amir Khusrau speaks of ten pardas (modes) only. The lists given by 
these two poets and those found in works of lexicons and musical 
works do tally. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

33. Barbosa writes, ‘The King allows such freedom that every man may come and go
and live according to his own creed, without suffering any annoyance, and
without enquiry whether he is a Christian, Jew, Moor or Heathen. Great equity
and justice is observed to all not only by the rulers, but by the people one to
another.’
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Identify the ruler under whom the state lay in the toleration: 

(A) Achyuta Raya

(B) Krishna Deva Raya

(C) Ram Raya

(D) Sadasiva Raya

34. Which of the following Mughal emperor noticed villagers collecting date-toddy
liquor in the Chambal valley between Bayana and Dholpur, and he describes
the method of extracting this as well as the tari proper?

(A) Babur

(B) Akbar

(C) Jahangir

(D) Aurangzeb

35. Who said ‘Whosoever came to the serai was to be served with food out of
government money according to one’s rank and his pony was given grain and
drink’:
(A) Muhammad Tughlaq
(B) Sikandar Lodi
(C) Shershah Suri
(D) Aurangzeb

36. Name the notable astronomer of Akbar’s court who wrote Tajikanilakanthi, an
astrological treatise?
(A) Nilakantha
(B) Kalyanamalla
(C) Jagannatha Pandita
(D) Vedangaraya

37. Which of the following emperor used to take part in a bout of gambling during the
celebration of Diwali that continued for three nights?
(A) Muhammad Tughlaq
(B) Akbar
(C) Jahangir
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(D) Farrukh Siyar

38. Shahjahan used to reward his nobles for their architectural patronage. Which of
the noble’s rank was increased for the construction of a fine garden in
Kashmir as well as for his diplomatic dealings with the unruly population?
(A) Zain Khan
(B) Zakariya Khan
(C) Zahid Khan
(D) Zafar Khan

39. ‘En route to Karnatak, he made a pilgrimage to the Siva temple of Shri Shaila on
the Krishna river. On departing, he gave funds sufficient to build a bathing ghat
on the river, a monastery, and a guest house for pilgrims.’
Identify this Maratha ruler:
(A) Shivaji
(B) Shambhaji
(C) Rajaram
(D) Balaji Bajirao I

40. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Nasaqi was introduced as an alternative of the zabti-i harsala.

Reason (R): Muzaffar Khan, diwan-i khalisa, discontinued the zabti-i harsala and
established nasaq. 

In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

41. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R)
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Assertion (A): Jharokha darshan was an innovation of Akbar and was designed 
to establish a personal bond between the ruler and his subject. 

Reason (R): As Akbar’s prestige rose some people made a rule not to eat or 
drink till they had the darshan of the king. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

42. In regard to Mughal emperor’s interest in music, which of the following
statement is not correct?

(A) For Akbar’s interest in music, Abul Fazl writes that, ‘His Majesty has such
a knowledge of the science of music as trained musicians do not possess.’

(B) Shahjahan patronised music at his court, and is said to have acquired
considerable proficiency in the art himself.

(C) Aurangzeb’s reign saw the production of a large number of books on
music. The most famous of these was Tuhfat-ul Hind written for
Aurangzeb’s grandson Jahandar Shah.

(D) The most famous singers during Muhammad Shah’s period were Niamat
Khan Sadarang and Firuz Khan Adarang. They were masters of Bhairvi.

43. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other as
Reason (R)
Assertion (A):   Ramchandra Pant Amatya in his Ajnapatra strongly disapproves

of the system of hereditary assignments (vritti) out of land 
revenue on the ground that it led to a continuous decline of the 
government income. 

Reason (R): Ramchandra Pant says it is a sin to resume a hereditary preferment 
(vritti) however small it may be. It should not be transferred to 
another nor it be resumed. 
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In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

44. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R)

Assertion (A):   In the 11th R.Y. (1567) of Akbar Muzaffar Khan and Raja
Todarmal affected a major change. Qanungoes were asked to 
provide information about the area of land cultivated and 
uncultivated. 

Reason (R):     It was on the basis of the information provided by the Qanungoes 
that instead of a single price list for the whole empire, the crop rates 
began to be converted into cash on the basis of the prices 
prevalent in different regions. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

45. With regard to mansab claims match List - I with List - II and choose the
correct answer from the code given below:

List-I List-II 
a. Muhasiba i. Sanctioned claim
b. Mutaliba ii. Renewal certificate for the claim of mansabdars
c. Muqarrara talab iii. Settlement of accounts
d. Tashiha iv. Amount borrowed by the deceased noble from

the imperial treasury so claimed by imperial 
treasury 
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Code : 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)

(B) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)

(C) (ii) (iii) (iv) (i)

(D) (iv) (i) (ii) (iii)

46. What is not true about the Mughal zamindars?

(A) A zamindar could not be dispossessed or appointed by anyone except the
emperor.

(B) An official or jagirdar could only send his recommendation to the court
for forfeiting the zamindari rights.A subadar of the province sometimes
could appoint a member of the same old family to replace a recalcitrant
zamindar.

(C) A Mughal zamindar’s income from its proprietary claims (malikana) was
10 per cent (25 per cent in Gujarat) to which was added 5-10 per cent
nankar which he received from revenue authorities in lieu of revenue
collection

47. Which of the following statements are true about the sand glass (hour glass)?
a. The first reference to sand glass in Afghanistan seems to occur in Mir

Khwand’s Rauzat -us Safa.

b. By the 16th Century the sand glasses in use in India were so made as to show
the Indian measure of time (ghari).

c. The sand glass begins to be shown in Mughal miniatures from Akbar’s time
onwards.

d. Ramchandra’s Yantra Prakasha and Jnanaraja’s Sundara Siddhanta refer to
sand-clock.

           Select the correct answer from the code given below: 

(A) (a), (b), (c)
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(B) (b), (c), (d)
(C) (a), (c), (d)
(D) (a), (b), (d)

48. Which of the following statement is not correct?

(A) In Mughal miniatures Babur’s depiction in his court represents Babur in an
informal gathering of friends.

(B) Many Mughal painting depict Humayun’s court marked by the display of
overpowering grandeur, order and immutability.

(C) Akbar had strictly demarcated spaces in the court for each of the princes
and nobles.

(D) When Bairam Khan appeared on horseback before Akbar and held him by
the hand, the violation of etiquette was so grave that Akbar included it
amongst the Khan’s most serious offences.

49. Match List - I with List - II pertaining to various categories of terms used for the
ladies of the imperial household and choose correct answer from the code given
below:

List-I (Administrator) List-II (Departments) 
a. Begum i.mistresses
b. Agacha/Agha ii.concubines
c. Ghunchachi iii.ladies of royal blood
d. Sarari iv.royal ladies of inferior origin and

status

Code: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (i) (ii) (iii)

(B) (ii) (i) (iv) (iii)

(C) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)

(D) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)

50. Which of the following statement is not correct?
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(A) The Arabic term khilat has its Persian counterpart, sar-o-pa.

(B) Khilat or sar-o-pa was comprised of sarpech and turban

(C) The sar-o-pa carried the impress of completeness, signified in the King’s
person, now being imparted to the recipient.

(D) Since King’s person symbolically encompassed across the empire, the
recipient of the khilat too was incorporated symbolically into the imperial
presence and became part and extension of it.

51. Who made the following assessment about Haider Ali and Tipu Sultan?

“Haider was an improving monarch and exhibited few innovations, Tipu was an
innovating monarch and made no improvements.”

(A) N.K. Sinha

(B) B. Sheikh Ali

(C) Marks Wilks

(D) H.H. Wilson

52. Who made the following statement:

“We have effectively crippled our enemy, without making our friends too
formidable”.

(A) Charles Metcalfe

(B) Cornwallis

(C) Lord Wellesley

(D) John Lawrence

53. Match List - I with List - II and choose correct answer from the code given
below:

List-I (States annexed by the British) List-II (Year) 
a. Satara i. 1853
b. Nagpur ii. 1848
c. Jhansi iii. 1849
d. Sambalpur iv. 1854

 Code: 
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (ii) (i) (iii)

(B) (iii) (i) (iv) (ii)

(C) (ii) (i) (iv) (iii)

(D) (i) (iv) (ii) (iii)

54. From among the following princely rulers who was described by Mr. Innes as
most loyal to the British for having loudly proclaimed ‘Save India for the British’?

(A) Begam of Bhopal

(B) Sir Salar Jang

(C) Sindhia

(D) Gulab Singh

55. Who among the following made a statement in the House of commons that “The
destinies of our Indian Empire are covered with thick darkness. It may be that...
having become instructed in European knowledge, they may in some future age
demand European institutions... whether such a day will ever come I know not.
whenever it comes, it will be proudest day
in English history.”
(A) Wilberforce
(B) T.B. Macaulay
(C) Charles Wood
(D) Gladestone

56. In which college a confrontation between the Principal D.L. Richardson and the
student President of the “Society for the acquisition of General Knowledge” took
place, while a paper was being read?
(A) Elphinstone College, Bombay
(B) Daly College, Indore
(C) Hindu College, Calcutta
(D) Mayo College, Ajmer

57. Match List - I with List - II and choose correct answer from the code given
below:
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List-I (Engineering Colleges/Science 
Institutes) 

List-II (Year) 

a. Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore i. 1917
b. Thomason College of Civil Engineering,

Roorkee
ii. 1911

c. Bose Research Institute, Calcutta iii. 1921
d. The Harcourt Butler Technological

Institute, Kanpur
iv. 1847

Code: 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (ii) (iii) (i)
(B) (i) (iv) (ii) (iii)
(C) (iii) (i) (iv) (ii)
(D) (ii) (iv) (i) (iii)

58. Who among the following was the famous woman revolutionary, was sentenced
to transportation for life in the Chittagong Armoury Raid case, after her release
in 1939 she joined the Communist Party of India?

(A) Bina Das

(B) Kalpana Datta

(C) Preetilata Waddedar

(D) Lila Nag

59. Which of the following revolutionary organisation is not correctly matched with
the name of it’s founder?

(Organisation) (Founder) 
(A) Bengal Volunteers Hema Chandra Ghose 
(B) Anand Math Satyendranath Bose 
(C) Sri Sangha Roshan Lal 
(D) Hindustan Socialist Republican Association Sachindranath Sanyal

60. What is the name of the Act under which the printer and publisher of any paper
in native language could be called upon to enter into a bond not to publish
anything to excite feelings of disaffection against the government?
(A) Press Act of 1910
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(B) Press Emergency Power Act 1937
(C) Press Censore Act of 1868
(D) Vernacular Press Act 1878

61. Who among the following passed the Infant Marriage Preservation Act in 1901,
which fixed the minimum marriageable age in the state for girls at 12 and for
boys at 16?
(A) Holkar of Indor
(B) Bhonsle of Nagpur
(C) Bhonsle of Kolhapur
(D) Gaikwad of Baroda

62. In which year a Workmen’s Compensation Act was passed?
(A) 1911
(B) 1919
(C) 1923
(D) 1934

63. About whom the following, captain Sydenham wrote ‘... for they come to
plunder, not to fight...?
(A) Ramoshi
(B) Pindaris
(C) Maratha
(D) Afghani

64. In which year the Birth Control League was founded in Bombay?
(A) 1920
(B) 1924
(C) 1947
(D) 1950

65. Who among the following described the Cripps proposals as a ‘Post dated
cheque on a failing bank’?
(A) Jawaharlal Nehru
(B) Mahatma Gandhi
(C) C. Rajgopalachari
(D) J.B. Kriplani
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66. Who among the following had the title Fakhr - e - Afghan?
(A) Syed Hasan Imam
(B) Khan Syed Ahmad
(C) Abul Kalam Azad
(D) Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan

67. Match List - I with List - II and select your answer from the code given below:

List-I (Translation) List-II (Marathi Translator) 
a. Arabian Nights i. Mahadeo Sastri Kolhatkar
b. Robinson Crusoe ii. Ravji Sastri Godbole
c. Lamb’s Tales iii. Krishna Sastri Chiplunkar
d. Othello iv. Sakharam P. Pandit

68. Which of the following newspapers made vigorous denunciation of the Indigo
planters and supported the cause of cultivators during ‘Indigo riots’?

(A) Friend of India

(B) Hindu Patriot

(C) Hurkaru

(D) Hindusthan

69. Which of the following pairs is not correctly matched?

(A) Chittagong Armoury Raid - Surya Sen

(B) Kakori Conspiracy Case - Ashfaqulla

(C) Lahore Conspiracy Case - Jatin Das

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iii) (ii) (iv) (i)

(B) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

(C) (iii) (ii) (i) (iv)
(D) (ii) (i) (iii) (iv)
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(D) Meerut Conspiracy Case - Mirza Abbas

70. Which of the two Universities out of the four following Universities were
established in the same year? Select the correct answer from the code given
below:

(a) Aligarh Muslim University

(b) S.N.D.T. Women’s University, Bombay

(c) Banaras Hindu University

(d) Vishvabharati University

Code:

(A) (a) and (b)

(B) (a) and (c)

(C) (b) and (c)

(D) (b) and (d)

71. Ishwar Chand Vidyasagar was associated with which Institution that espoused
the cause of women’s education?
(A) Bethune College, Calcutta
(B) Hindu College, Calcutta
(C) Girls School, Barasat
(D) Sanskrit College, Calcutta

72. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the code given
below:

List-I (Literary writers) List-II (Language of their 
writings) 

a. Radhanath Ray i. Punjabi
b. Subramanya Bharati ii. Malayalam
c. Bhai Vir Singh iii. Oriya
d. Kerala Varma iv. Tamil

 Code: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)
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(B) (iv) (ii) (i) (iii)

(C) (ii) (i) (iv) (iii)

(D) (i) (iv) (iii) (ii)

73. Arrange the following books in chronological order in which they got
published. Use the
code given below:

(Author) (Title of the book) 

(a) Mahatma Gandhi My Experiments with Truth

(b) Jawahar Lal Nehru An Autobiography

(c) R. Palme Dutt India Today 

(d) R.C. Dutt Economic History of India 

Code:

(A) (a), (b), (c), (d)

(B) (c), (d), (b), (a)

(C) (b), (c), (d), (a)

(D) (d), (a), (b), (c)

74. Who among the following princely ruler was made Maharaj Pramukh for his
life time in the Covenant for Reconstitution of the United State of Rajasthan?

(A) Jodhpur

(B) Bikaner

(C) Mewar

(D) Jaipur

75. Given below are two statements; one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the other is
labelled as Reason (R)

Assertion (A): The theory of social Darwinism argued that societies, like other
species, are subject to the law of natural selection. 

Reason (R): Societies, world over have failed to adapt to the circumstances as 
they have progressed. 
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In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true
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ANSWER KEY 

Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 C 26 C 51 C 
2 D 27 A 52 B 
3 C 28 B 53 C 
4 B 29 A 54 C 
5 A 30 B 55 B 
6 B 31 C 56 C 
7 D 32 C 57 D 
8 D 33 B 58 B 
9 A 34 A 59 - 
10 D 35 C 60 D 
11 B 36 A 61 D 
12 A 37 C 62 C 
13 A 38 D 63 B 
14 A 39 A 64 B 
15 C 40 C 65 B 
16 A 41 A 66 D 
17 C 42 D 67 A 
18 A 43 B 68 B 
19 B 44 A 69 D 
20 B 45 B 70 C 
21 C 46 C 71 A 
22 C 47 C 72 A 
23 B 48 B 73 D 
24 C 49 D 74 C 
25 C 50 B 75 C 
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1. Which of the following are true of the
Mesolithic Period?

Select your answer from the code given below:

(i) Microliths are found in general.

(ii) Bagor, Langhnaj and Bhim-betka are some important sites.

(iii) Bones of wild and domesticated animals are found.

(iv) Rock-paintings are available during this period.

Code:

(A) i, ii, iii and iv

(B) i, ii and iii

(C) ii, iii and iv

(D) i, ii and iv

2. Which of the following Neolithic archaeological sites is not known for ash-
mounds?

(A) Utnur

(B) Pallavoy

(C) Kupgal

(D) Burzahom

3. Which of the following sites has yielded a short inscription written in
Harappan script with huge alphabets?

2017  JANUARY PAPER II 
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(A) Banawali
(B) Dholavira

(C) Kalibangan

(D) Mohenjodaro

4. Which of the following pairs is wrongly matched?

       List – I         List – II 

 (Mahajanapada)      (Capital) 

(A) Panchala – Mathura

(B) Matsya – Bairat

(C) Kosala – Sravasti

(D) Magadha – Girivraja

5. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the code
given below:

List – I (System of Philosophy) List – II (Advocates) 
(a)Yoga (i) Kapila
(b) Mimamsa (ii) Patanjali
(c)Sankhya (iii) Kumarila
(d) Vaiseshika (iv) Kanada

Code: 
  a b c d 

(A) i ii iii iv 
(B) ii iii i iv 
(C) ii iv iii i 
(D) iv i ii iii 
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6. With which of the following departments was Kantaka-Sodhana connected?
(A) Taxation
(B) Industry
(C) Tolls
(D) Judiciary

7. Which one of the following is wrongly matched?
Tax-term Connotation 

(A) Vishti – Forced labour
(B) Bhaga – Local tax
(C) Kara – Tax
(D) Pranaya – Emergency tax

8. Which of the following is not a part of the Buddhist architecture?
(A) Anda
(B) Medhi
(C) Chhatra
(D) Antarala

9. Which of the following statements is true of the Kushan period?
(A) Issue of silver coins on a large scale.
(B) Flourishing of the Gandhara art.
(C) Patronage of Amarasimha.
(D) Extension of the empire up to Bengal.

10. Which of the following statements are known from the Hathigumpha
inscription of Kharavela?
Select your answer from the code given below:
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(i) He was a ruler of Kalinga.
(ii) He describes himself as a Mahameghavahana.
(iii) He convened a Council of Jain scholars.
(iv) He enlarged the canal originally excavated by a Nanda King,up to the

city.
Code: 
(A) i, ii, iii and iv
(B) i, ii and iii
(C) ii, iii and iv
(D) i, ii and iv

11. Which of the following statements are made in the Periplus of the
Erythraean sea? Select your answer from the code given below:
(i) Colchi, Camara and Poduca were South Indian ports.
(ii) Ivory was produced in Dosarene.
(iii) Large ships called Colandia sailed to the Ganges and Chryse.
(iv) Masalia lay to the south of Muziris.
Code:
(A) i, ii and iii
(B) iii and iv
(C) ii, iii and iv
(D) i, ii and iv

12. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from the code given
below:

List – I (Author) List – II (Title of the Book) 

(a)Dandin (i) Pratima-nataka

(b) Bhasa (ii) Chaturvarga-chintamani
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(c)Hemadri (iii) Dasakumara-charita

(d) Bhavabhuti (iv) Uttararama-charita

 Code: 

a b c d 
(A) i iv iii ii 
(B) ii iii iv i 
(C) iii i ii iv 
(D) iv ii i iii 

13. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Fa-hien visited India during the time of Chandragupta II.

Reason (R): He described Chandragupta II as ruling from his capital
at Pataliputra. In the context of the other two statements which of the
following is correct?
Codes:
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is the false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

14. Arrange the following Astronomers in a correct chronological order:
(i) Aryabhata
(ii) Brahmagupta
(iii) Lagadha
(iv) Varahamihira
Select the correct answer from the code given below:
Code:
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(A) I, III, II, IV
(B) II, IV, III, I
(C) III, I, IV, II
(D) IV, II, III, I

15. Match List-I with List-II and select the answer from the code given below:

List – I (Name of the King) List – II (Title) 

(a)Narasimhavarman I (i) Tellarerinda

(b) Kulottunga I (ii) Vatapikonda

(c)Nandivarman III (iii) Satyasraya

(d) Pulakesin II (iv) Sungamtavirta

 Code: 
a b c d 

(A) iv ii iii i 
(B) ii iv i iii 
(C) iii i iv ii 
(D) i iii ii iv 

16. Who, among the following, were not a South Indian mercantile/maritime
organisation?
(A) Anjuvannam
(B) Manigramam
(C) Ainnurruvar
(D) Mahajanas

17. Which of the following statements are true in respect of the Kingdom
of Srivijaya? Select the answer from the code given below:
(i) Devapala of the Pala family granted villages for the maintenance
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of a Buddhist monastery built by Balaputradeva. 
(ii) Chola Rajaraja I had cordial relations with the Kingdom of Srivijaya.
(iii) Rajendra I’s relations with Srivijaya were initially friendly, but later

inimical.
(iv) Mara Vijayottugavarman built a Buddhist monastery at Nagapatinam.
Code:
(A) i, ii, iii and iv
(B) i, ii and iii
(C) ii, iii and iv
(D) i, iii and iv

18. Match Persian/Arabic texts given in List-I with its composers given in
List-II and select the correct answer from the code given below:

List – I (Texts) List – II (Composers) 

(a)Taj-ul Maasir (i) Al-Qashqandi

(b) Tarikh-i Mubarak Shahi (ii) Hasan Nizami

(c)Masalik-ul Absar fi
Mumalik ul-Amsar

(iii) Yahya bin Ahmad Sirhindi

(d) Subh-ul A’sha (iv) Shihabuddin al-Umari

   Code: 
a b c d 

(A) ii i   iv      iii 
(B) iii iv        ii    i 
(C) ii   iii    iv    i 
(D) iv  i       ii     iii 

19. “During the entire period of khani and kingship of well over 40 years he
never talked to bazaar people, the base, mean, musicians and buffoons.”
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In the above statement Ziauddin Barani is referring to which of the following 
Sultan? 
(A) Nasiruddin Mahmud
(B) Balban
(C) Alauddin Khalji
(D) Muhammad bin Tughluq

20. Which of the following city was named Khizrabad by Alauddin Khalji
after his son Khizr Khan?
(A) Lakhnauti
(B) Ranthambhor
(C) Chittor
(D) Mandu

21. The fourteenth century saint-poetess Lalla Ded’s verses are known as:
(A) Var
(B) Vaakh
(C) Lalkavya
(D) Spanda

22. Ziauddin Barani records that inspite of ban on wine “addicts libertines and
debauched people built Bhattis in their houses and distilled wine... and
themselves consumed it and secretly sold it at higher costs.”
In the above statement Ziauddin Barani is referring to which of the following
Sultan who prohibited consumption and sale of wine in his dominion?
(A) Balban
(B) Alauddin Khalji
(C) Muhammad Bin Tughluq
(D) Firoz Shah Tughluq

23. Arrange the following Chak rulers of Kashmir in chronological order:
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(i) Sultan Muhammad Shah I
(ii) Sultan Hasan Shah
(iii) Sultan Fateh Shah
(iv) Sultan Haidar Shah
Select your answer from the code given below:

Code:
(A) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
(B) (ii), (i), (iv), (iii)
(C) (iv), (ii), (i), (iii)
(D) (iii), (iv), (ii), (i)

24. ‘It is their custom that the person to whom this (platter containing ‘betel’) is
brought out takes the platter in his hand, places it upon his shoulder and then
does homage with his other hand touching the ground.’

Who among the following wrote this while mentioning the feasts
arranged by Sultan Muhammad Tughluq for his nobles and for foreign
visitors?
(A) Abdur Razzaq
(B) Ibn Battuta
(C) Mirza Nathan
(D) Shams Siraj Afif

25. Who gave the following arguments   for   understanding   his   work
Ma’danu’sh Shifa-i Sikandarshahi?

‘First, that the Greek medicine did not suit the climate of India, and
secondly, that the medicinal plants mentioned in that system were either
unidentifiable or unobtainable in India.’
(A) Ali Muhammad Khan
(B) Milhana
(C) Mir Masum
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(D) Miyan Bhuwah

26. Which one of the following works was commissioned by Aurangzeb to
compile authoritative passages from the standard works of Hanafi fiqh for
the guidance of the qazis?

(A) Siyasat Nama
(B) Nasihat-ul Muluk

(C) Ahkam i Alamgiri

(D) Fatawa al-Alamgiri

27. Whom did Abul Fazl style ‘Sada Lahu’ (‘simple one’) because he mourned
the loss of the idol he used to worship, and call him ‘a blind follower of
custom’?

(A) Todar Mal
(B) Man Singh

(C) Tansen

(D) Birbal

28. Match List- I with List-II and select your answer from the code given below:

List – I (Author) List – II (Work) 
(a)Ballalasena (i) Rasagangadhara
(b) Jagannath Pandita (ii) Rajavalipataka
(c)Krishnadeva (iii) Bhojaprabandha
(d) Shuka (iv) Parasiprakasha

  Code: 
  a b      c       d 

(A) i ii        iii      iv 
(B) ii iii       i   iv 
(C) iv  i    ii   iii 
(D) iii  i       iv    ii 
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29. Point out which of the following is/are not a form of Hundi?

(i) Zabti Hundi

(ii) Darshani Hundi

(iii) Miyadi Hundi

(iv) Faslana Hundi

Choose your answer from the code given below:

Code:
(A) (i)and (ii) only
(B) (i)and (iv) only
(C) (ii)and (iii) only
(D) (iii)and (iv) only

30. Arrange the following historical monuments in chronological order:
(i) Humayun’s Tomb – Delhi
(ii) Atala Mosque – Jaunpur
(iii) Rabia Daurani’s Tomb– Aurangabad
(iv) Sher Shah’s Tomb – Sasaram
Select your answer from the following code:
Code:
(A) (i), (iii), (ii), (iv)
(B) (ii), (iv), (i), (iii)
(C) (ii), (iii), (iv), (i)
(D) (ii), (i), (iii), (iv)

31. Which of the following Mughal royal woman assigned land from her
jagir for grazing cows?
(A) Hamida Bano Begum
(B) Maham Anga
(C) Nur Jahan
(D) Mumtaz Mahal
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32. Which of the following is not correct?
(A) In sarkar, a territorial division of a suba, a number of officials were

appointed.
(B) The highest officer of a sarkar was called faujdar.
(C) One of the officers was called pradhan of the sarkar.
(D) The duty of the faujdar was to maintain law and order in his sarkar.

33. During his conversation with Aurangzeb Mirza Mukarram Safavi asked
him to express his views on music. Which of the following statement/s of
Aurangzeb is/are true on music?
(i) Music was ‘mubah’, neither good nor bad.
(ii) I dislike instrumental and vocal music.
(iii) I cannot listen to music without flutes especially Pakhawaj.
(iv) Flutes are unanimously prohibited (haram) so I
left music. Select the correct answer from the code
given below:
Code:
(A) (i) and (ii)
(B) (ii) and (iii)
(C) (ii) and (iv)
(D) (i), (iii) and (iv)

34. Chronologically arrange the following celebrated buildings built by
Shahjahan:
(i) Diwan-i Am in Agra Fort
(ii) Moti Masjid in Agra Fort
(iii) Taj Mahal, Agra
(iv) Jama Masjid, Shahjahanabad Select the correct answer from the code

given below:
Codes: 
(A) (i), (iii), (ii), (iv)
(B) (ii), (iii), (i), (iv)
(C) (iii), (ii), (iv), (i)
(D) (iii), (iv), (ii), (i)
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35. Which system was declared illegal in India by the India Act V of 1843?
(A) Sati
(B) Infanticide
(C) Slavery
(D) Dowry

36. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Chiefs’ colleges in India was founded to provide

education for the princely and aristocratic families of India.
Reason (R): Natives were desirous to be taught in English and not to be

taught in native languages.
In the context of the above statements, which of the following is correct?
Code:
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

37. Who among the following did not endorse the view that the protected
princes in India were mere ‘feudatories’ of the British Crown?
(A) Sir Lewis Tupper
(B) Wheaton
(C) Duke of Argyll
(D) Sir William Lee Warner

38. Arrange chronologically the following Famine Commissions
(a) Macdonnell
(b) Strachey
(c) Lyall
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(d) Campbell
Select the correct answer from the code given below:
Code:
(A) (c), (a), (d), (b)
(B) (b), (c), (a), (d)
(C) (d), (b), (c), (a)
(D) (a), (c), (d), (b)

39. When was the first Factory Act was passed by the British Colonial
Government?
(A) 1867
(B) 1876
(C) 1881
(D) 1884

40. Which one of the following was not the declared objective for the
founding of the All India Muslim League?
(A) Propagate the Ideology of pan-Islamism among the Indian Muslims.
(B) Plead with the British Government about the political rights and

interests of the Indian Muslims.
(C) Promote among the Indian Muslims feelings of loyalty to the British

Government.
(D) To prevent the rise among the Indian Muslims of any feelings of

hostility towards other communities.

41. Who among the following were the members of Khilafat Committee?
(A) Shaukat Ali
(B) Hakim Ajmal Khan
(C) Hasrat Mohani
(D) Mustafa Nasaruddin

42. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer with the help of
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the code given below: 

List – I (Leader) List – II (Organization) 
(a)M.C. Raja (i) All India Depressed Classes League
(b) Jagjivan Ram (ii) All India Depressed Classes Congress
(c)B.R. Ambedkar (iii) All India Depressed Classes Association
(d) Mahatma Gandhi (iv) All India Harijan Sangh

   Code: 
  a b      c       d 

(A) iii ii        iv   i 
(B) iii i       ii     iv 
(C) i  iii   ii   iv 
(D) iv ii       i    iii 

43. Which among the following Act was described as a ‘new charter of
bondage’ by Jawaharlal Nehru?
(A) Indian Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1913
(B) Rowlatt Act, 1919
(C) Government of India Act, 1919
(D) Government of India Act, 1935

44. Who among the following condemned the Ottawa Trade Agreement of
1932 by saying that: ‘it has killed much larger interests of India’?

(A) G.D. Birla
(B) J.R.D. Tata
(C) Jawahar Lal Nehru
(D) J.B. Kripalani

45. Who among the following did not belong to the ‘Liberal Party’?

(A) Dinshaw Petit Ali Iman
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(B) Purshottam Das Thakur

(C) S.M. Paranjpye

(D) V.S. Srinivasa Sastri

46. Which one of the following would not be a necessary condition for being a
‘Nation-State’?
(A) A State organized for the Government of a Nation or closely related

Nations.
(B) A State whose territory is determined by National boundaries.
(C) A State whose law is determined by National customs and aspirations.
(D) A Nation is the expression of the State.

47. Which of the following Articles of the Indian Constitution guarantees
complete equality of men and women?
(A) 12 and 13
(B) 14 and 15
(C) 18 and 19
(D) 49 and 50

48. Who among the following was a great innovator in Politics, Being fully and
consciously secular, he understood, more clearly the danger that
communalism posed to the nation.He often told that communalism was as
big an enemy as colonialism.

(A) Chandrashekhar Azad

(B) Bhagwati Charan Vohra

(C) Yashpal

(D) Bhagat Singh
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49. Who among the following was not the member of the States
Reorganization Commission?
(A) Justice Syed Fazl Ali
(B) Dr. Hriday Nath Kunzru
(C) K.M. Panikkar
(D) Sasipada Banerji

50. Who coined the term ‘positivism’ and was the founder of positivist
philosophy?
(A) Niebuhr
(B) Ranke
(C) Auguste Comte
(D) Thomas Buckle
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ANSWER KEY 
Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 A 26 D 
2 D 27 A 
3 B 28 - 
4 A 29 B 
5 B 30 B 
6 D 31 A 
7 B 32 C 
8 D 33 D 
9 B 34 A 
10 D 35 C 
11 A 36 C 
12 C 37 D 
13 C 38 C 
14 C 39 C 
15 B 40 A 
16 D 41 C 
17 A 42 B 
18 C 43 D 
19 B 44 C 
20 C 45 C 
21 B 46 D 
22 B 47 B 
23 - 48 D 
24 B 49 D 
25 D 50 C 
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JANUARY PAPER III 

1. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer with the help of
the code given below:

List-I (Author) List-II (Definition of History) 
(a) E.H. Carr i. All history is the history of thought
(b) G.R. Elton ii. History is science no less no more
(c) J.B. Bury iii. History is what the historian writes
(d) R. G.

Collingwood
iv. History is an endless dialogue between

the historian and his facts

Code:
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (iii) (ii) (iv)
(B) (ii) (i) (iv) (iii)
(C) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)
(D) (iv) (ii) (iii) (i)

2. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer with the help of
the code given below:

List-I (Mesolithic site) List-II (Location) 
a. Birbhanpur i. Bihar
b. Loteshwar ii. Gujarat
c. Paisra iii. Uttar Pradesh
d. Sarai Nahar Rai iv. West Bengal

Code: 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

(A) (ii) (i) (iv) (iii)
(B) (iv) (ii) (iii) (i)

2017   
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3. The earliest evidence of transition from hunting and food gathering to
animal domestication and agriculture in Indian subcontinent has been found
at:
(A) Anjira
(B) Damb Sadat

(C) Kile Gul Mohammad

(D) Mehrgarh

4. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
as Reason (R)

Assertion (A): Harrapan civilization was in close trade relations with
South Turkmenistan.

Reason (R): Harappan objects or those produced under Harappan
influence have been found at Kish, Ur, Nippur, etc.

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct?

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

5. The discovery of metal was a revolutionary event in human history.
Richest copper mines occurred in which part of India?

i. Bihar
ii. Gujarat

iii. Rajasthan
iv. Tamil Nadu

(A) (i)only
(B) (ii)and (iii) only

(C) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(D) (iv) (ii) (i) (iii)
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(C) (i), (ii) and (iii)
(D) (ii), (iii) and (iv)

6. Which Rigvedic deity is more frequently invoked as being the most useful
as also the most fearsome of the gods?

(A) Agni

(B) Dyaus

(C) Indra

(D) Marut

7. Which text makes it evident that the Vedic Sabha and Samiti were two
separate institutions?

(A) Aitareya Brahmana

(B) Atharva Veda

(C) Satapatha Brahmana

(D) Yajurveda

8. The followers of the Ajivika sect were also known by which other names?
(i) Hatthapalekhana
(ii) Ekadandika
(iii) Magandika
(iv) Tedandika
Codes:
(A) (i)and (ii) only
(B) (i)and (iii) only
(C) (i), (ii) and (iii)
(D) (ii), (iii) and (iv)

9. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer with the help of
the code given below:

List-I (Mahajanapada) List-II (Capital) 
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a. Asmaka i. Hataka
b. Avanti ii. Mahishmati
c. Chedi iii. Potali
d. Kamboja iv. Suktimati

10. The ‘Indica’ of Megasthenes is lost, but it survives in fragments in the
writings of which Greeco-Roman authors?

(i) Ktesias

(ii) Pliny the Elder

(iii) Diodorus Siculus

(iv) Strabo
Codes:
(A) (i)and (ii)
(B) (i), (ii) and (iii)
(C) (ii), (iii) and (iv)
(D) (i)and (iv)

11. Which one of the following is not true about the Rummindei Pillar
Inscription of Asoka?
(A) It is located at Lumbini, a place Asoka had visited personally.
(B) It commemorates his visit to  pay reverence to the Buddha

Konakamana.
(C) Asoka made the village Lumbini free of the bali payments.
(D) He reduced its land revenue to one eighth.

Code: 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

(A) (iii) (ii) (iv)  (i)
(B) (ii) (iii)  (i) (iv)
(C) (i) (iv) (iii) (ii)
(D) (i) (ii) (iv) (iii)
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12. Who visited the court of Bindusara as an envoy of the Syrian emperor?
(A) Claudias
(B) Deimachus
(C) Diodorus
(D) Dionysus

13. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer with the help of
the code given below:

        List-I  
(Missionaries deputed by the 
third Buddhist Council) 

         List-II  
 (Respective Areas) 

a. Majjhantika i. Kashmir and Gandhara
b. Maharakshita ii. Maharashtra
c. Mahadharmarakshita iii. Suvarnabhumi
d. Sona and Uttara iv. Yona

14. The Mauryan army was comprised of
(i) Infantry
(ii) Cavalry
(iii) Chariots
(iv) Elephants
Code:
(A) (i) and (ii) only

Code: 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (iv) (iii) (ii)
(B) (i) (iv) (ii) (iii)
(C) (iv) (iii) (i) (ii) 
(D) (ii) (i) (iii) (iv)
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(B) (i) and (iii) only
(C) (i), (ii) and (iii) only
(D) (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)

15. Which of the following Tamil poets were associated with Kanchi?

(i) Appar

(ii) Paranar

(iii) Mamulanar

(iv) Sundaramurti

Code:

(A) (i) and (ii)only

(B) (i) and (iii)only

(C) (i) and (iv) only

(D) (iii)and (iv) only

16. Harishena, the author of Prayaga Prasasti held which of the following
offices?
(i) Khadyatapakika
(ii) Kumaramatya
(iii) Mahadandanayaka
(iv) Sandhivigrahika
Code:
(A) (i) and (ii)
(B) (i) and (iii)
(C) (ii), (iii) and (iv)
(D) (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)
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17. Which among the following is the biggest Jaina image?
(A) Monolithic image of Gommata at Shravanabelagola
(B) Parsvanatha image of Gwalior
(C) Jaina image in the Udaygiri caves
(D) Parsvanatha image of Bhojapur

18. Which of the following inscriptions of Samudragupta describe him as a
‘Parama Bhagavata’?
(i) Gaya Copper Plate
(ii) Nalanda Copper-plate
(iii) Eran Pillar Inscription
(iv) Allahabad Pillar Inscription
Code:
(A) (iv) only
(B) (i) and (ii) only
(C) (iii) and (iv) only
(D) (i), (ii) and (iv) only

19. Which new type of gold coins were started by Kumaragupta I?
(i) Apratigha Type
(ii) Elephant Rider Type
(iii) Rhinoceros Slayer Type
(iv) Sword Type
Code:
(A) (i) only
(B) (i) and (ii) only
(C) (i), (ii) and (iii) only
(D) (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)

20. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer with the help of the
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code given below: 

List-I (Dynasty) List-II (Founder) 
a. Uttar Gupta i. Krishnagupta
b. Maukhari ii. Asvapati
c. Pushyabhuti iii. Naravardhana
d. Varman iv. Pushyavarman

21. Apart from Harsha the Chinese traveller Yuan Chwang had occasion to
meet which other contemporary rulers?

(A) King of Gauda

(B) King of Kashmir

(C) King of Kanchi

(D) King of Valabhi

22. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R)

Assertion (A): The Pallava king Mahendravarman I, also known as
Vichitra-Chitta, was a man of unstable mind.

Reason (R): He professed Jainism for a time, but discared it in favour
of Saivism In the context of the above two statements which of the
following is correct?

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

Code:
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (ii) (iii)  (i) (iv)
(B) (i) (iv) (iii) (ii)
(C) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(D) (iv)  (i) (ii) (iii)
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(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

23. Which among the following temples has a Dravidian type of Sikhara?
(A) Ananta Vasudeva temple, Bhubaneswara
(B) Kandariya Mahadeva temple, Khajuraho.
(C) Lakshman Temple, Sirpur
(D) Teli ka Mandir, Gwalior

24. Which dynasty of South India claimed that its ancesters had ruled at
Ayodhya?

(A) Chalukyas of Kalyani

(B) Cholas

(C) Pallavas

(D) Rashtrakutas of Manyakheta

25. Sri Jaya Indravarman Maharajadhiraja of the Bhrigu family was the ruler of
(A) Champa
(B) Java
(C) Kambuja
(D) Pagan on Irawadi

26. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R)

Assertion (A): Bhandarkar equates the Virashaiva with the Lingayat sect
and traces its origin to a split in the Aradhya school of the 
Saivas. 
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Reason (R): Acceptance of Brahamanical rituals and caste ascendency 
constitutes the core of the Lingayat movement. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

27. Consider the following statements about Fakhr-i Mudabbir and his Adab-
ul Harb wa Shujaat.
(i) It is a work written on the science of warfare in the early years of

Iltutmish’s reign.
(ii) Fakhr-i Mudabbir praises highly the swords made in India.
(iii) Mudabbir mentions that the iron was smelted at Khetri in Rajasthan.
(iv) He offers the earliest known description of the technique of

producing Damascus steel.
Select the correct answer from the code given below: 
(A) (i) and (iii)
(B) (iii) and (iv)
(C) (i), (ii) and (iii)
(D) (i), (ii) and (iv)

28. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Sultan Zainul Abidin was a great patron of learning and

surrounded himself with learned men with whom he was 
fond of holding discussions. 

Reason (R): Scholars like Saiyid Muhammad Rumi, Qazi Saiyid Ali 
Shirazi, Qazi Jamal and Saiyid Muhammad Sistani left their 
countries and emigrated to Kashmir during his reign. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
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(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

29. Consider the following statements on Ulugh Khan’s (Balban) relations with
the Afghans?
(i) Ulugh Khan recruited some 3000 Afghan into his army.
(ii) When Ulugh khan became sultan, he placed the newly created

military outposts near Delhi such as Patyali, Kampil and Bhojpur
under Afghan control.

(iii) Sultan Balban appointed Afghan noble Ikhtiyaruddin as wazir.
(iv) Sultan Blaban appointed several Afghans
as governer. Select the correct answer from the
code given below:
Code:
(A) (i) and (ii)
(B) (ii) and (iii)
(C) (iii) and (iv)
(D) (i), (ii) and (iv)

30. The Sultan ordered, “Whatever they cultivate … should be assessed by
measurement in accordance with yield per biswa, and all of them should
pay half without any distinction.”
In the above statement which of the following Sultan had asked the
measurement of land as the base of assessment?
(A) Iltutmish
(B) Alauddin Khalji
(C) Muhammad Tughlaq
(D) Firuz Tughlaq

31. Which of the following statements about Amir Khusrau and his music are
correct?
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(i) Amir Khusrau studied the Daccani music of the Karnataka School.
(ii) The great exponent of Deccani/ Karnataka music Naik Gopal was

the contemporary of Amir Khusrau.
(iii) Amir Khusrau applaud’s his invention of sitar in his work Ghurrat al-

Kamal.
(iv) Later works credit Amir Khusrau inventing about nineteen melodic

forms, particularly khyal, tarana and qawl.
Select the correct answer from the code given below: 
(A) (i) and (iii)
(B) (ii) and (iii)
(C) (ii), (iii) and (iv)
(D) (i), (ii) and (iv)

32. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R)
Assertion (A): The Indian tradition regarding   statecraft was not

completely eclipsed with the coming of the Turks and 
continued in many peripheral areas. 

Reason (R): The writings of the Vijaynagara ruler, Krishnadeva Raya, 
Rajasthani Vigat and Khyat literature and Ramchandra 
Amatya’s Ájnapatra provide useful information on Indian 
statecraft. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

33. Naphta and Mangonels were used for the first time in India in which of the
following place/ region?
(A) Sindh, 712
(B) Khajuraho temple, 950
(C) Deccan, 1130
(D) Panipat, 1526
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34. From the following identify the place where Sultan Alauddin Khalji
declared himself Sultan or ascended the throne:
(A) Awadh
(B) Delhi
(C) Allahabad
(D) Kara

35. Match List-I with List-II relating to terms and their meaning:

List-I (Term) List-II (Meaning) 
a. Baqqal i. The lowest grade of agricultural

persant
b. Balahar ii. an armed man
c. Silahdar iii. a group of ten thousand soldiers
d. Tuman iv. Grain traders

  Select the correct answer from the code given below: 
Code: 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
(A) (iv) (i) (iii) (ii)
(B) (i) (iii) (iv) (ii)
(C) (ii) (i) (iii) (iv)
(D) (iv) (i) (ii) (iii)

36. Which of the following sufi saints popularized the Qadiria order in Punjab
and Sindh?

(A) Shaikh Muhammad al-Husaini and Shaikh Abdul Qadir

(B) Shaikh Wajihuddin Ahmad and Shaikh Muhammad Ghaus.

(C) Shaikh Abdullah and Shaikh Qazin

(D) Shaikh Phul and Shaikh Burhanuddin
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37. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason (R)

Assertion (A): Muslim political thinking was also shaped by the Adab
literature.

Reason (R): The Adab literature was, to some extent, influenced by the
Panchatantra which was introduced into Arabic literature by 
Ibn al-Muqaffa’s translation of Kalila wa Dimna. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

38. Which of the following pair (Author and Source) is not correctly matched?

(Author) (Source) 

(A) Nizam ud din Ahmad – Tabaqat-i Akbari

(B) Muhammad Kazim  – Muntakhab-ul Lubab

(C) Abdul Hamid Lahori  – Padshahnama

(D) Kewal Ram – Tazkirat-ul Umara

39. Which of the following is not correct?

(A) Akbar divided his empire into twelve territorial units. These were
called Subas.

(B) A Suba was divided into a number of Sarkars.

(C) A Sarkar was further divided into Parganas.

(D) A Pargana was further divided into Shiqs
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40. Which of the following statements are correct?
(i) The leading nobles and scholars such as the great litterateur, Khan-i

Khanan Abd al Rahim, and the leading theologian, Shaikh Abd al Nabi
were charged with responsibility for education of Prince Salim.

(ii) Well versed in Persian and Hindi and with a respectable knowledge of
Turki, Prince Salim also possessed a good grounding in History, the
natural sciences, geography, martial skills and theology which were
considered appropriate for a prince.

(iii) Prince Shahjahan excelled in the martial arts. He possessed great military
prowess.

(iv) Prince Shahjahan, who was born in Ahmadabad, ordered repairs to
both Mughal and pre-Mughal buildings there, revealing a his interest
in the maintenance of older structures.

Choose your answer from the code given below: 
Code: 
(A) (i) and (iii) only
(B) (i), (ii) and (iv) only
(C) (ii) and (iv) only
(D) (i), (ii) and (iii) only

41. Match List-I with List-II relating to Books and Authors:

List-I (Author) List-II (Book) 
a. Catherine B.

Asher
i. Mughal Architecture: An Outline of its

History and Development
b. R.Nath ii. Architecture of Mughal India
c. A. J. Qaisar iii. History of Mughal Architecture
d. Ebba Koch iv. Building Construction in Mughal India:

The Evidence from Painting
Select your answer for the code given below: 
Code: 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
(A) (ii) (i) (iii) (iv)
(B) (ii) (iii) (iv) (i)
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(C) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(D) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i) 

42. One of the innovation of the Mughals in building technology was pre-fab
wooden structures. These portable homes were known as bangla in the
seventeenth century from which the Anglo-Indian word ‘bungalow’ is
derived. Which of the following Mughal emperor is credited with this
innovation?
(A) Akbar
(B) Jahangir
(C) Shahjahan
(D) Aurangzeb

43. Consider the following statements relating to various gaz used in the Mughal
empire:

(i) Abul Fazl mentions that Humayun’s gaz-i Sikandari consisted of 32
angusht (digits)

(ii) Abul Fazl records that the length of gaz-i Ilahi was equal to 41 angusht.

(iii) The length of dira (gaz)-i Shahjani was equal to a little less than 33.5
angusht.

(iv) Tuzuk-i Jahangiri mentions the length of gaz-i Shar‘i

as 26 angusht.

Select the correct answer from the codes given below: 

(A) (i), (ii) and (iii)
(B) (i) and (iv)
(C) (ii) and (iv)
(D) (ii), (iii) and (iv)
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44. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other labelled as Reason (R)

Assertion (A): The European trade in indigo became very important in
the first half of the seventeeth century, after which it 
experienced a sharp decline. 

Reason (R): There was rise in the price of Agra indigo and the 
competition from the slave-worked plantations established 
in the West Indies. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

45. Which of the following statements is not correct?

(A) Sarrafs (money changers) specialized in issuing hundis to enable
remittances to be made.

(B) Hundi was a negotiable document, usually transferred at a small
discount.

(C) A single rate of ‘exchange’ was fixed for bills drawn at one place
upon another irrespective of remittance or credit.

(D) The hundi itself specified whether it was to be payable on sight, or
payable at the end of a particular period after its presentation to the
drawee.

46. Which of the following statements are correct?
(i) There was tradition of an annual ‘sarbat khalsa’ at Chak Guru
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(Amritsar); but dissensions grew apace and each chief tended to carve 
out a separate territory for himself. 

(ii) The Dasam Granth contains compositions of Guru Gobind Singh.

(iii) The Gurus were Khatris and their principal lieutenants, the masands,
were also Khatris.

(iv) The military power of the Gurus reached its apex under the tenth
and last Guru, Gobind Singh.

Select your answer from the code given below: 

Code: 
(A) (i), (ii) and (iv) only
(B) (ii) and (iii) only
(C) (i), (iii) and (iv) only
(D) (i) and (iii) only

47. Which of the following statement is not correct?

(A) Persian was not only the language of higher administration in the
Delhi Sultanate and the Mughal empire, but had also spread to the
courts of the Rajput states.

(B) Sirajuddin Ali Arzu propounded the view that Persian and Hindi
had fundamental affinities.

(C) Tek Chand Bahar quotes poets and prose-works in his Bahar-i
Ajam which was written in 1639-40.

(D) A new language Urdu, sprang from the interaction of Persian with
Hindi dialects.

48. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other labelled as Reason (R)

Assertion (A): Jean de Thevenot, a French  traveller writes  that the
people  of Surat  commonly do not drink the water of Tapti 
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river. 

Reason (R): The water of river was brackish. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

49. Consider the following statements pertaining to customs rates in the Mughal
empire:

i. Abul Fazl mentions that 21
2
 per cent was the maximum customs duties 

under Akbar.
ii. In Jahangir’s reign customs duties were 31

2
 per cent on all imports 

and exports of goods. 
iii. In Shahjahan’s reign customs duties were 2 per cent on money either

gold or silver.
iv. Aurangzeb fixed a higher custom rates for non-muslims. That is why

Muslim merchants smuggled goods belonging to Hindus to evade
higher customs rate. 

Select the correct answer from the code given below: 
Code: 
(A) (i) only
(B) (ii) and (iii)
(C) (iii) and (iv)
(D) (i), (ii) and (iv)

50. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): When Nizam ul Mulk arrived in the Deccan as the Viceroy

in 1714, he refused to accept Daud Khan’s agreement for the 
payment of the Chauth and Sardeshmukhi of the Deccan to 
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Shahu. 
Reason (R): Nizam ul Mulk inflicted a couple of defeats on them, and 

destroyed the small mud forts which they had built in every 
district and which   served as a base of attack or a place of 
refuge to the Maratha bands. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

51. When and where the ‘Society for Translating European Sciences’ was set
up?
(A) Bombay in 1825
(B) Pune in 1830
(C) Calcutta in 1825
(D) Lahore in 1824

52. Match List-I with List-II and choose correct answer from the code given
below:

List-I List-II 
a. Bakht Khan i. Bareilly
b. Maulavi Ahmadulla ii. Jagdishpur
c. Kunwar Singh iii. Lucknow
d. Hazrat Mahal iv. Faizabad

Code: 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (iv) (ii) (iii)
(B) (ii) (iv) (i) (iii)
(C) (iii) (i) (ii) (iv)
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(D) (iv) (ii) (i) (iii)

53. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): The decline of the traditional handicraft cottage industries

was the result of British commercial policy.
Reason (R): The imperialist conquests had given immerse resources to

the British. In the context of the above two statements which of the

following is correct?

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

54. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): The Liberals genuinely believed that there was a

constitutional way to India’s self rule.
Reason (R): They had an abiding faith in the British senses of justice.
In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

55. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): According to Vivekanand: “Caste system is opposed to
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the religion of the Vedanta.” 
Reason (R): All evil comes from relying upon differences. All good comes 

from faith in equality, in the understanding of the underlying 
sameness and oneness of things. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

56. Who among the following had not been involved in floating the idea of
permanent settlement for Bengal?
(A) Alexander Dow
(B) Thomas Law
(C) Montgomery Martin
(D) Philip Francis

57. Arrange chronologically the following tribal rebellions:
(a) Rampa
(b) Santal
(c) Kol
(d) Munda under Birsa
Select the correct answer from the codes given below:

Codes:

(A) (b), (c), (a), (d)

(B) (c), (b), (a) (d)
(C) (d), (a), (c), (b)
(D) (b), (d), (c), (a)

58. Who among the following were revolutionary leaders?
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(a) Barkatulla
(b) Khizar Hayat Khan
(c) Obeidulla Sindhi
(d) Mahmud Hasan
Select the correct answer from the code given below:

Code:

(A) (a), (b) and (c)

(B) (a), (b) and (d)
(C) (b), (c) and (d)
(D) (a), (c) and (d)

59. In which session of the Indian National Congress, a policy about the
princely states was first time enunciated?

(A) Nagpur, 1920
(B) Tripura, 1939

(C) Haripura, 1938

(D) Karachi, 1931

60. In which session, Congress passed the resolution of ‘Poorna Swaraj’?
(A) Lahore Session
(B) Calcutta Session
(C) Madras Session
(D) Lucknow Session

61. Which one of the following organizations was established in 1942 by the
leftiest women leaders in Bengal?
(A) Mahila Sudharna Samiti
(B) Mahila Samajwadi Samiti
(C) Mahila Suraksha Samiti
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(D) Mahila Atmarakshan Samiti

62. Who among the following was the first Indian women President of Indian
National Congress?

(A) Aruna Asaf Ali
(B) Sucheta Kirpalani

(C) Sarojini Naidu

(D) Latika Ghosh

63. Match List-I with List-II and choose correct answer from the code given
below:

List-I List-II 
a. Bamabodhini i. started by Dwijendranath Tagore
b. Mahila ii. edited by Umesh Chandra Dutta
c. Bharati iii. edited by Girish Chandra Sen
d. Suprabhat iv. started by Kumudini and Basanti Mitra

Code:
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

(A) (iv) (i) (iii) (ii)
(B) (ii) (iii) (i) (iv) 
(C) (i) (iii) (ii) (iv)
(D) (iii) (iv) (ii) (i)

64. Khudai Khidmatgars were popularly known as the
(A) Green Shirts
(B) Red Shirts
(C) Black Shirts
(D) White Shirts

65. Aryasamaji leader Mr.Harvilas Sarada belonged to which part of India?
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(A) Rajasthan
(B) Maharashtra
(C) Gujarat
(D) Punjab

66. Which area’s communists launched a massive campaign with the slogan
‘Throw the American model into the Arabian sea’?
(A) Area of Nagpur State
(B) Area of Nizam state
(C) Area of N.W. Travancore state
(D) Area of Bhagalpur

67. The most militant struggle was the Tebhaga struggle by the Share-
croppers of Bengal. They declared that they would not pay of the crop 
to the landlords. 

(A) 
1
3

(B) 
1
4

(C) 
1
6

(D) 
1
3

68. In which year the National Congress passed a resolution calling upon the
Indian people ‘to refrain from the use of Japanese goods’?
(A) 1936
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(B) 1937
(C) 1938
(D) 1939

69. Arrange the following events in chronological order:
(a) Subhash Chandra Bose had a meeting with Mr. Tojo.
(b) Subhash Chandra Bose arrived at Taipei.
(c) INA hoists the National Flag on the free Indian soil.
(d) Establishment of Indian National Army.
Select the correct answer from the code given below:
Code:
(A) (d), (a), (c), (b)
(B) (d), (c), (a), (b)
(C) (d), (a), (b), (c)
(D) (d), (b), (c), (a)

70. Who said the following ‘invoke the aid of the almighty to take me away
from this ‘vale of tears’ rather than make me a helpless witness of the
butchery by men become savage, whether he dares to call himself a Muslim
or Hindu or what not’?
(A) M.K. Gandhi
(B) Abdul Gaffar Khan
(C) Vinoba Bhave
(D) Maulana Abul Kalam Azad

71. Who among the following described the redistribution of provinces on
linguistic basis as ‘assassins of nationalism’?
(A) K. M. Munshi
(B) Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel
(C) Jawaharlal Nehru
(D) Jamanalal Bajaj
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72. Which one of the following was not an aspect of the official policy of
‘Apartheid’?
(A) Racial Segregation.
(B) Separate but equal development of the Africans.
(C) Laws prohibiting mixed marriages.
(D) Patronizing native culture of the Africans.

73. Match List-I with List-II and choose correct answer from the code given
below:

List-I (Author) List-II (Book) 
a. J.A. Hobson i. Neo-colonialism, the last stage of

Imperialism
b. Lenin ii. Imperialism: A Study
c. K.Nkrumah iii. Imperialism as the highest state of

Capitalism
d. R.H. Tawney iv. Religion and the Rise of Capitalism

Code: 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iii) (ii) (i) (iv)
(B) (i) (iii) (iv) (ii)
(C) (ii) (iii) (i) (iv) 
(D) (iv) (ii) (iii) (i)

74. Who among the following expressed grave doubts about Ranke’s tall
claim regarding ‘objective’ and ‘impartial’ history?

(A) George Waitz

(B) E.H. Carr

(C) Heinrich Von Sybel

(D) Dove

75. In which year the ‘non-proliferation’ treaty was signed?
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(A) 1956

(B) 1963

(C) 1982

(D) 1990
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ANSWER KEY
Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 C 26 C 51 C 
2 D 27 D 52 A 
3 D 28 A 53 B 
4 B 29 A 54 A 
5 C 30 B 55 A 
6 C 31 D 56 C 
7 B 32 A 57 B 
8 A 33 A 58 D 
9 A 34 D 59 A 
10 C 35 D 60 A 
11 B 36 A 61 D 
12 B 37 A 62 C 
13 B 38 B 63 B 
14 D 39 D 64 B 
15 C 40 D 65 A 
16 C 41 B 66 C 
17 A 42 A 67 D 
18 B 43 A 68 B 
19 D 44 A 69 A 
20 C 45 C 70 A 
21 D 46 A 71 B 
22 D 47 C 72 D 
23 D 48 A 73 C 
24 A 49 D 74 B 
25 A 50 C 75 B 
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1. Which of the following is not a neolithic site?
(A) Brahmagiri
(B) Sanganakallu
(C) Arikamedu
(D) Piklihal

2. Match List – I (Harappan sites) with List – II (Archaeological remains)
and select the correct answer from the code given below:

List – I List – II 

a. Mohenjodaro i. Citadel and a lower town

b. Lothal ii. Large granary

c. Kalibangan iii. Brick dockyard

d. Sutkagen-dor iv. Citadel and a lower fortified settlement

  Codes: 
a b c d 

(A) i ii iv iii
(B) ii iii i iv
(C) iv ii i iii
(D) iii i ii iv

3. Which of the following works was the first to suggest payment of cash to
officers as salary?
(A) Kamandaka Nitisara
(B) Arthasastra
(C) Manu Smriti

2016  JULY PAPER II 
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(D) Nitivakyamrita

4. On whose coins do the symbols on the reverse generally match with
the names of the kings on the obverse?
(A) Arjunayanas
(B) Maghas
(C) Malavas
(D) Panchalas

5. Which of the following works relates to Tamil grammar?
(A) Ahananuru
(B) Kural
(C) Tolkappiyam
(D) Padirruppattu

6. Which of the following statements is correct with regard to the content of
the Rummindei Pillar Inscription of Asoka?
(A) Reference to the King’s dharma
(B) Reference to the conquest of Kalinga
(C) Reduction of tax due from the village
(D) Non-slaughter of animals in the royal kitchen

7. Who, among the following, are mentioned in the Hathigumpha Inscription
of Kharavela ? Use the code given below:
(i) Satakarni
(ii) Bahasatimita
(iii) Sakas
(iv) Rathikas
Codes:
(A) (i) and (ii)
(B) (i), (iii) and (iv)
(C) (ii), (iii) and (iv)
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(D) (i), (ii) and (iv)

8. Which of the following is a coin-term?
(A) Nivartana
(B) Martur
(C) Dramma
(D) Gocharma

9. Which of the following temples was constructed of bricks?
(A) Lakshmana temple at Khajuraho
(B) Lakshmana temple at Sirpur
(C) Lingaraja Temple at Bhubaneswar
(D) Martanda Temple in Kashmir

10. Who, among the following, founded a teaching institution called
‘Sarasvati Mandira’ at Ajmer?
(A) Vakpatiraja
(B) Durlabharaja
(C) Vigraharaja
(D) Prithviraja

11. At which of the following places is the stupa built by the Sailendras located?
(A) Anuradhapura
(B) Borobudur
(C) Angkorvat
(D) Angkor Thom

12. Who, among the following, had the title ‘Parama-Saugata’?
(A) Bhaskaravarman
(B) Harsha
(C) Rajyavardhana
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(D) Sasanka

13. Which of the following sculptures is a characteristic of the Pallava period?
(A) Somaskanda
(B) Ganesha
(C) Nataraja
(D) Anantasayana

14. Which of the following statements about Samudragupta are true? Use
the code given below:
(i) He was a conqueror, a poet and a musician.
(ii) He was called Lichchhavi-dauhitra.
(iii) He imitated the coins of the Western Kshatrapas.
(iv) His performance of asvamedha was not mentioned in the Allahabad

Pillar Inscription.
Codes: 
(A) (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)
(B) (ii), (iii) and (iv)
(C) (i), (ii) and (iv)
(D) (i), (ii) and (iii)

15. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the code
given below:

List-I (Author) List – II (Tile of the book) 
a. Bilhana i. Mitakshara
b. Bana ii. Harshacharita
c. Samesvara III iii. Abhilashitartha Chintamani
d. Vijnanesvara iv. Vikramankadevacharita

  Codes: 

a b c d 
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(A) i iii iv ii
(B) iv ii iii i
(C) iii iv i ii
(D) ii iv i iii

16. Which of the following statements is not true in respect of the election for
the assembly of Uttaramerur of the Chola period?
(A) The village was divided into 30 wards.
(B) Two representatives were to be elected for each ward.
(C) The contestants should be aged between 35 and 70 years.
(D) They should possess some educational qualification and immovable

property.

17. Given below are two statements; one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other is labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): India had maritime trade with the Roman empire during

the early centuries of the Christian era.
Reason (R): A large number of Roman coins have been found from the

excavations at Arikamedu.
In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

18. Point out the temples which are situated in the eastern side of India:
(a) Sun temple – Konark
(b) Minakshi temple – Madurai
(c) Padmanabhaswamy – Thiruvananthapuram
(d) Jagannath temple – Puri
Choose your answer from the code given below:
Codes:
(A) (a) and (d)
(B) (b) and (c)
(C) (a), (b) and (c)
(D) (b), (c) and (d)
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19. Chachnama and Baburnama were written respectively in
(A) Arabic and Persian languages
(B) Persian and Turkish language
(C) Arabic and Turkish languages
(D) Persian and Pashto languages

20. Which of the following Sufis accepted Lalla Ded as his spiritual preceptor?
(A) Shaikh Nur-al Din
(B) Saiyyid Shaif-al Din
(C) Mir Saiyyid Ali Hamadani
(D) Mir Saiyyid Muhammad Hamadani

21. Shaikh Bahauddin Zakaria belonged to
(A) Suhrawardi Silsilah
(B) Rishi Silsilah
(C) Chishti Silsilah
(D) Firdausi Silsilah

22. Which one of the following was not part of Turkan-i-Chihalgani?
(A) Bahauddin Tughril
(B) Qutlugh Khan
(C) Imaduddin Raihan
(D) Balban

23. Name the poetess of Mysore who protested against women being
considered as inferior to men in her work Hadibadeya Dharma (tenets for
chaste and devoted wives)
(A) Tirumalamma
(B) Sanchi Honamma
(C) Lal Ded
(D) Jana Bai
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24. The forerunner of famous bulbous domes of the Mughals is attributed
to which of the following architectural styles?
(A) Bidar
(B) Gulbarga
(C) Golconda
(D) Mandu

25. Which of the following pairs is not correctly matched?
(A) Miftah ul Futuh – Amir Khusrau
(B) Tarikh-i Salatin-i Afghana     – Khwaja Niamatullah Harawi
(C) Siyasat Nama – Nizamul Mulk Tusi
(D) Zafar Nama – Yahya Sirhindi

26. Match List – I with List – II and choose correct answer from the code given
below:

List – I List – II 
(a) Amil (i) A non-resident cultivator

(b) Baqqal (ii) Village accountant
(c) Pahi (iii) Revenue Collector

(d) Kulkarni (iv) Trader

Codes: 
a b c d 

(A) ii iv iii i
(B) iii iv i ii
(C) i ii iii iv
(D) iv iii ii i

27. Match List – I with List – II and choose correct answer from the code given
below:
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List – I List – II 

a. Malik ut Tujjar i. a residential fort

b. Biswa ii. a fortified village

c. Kushak iii. a small unit of land measurement

d. Mawas iv. Chief of the merchants
    Codes: 

a b c d 
(A) i ii iii iv
(B) iii i iv ii
(C) iv iii i ii
(D) ii iv iii i

28. Arrange the following tombs in chronological order:
(a) Shaikh Salim Chshti’s tomb – Fatehpur Sikri

(b) Asaf Khan’s tomb – Lahore
(c) Ataga Khan’s tomb – Delhi
(d) Akbar’s tomb – Sikandara

   Select your answer from the code given below: 
Codes: 
(A) (a), (b), (c), (d)

(B) (b), (d), (a), (c)
(C) (c), (a), (d), (b)
(D) (d), (c), (b), (a)

29. Identify the historical place where Ibadat Khana, Birbal’s house, Tansen’s
Baradari and Khan-i-Khanan’s house are situated:
(A) Fatehpur Sikri

(B) Agra
(C) Delhi
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(D) Lahore

30. Which one of the following statements is not true?
(A) In Akbar’s reign dam gradually replaced copper tanka.

(B) The dam was also known as paisa.
(C) The half-dam was called adhela.
(D) Akbar fixed a ratio of 40 dams to a rupee which became standard

conversion for purposes of actual payments.

31. Which one of the following European travellers observed that Queen
Nurjahan constructed pleasure gardens, palaces and serais throughout the
land in order to enhance her image and reputation?

(A) F. Pelsaart
(B) Sir Thomas Roe
(C) Careri

(D) Manucci

32. Given below are two statements; one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other is labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Because of marriage with Nurjahan, Jahangir became

indifferent towards administration.
Reason (R): Nurjahan formed a ‘Junta’ between 1611-22 and wielded

considerable power.
In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

33. Which of the following city was looked down upon by Jahangir as
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Gardabad (city of dust) and Jahannamabad (city of hell)? 
(A) Ahmedabad
(B) Mandu
(C) Jaunpur
(D) Gaur

34. Mughal emperors used to confer various types of standards upon
nobles. Which of the following was added in the list of standards by
Shahjahan?
(A) Alam
(B) Chatrtoq
(C) Tumantoq
(D) Mahi-Maratib

35. Chronologically arrange the following treaties signed by the British with
Native States and select the correct answer code:
(a) The Treaty of Salbai
(b) The Treaty of Bassien (Vasai)
(c) The Treaty of Srirangapattanam
(d) The Treaty of Allahabad and Kara
Codes:
(A) (d), (a), (c), (b)
(B) (b), (d), (a), (c)
(C) (a), (c), (d), (b)
(D) (c), (b), (a), (d)

36. Choose the correct answer from the code given below:
The University of Calcutta was incorporated by an Act, passed on the: the
University of Bombay by an Act passed on the________: and the University
of Madras by an Act passed on the________

(A) 24 January 1857, 5 September 1857 and 18 July 1857
(B) 18 July 1857, 24 January 1857 and 5 September 1857
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(C) 24 January 1857, 18 July 1857 and 5 September 1857
(D) 5 September 1857, 18 July 1857 and 24 January 1857

37. Who said the following words?
“So long as millions live in hunger and ignorance I hold every man a
traitor who, while educated at their expense, pays not the least heed to
them.”
(A) Keshav Chandra Sen
(B) Arobindo Ghosh
(C) Swami Vivekanand
(D) Bal Gangadhar Tilak

38. In which year was founded the All India Trade Union Congress?
(A) 1918
(B) 1920
(C) 1924
(D) 1926

39. Chronologically arrange the following legislations regarding Indian press:
a. Official Secrets Act
b. The Indian Press Act
c. Registration of the Press – Act XI
d. The Indian Press (Emergency Powers) Act
Select the correct answer from the code given below:

Code: 
(A) a, c, d, b
(B) b, d, c, a
(C) d, c, a, b
(D) c, a, b, d

40. Who among the following Viceroys made the ‘August Offer’ to secure
Indian Co- operation in the war effort?
(A) Lord Wavell
(B) Lord Hardinge
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(C) Lord Linlithgow
(D) Lord Mountbatten

41. From which nation India adopted the Green Revolution technology for
agricutlural development?
(A) GDR
(B) USSR
(C) UK
(D) USA

42. The doctrine ‘The sons of the soil’ is related to
(A) Nationalism
(B) Regionalism
(C) Tourism
(D) Industrialism

43. Given below are two statements; one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other is labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Winston Churchill, the Prime Minister of Britain,

announced the dispatch of Cripps Mission.
Reason (R): British forces collapsed in South-East Asia soon after the

fall of Rangoon.
In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

44. Who wrote the book Rights of Man in 1791-92?
(A) Bernard Shaw
(B) John Ruskin
(C) Thomas Paine
(D) Sidney Webb

45. From among the following statements, which one is not a distinct
feature of the Renaissance?
(A) The beginning of secular autobiography as a literary genre.
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(B) The translation of scriptures into vernacular languages hastened the
process of secularization of society.

(C) The Renaissance promoted Church domination in human affairs.
(D) Its enduring lesson was that the search for knowledge is for mankind

not only a right but also a duty.

46. Who among the following is not a philosopher of the Enlightenment?
(A) Denis Diderot
(B) Rousseau
(C) David Hume
(D) Herbert Spencer

47. Who said, “History is an unending dialogue between the present and the
past”?
(A) Lord Acton
(B) Leopold von Ranke
(C) E.H. Carr
(D) G.R. Elton

48. Which one of the following statements is not true regarding historian’s
responsibility in historical writing?
(A) Historian’s central ethical responsibility is that he ought to tell the

objective truth.
(B) Historian should be loyal to the cause he advocates.
(C) Historian owes historical truth not only to the living but to the dead as

well.
(D) Historian should not distort historical facts.

49. Given below are two statements; one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other is labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Historical method is a complex process involving search

for sources of information, its critical evaluation, synthesis 
and exposition. 

Reason (R): As a science of knowledge, history is completely separated 
from natural sciences because it does not have universal 
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laws. 
In the context of the above two statements, which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

50. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct code given below:

   List – I 
   (Author) 

List – II 
(Works) 

a. Wilhelm Dilthey i. Historical Representation

b. G.R. Elton ii. The Structure of Scientific Revolution

c. Frank Ankersmit iii. Hermeneutics and the study of History

d. Thomas Kuhn iv. The Practice of History

 Codes: 
a b c d 

(A) iv iii i ii
(B) iii ii i iv
(C) i iii ii iv
(D) iii iv i ii
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ANSWER KEY 

Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 C 26 B 
2 B 27 C 
3 B 28 C 
4 D 29 A 
5 C 30 D 
6 C 31 A 
7 D 32 D 
8 C 33 A 
9 B 34 D 
10 C 35 A 
11 B 36 C 
12 C 37 C 
13 A 38 B 
14 C 39 D 
15 B 40 C 
16 B 41 D 
17 C 42 B 
18 A 43 A 
19 C 44 C 
20 A 45 C 
21 A 46 D 
22 C 47 C 
23 B 48 B 
24 A 49 B 
25 A 50 D 
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  JULY PAPER III 

1. In the recent past which of the following sites has yielded the evidence
of a fossilized human baby-skull?
(A) Bori
(B) Hathnora
(C) Lakhania
(D) Odai

2. Which among the following sites provide evidence of domestication of
animals in the Mesolithic period`?
(i) Adamgarh
(ii) Bagor
(iii) Loteshwar
(iv) Ratanpur
Codes:
(A) (i) and (ii)
(B) (ii) and (iii)
(C) (i), (ii) and (iii)
(D) (ii), (iii) and (iv)

3. Match the items of List – I with List – II:

List -I (antiquity) List -II (find spot) 

(a) Ash Mound (i) Kanheri

(b) Ayagapatta (ii) Mathura

(c) Eleven Headed Bodhisattva (iii) Sanchi

(d) Stone Relic Boxes (iv) Utnur

   Codes: 

2016
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (i) (iii) (ii) (iv)
(B) (iv) (ii) (i) (iii)
(C) (i) (iv) (iii) (ii)
(D) (iv) (i) (ii) (iii)

4. Most of the Harappan seals are made of
(A) Chert
(B) Copper
(C) Faience
(D) Steatite

5. Match the items of List – I with List – II:

List -I (King) List –I (Kingdom) 
(a) Asvapati (i) Avanti
(b) Parikshita (ii) Kekaya
(c) Nichakshu (iii) Kuru
(d) Pradyota Mahasena (iv) Vatsabhumi

 Codes: 
(a) (b)   (c) (d)

(A) (ii) (iii) (iv) (i)
(B) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(C) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)
(D) (ii) (iv) (iii) (i)

6. Which of the following sites was the first to yield the evidence of Painted
Grey Ware?
(A) Ahichchhatra
(B) Atranjikhera
(C) Hastinapur
(D) Sravasti

7. Arrange the following in the chronological order:
(i) Behistun Inscription of Darius
(ii) Naksh-i-Rustam Inscription of Darius
(iii) Persepolis Inscription of Darius
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(iv) Burning of Achaemenian Capital Persepolis
Codes:
(A) (i), (iii), (ii), (iv)
(B) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
(C) (ii), (i), (iv), (iii)
(D) (iii), (i), (ii), (iv)

8. Arrange the following ancient Indian grammarians in the chronological
order:
(i) Katyayana
(ii) Panini
(iii) Vamana
(iv) Yaska
Codes:
(A) (ii), (i), (iii), (iv)
(B) (iv), (ii), (i), (iii)
(C) (ii), (iv), (i), (iii)
(D) (iv), (ii), (iii), (i)

9. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): The Mauryan dynasty of India was closely connected with

the area of modern Nepal.
Reason (R): A daughter of Asoka, the great had married a noble man
from that area. In the context of the above statements, which of the
following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

10. Arrange the following classical authors in the chronological order:
(i) Arrian
(ii) Pliny
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(iii) Ptolemy
(iv) Strabo
Codes:
(A) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
(B) (i), (iv), (ii), (iii)
(C) (ii), (iii), (iv), (i)
(D) (i), (iv), (iii), (ii)

11. The cultural sequence of the excavated site of Hastinapur from bottom
upwards is as under:
(i) Kushan period
(ii) N.B.P. ware period
(iii) O.C.P. period
(iv) P.G.W. period
Codes:
(A) (ii), (iv), (i), (iii)
(B) (iii), (ii), (iv), (i)
(C) (iii), (iv), (ii), (i)
(D) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)

12. Arrange the following authors of inscriptions in the chronological order:
(i) Harisena
(ii) Ravikirti
(iii) Vatsabhatti
(iv) Virasena
Codes:
(A) (iv), (i), (ii), (iii)
(B) (i), (iv), (iii), (ii)
(C) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
(D) (i), (iii), (iv), (ii)

13. Which were the chief ports of the Pandyas of the Sangam age? Select the
correct answer from the code given below:
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(i) Korkai
(ii) Madurai
(iii) Musiri
(iv) Puhar
Codes:
(A) (i) and (ii)
(B) (ii) and (iii)
(C) (i), (ii) and (iii)
(D) (ii), (iii) and (iv)

14. According to inscriptional assertions who among the following rulers
used to honour all religions?
(i) Asoka
(ii) Kanishka
(iii) Kharavela
(iv) Pushyamitra Sunga
Codes:
(A) (i) only
(B) (i) and (iii)
(C) (i), (ii) and (iii)
(D) (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)

15. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): Immediately after his accession to the throne, Maharaja

Kharavela launched on a career of a Digvijayin (conqueror).
Reason (R):   Having heard about the exploits of Kharavela, Dimita an

Indo-Greek King of Eastern Punjab, retreated to Mathura 
from where he planned to challenge Kharavela. 

In the context of the above statements, which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

16. Who among the following kings had performed the Vajapeya sacrifice?
(i) Pravarasena I
(ii) Pushyamitra Sunga
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(iii) Santamula I
(iv) Satakarni Gautamiputra
Codes:
(A) (i) only
(B) (i) and (ii)
(C) (i) and (iii)
(D) (i) and (iv)

17. Amaravati, an early historical site in Andhra Pradesh was known as the
following:
(A) Chandavaram
(B) Dharnikota
(C) Dhulikatta
(D) Yelleswaram

18. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): The foremost success of the Gupta emperor Chandragupta

II was his victory over the mighty Saka-Kshatrapa dynasty of 
Gujarat. 

Reason (R): It could have given the Guptas access to Indian trade 
with the Mediterranean. 

In the context of the above statements, which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

19. The Hunas issued coins only in
(i) Gold
(ii) Silver
(iii) Copper
(iv) Potin
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Codes: 
(A) (i) only
(B) (iv) only
(C) (ii) and (iii) only
(D) (iii) and (iv) only

20. Arrange the following astronomers in the chronological order:
(i) Aryabhata II
(ii) Bhaskaracharya
(iii) Bhattotpala
(iv) Brahmagupta
Codes:
(A) (iv), (iii), (ii), (i)
(B) (ii), (i), (iv), (iii)
(C) (iv), (ii), (i), (iii)
(D) (iv), (i), (ii), (iii)

21. Which of the following temples are built of bricks?
(i) Begram temple of Dinajpur
(ii) Sat Deuliya of Burdwan, W.B.
(iii) Siddhesvara of Bahulara, Bankura, W.B.
(iv) Vaital Deul of Bhuvanesvara
Codes:
(A) (i) and (ii)
(B) (ii) and (iii)
(C) (i), (ii) and (iii)
(D) (ii), (iii) and (iv)

22. The Vimala temple of Delwara is dedicated to one of the following:
(A) Adinatha
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(B) Bahubali
(C) Neminatha
(D) Parsvanatha

23. The Lakshmi type coins of Gangeyadeva Kalchuri were imitated by
which of the following rulers?
(i) Bhoja II Pratihara
(ii) Govindachandra Gahadvala
(iii) Parmardideva Chandella
(iv) Udayaditya Paramara
Codes:
(A) (i) and (ii)
(B) (i), (iii) and (iv)
(C) (i), (ii) and (iv)
(D) (ii), (iii) and (iv)

24. Who among the following rulers of Kashmir built a dam on Vitasta
river to save his Kingdom from the devastating floods?
(A) Avantivarman
(B) Didda
(C) Harsha
(D) Lalitaditya Muktapida

25. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): The 12th century unique work Kumarapalacharita by

Hemachandra is a long poem which tells the story of 
Chaulukya Kings of Gujarat. 

Reason (R): It illustrates the rules of Sanskrit and Prakrit 
Grammar also. In the context of the above statements, which of 
the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.
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26. Which one of the following pairs is not matched correctly?
(A) Shihabuddin Suhrawardi   – Awarif-ul Ma’arif
(B) Al-Hujwiri – Kashf-ul Mahjub
(C) Ibn al-Arabi – Fusus al-Hikam
(D) Al-Ghazali – Tahzib al-Akhlaq

27. “I and none other.” “What are you that I am not and what have you been
that I have not been.”
The above statement was claimed by which of the following group/Sultan?
(A) Turkan-i Chihalgani
(B) Ruknuddin Firuz
(C) Sultan Razia
(D) Aram Shah

28. Which of the following statements are not correct in regard of music?
(a) Barani writes about young girls being trained by Indian courtesans

in Persian and Indian music for the Delhi Court in the late thirteenth
century.

(b) Amir Khusrau in 1318 claimed that Indian music had pre-eminence
over the music of all other countries.

(c) Abul Fazl does not include the names of musicians in the Ain-i Akbari.
(d) Nayak Bakhshu was the recognized master
of Khayal.
 Select your answer from the code given below:
Codes:
(A) (a), (b) and (c)
(B) (c) and (d)
(C) (b) and (c)
(D) (a), (b), (c) and (d)

29. What arguments did Miyan Bhuwah give for writing Madanu’sh Shifa-i
Sikandarshahi, a compilation based on all the major Ayurvedic texts in
Sanskrit? 
(a) The Greek medicine did not suit the climate of India.
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(b) The medicinal plants mentioned in the Greek system were either
unidentifiable or unobtainable in India.

(c) The Greek school of medicine became dominant at the Delhi Court.
(d) Grecco-Arabic tradition was identical in
its practices.
 Choose correct answer from the code given
below:

Codes: 
(A) (a) and (b)
(B) (a), (b) and (c)
(C) (b) and (d)
(D) (c) and (d)

30. Which one of the following is not true about the Saiyid and Lodi
architecture?
(A) Khan-i-Jahan Maqbul’s tomb inspired the Saiyid and Lodi rulers to

build octagonal tombs.
(B) The inner and outer shell of the dome, with a space left between the

two in Sikandar’s tomb, marks the beginning of the double dome.
(C) Saiyids and Lodi’s did not erect any square-plan tombs.
(D) The Sur family tombs at Sasaram are all octagonal.

31. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer with the help of
the code given below:

List – I List – II
(a) Qalb (i) Cavalry Trooper
(b) Hashm (ii) Enhancement in the estimated income of the iqta
(c) Fawazil (iii) Army
(d) Taufir (iv) Excess revenue over and above the – assigned revenue

  Codes: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (ii) (i) (iv) (iii)
(B) (iii) (i) (iv) (ii)
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(C) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)
(D) (ii) (iv) (i) (iii)

32. “As the wind destroys the trees, and locusts the Shali crop, so did the
Yavanas destroy the usages of Kashmira …. the Kingdom of Kashmira was
polluted by the evil practices of the Mlecchas”
The above statement about Kashmir was made by which of the
following chroniclers of Kashmir?
(A) Kalhana
(B) Jonaraja
(C) Srivara
(D) Bhattavatara

33. Which one of the following is not correct?
(A) The Pichola lake of Udaipur was excavated during Lakha’s rule

(1382-1421) on Mewar.
(B) Mokal (1421-33) repaired the temples of Samidheshwara at Chittor.
(C) Rana Kumbha (1433-68) dug several lakes for irrigation purposes

as well as step- wells and reservoirs for storing water.
(D) Rana Uda (1468-73) constructed Udai Sagar Lake in Udaipur.

34. “Suha Bhatt strove hard so that the Sultan at his suggestion ordered all
Brahmans and learned Hindus should become Musalmans and those who
did not accept Islam should leave the realm.”
In the above statement reference is made to which of the following Sultan by
Ferishta ?
(A) Sultan Sikandar of Kashmir
(B) Zain-ul Abidin
(C) Firuz Shah Tughluq
(D) Sultan Hussain Shah Sharqi

35. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Bengal Sultan Ruknuddin Barbak Shah I was a great patron

of Bengali literature.
Reason (R): Barbak Shah I conferred the title of Gunārāj Khan to Maladhar

Basu in acknowledgement of his great achievements in 
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the field of Bengali literature. 
In the context of the above statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

36. Match List – I with List – II relating to the organisation of the Sikh
Community and choose correct answer from the code given below:

List-I List-II 
a. Masand i. Persons initiated by the Guru himself
b. Khalsa ii. Representative of the Guru
c. Meli iii. Persons initiated by the Masand
d. Sahlang iv. Deputies of the Masand

Code: 
a b c d 

(A) ii iv iii i
(B) iii ii iv i
(C) iv iii i ii
(D) ii i iv iii

37. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Eknath has written his Hindu-Turk Samvad in Bharud genre.

Reason (R): The Bharuds were specially written to appeal to masses,
to interest those who otherwise might not listen to the 
message of Bhakti. 

In the context of the above statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

38. Mahdawis asserted on the purification of historical Islam from innovation
(bida). Which one of the following views of the scholars is not correct?
(A) Mohammad Yasin has characterised the movement as ‘a plebeian
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revolt of the simple-hearted’. 
(B) K.A. Nizami refers to Mahdawi movement as ‘a crisis and a

commotion in the lower strata’.
(C) Derry MacLean argues that the early Mahdawis tended to prefer a low

profile and a quietist stance; while the later Mahadawis generally
adopted an uncompromising stance.

(D) A.S.B. Ansari has compared the Mahdawi ‘Cult of the dagger’ to the
‘Ismaili Assassins’.

39. Consider the following statements concerning the Mughal Zamindars:
(a) Zamindar holding a full Pargana had to render military service with

a fixed contingent.
(b) Zamindar holding only a part (taraf) of a few villages in a Pargana paid

Salami.
(c) One half of the Zamindar’s territory whose revenue zamindars were

to deposit in the state treasury was known as talpad.
Select the correct answer from the code given below: 
Codes: 
(A) (a) only
(B) (b) only
(C) (a) and (b)
(D) (a) and (c)

40. A large number of marks and symbols, sometimes accompanied by the
names of individuals, are found inscribed on almost all the stones used
in the construction of medieval monuments.
These marks and symbols carried some purpose. Which of the following
purpose is not relevant in regard of inscribing the marks?
(A) To identify the creator.
(B) Inscribed mark should be exclusive of a creator.
(C) Stone supplier or mason used the mark.
(D) To identify a building and the owner of a building.

41. Which one of the following European travellers commented that “in India,
there were no academies (except Madrasas for religious study) where
systematic study of the western sciences could be taken up. Thus interest in
western science and philosophy was individual and died with the
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individual”? 
(A) Father Monserrate
(B) Bernier
(C) Tavernier
(D) Manucci

42. Which one of the following statements is not correct in regard to painting?
(A) The Mughal emperor Humayun brought master painters – Abdu’s

Samad and Mir Saiyid Ali from Persia in 1555.
(B) Akbar established a large atelier that undertook the illustration of the

Hamzanama in the 1560s.
(C) Jahgangir’s period rejected the European influence on the painting.
(D) In the 18th century, regional paintings came into existence,

depicting especially Krishna Lilas.

43. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Kos minar is a category of architecture that developed

with a clear association with road networks.
Reason (R): Minar’s primary function was to serve as markers of

following correct route for their destination.
In the context of the above statements which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

44. Which one of the following pairs is not correctly matched?
Coin Type 

(A) Sikka – Newly coined rupee
(B) Chalani – Coins struck in the preceding years
(C) Khazana – Coins current from former reigns
(D) Peth – Actual weight of the coin is less than the

face value of the coin
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45. Which of the following is not correct in relation to the village community?
(A) Buchanan’s survey of South India became the basis for theories

about the ‘Indian Village Community’.
(B) B.H. Baden-Powell saw the ‘Village community’ as a mere

expression of the operation of joint-property by heirs of an original
single proprietor.

(C) W.H. Wiser opined that village servants and artisans were attached to
the village.

(D) Hiroshi Fukazawa found that rural artisans and servants were tied
to the village rather than to individuals.

46. Aurangazeb’s Farmans to Rasikdas and Muhammad Hashim throw light on
(a) declining agriculture and oppressive taxation.
(b) problem of flight of peasantry from land.
(c) peasant uprisings specially that of the Satnamis
and the Jats. Select the correct answer from the code
given below:
Codes:
(A) (a) only
(B) (a) and (b)
(C) (a) and (c)
(D) (b) and (c)

47. Jizya was reimposed by Aurangazeb in 1679. What is the argument of
Satish Chadnra on the reimposition of Jizya by Aurangazeb?
(A) Jizya was levied on account of the opposition of the Hindus and

the greed of the rulers.
(B) Jizya was imposed by Aurangazeb for he wanted to force the non-

Muslims to accept Islam.
(C) The reimposition of Jizya marked a deepening political crisis, due

primarily to the deterioration of the situation in the Deccan.
(D) Jizya was used as a device for relieving the pressure on the general

treasury.

48. Tuhfat-ul Hind written by Mirza Muhammad for Aurangazeb’s
grandson, Prince Muizzuddin Jahandar Shah deals with which one of the
following themes?
(A) Music
(B) A sufi work
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(C) Culinary science
(D) Plants and animal kingdoms

49. Which of the following are correct explanations in regard of Maratha
interest to support the Mughal emperor against the invasion of Nadir Shah?
(a) Marathas considered Nadir Shah’s invasion as intrusion by an outsider.
(b) If Nadir Shah was to stay in India and found a new dynasty, it would

be a big blow against Maratha ambition.
(c) Shahu instructed Baji Rao to hurry to the aid of the Emperor in

accordance with understanding to Aurangazeb that whenever the
Empire was in any difficulty, Marathas would help.

(d) Bajirao immediately rushed to help the
Mughal army. Select your answer from the code
given below:
Codes:
(A) (a), (b) and (c)
(B) (b), (c) and (d)
(C) (a), (b), (c) and (d)
(D) (c)and (d)

50. Regional history is important for better understanding of historical
developments. Given below are the list of authors and books on regional
histories. Which of the following pair is not correctly matched?

Author Book 
(A) G.D. Sharma – Rajput Polity: A Study of Politics and

Administration   the State of Marwar, 1638-1749 
(B) Hiroshi Fukazawa     –     Medieval Maharashtra
(C) Sushil Chaudhary       –     From Prosperity to decline – Eighteenth

 Century Bengal 
(D) Mohibbul Hasan – Kashmir under the Sultans

51. Chronologically arrange the following treaties signed by the British with
Native states and select the correct code:
(a) Treaty of Assaye
(b) Treaty of Lahore
(c) Treaty of Rajghat
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(d) Subsidiary Treaty with Nizam of Hyderabad
Codes:
(A) (a), (b), (c), (d)
(B) (d), (a), (c), (b)
(C) (c), (d), (a), (b)
(D) (d), (c), (b), (a)

52. “The chief value of the Raja’s (Raja Ram Mohun Roy) labours, to our
mind, seems to lie in his fight against the forces of medievalism in India,
and it is for this reason, that we claim for him the honour of being the father
of the present Indian Renaissance.”
Who wrote these words?
(A) Surendranath Banerjee
(B) Dwarkanath Tagore
(C) Arobindo Ghosh
(D) Bipin Chandra Pal

53. Who among the following became the first native professor in Elphinston
Institute, Bombay in 1835?
(A) Dadoba Pandurang Tarkhadkar
(B) Bal Gangadhar Jambhekar
(C) Parshuram Balwant Godbole
(D) Sadashiv Kashinath Chhatre

54. When was the first female school opened in
Rawalpindi?
(A) Feb. 1856
(B) June 1856
(C) Dec. 1856
(D) Aug. 1856

55. The Vernacular Press Act IX of 1878 became law on March 14 and it was
operative in all the provinces, except Madras because
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(A) Natives of Madras were pro British.
(B) Madras province had only English papers during that time.
(C) Where the press in Indian languages was not yet strong.
(D) In Madras most of the vernacular printing presses were owned by the

British.

56. In 1884-88, a twenty two year old Hindu woman was taken to Bombay High Court by
her husband; what is the name of this case?
(A) Rukhamini – Madhavji Case
(B) Rukhmabai – Dadaji Case
(C) Rukhmabai – Babaji Case
(D) Ramabai – Keshavji Case

57. In which year the very famous book ‘Stree-Purush Tulana’ (A comparison
between women and men) of Tarabai Shinde was published?
(A) 1880
(B) 1883
(C) 1882
(D) 1885

58. In which year was Indian National Social Conference Session separated
from the session of Indian National Congress?
(A) 1894
(B) 1895
(C) 1896
(D) 1901

59. Chronologically arrange the following aggrarian revolts which took place
in the late 19th century:
(a) Kuka Revolt of Punjab
(b) Aggrarian Revolt of Pabna District
(c) Indigo Revolt in Bengal
(d) Deccan Agricultural Disturbances
Select the correct answer from the codes given below:
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Codes: 
(A) (d), (b), (c), (a)
(B) (c), (d), (b), (a)
(C) (a), (d), (b), (c)
(D) (c), (a), (b), (d)

60. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct code regarding the
Presidents of the Indian National Congress and the years of their
presidentship:
List-I List-II 

a. Dadabhai Naoroji i. 1895 and 1902
b. Surendranath Banerjee ii. 1911 and 1917
c. William Wedderburn iii. 1889 and 1910
d. Dr. Annie Besant iv. 1886 and 1893

Codes : 
a b c d 

(A) iv i iii ii
(B) ii iii iv i
(C) iii iv ii i 
(D) iii i iv ii

61. Which among the following places were set up as Vedanta Centres when
Swami Vivekanand visited U.S.A. in 1899?
(a) Chicago
(b) New York
(c) San Francisco
(d) Los Angeles
Codes:
(A) (a) and (b)
(B) (b) and (c)
(C) (b) and (d)
(D) (c) and (d)
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62. Who among the following wrote the novel ‘The Lake of Palms’ and
who’s Ramayana and Mahabharata in English verse secured him a
permanent place in Indo-Anglian Literature?
(A) Romesh Chandra Dutt
(B) Michael Madhusudan Dutt
(C) Aru Dutt
(D) Rajani Palme Dutt

63. From among following, who accepted the myth of ‘the safety valve
theory’ regarding the origin of Indian National Congress?
(A) Lala Lajpat Rai
(B) C.F. Andrews and Girija Mukherji
(C) R. Palme Dutt
(D) M.S. Golwalkar

64. In which year did Swami Shraddhanand start Gurukul Kangri at Hardwar?
(A) 1902
(B) 1904
(C) 1906
(D) 1908

65. In which year Lala Lajpat Rai and Ajit Singh were deported?
(A) 1907
(B) 1908
(C) 1909
(D) 1910

66. Whom among the following published in 1908 first regular propaganda
sheet, ‘The Free Hindustan’ in U.S.A.?
(A) Sardar Singh Rana
(B) Shyamji Krishna Varma
(C) Taraknath Das
(D) Madam Cama

67. Who said, “A government is an instrument of service only in so far as it is
based upon the will and consent of people. It is an instrument of oppression
where it enforces submission by coercion. Oppression, therefore, ceases
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when people cease to fear terror – of law or arms”? 
(A) B.G. Tilak
(B) Dr. Annie Besant
(C) Mahatma Gandhi
(D) M.N. Roy

68. Who among the following was the editor of Bombay Chronicle and was
deported?
(A) Stanley Reed Fraser
(B) Benjamin Guy Horniman
(C) S.K. Radcliffe
(D) C.F. Andrews

69. Who among the following did not exert influence on Mahatma Gandhi
during his formative period?
(A) Raychandra Mehta
(B) John Stuart Mill
(C) John Ruskin
(D) Leo Tolstoy

70. Who led the Mulshi Dam Satyagrah in 1922?
(A) M.K. Gandhi
(B) N.C. Kelkar
(C) P.M. Bapat
(D) Vinoba Bhave

71. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer with the help of
the code given below:

List-I List-II 
a. Golmuri Tinplate Strike i. 1929
b. Great Indian Peninsular Railways Strike ii. 1930
c. Assam-Bengal Railways Strike iii. 1921
d. Ahmedabad Textile Strike iv. 1918
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   Code: 
a b c d 

(A) ii iii iv i
(B) i ii iii iv
(C) i ii iv iii
(D) iv ii iii i

72. Which national leader stated in 1929 that Congress was ‘not a labour
organisation’ but ‘a large body comprising all manner of people’?
(A) N.M. Joshi
(B) M.N. Roy
(C) Jawaharlal Nehru
(D) Subhas Chandra Bose

73. Which Indian revolutionary abroad handed over command of the I.N.A.
to Subhas Chandra Bose in 1943?
(A) Captain Mohan Singh
(B) Sardar Pritam Singh
(C) Captain Shah Nawaz Khan
(D) Rashbehari Bose

74. When was States Reorganization Commission appointed by Prime Minister
Nehru?

(A) 1948

(B) 1951

(C) 1953

(D) 1955

75. Under which constitutional reform, the Diarchy was introduced at provincial
level?
(A) Morley-Minto Reforms (1909)
(B) Montasque-Chelmsford Reforms (1919)
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(C) Simon Commission Report (1927)
(D) Government of India Act (1935)
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 ANSWER KEY 
Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 D 26 D 51 B 
2 C 27 A 52 D 
3 B 28 B 53 B 
4 D 29 A 54 C 
5 A 30 C 55 C 
6 A 31 B 56 B 
7 B 32 B 57 C 
8 B 33 D 58 B 
9 A 34 A 59 D 
10 B 35 A 60 A 
11 C 36 D 61 D 
12 B 37 A 62 A 
13 A 38 C 63 B 
14 B 39 C 64 A 
15 C 40 D 65 A 
16 C 41 B 66 C 
17 B 42 C 67 C 
18 A 43 A 68 B 
19 C 44 D 69 B 
20 D 45 C 70 C 
21 C 46 B 71 B 
22 A 47 C 72 C 
23 D 48 A 73 D 
24 A 49 A 74 C 
25 A 50 B 75 B 
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1. In India the earliest archaeological remains of hearth has been found
from:

(A) Bila Surgam

(B) Hunsgi

(C) Bhimbetaka

(D) Mahagara

2. From where in South Asia the earliest evidence of wheat-barley
farming has been found?

(A) Punjab

(B) Baluchistan

(C) Sindh

(D) Rajasthan

3. Which one of the following is not correctly matched?

(A) Rakhigarhi - Middle Town

(B) Harappa - Cemetery - H

(C) Mohenjo-daro- Cemetery R - 37

(D) Kalibangan - Burial of male and female

4. Match List - I (Harappan site) with List - II (Archaeological
remains) and select the correct answer from the code given below:

2015 DECEMBER PAPER II 
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List - I List - II 

a. Mohenjo-daro i. Bronze chariot

b. Harappa ii. Inscribed bronze axe

c. Lothal iii. Terracotta plough

d. Banawali iv. Ivory scale

Codes: 
 a     b       c     d 

(A) (i) (ii) (iv)   (iii)
(B) (iii) (i)     (ii)  (iv)
(C) (ii) (i) (iv)  (iii)
(D) (iv) (iii)   (ii)    (i)

5. Which of the following Aryan deities have been invoked in the
Boghaz Koi inscription from Asia Minor?

(A) Agni, Rudra, Soma
(B) Indra, Surya, Vishnu
(C) Rudra, Marut, Pushan, Bhaga
(D) Indra, Nasatya, Mitra, Varuna

6. In India from where the earliest evidence of Bhojpatra (a well
known writing material in India) has been found?

(A) Kaushambi

(B) Hastinapur

(C) Atranjikhera

(D) Sringaverpur

7. Which of the following is a Sanhita of Suklayajurveda?

(A) Kathaka

(B) Maitrayaniya
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(C) Taittiriya

(D) Vajasanai

8. Which of the following states of South - India was mentioned in
Megasthenes's Indica?

(A) Chera

(B) Pandya

(C) Satiyaputta

(D) Chola

9. From where the largest apsidal shrine of Indian subcontinent is
discovered?

(A) Sirsukh

(B) Sirkap

(C) Kaushambi

(D) Anuradhapur

10. Who among the following was the President of third Sangam?

(A) Irundayar

(B) Tiripuramerittha

(C) Nakkirar

(D) Mudinagarayar

11. Which of the following dynasties in India introduced date on their
coins for the first time?

(A) Indo-Greek

(B) Indo-Scythians
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(C) Kushan

(D) Karddamaka Shaka

12. Bayana hoard contained the coins of Gupta dynasty from:

(A) Chandragupta I to Buddhagupta

(B) Chandragupta I to Skandagupta

(C) Chandragupta II to Vishnugupta

(D) Chandragupta II to Kumargupta III

13. Which of the following inscriptions mentioned the evidence of Sun
temple?
(A) Aihole
(B) Mandasor
(C) Eran
(D) Banskhera

14. Which of the following dynasties in India had not issued their own
coins?
(A) Chalukya
(B) Pallava
(C) Rashtrakuta
(D) Chola

15. Who among the following was Samudragupta's contemporary ruler
of Kanchi?
(A) Mahendra
(B) Nilaraja
(C) Vishnugopa
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(D) Ugrasena

16. Which of the following places was famous for cotton trade in Chola
country?
(A) Kaveripattanam
(B) Nandipura
(C) Uraiyur
(D) Tanjore

17. Who among the following authors is known for his satires exposing
the evils of the contemporary society?
(A) Bhasa
(B) Bhavabhuti
(C) Kshemendra
(D) Sriharsha

18. Who compiled Nat-i Muhammadi a biography of the prophet
Muhammad?

(A) Amir Khwurd

(B) Minhaj Siraj

(C) Shams-i Siraj Afif

(D) Zia-ud din Barani

19. Match List - I with List - II and choose correct answer from the
codes given below:

List - I List - II 

a. Barbak i. Pavilion bearer
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b. Wakil-i dar ii. Commander of bodyguard

c. Sar-i Jandar iii. Minister-in-charge of the royal
household

d. Kewani iv. Chamberlain

     Codes: 
 a     b       c     d 

(A) (i) (ii) (iii)   (iv)
(B) (iv) (iii)   (ii)   (i)
(C) (ii) (iv) (iii)   (i)
(D) (iii)  (i)   (iv)   (ii)

20. Which of the following is not correct?

(A) With the establishment of the Sultanate the older system or systems
were not immediately eliminated, but continued to function
though with the superimposition of the demands of a new ruling
class.

(B) The rebellious territories were called mawas.

(C) Ala'uddin's method of land revenue assessment and collection
was very close to what was called Kankut in later times.

(D) Two chroniclers namely Barani and Yahya give different ways in
which increase in the scale of agrarian taxation was brought out
by Muhammad Tughluq. Yahya says that new additional imports
(abwab) were levied on the peasantry and Barani says that the
three major taxes were more vigorously assessed and collected.

21. Who is the author of the following statement:

"It may be that, among Indian states, the Vijayanagara state does 
come closest to some form of 'feudalism', but the difference between 
this 'war state' and others in Europe and Japan to which the label 
'feudal' has been applied are so fundamental that the concept does not 
provide a useful framework for discussing the social order at the 
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time". 

(A) D.C. Sircar

(B) Nilakanta Sastri

(C) A.Krishnaswami

(D) Burton Stein

22. Read the following passage:

"I visited the buildings of Man Singh and Bikramajit thoroughly. 
They are wonderful buildings, entirely of hewn stone, in heavy and 
unsymmetrical blocks however, of all the Rajas' buildings Man 
Singh's is the best and loftiest". 

Who expressed these views after visiting the royal buildings of 
Gwalior? 

(A) Babur

(B) Akbar

(C) Jahangir

(D) Shah Jahan

23. Which of the following sources has narrated the history of the first
nineteen years of the reign of Abdullah Qutub Shah (1626 - 72)
which is more like a diary of the Qutub Shahi court and gives
account of the social life and the administration of the Kingdom?

(A) Mir Rafi ud-Din's Tazkirat ul Muluk

(B) Mirza Nizamuddin Ahmad's Haqiqat-u-Salatin

(C) Mansa Ram's Maasir-i Nizami

(D) Tabatabai's Burhan-i Maasir

24. Under the Mughals peshkash and nazr were two distinct forms of
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offering presents to the emperor. Aurangzeb reorganised the 
terminology. 

Which of the following statement is not correct in this regard? 

(A) All peshkash in cash to be called nazr.

(B) Niaz should be used for the gifts of princes.

(C) Nisar should be used for the gifts of the nobles.

(D) Nazr was to be offered in thanks-giving felicitous occasions of
lesser importance.

25. Which of the following is not correct about Indian technology under
the Mughals?

(A) The world-famous textiles were produced without the aid of
multi-spindle wheels.

(B) The seagoing vessels did not have any modern nautical
instruments except the astrolabe.

(C) The massive Mughal monuments were constructed with the
help of such elementary aids as the wheel-barrow.

(D) Even such elementary objects as screws with proper grooves
essential for most mechanical processes were not produced.

26. Term 'Chakla' has been used in medieval Indian history sources. It
means:

(A) identical to pargana

(B) identical to sarkar

(C) identical to tappa

(D) territorial unit between suba and pargana, but not necessarily
identical to sarkar
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27. Which of the following statement is not correct?

(A) In Khalisa Sharifa, the taxes were collected for the Imperial
treasury.

(B) The Jagirs were regularly transferred, and an area might at one
time be in the Khalisa, at another time assigned in Jagir.

(C) Jamadami had no role in Jagir assignments.

(D) Mansabdars were assigned Jagirs in lieu of cash salary.

28. Which of the following items presented by the English to the court of
Jahangir was viewed as 'wonder to the Mongol'?
(A) Sea – coal
(B) Spectacles
(C) Mechanical clock
(D) Printed books in Arabic and Persian

29. Regarding which of the following institutions Manucci makes the
following impassioned reference:

"When any hungry wretch takes it into his head to ruin the 
Kingdom", he goes to the King and says to him "Sire! If your Majesty 
will give me the permission to raise money and a certain number of 
armed men, I will pay so many millions". 

(A) Jagirdari
(B) Ijaradari
(C) Zamindari
(D) Diwani

30. Population of Mughal India is estimated by scholars using various
variables. Which of the following statement is not correct in this
regard?
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(A) Moreland has estimated the population of Mughal India on
the basis of extent of cultivated area (arazi).

(B) Moreland has estimated the population of the Deccan and
South India on the basis of civilian : soldier ratio.

(C) Ashok V. Desai has estimated the population of Mughal India
on the basis of total and per capita land revenue.

(D) Kingsley Davis has modified moreland's figures of India's
population from 100 million to 145 million.

31. "The attempt to extend Mughal administration over Golconda,
Bijapur and Karnataka stretched the Mughal empire to a breaking
point _______perhaps, Aurangzeb might have been better advised to
accept the suggestion put forward by his eldest son, Shah Alam, for a
settlement with Bijapur and Golconda, annex only a part of their
territories, and let them rule over Karnataka which was far away
and difficult to manage".

These are the views of:

(A) Jadu Nath Sarkar

(B) Athar Ali

(C) Satish Chandra

(D) J.F. Richards

32. What is not true about the Mughal court etiquetters?

(A) When the darbar proceedings were on, nobles were not
permitted to sit.

(B) In 1683 Aurangzeb issued an order that mansabdars below the
rank of 2000, when taking leave of the emperor should not
wait for fatiha to be read.
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(C) In 1693 Aurangzeb ordered that the colour of the garments of
the Umara should not be red.

(D) The nobles were to wear nima astin and wrap a shawl round
their shoulders in the presence of the emperor.

33. Where did a school develop where manuscripts, including that of
the dictionary Miftah ul Fuzala were profusely illustrated?

(A) Bengal

(B) Malwa

(C) Gujarat

(D) Deccan

34. Chronologically arrange the advent of European Commercial
Companies into India.

(a) Portugues

(b) British

(c) Dutch

(d) French

 Select the correct answer from the codes given below: 

(A) (d), (b), (a), (c)
(B) (c), (a), (d), (b)
(C) (b), (d), (a), (c)
(D) (a), (c), (b), (d)
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35. Consider the following statements relating to the military operations
of Count de Lally in the Carnatic:

(a) The Home Government instructed Lally to gradually penetrate
inland.

(b) To participate in the mutual quarrels of Indian princes to the
best advantage of the French in India.

(c) To concentrate his efforts upon seizing the fortified stations of
the English on the Indian coast.

(d) To introduce reforms which were deemed necessary for the

company's administration. Select the correct answer from the codes 

given below: 

(A) (a), (b) and (c) are correct

(B) (b), (c) and (d) are correct

(C) (a)and (b) are correct

(D) (c)and (d) are correct

36. Between whom the Treaty of Bassein was signed in 1802?

(A) The Gaekwars of Baroda and the Marquis of Wellesley

(B) Malharrao Holkar and Mountstuart Elphinstone

(C) Peshwa Baji Rao II and the Marquis of Wellesley

(D) Raja Pratap Singh of Satara and Mountstuart Elphinstone
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37. Which of the following tribes did not form a part of the Kol
Rebellion in 1832 - 33?

(A) Chuars

(B) Hos

(C) Bhils

(D) Munda

38. Who among the following did not belong to the Baptist missionary
group?
(A) William Carey
(B) Montalambert
(C) Joshua Marshman
(D) William Ward

39. Dayanand Saraswati was not against which of the following
religious idea?

(A) Idolatory

(B) Polytheism

(C) Pantheism

(D) Veneration of Cow

40. Identify among the following who was not an Orientalist?
(A) H.T. Colebrooke
(B) Charles Grant
(C) William Carey
(D) James Princeps

41. What constituted the Crux of the Drain theory highlighted by Dada
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Bhai Naoroji? 

(A) Abuse of trade practices by the merchants of the ruling race.

(B) Ill-gotten money taken from the princely rulers and remitted to
England.

(C) Unrequited exports from India.

(D) Glutting of Indian markets with British manufactured goods.

42. Match the social movements mentioned in the List - I with the
regions mentioned in List - II, in which they were founded. Select
the correct code given below:

List - I List - II 
(a) Paramhansa Mandali (i) Punjab
(b) Kayastha Sabha (ii) Maharashtra
(c) Sarin Sabha (iii) Kerala
(d) Sri Narayan Dharma
Paripalan Sabha

(iv) Uttar Pradesh

Codes: 
 a     b       c     d 

(A) (ii) (iv)  (i)   (iii)
(B) (i) (ii)   (iii)  (iv)
(C) (iv) (iii) (ii)   (i)
(D) (iii)  (i)   (iv)   (ii)

43. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and
the other labelled as
Reason (R)

Assertion (A): Some held the view that under a socialist
government colonialism could play a positive 
civilizing role. 

Reason (R): Such a view was often used by some sections in the 
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socialist movement to support the colonial policies of 
their respective governments. 

In the context of the above statements which of the following is 
correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of
(A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation
of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

44. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the
codes given below:

List-I (President of Indian National 
Congress) 

List-II (Year) 

(a)Rahimatullah Sayani i. 1887
(b)Badruddin Tyabji ii. 1896
(c) Maulana Abul Kalam Azad iii. 1913
(d) Nawab Syed Mahomed iv. 1945

   Codes: 
 a     b       c     d 

(A) (ii) (iii)  (i)    (iv)
(B) (iv) (ii)    (i)  (iii)
(C) (ii)  (i) (iv)  (iii)
(D) (iv)  (i)   (iii)   (ii)

45. Who authored the book - The Indian Struggle 1935 - 1942?

(A) Lala Lajpat Rai
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(B) Motilal Nehru

(C) Pattabhi Sitaramayya

(D) Subhas Chandra Bose

46. Which of the following was observed as the "Direct Action Day"

by the Muslim League?

(A) 16th June 1946

(B) 16th July 1946

(C) 16th August 1946

(D) 16th September 1946

47. Which of the following rulers of larger states expressed their desire to
remain Independent as early as June 1947?

(A) Travancore and Bhopal

(B) Jodhpur and Junagarh

(C) Jaipur and Udaipur

(D) Mysore and Baroda

48. "Prose of Counter-Insurgency", which is regarded as a classic
statement of the Subaltern School was written by:
(A) David Arnold
(B) Gayatri Chakrabarty-Spivak
(C) Ranajit Guha
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(D) Dipesh Chakrabarty

49. Who observed that: "Just as Darwin discovered the law of
development of organic nature, so Marx discovered the law of
development of human history"?
(A) Frederich Engels
(B) A.J.P. Taylor
(C) Charles A. Beard
(D) A. Marwick

50. Consider the following statements concerning Indian national
historiography:

(a) It eagerly searched for national identity.

(b) Emotional approach did not take over the place of reason.

(c) The ideal of objectivity hardly became a casualty at the hands of
nationalist historian.

(d) There was glorification of ancient

Indian past. Select the correct answer

from the codes given below:

(A) (a), (b) and (d) are correct

(B) (b)and (c) are correct

(C) (b), (c) and (d) are correct

(D) (a)and (d) are correct
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   ANSWER KEY 

Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 A 26 D 
2 B 27 C 
3 C 28 A 
4 C 29 B 
5 D 30 D 
6 D 31 C 
7 D 32 D 
8 B 33 B 
9 B 34 D 
10 C 35 D 
11 D 36 C 
12 B 37 C 
13 B 38 B 
14 B 39 D 
15 C 40 B 
16 C 41 C 
17 C 42 A 
18 D 43 A 
19 B 44 C 
20 D 45 D 
21 D 46 C 
22 A 47 A 
23 B 48 C 
24 D 49 A 
25 C 50 D 
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 2015 DECEMBER PAPER III 

1. Where have human fossils been found in situ with palaeolithic tools?
(A) Attirampakkam
(B) Bhimbetka
(C) Didwana
(D) Hathnora

2. Which one of the following statements is not true about the Harappan
civilization?
(A) It was the first urban civilization in South Asia.
(B) The Harappans were the first to use wheeled transport.
(C) The Harappans had brisk trade contacts with the people of Nile Valley.
(D) Harappa made objects have been found in South Turkmenistan.

3. Which of the following vedic sacrifices were directly related to kingship?
(A) Asvamedha and Rajasuya
(B) Asvamedha and Vajapeya
(C) Asvamedha, Rajasuya and Vajapeya
(D) Rajasuya and Vajapeya

4. 3101 B.C. as the date of Mahabharata war is mentioned in which of the
following inscriptions?
(A) Aihole Inscription of Pulakesin II
(B) Junagarh Inscription of Rudradaman
(C) Badva Inscription of 238 A.D.
(D) Nandsa Inscription of 226 A.D.

5. Where did the Buddha deliver the maximum number of his sermons?
(A) Kusinagara
(B) Sarnath
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(C) Sravasti
(D) Vaisali

6. Who was the Chief of Swami Mahavira's nuns' order?
(A) Chandana
(B) Khema
(C) Sujata
(D) Trisala

7. On the basis of his Kshatriya descent who had claimed a share in the relics of
Buddha?
(A) Ajatasatru
(B) Chetaka
(C) Prasenjit
(D) Vidudabha

8. Consider the following foreign authors:
(a) Ktesias

(b) Megasthenes

(c) Pliny

(d) Ptolemy

The correct chronological sequence of the above authors is:
(A) (a), (d), (c), (b)
(B) (a), (b), (c), (d)
(C) (c), (a), (d), (b)
(D) (b), (d), (a), (c)

9. Which of the following sangam authors has mentioned about the hoarded
wealth of the Nanda rulers?
(A) Avvaiyar
(B) Mamulanar
(C) Paranar
(D) Sattanar
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10. According to the Kautiliya Arthasastra who among the following was
responsible for issuing coins?
(A) Akshapataladhyaksha
(B) Lakshanadhyaksha
(C) Panyadhyaksha
(D) Sauvarnika

11. Which inscription of Asoka refers to his paternal conception of king's duty?
(A) Minor Rock Edict II
(B) Pillar Edict VII
(C) Rock Edict XII
(D) Separate Kalinga Edict I

12. 'Snana' was another name of which ancient Indian samsakara?
(A) Chudakarma
(B) Kesanta
(C) Maunjibandhana
(D) Samavartana

13. The ancient port Kaveripattanam was known to the authors of the Sangam age
as:
(A) Kondunglur
(B) Nelakinda
(C) Poduke
(D) Puhar

14. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the code given
below:
List – I (Text) List – II (Author) 

a. Kural i. Ilango Adigal
b. Tirumurai ii. Tiruvalluvar
c. Silappadikaram iii. Sattanar
d. Manimekalai iv. Nambi Andar Nambi

  Codes: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (iv) (ii) (i) (iii)
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(B) (ii) (iv) (i) (iii)
(C) (i) (iii) (iv) (ii)
(D) (iii) (ii) (iv) (i)

15. The Elephanta caves contain:
(A) Saiva Images
(B) Vaisnava Images
(C) Buddhist Images
(D) All the above

16. Who among the following Kings was born in a military camp during his
father's campaigns?

(A) Pala King Dharmapala

(B) Pratihara King Nagabhatta II

(C) Paramara King Bhoja

(D) Rashtrakuta King Amoghavarsha I

17. Which Arab traveller is said to have visited India during the reign of Pratihara
King Mihira Bhoja?
(A) Alberuni

(B) Al-Masudi

(C) Ibn-Buttuta
(D) Sulaiman

18. The distinctive symbol on the coins of Kalchuri king Gangeydeva is:

(A) Bull

(B) Elephant

(C) Lakshmi

(D) Vishnu

19. Famous cave - temples of the Chalukyan period are known from which of the
following?
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(A) Badami
(B) Kanchipuram
(C) Manyakheta
(D) Pattadakal

20. Arrange the following astronomers in the chronological order:

(a) Bhaskaracharya

(b) Bhoja

(c) Brahmagupta

(d) Varahamihira

Select the correct answer from the code given below: 

(A) (a), (c), (b), (d)
(B) (b), (d), (c), (a)
(C) (d), (c), (a), (b)
(D) (d), (c), (b), (a)

21. Dramatist Bhavabhuti is given the credit of writing which of the following
works?

(a) Mahaviracharita

(b) Malatimadhava

(c) Ramacharita

(d) Uttararamacharita

Select the correct answer from the code given below: 

(A) (b) only
(B) (b) and (c)
(C) (a), (b) and (d)
(D) (a), (b) and (c)

22. The dance poses (Karanas) described in the Natyasastra are depicted in which of
the following temples?
(A) Chidambaram Temple

(B) Brihadiswara Temple
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(C) Kailasanatha Temple of Tanjavur
(D) Narttamalai Temple

23. Which among the following pairs is not correctly matched?
(Philosophical System) (Founder) 

(A) Nyaya - Gautama
(B) Purva Mimansa - Jaimini
(C) Uttara Mimansa - Badarayana
(D) Vaisesika - Kanada

24. The culmination of the Pandyan style of temple lies in the temple complex at:
(A) Kanchi
(B) Srirangam
(C) Tanjavur
(D) Vellore

25. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Veerasaiva sect turned into a radical movement against the

caste system and Brahmana orthodoxy.
Reason (R): Its founder Basavesvara was himself a non - Brahmana.
In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

26. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below the lists:

List – I (Author) List – II (Source) 
a. Vachaspati i. Nirnayasindhu
b. Raghunandana ii. Virmitrodaya
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c. Kamalakara Bhatta iii. Vivadachintamani
d. Mitra Mishra iv. Smrititattava

       Codes: 

(a) (b)  (c)   (d)

(A) (ii) (i) (iv) (iii)
(B) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(C) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)
(D) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)

27. "As Khizr Khan and Malka-i-Jahan were devoting themselves to interminable
feasts and celebrations and did not care about his nursing and treatment, the
Sultan attributed his illness to their negligence and his heart was deeply
alienated from them".
Identify the source and the name of the Sultan referred to in the above statement.

Source Name of the Sultan 
(A) Tarikh-i-Firuz Shahi - Balban
(B) Tarikh-i-Firishta - Alauddin Khalji
(C) Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahi - Mubarak Khalji
(D) Tughluq Nama - Ghiyasuddin Tughluq

28. Which of the following pairs is not correctly matched?
Author Source 

(A) Fakhr-i-Mudabbir - Adab ul Harb wa Shujaat
(B) Muhammad Kabir - Afsana-i-Shahan
(C) Zia ud din Barani - Fatawa-i-Jahandari
(D) Sadiduddin Muhammad Awfi - Khazain-ul-Futuh

29. These mischievous people never pay money from their own coffers .. They take
money by force from the weak and indigent peasants who live under them".
Who is reputed to have said this?
(A) Ala'u'ddin Khalji
(B) Farid (the later Sher Shah)
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(C) Muhammad Tughluq
(D) Feroz Tughluq

30. Match List - I with List - II and choose correct answer from the codes given
below:
List - I List - II 

(a) Amir-i-hajib (i) Accountant

(b) Mir-i-Arz (ii) Intelligence officer

(c) Mushrif (iii) Chief Chamberlain

(d) Barid (iv) In-charge of the Army at the centre

 Codes: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (ii) (iv) (iii) (i)
(B) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)
(C) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)
(D) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

31. "The Vijayanagara state boasted of being the protector of Hindu Varnaa s'
ramadharma  against Islam, yet its primary enemies were Hindu Chiefs and Kings,
and the city accommodated within itself a 'Turuska' quarter, a mosque and
Muslim tomb. It was, in many ways, more like a Muslim capital than a Hindu
one in its monumental architecture and in its Muslim soldiery and also in its
urbanity".
Whose quote is this?
(A) K.A. Nilakanta Sastri
(B) Burton Stein
(C) A. Krishnaswami
(D) Irfan Habib

32. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R)
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Assertion (A): Timur had to ensure the safety of his communications from Kabul 
through the territory of the Afghans by the building of forts and 
the punishment of the tribes. 

Reason (R): The massacre and destruction of two Afghan tribes, referred to as 
Purnian and Kalatian, in the usual Timurid style created an 
atmosphere of terror for the security of the routes. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false but (R) is true.

33. Which of the following is not correct?
(A) According to Chaitanya, worship consisted of love and devotion, and song

and dance which produced a state of ecstasy in which the presence of God
(Hari) could be realized.

(B) Abdul Wahid Bilgrami's Haqaiq - i Hindi shows the impact of Bhakti songs
of the Vaishnavite Saints on the Sufis.

(C) Mahadevi Akka from Karnataka, Lalleswari from Kashmir and Mirabai
from Rajasthan seem to show that it was difficult to reconcile marriage with
their inherent urge to love the lord.

(D) Shaikh Nuru'd-Din Rishi of Kashmir rejected local accretions and founded a
Puritan movement.

34. In 1568 Akbar issued the famous Fathnama of Chittor. Which of the following
Persian work contains the full text of the Fathnama?
(A) Tabaqat i Akbari
(B) Akbarnama
(C) Muntakhab-ut Tawarikh
(D) Munshat i Namkin

35. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer with the help of the
codes given below. List - I contains the kingdoms and the List - II period of
their domination.

List - I List - II 
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(a) Nizamshahi Kingdom (i) Since the middle of the seventeenth
century

(b) Qutubshahi Kingdom (ii) 1489 - 1686

(c) Adilshahi Kingdom (iii) 1489 - 1636

(d) Maratha Kingdom (iv) 1512 - 1687

  Codes: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (ii) (i) (iii) (iv)
(B) (iii) (iv) (ii) (i)
(C) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(D) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)

36. The Chief Qazi when moved with the imperial camp was designated as:
(A) Qazi-ul Quzzat
(B) Qazi Askar
(C) Sadr-us sudur
(D) Vakil-i Sharai

37. Which of the following is not correct about village community?
(A) According to Bernier the Indian peasantry was not an undifferentiated

mass.
(B) The village community was rife with internal contradictions and 'sub-

exploitation'.
(C) The upper class peasants are known as Khwud-Kasht in northern India,

Gharuhalas in Rajasthan and mirasdars in Maharashtra.
(D) The 'menial' population formed a reserve to be called upon to work in the

fields during harvests. They were also subjected to forced labour.

38. Given below are two statements. One is labelled as Assertion (A) and other is
labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): In 1574, Akbar fused the nobility, bureaucracy and military into a

single 'service', by assigning to each officer a mansab to indicate 
the holder's status, salary and size of military contingent. 
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Reason (R): Practically all officers in government, except the very petty or the 
purely religious, were filled by holders of mansabs, promotions 
and demotions were hence forth made in terms of additions or 
reductions of mansabs. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true but, (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false but, (R) is true.

39. All are correct except:
(A) Fatehpur Sikri is a skilful combination of arcuate and trabeate forms.
(B) Red sandstone is the principal material used for the construction of Agra

fort and the city of Fatehpur Sikri.
(C) Fatehpur Sikri was planned after Akbar's religious ideas had received their

final form.
(D) Akbar's own mausoleum at Sikandra was completed under his son

Jahangir.

40. Of the following which is said to be Persian in inspiration and Indian in
execution?
(A) Sher Shah's tomb
(B) Humayun's tomb
(C) Islam Shah's tomb
(D) Purana Qila

41. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Jharokha darshan, beginning of one's day with the glimpse of the

emperor, symbolises transference of divine benediction. 

Reason (R): Darshaniya sect was so called because they began their day with a 
glimpse, darshan, of the emperor. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is correct, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is correct.
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42. In regard of painting, which of the following statements is not correct?
(A) Muslim attitudes towards painting were far less strict than towards

sculpture.
(B) A tradition of wall painting, especially in private buildings, already existed

among Muslims outside India.
(C) The miniature painting which the Mughal emperors patronized and

promoted, was in the beginning a branch of Persian painting with its
emphasis on line, precision of detail and deliberate eschewing of
perspective.

(D) Famous painters Abdu's Samad and Mir Saiyyid Ali came to India from
Kabul with Akbar.

43. Regarding Timur's invasions, which of the following statement is not correct?
(A) Timur's experts built a pontoon bridge across the Indus, which was

crossed on 21 September, 1398.
(B) In city of Talmi, thirty five farsakhs from Multan, Hindus and Muslims

both resisted Timur.
(C) The muqaddams and rais of the Salt Range (Koh-i Judi) helped Timur to

cross their territory and obtained his favours.
(D) In trying to justify Timur's Indian invasion, Sharfuddin Ali Yezdi states

that the central government of Delhi, though in Muslim hands, was weak.

44. Watan - Jagir was a generic term. Its revenues were part of the:
(A) Khalisa revenues.
(B) Revenues of paibaqi land.
(C) Salary of the watan-jagir holder.
(D) Additional income of the watan holders.

45. Irfan Habib rejects Kingsley Devis's assumption that the population of Mughal
India remained fixed at 125 million from 1600 to 1750 saying that:
(A) Kingsley has perhaps been led away by his own enthusiasm for the

benefits of British rule.
(B) He ascribes excessively high productivity per acre to Akbar's time.
(C) He made no distinction between the Zabti provinces and the others.
(D) All of the above.
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46. The following are correct except:
(A) Among the first literary works in the court of Akbar was the preparation of

a Persian translation of his grandfather's Babur - Nama.
(B) Babur - Nama was translated by Abdul - Rahim Khan, Khan-i Khanan, the

son of Bairam Khan, who had been a poet in Turkish.
(C) Hindavi was recognized as a semi - official language by the Sur Sultans

(1540-55). The practice is said to have been introduced by the Lodhi Sultans.
Most of the Afghans, Babur tells us, could not speak Persian.

(D) Shaikh Yaqub Sarfi was one of those great Persian luminaries of Akbar's
court who had come from Iran and settled in India.

47. The eighteenth century is rich in production of provincial histories. Match
the following Persian texts with the region they focused:

Persian Text Region 
a. Khulasat - al Tawarikh i. Sindh
b. Mirat - ul Haqiqat ii. Bengal, Bihar, Orissa
c. Riyasat - al Salatin iii. Gujarat, Delhi, Agra
d. Tuhfat - al Kiram iv. Bengal and Orissa

  Codes: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)
(B) (iii) (ii) (iv) (i)
(C) (ii) (iv)  (i) (iii)
(D) (i) (iii) (iv) (ii)

48. Gulbadan Begum led a hajj delegation to Mecca and stayed there for two and half
years before returning in 1582. Which of the following royal women was not part
of the delegation?
(A) Hamida Bano Begum
(B) Salima Sultan Begum
(C) Gulnar Agha
(D) Umm-Kulsun Khanum

49. Consider the following statements about bhakti movement:
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(a) Ramananda in his Ananda Bhashya did not recognise the right of a Sudra
to read the Vedas.

(b) Gyaneshwar's Bhavartha Dipika/Gyaneshwari is a Marathi commentary on
Bhagavadgita.

(c) Chaitanya's disciple Chandidas in his Chaitanya Bhagavat mentions how
Chaitanya socialises with the lower castes.

(d) Kabir is called a Firdausi Sufi in a 17th century Sufi Account Mirat - ul
Asrar.

Select the correct answer from the code given below: 

(A) (a), (b), (c)

(B) (b), (c), (d)

(C) (a), (b), (d)

(D) (a), (c), (d)

50. Below are the two statements: One labelled as Assertion (A) and the other as
Reason(R)

Assertion (A): There were many good reasons for avoiding technological
innovation or any form of mechanization of Indian manufactures 
in medieval India. 

Reason (R): As any innovation implied a measure of risk and some investment 
of capital, the Indian workman living on the margin of subsistence 
had hardly any means to undertake it. In such a situation only a 
limited technological innovation initiated by the state or by the 
profit-seeking merchant could be expected. 

Code: 

(A) (A) is correct but, (R) partly explains (A).

(B) (A) is correct and (R) fully explains the (A).

(C) (R) is correct, but (A) is wrong.

(D) (A) is correct, but (R) is wrong.

51. Which Baptist missionary got converted to the Unitarian principles of Raja Ram
Mohan Roy and founded 'Unitarian Mission' along with Raja Ram Mohan
Roy?
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(A) John Wilson

(B) William Adam

(C) William Wilberforce

(D) Charles Grant

52. Which of the following statements is not correct in respect of James Mill, the
imperialist historiographer?

(A) Mill was one of the leading utilitarians of his time.

(B) While writing the History of British India he depended more on traveller's
reports.

(C) He advocated that Indian culture was static and its transformation lay in
the infusion of Western ideas.

(D) He accepted the views expressed by William Jones and other orientalists
on ancient Indian culture.

53. Who among the following Muslim scholars and reformers did not support
orthodoxy?

(A) Shah Wali-ullah

(B) Haji Shariat-ullah

(C) Jamaluddin al-Afghani

(D) Vikar-ul-Mulk

54. Who among the following Europeans did not become the President of the
Indian National Congress?

(A) A.O. Hume

(B) George Yule

(C) William Wedderburn

(D) Henry Cotton
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55. Identify the organization which carried out socio-religious reforms that did not
concern with women uplift?

(A) Deva Samaj

(B) Madras Hindu Association

(C) Poona Seva Sadan

(D) Indian Reform Association

56. Who started a monthly periodical called the Tahzibul Akhlaq in urdu?

(A) Badruddin Tyabji

(B) Rahimtulla Mohammed Sayani

(C) Sir Syed Ahmed Khan

(D) Sir Mohammed Iqbal

57. Who among the following were appointed as members of the India Council in
England in 1909?

(A) S.P. Sinha and Surendra Nath Banerjee

(B) K.G. Gupta and Syed Hussain Bilgrami

(C) Sir Ganga Singh and Aga Khan

(D) C.P. Ramaswami Aiyer and Ali Imam

58. Which of the following princely states given in pairs were the first to establish
universities in their state?
(A) Travancore and Baroda
(B) Jaipur and Patiala
(C) Mysore and Hyderabad
(D) Bhopal and Kashmir

59. Identify the person who was not a nationalist painter?
(A) Michael Madhusudan Dutt
(B) Raja Ravi Verma
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(C) Abinindranath Tagore
(D) Nandlal Bose

60. The decision of partition of Bengal was implemented on which of the following
date?

(A) 18th August 1905

(B) 16th October 1905

(C) 10th November 1905

(D) 5th December 1905

61. Which of the following is correct relating to the Swarajists' entry into the legislature ?

(A) To use it for the gradual transformation of Indian society.

(B) To use it as the training institution for Indians.

(C) To use it as a proper forum on which the struggle for the overthrow of colonial
state was to be carried out.

(D) To cooperate with the colonial state.

62. Who among the following did not attend an All Parties Conference convened
under Moti Lal Nehru's Presidentship?

(A) M.R. Jayakar

(B) Sardar Mangal Singh

(C) Sir Ali Imam

(D) Mohammad Shafi

63. When did Edwin Montague make historic declaration outlining British policy
of increasing association of Indians in every branch of administration?

(A) 17 July 1917

(B) 20 August 1917
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(C) 25 August 1917

(D) 29 August 1917

64. Which one of the following is not a correct statement regarding the Irwin -
Gandhi Pact?

(A) To release all political prisoners including those convicted for violence.

(B) The Government agreed for remission of all fines not yet collected.

(C) To show lenient treatment towards those government employees who had
resigned.

(D) The government conceded the right to make salt for consumption of
villagers along the coast.

65. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R).

Assertion (A): Prominent leaders of Indian National Congress did not like
the idea of independent status for the princely states. 

Reason (R): It was believed that, their existence as independent states would in 
no way affect India's transition into a progressive nation. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

66. During the Civil Disobedience Movement, where did Sarojini Naidu lead the
Satyagrahis to raid the salt depot?

(A) Dandi

(B) Wadala

(C) Sanikatta

(D) Dharasana
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67. Which Indian Princely state was the first to sign the Instrument of Accession
to the Indian Union?

(A) Patiala

(B) Baroda

(C) Bikaner

(D) Udaipur

68. Which of the following was not a valid criticism of the working of 'Diarchy'?

(A) Faulty division of subjects at the provincial level.

(B) Lack of ministerial collective responsibility.

(C) Paucity of finance for the transferred subjects.

(D) The newly appointed ministers were inexperienced and incompetent.

69. "The largest earthquake ever to be measured on the economic historians Richter
Scale" refers to:
(A) The Open Door
(B) The New Deal
(C) The Great Depression
(D) None of the above

70. Match the historians mentioned in  the List - I with the  school of history
given in  the List - II. Select the correct code given below:

List - I (Historian) List - II (School of history) 
(a) R. Palme Dutt (i) Nationalist
(b) Ranjit Guha (ii) Imperialist
(c) W.W. Hunter (iii) Marxist
(d) B.D. Basu (iv) Subaltern

             Codes: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iii) (iv) (ii) (i)
(B) (iv) (ii) (iii) (i)
(C) (i) (iii) (iv) (ii)
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(D) (iii) (i) (iv) (ii)

71. In which context the term 'Paramountcy' was used?

(A) To describe the relationship between the British crown and the Indian
princes.

(B) To describe the nature of confederacy of the Indian princes.

(C) To describe the newly conquered territory by the British crown.

(D) To recognize the independent status of Indian princely states.

72. From where the concept of "Directive Principles of State Policy" borrowed
into the Indian Constitution?
(A) Irish Constitution
(B) French Constitution
(C) British Constitution
(D) American Constitution

73. Jacques Derrida's method of deconstruction finds primarily theorized in:
(A) 0f Grammatology
(B) Speech and Phenomena
(C) Writing and Difference
(D) None of the above

74. Identify from among the following who is not a post modernist critique:
(A) Jacques Lacan
(B) Hayden White
(C) Michel Foucault
(D) Jacques Derrida

75. Which of the following statements is not correct concerning D.D. Kosambi's
approach to history writing?

(A) His writings reflect a methodology that combined historical inquiry
with sociology, anthropology and archaeology.

(B) He accepted over-precise and misleading periodization of Indian history.
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(C) He dismissed dynastic tables and epigraphs of conquests.

(D) He was more interested in modes of production and forms of social
organization.
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  ANSWER KEY 
Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 D 26 D 51 B 
2 C 27 B 52 D 
3 C 28 D 53 D 
4 A 29 B 54 A 
5 C 30 C 55 A 
6 A 31 B 56 C 
7 A 32 A 57 B 
8 B 33 D 58 C 
9 B 34 D 59 A 
10 B 35 B 60 B 
11 D 36 B 61 C 
12 D 37 A 62 D 
13 D 38 A 63 B 
14 B 39 C 64 A 
15 A 40 B 65 C 
16 D 41 B 66 D 
17 D 42 D 67 B 
18 C 43 B 68 D 
19 A 44 C 69 B 
20 D 45 A 70 A 
21 C 46 D 71 A 
22 B 47 A 72 A 
23 C 48 A 73 A 
24 B 49 C 74 B 
25 C 50 A 75 B 
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   JUNE PAPER II 

1. The hominoid fossils of Hathnora is:
(A) Homo erectus
(B) Homo habilis
(C) Homo sapiens
(D) None of the above

2. The burial practice was started by:
(A) Homo sapiens
(B) Homo erectus
(C) Homo neanderthalensin
(D) Homo habilis

3. From where the largest number of copper hoards have been found?

(A) Jodhpura

(B) Bahadrabad

(C) Saipai

(D) Gungeria

4. Match List - I (Harappan site) with List - II (archaeological
remains) and select the correct answer from the code given below:

List - I List - II 

(a) Mohenjo - daro (i) Terracotta horse figurine

(b) Lothal (ii) Terracotta spoked wheel

(c) Harappa (iii) Horse's fossil

(d) Pirak (iv) Fire altar

2015
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  Codes: 
 a     b       c     d 

(A) (ii) (iii) (iv)    (i)
(B) (i) (iv)  (ii)  (iii)
(C) (iv) (iii) (ii)   (i)
(D) (iii) (ii)   (iv)    (i)

5. Who amongst the following was the first to propose that Harappan
culture had developed in the Indus region itself and was not
intrusive from western region?
(A) Daya Ram Sahni
(B) Rakhal Das Banerji
(C) John Marshall
(D) Madho Sarup Vats

6. The earliest epigraphical evidence of Indo - European language have
been found at:
(A) Bactri
(B) Iraq
(C) Iran
(D) Syria

7. Which of the following priest composed Gayatri mantra?
(A) Vasistha
(B) Vishvamitra
(C) Atri
(D) Bharadwaj

8. Which of the following Vedang is associated with metrics?
(A) Shiksha
(B) Kalpa
(C) Nirukta
(D) Chhanda
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9. The Greek settlement 'Boukephala' was situated on:
(A) Ravi
(B) Chenab
(C) Jhelum
(D) Sindhu

10. Which of the following dynasty issued largest number of Copper
coins in India?
(A) Indo - Greek
(B) Satvahana
(C) Kushan
(D) Gupta

11. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the
code given below:

List-I (Chalukya temple) List-II (their builder) 
a. Brahma temple i. Trailokyamadevi
b. Huchchimall temple ii. Lokamahadevi
c. Virupaksha temple iii. Vinyaditya
d. Mallikarjuna temple iv. Vijayaditya

 Codes: 
 a     b       c     d 

(A) (i) (ii) (iii)   (iv)
(B) (iii) (iv)   (ii)   (i)
(C) (ii)  (i) (iii)  (iv)
(D) (iv)  (ii)   (i)    (iii)

12. Who amongst the following for the first time introduced a new
device in Indian drama i.e. drama within a drama (garabha-
nataka)?
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(A) Harsha

(B) Bana

(C) Mayura

(D) Divakar

13. Who among the following built Kailashanath temple at Kanchi?
(A) Narsimhavarman I
(B) Narsimhavarman II and Parmeshvaravarman II
(C) Narsimhavarman I and II
(D) Narsimhavarman II and Mahendravarman III

14. Which one of the following is NOT correctly matched?

(A) Panchasidhantika Varahamihira 

(B) Brahmasutra Aryabhatta 

(C) Astang sangrah Vagbhata 

(D) Nighantu Dhanvantari 

15. Which of the following temple is built by Bricks?
(A) Parvati temple at Nachana Kuthara

(B) Ladkhan temple at Aihole
(C) Baigram temple at Dinajpur
(D) Shiva temple at Bhumra

16. Which one of the following is not correct in reference to Ajanta?

(A) Out of 28 caves, five belong to earlier then Gupta period.

(B) Cave No. XIX and XXVI are Chaitya, and the rest are Vihara.
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(C) Cave No. XX and XXI are Chaitya, and the rest are Vihara.

(D) It's paintings gave secular message.

17. Which of the following is not correct in context to Kalabhra revolt?

(A) The revolt was against Cholas

(B) It was a powerful peasant protest against land lords brahmanas

(C) They ruled for seventy five years

(D) They did not patronized Buddhist monasteries.

18. Medieval Indian history written in Persian language is identified as
Persian historiography. It rallies a round to the:
(A) activities of masses
(B) ulema
(C) ruling classes
(D) sufi silsilahs

19. Which one of the following pairs is NOT correctly matched?

(Source)  (Author) 

(A) Abbas khan Sarwani     Futuhati-i-sher shahi

(B) Jauhar Aftabchi     Tazkirat ul Waqiat 

(C) Abdul Qadir Badaoni     Muntakhab ul Tawarikh

(D) Firishta     Tarikh - i-Firishta 

20. Taqsim documents are same as:

(A) Arsattas
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(B) Muwazana - i – dahsala

(C) Akhbarat

(D) Malfuzat

21. Atala mosque at Jaunpur was built by:
(A) Bahmani Sultans
(B) Khalji Sultans
(C) Sharqi Sultans
(D) Lodhi Sultans

22. Who amongst the following belonged to suhrawardi silsilah:

(A) Shaikh Bahauddin Zakaria

(B) Shaikh Yahya Maneri

(C) Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi

(D) Shaikh Qutbuddin Bakhtiyar Kaki

23. Which one of the following cities was not a mint city in Mughal
India?
(A) Agra
(B) Banswara
(C) Ahmedabad
(D) Ajmer

24. Sarkhej and Bayana were well known during Mughal times for their
extensive cultivation of:
(A) Cotton
(B) Betel leaves
(C) Poppy
(D) Indigo
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25. Who is the first to give a description of the languages of the
different regions of India and reminds us that the Hindawi is the
country's lingua franca, and Sanskrit its classical language?
(A) Albiruni
(B) Ibn Batluta
(C) Barani
(D) Amir Khusrau

26. An equivalent of Marathi term Deshmukh in North India is:
(A) Karori
(B) Chaudhry
(C) Patel
(D) Amin

27. Which of the following Mughal emperors mentions that salt is not
available in Kashmir and is brought from Hindustan?
(A) Babur
(B) Akbar
(C) Jahangir
(D) Shahjahan

28. Barani says about a Delhi Sultan that when he ascended the throne
"the Muslims and Hin- dus had their hearts comforted" and notes that
by 1357 the Khuts and muqaddams had become prosperous with
numerous horses and cattle.

Who was this Sultan?

(A) Alauddin Khilji

(B) Ghyasuddin Tughluq

(C) Firuz Tughluq

(D) Mohammad Tughluq

29. Which of the following is not correct about Alauddin Khalji?
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(A) He was connected with almost everything that happened in the
houses of the nobles and the public markets.

(B) According to Barani, the Sultan ordered the nobles not to go each
other's houses, and there were to be no intermarriages among
them unless a proper permission was obtained from the Sultan.

(C) He himself gave up drinking.

(D) All the contemporary sources have made the mention of
Padmini legend.

30. First time assignment of pattas to the sardars at large scale is
traceable from the time of:

(A) Raja Man Singh of Amber

(B) Rao Maldeo of Jodhpur

(C) Raja Jait Singh of Bikaner

(D) Rana Kumbha of Mewar

31. Guru Granth Sahib includes the composition of:

(A) Guru Nanak and his successors

(B) Shaikh Farid

(C) Namdev, Kabir and Ravidas

(D) All the above

32. Award of title to a noble was a part of political culture in medieval
India. Title show the noble's socio - political status in the Mughal
India. Keeping in view the above statement choose from the below to
whom the title of 'farzand1 (son) was awarded to:

(A) Raja Bharmal

(B) Raja Man Singh
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(C) Raja Baso

(D) Raja Bir Singh Deo Bundila

33. Identify the Mughal royal lady after whose death in 1604, many
Rajput chiefs along with emperor Akbar shaved their heads:
(A) Gulbadan Begum
(B) Hamida Bano Begum
(C) Maham Anaga
(D) Manmati Bai

34. Match the List I with List II and select the correct answer from the
codes given below:

List-I (Traveller) List-II (Reign) 
(a) Ralph Fitch (i) Humayun

(b) Bernier (ii) Akbar

(c) Sidi Ali Reis (iii) Jahangir

(d) Thomas Roe (iv) Aurangzeb

   Codes: 
 a    b       c     d 

(A) (i) (ii)  (iii)   (iv)
(B) (ii) (iv)    (i)   (iii)
(C) (iii) (iv)  (ii)    (i)
(D) (ii) (iii)   (iv)    (i)

35. Match List I with List II and select the correct answer from the
codes given below the lists.

List-I (Authors) List-II (Books) 
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a. Michael H. Fisher i. The Great Transformation: The Political and
Economic Origins of our Times

b. A. Brewer ii. Economic Development in Asian Perspective
c. Shigeru Ishikawa iii. Marxist Theoris of Imperialism
d. Karl Polanzi iv. The politics of British Annexation of India:

1757 - 1857

 Codes: 
 a     b       c     d 

(A) (iv) (ii)   (i)   (iii)
(B) (ii) (iii)    (i)   (iv)
(C) (iii)  (i)  (iv)   (ii)
(D) (iv) (iii)   (ii)    (i)

36. Who among the following for the first time formulated regular press
laws during the rule of the British East India Company?
(A) Lord Warren Hastings
(B) Lord Cornwallis
(C) Sir John Shore
(D) Lord Wellesley

37. Between 1886 and 1919 High Courts were established at:
(A) Bombay, Madras and Calcutta
(B) Allahabad, Patna and Lahore
(C) Madras, Calcutta and Allahabad
(D) Bombay, Patna and Lahore

38. Among the following, who was not with Mahatma Gandhi during the
Champaran Satyagraha?
(A) Anurudha Narain Sinha
(B) Brij Kishore Prasad
(C) Rajendra Prasad
(D) Ravi Shankar Vyas
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39. Which Act provided for holding the I.C.S. recruitment examination
in India?
(A) Indian Councils Act, 1861
(B) Indian Councils Act, 1893
(C) Morley - Minto Reforms, 1909
(D) Government of India Act, 1919

40. Who of the following women was not associated with revolutionary
movement?
(A) Bina Das
(B) Kalpana Dutt
(C) Madam Bhikaji Cama
(D) Toru Dutt

41. In which session of Indian National Congress, Sarojini Naidu was
elected as its President?
(A) Delhi session, 1918
(B) Gaya session, 1922
(C) Kanpur session, 1925
(D) Madras session, 1927

42. Who among  the following  threw  a bomb  on the   Central
Legislative  Assembly on 8 April 1929?

(A) Bhagat Singh and Rajguru

(B) Sukhdev and Rajguru

(C) Bhagat Singh and B. K. Dutta

(D) Rajguru and B. K. Dutta

43. As a result of the Poona Pact the number of seats reserved for the
Depressed Classes out of general electorate seats were:

(A) Decreased
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(B) Retained at the same level

(C) Abolished

(D) Increased

44. Who of the following was not associated with Civil Disobedience
Movement?
(A) C. Rajgopalachari
(B) Abbas Tayabji
(C) Sarojini Naidu
(D) Lala Hardyal

45. How many countries attended the first summit meeting of the Non
- Alignment Movement held in 1961?

(A) 22

(B) 24

(C) 27

(D) 30

46. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer from the
codes given below:

List-I (Authors) List-II (Writings) 

a. Marc Bloch i. of Grammatology

b. J. H. Robinson ii. The Historians craft
c. Antonio Gramsci iii. Prison Notebooks

d. Jacques Derrida iv. The New History

    Codes: 
 a     b       c     d 

(A) (ii) (iii)  (iv)    (i)
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(B) (iv) (iii)    (i)   (ii)
(C) (iv)  (i)  (ii)   (iii)
(D) (ii) (iv)   (iii)    (i)

47. Of the following, which criterion was not laid down by the
Preparatory Committee of the first NAM conference for the member
countries:
(A) To follow an independent policy
(B) Not to be a member of multi-lateral alliances
(C) To severe all the existing alliances
(D) If conceded military bases, they should not be meant for super -

power conflict

48. Who among the following prime ministers of India told a journalist
that: 'The congress has become moribund, 'adding' sometimes I feel
that even the parliamentary system has become moribund'.
(A) V. P. Singh
(B) Indira Gandhi
(C) Lal Bahadur Shastri
(D) H. D. Deve Gowda

49. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): During the 18th century Indian scholars came in close

contact with the rich storehouse of Western literature.
Reason (R): In respect of the development of vernacular literature,

the Indian scholars inbibed new ideas, new literary 
forms, new methods and technique. 

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the 
following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation
of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct, but (R) is not the correct
explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is correct, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is correct.
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50. The idea of progress gained ground in the writings of:
(A) Medieval church historians
(B) 18th century Enlightenment historians
(C) 19th century nationalist historians
(D) None of the above
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   ANSWER KEY 
Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 A 26 B 
2 C 27 C 
3 D 28 C 
4 B 29 D 
5 C 30 B 
6 B 31 D 
7 B 32 B 
8 D 33 B 
9 C 34 B 
10 C 35 D 
11 B 36 D 
12 A 37 B 
13 D 38 D 
14 B 39 D 
15 C 40 D 
16 C 41 C 
17 D 42 C 
18 C 43 A 
19 A 44 D 
20 B 45 A 
21 C 46 D 
22 A 47 C 
23 B 48 B 
24 D 49 A 
25 D 50 B 
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  2015  JUNE PAPER III 

1. Fossil evidence of Homo-errectus was discovered at which one of the following
places?
(A) Altamira
(B) Choukoutein
(C) Fayum lake
(D) St. Acheul

2. Jhukar culture was discovered at which one of the following sites?
(A) Anjira
(B) Chanhu-Daro
(C) Kulli
(D) Rana Ghundai

3. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer with the help of the
codes given below:

List-I (Theory of Decline of 
Harappan Civilization) 

List-II (Advocate) 

a. Aryan Invasion i. H.T. Lambrick
b. Change in the course of river

Indus 
ii. M.R. Mughal

c. Gradual desiccation iii. Robert L. Raikes and George F.
Dales 

d. Repeated floods iv. R.P.Chanda and Mortimer Wheelar
Code : 

(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (iv) (i) (ii) (iii)
(B) (ii) (iii) (iv)  (i)
(C) (iv) (ii) (iii)  (i)
(D) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)

4. The mention of which of the following rivers in the Rigveda indicates the
Aryans' connection with Afghanistan?
(A) Asikni, Parushni
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(B) Sindhu, Sutudri
(C) Suvastu, Gomati
(D) Vipas, Vitasta

5. During the Upanishadic period who was the learned lady scholar who
could lecture on higher knowledge in the assembly of philosophers?
(A) Apala
(B) Ghosha
(C) Gargi
(D) Visvavara

6. Who among the following issued the mandate that any person welcoming the
Buddha would be fined 500 kahapanas?
(A) Mallas
(B) Sakyas
(C) Magadhan King Ajatasatru
(D) Vatsa King Udayana

7. The numerous caves on the Udayagiri Khandagiri hills of Odisha testify to the:

(A) Continued existence of the Jain faith in Odisha.

(B) Popularity of Buddhism in Odisha.

(C) Existence of both Buddhism and Jainism in Odisha.

(D) Asoka made special contribution to the ancient art of Odisha

8. In the course of Ajatasatru's war against Chetak, the ruler of Vaisali,
Ajatasatru's minister Vassakara had met Buddha at which of the following
places?

(A) Rajagriha

(B) Sarnath

(C) Sravasti

(D) Vaisali

9. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer with the help of the
codes given below:
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List-I (Greek and Latin 
Authors) 

List-II (Books) 

a. Arrian i. Historica
b. Herodotus ii. Indica
c. Pliny iii. Naturalis Historia
d. Strabo iv. Geographica

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (iii) (ii) (iv)
(B) (ii) (iv) (iii)  (i)
(C) (ii)  (i) (iii) (iv)
(D) (iv)  (i) (ii) (iii)

10. Which of the following Asokan inscriptions indicates that he did not
abolish the capital punishment?

(A) Pillar Edict IV

(B) Minor Rock Edict I

(C) Rock Edict XIII

(D) Separate Kaling Edict

11. Which of the following is a rock-cut sculpture of the Mauryan period?

(A) Dhauli Elephant

(B) Parkham Yaksha

(C) Rampurwa Bull

(D) The lion from Sanchi

12. Match List - I with List - II and select the correct answer with the help of the
codes given below:
List-I (Official) List-II (Department) 

a. Kupyadhyaksha i. Superintendent of weights and
measures 

b. Sannidhata ii. Superintendent of trade and
commerce 

c. Panyadhyaksha iii. Superintendent of forest resources
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d. Pautavadhyaksha iv. Superintendent of Treasury

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iv) (ii) (iii)  (i)
(B) (iii) (iv) (ii)  (i)
(C) (ii) (iii) (i) (iv)
(D) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)

13. Which of the following Tamil anthologies is devoted to the praise of
Chera kings?
(A) Aingurunuru
(B) Kuruntogai
(C) Padirruppattu
(D) Narrinai

14. Arrange the following Buddhist stupas in the chronological order and select the
correct answer with the help of the codes given below:
(a) Amravati
(b) Sarnath
(c) Sanchi
(d) Nalanda
Codes:
(A) (c), (a), (b), (d)
(B) (b), (d), (c), (a)
(C) (a), (b), (d), (c)
(D) (c), (b), (d), (a)

15. Satavahana coins with the representation of a ship with double-mast have
been found from which of the following areas?
(A) Coromandal coast
(B) Krishna-Godavari region
(C) Nanaghat and Junnar region
(D) South-West Maharashtra

16. The gift of Jetavana Mahavihara has been represented on a pillar at an early
Buddhist centre of the south:
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(A) Amravati
(B) Nagarjunikonda
(C) Sannati
(D) Satanikota

17. Which one of the following facts about Samudragupta is not corroborated by
his Allahabad Pillar Inscription?
(A) He was nominated by his father for rulership
(B) He was a poet
(C) His mother was Kumaradevi
(D) He performed Asvamedha sacrifice

18. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): The Sakas were completely defeated and their kingdom annexed

in the Gupta empire during the reign of Chandragupta II.
Reason (R): It gave the Guptas access to Indian trade with the
Mediterranean. In the context of the above two statements which of the
following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false but (R) is true.

19. Which of the following works does not refer to the story of Ramagupta?
(A) Harshacharita
(B) Mudrarakshasa
(C) Natyadarpana
(D) Majmat ul Tawarikh

20. The Huna king Mihirakula was defeated by whom amongst the following:
(A) Buddhagupta
(B) Isanavarman
(C) Rajyavardhana
(D) Yasovardhana
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21. Which of the following pairs is not correctly matched?
King Title 

(A) Kumaragupta I Mahendraditya 
(B) Skandagupta Sakraditya 
(C) Sindhuraja Navasahasanka 
(D) Vallalasena Nihasanka – Sankara 

22. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): The rock-cut rathas at Mahabalipuram have been named as

Dharmaraja, Bhima, Arjuna, Draupadi, Nakula and Sahadeva.
Reason (R): The total number of rathas in this group is eight.

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

23. Which of the following gift ceremonies was performed by the Rashtrakuta
king Dantidurga at Ujjaini?
(A) Hiranyagarha
(B) Ratnadhenu
(C) Saptasagar
(D) Tulapurusha

24. Who among the following rulers of Kashmir has been described in the
Rajatarangini as a Turushka and an iconoclast?
(A) Avantivarman
(B) Didda
(C) Lalitaditya
(D) Harsha

25. Where was a Buddhist vihar built in India by the Sailendra king Balaputradeva?
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(A) Nagarjunikonda
(B) Nagipatanam
(C) Nalanda
(D) Vikramasila

26. Which of the following is not correct?
(A) In Kashmir the damaras were the most disturbing factor in political life
(B) Albiruni says that only the Sudras could not learn the Vedas
(C) According to Ibn-i-Asir, Muslims lived in Banaras since the days of

Mahmud bin Subuktagin
(D) Ata Malik Juwayni is an important source on the objectives of the Indian

campaigns of Muizzuddin

27. The following are correct except:
(A) Fakhri-Muddabir dedicated his book on the art of warfare to Iltutmish
(B) Isami does not agree with Minhaj us Siraj that people from different parts

of the world made a bee-line to the newly founded city of Delhi
(C) Minhaj says that Raziya "was endowed with all the admirable

attributes and qualifications necessary for kings"
(D) Raziya's assertive role in appointing non-Turks to important posts was

resented by the 'Turkish nobles leading to their plans to overthrow her

28. Ma'dan-i Shifa-i Sikandar Shahi is a work on:
(A) Unani medicine
(B) Ayurveda
(C) Surgery
(D) Medicinal plants

29. Who is the author of the following quote?
"We Indians are able to speak foreign languages; but the Chinese,

Mongols, Turks and Arabs are unable to speak "Our Hindi tongue" Indians do
not go to other countries to
seek knowledge; others have to come here ... India has given the world the
numerals, the
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Panchatantra tales and chess .... " 

(A) Abul Fazl
(B) Amir Khusrau
(C) Jahangir
(D) Dara Shikoh

30. The Sun temple built at Gaya during the Sultanate period has an inscription
containing the name of a Sultan twice.
Who is this Sultans?
(A) Alauddin Khilji
(B) Qutbuddin Mubarak Khilji
(C) Muhammad Tughlaq
(D) Firuz Tughlaq

31. Who wrote the following glowing Ode to Hindustan?
"Great is the prosperity of Hindustan
Heaven itself is the Jealous of this garden
Its territories are an ornament to the face of the Earth
(A) Isami
(B) Hasan Nizami
(C) Amir Khusrau
(D) None of the above

32. Who among the following speaks of young girls being trained by Indian
courtesans in Persian (Parsi) and Indian (Hindi) music for the Delhi court in
the late thirteenth century?
(A) Amir Khusrau
(B) Minhaj-us Siraj
(C) Zia-ud din Barani
(D) Shams-i Siraj Afif

33. Among the following who is the first to clarify that there is no basis for
identifying the Hindus wholesale with the muqaddams and khuts:
(A) Elliot and Dowson
(B) Mohammad Habib
(C) W.H. Morelan
(D) Ishwari Prassa
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34. Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the other is
labelled as Reason (R):
Assertion (A): The political history of Vijaynagar Empire was characterised by

frequent dynastic changes and internal warfare.
Reason (R): The Bahmani Sultanate and its successor states posed a serious

threat to the Vijaynagar Empire.
Read the above statements and select the correct answer from the codes given
below:
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true

35. The signal feature of the popular monotheistic movements of the fifteenth-
sixteenth centuries was that:
(A) It was a movement of the subalterns, its leaders came from the

middle class and addressed the common people in their own language
(B) It was a movement of common people, exploited by the elite for their own

interests
(C) It was a movement of subalterns, its leaders were also subalterns and they

addressed in the language of the people
(D) It was a movement Preaching the oneness of God by extensively

quoting from the scriptures

36. Match List - I with List - II, and choose correct answer from the codes given
below:

List - I List - II 

(a) Qila Rai Pithora (i) It was here that Sultan Jalaluddin Khalji built
his new city, Shahr-i Nau

(b) Kilokhari (ii) Nucleus of Iltutmish's Delhi which is 14
century came to be called Dihl-i Kuhna (old
Delhi)

(c) Hauz-i Khas and
Tughluqabad

(iii) Alauddin Khalji and Ghiyasuddin Tughluq
respectively

(d) Adilabad and (iv) Muhammad Tughluq
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Jahanpanah 

     

37. During whose reign, Allasani Peddana, the court poet composed 'Manu-
Charita', a rich description of romance and passion, with free use of Arabic and
Persian words:
(A) Sadaseva Raya
(B) Krishnadevaraya
(C) Rama Raja
(D) None of the above

38. Which of the following is not correct?
(A) Ibrahim Adil Shah II had the title of "abla baba" (Friend of the Poor); and

he also came to be called "Jagat Guru" for his broader outlook
(B) Muhammad Quli Qutub Shah wrote in Dakhni Urdu, Persian and

Telugu and left an extensive diwan
(C) Ali Adil Shah invited Catholic Missionaries to his court even before Akbar

had done so
(D) Ibrahim Qutub Shah wrote a book 'Kitab-i Nauras in which songs were set

to various ragas

39. Who among the following collected the information about the disabled
people and paid them maintenance allowance?
(A) Sher Shah
(B) Akbar
(C) Jahangir
(D) Shah Jahan

40. Emperor Akbar adopted many Indian socio-cultural customs. One of them was
to shave head after the death of a member of Mughal royal family. Who was the
lady after her death Akbar shaved his head and moustaches in 1604 A.D.?
(A) Gulbadan Begum

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (ii) (iii)  (iv)
(B) (ii)  (i) (iv)  (iii)
(C) (ii)  (i) (iii) (iv)
(D) (iv) (iii) (ii)  (i)
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(B) Salima Begum
(C) Hamida Bano Begum
(D) Maham Anga

41. Given below are two statements. One is labelled as Assertion (A), and other is
labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Barkhurdar, son of Abdur Rahman, as he had come to court

without a summon, Jahangir ordered him to go back to his jagir.
Reason (R):  It is not according to good manners to go to king's banquet without

a summon, otherwise there would be no forbidding of the doors 
and walls to the foot of desire. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

42. Which one of the following is not correct?
(A) Tara Chand credits the Mughals for steamrolling the "old plurality of

political units"
(B) R.C. Majumdar refuses to endorse P.N. Oak's fantasies about the Taj

Mahal being a "Hindu" Monument
(C) Tarikh-i-Alfi was written at the instance of Aurangzeb
(D) Shaikh Tajuddin, a protagonist of Ibn al Arabi introduced his principle

concepts in Akbar's court at Fatehpur Sikri

43. Which one is not correct in regard of the institution of Watan-jagir?
(A) Concept of Watan jagir come into being during Sultan Alauddin Khalji's

period (1296-1316 A.D.).
(B) Concept of Watan-jagir come into being towards the end of Akbar's reign
(C) Akbar's farman to Raja Rai Singh of Bikaner is the primary source to

know about the origin and concept of Watan-jagir.
(D) Revenues of the Watan-jagir were part of the salary of Watan jagir holder.

44. H.B.W. Garrick was surprised by a discovery he made in 1883-84 which he
penned down as follows:
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"This discovery opens up a problem, of which the only solution which 
presents itself to me is that the barrier dividing the Hindus and Muslims three-
four centuries ago, was far less impassable then it is at the present day." 

After which discovery H.B.W. Garrick made this observation? 
(A) Muhammad Tughlaq's playing Holi; his conversation with Yogis and

solicitude for the Jains.
(B) The Sanskrit inscription of 1246 at Verawal, Gujarat telling the erection

of a mosque under the patronage of a Hindu ruler.
(C) The famous Victory tower of Rana Kumbha with word 'Allah' in

Arabic recorded many times in excellent workmanship.
(D) Akbar's policy of peace with all.

45. Towards the end of which ruler began the practice of decorating the walls with
floral designs made of semi precious stones called pietra dura.
(A) Muhammad Quli Qutub Shah
(B) Akbar
(C) Jahangir
(D) Shah Jahan

46. Which of the following statements with regard of Marathas is not correct?
(A) Within his own kingdom (Swarajya), Shivaji attempted to build regular

administration on the model of Deccan Sultanates. The Taxation within it
was very light.

(B) Shivaji's death saw a momentary eclipse of the polity he had founded,
as his son Shambhaji was captured and executed by Aurangzeb.

(C) Marathas enlarged their resources by a rigorous collection of Chauth.
(D) Aurangzeb was in the Deccan continuously since 1681.

         Directions: Read the given paragraph and answer the questions given below Q.No. 
         47 to Q.No.50 

There is an interesting case of prohibition of drinking wine.   The Sultan 
personally gave up drinking. The royal drinking vessels of glass and porcelain 
were broken before the Badaun Gate, and wine from the royal jars was poured 
out, creating mud and mire as in the rainy season. Then officers mounted on 
elephants proclaimed in the streets and lanes of Delhi that no one was to drink 
or sell liquor or go near it. The licensed tavern-keepers and distillers of liquor 
were driven out of Delhi and the revenue from them was written off. Persons 
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with self respect gave up drinking at the first warning. But others distilled liquor 
from sugar in their houses and sold it at a high price; they also tried to get jars of 
liquor from out side the city hidden in carts under wood and grass.   Sultan 
Alauddin ordered dry wells to be dug near the Badaun Gate, and persons who 
were found disobeying his order. Were thrown into them; most of them died, and 
those who survived regained their health only after prolonged treatment. It was 
possible at the worst of times to go ten or twelve karohs out of Delhi for a good 
drink. But no drink was available within four or five karohs of Delhi in suburbs 
like Ghiyaspur, Indrapat and Kailugarhi. Ultimately, sultan relented and passed 
an order that if a man distilled liquor in his own house for his own consumption 
but was not guilty of selling it or of calling a drinking party, he was not to be 
molested and the spies were not to enter his house. 

47. Point out the name of Sultan who prohibited the drinking and selling of liquor:
(A) Balban
(B) Alauddin Khalji
(C) Firoz Tughluq
(D) Sikandar Lodhi

48. Who announced the Prohibition order to the people?
(A) Sultan's officers
(B) Sultan's Karkun
(C) Sultan himself
(D) Sultan's guards

49. Badaun Gate is situated in:
(A) Badaun
(B) Delhi
(C) Shahjahanabad
(D) Agra

50. Which one of the places was not within the range of four or five Karohs of
Delhi?
(A) Bahadurgarh
(B) Ghiyaspur
(C) Indrapat
(D) Kailugarhi
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51. Of the following, which is not a part of the changes brought about by Tipu
in quest for independence?
(A) He inserted his own name in the Khutba.
(B) He sought a Sanad from the Khalifa for the legitimisation of his rule.
(C) He issued his independent coins.
(D) He threatened all the European companies to oust from South India.

52. Consider the following about the Ryotwari system:
(a) It was made with the cultivators directly.
(b) The cultivators could sell their land.
(c) The land revenue was to be revised periodically.
(d) The extensive survey of all land was conducted
immediately. Select the correct answer from the code
given below:
(A) (a), (b), (c)
(B) (b), (c), (d)
(C) (c), (d), (a)
(D) (d), (c), (a)

53. Who among the following commented that in India the British had to deal
with "a race of people slow to change, bound up by religious prejudices and
antiquated customs"?
(A) Lord Macaulay
(B) Sir Charles Wood
(C) Lord Stanley
(D) Sir William Hunter

54. Who raised the banner of revolt of 1857 at Mandasor?
(A) Prince Firoz Shah
(B) Sahadat Khan
(C) Maulvi Ahmadullah
(D) Birjis Qadar

55. Chronologically arrange the annexation of the following Indian territories by
the English East India Company.
(a) Punjab

(b) Sindh
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(c) Nagpur

(d) Satara

Choose the correct answer from the codes given below:
(A) (a), (b), (c), (d)
(B) (a), (c), (b), (d)
(C) (b), (d), (a), (c)
(D) (d), (c), (b), (a)

56. Match the Peasant Movement mentioned in the List - I with the leaders of these
movements given in the List - II. Select the correct code given below:

List - I (Peasant Movement) List - II (Leaders) 
(i) Faqir (i) Swami Sahajanand Saraswati

(ii) Ramosis (ii) Karm Shah

(iii) Pagal Panthis (iii) Manju Shah
(iv) Bihar Kisan Sabha (iv) Chittur Singh

57. Out of the following which two universities were established in the same
year? Select the proper code for answer.

(a) Banaras Hindu University

(b) Aligarh Muslim University

(c) Srimathi Nathibai Damodher Thackersey Indian Women's University

(d) Visvabharati International University

Codes:

(A) (a) and (b)

(B) (b) and (c)

(C) (c) and (d)

Code : 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (iii) (iv)  (ii)
(B) (iii)  (iv)  (i)  (ii)
(C) (iv)  (ii) (iii)  (i)
(D) (iii) (iv) (ii)  (i)
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(D) (a) and (c)

58. Which one of the following does not come under regulations issued by Lord
Wellesley to control press in India?

(A) The proprietors and editors of the newspapers were required to give
their names on their publications.

(B) They were required to publish news about the contemporary wars fought
in Europe.

(C) Any trespass of the regulations was to result in an immediate deportation
to Europe.

(D) A definite censorship on all newspapers was established under
regulations.

59. Consider the following:
(a) The Gurdwara Reform Act
(b) Death of Lala Lajpat Rai
(c) Entry of Swaraj Party in Legislative Councils
(d) The Rowlatt Act
Give the correct chronological order from the codes
given below:
(A) (b), (d), (c), (a)
(B) (b), (a), (c), (d)
(C) (d), (b), (a), (c)
(D) (d), (c), (a), (b)

60. Almost simultaneously with Dadabhai Naoroji two other Indian leaders rose to
point out the evils of Drain of wealth, out of the following:
(a) B.R. Ambedkar
(b) R.R. Bose
(c) M.G. Ranade
(d) Romesh Chandra Dutt Select the correct code which
represents the names of the Leaders:
(A) (a) and (d)
(B) (b) and (d)
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(C) (c) and (d)
(D) (b) and (c)

61. Which of the following newspapers got converted into the 'Harijan Bandhu' in
1932?
(A) Gujarati
(B) Yugantar
(C) Navjiban
(D) Ananda Bazar Patrika

62. Which one of the following famines was described as the 'Sea of Calamity'?
(A) Madras Presidency 1866 - 67
(B) Rajputana 1868 - 69
(C) Bengal 1860 - 61
(D) Orissa 1866 - 67

63. Which of the following is not authored by Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit?
(A) Role of Women in the Modern World
(B) The Evolution of India
(C) Voices in the city
(D) Prison Days

64. How much time was given to Sir C. Radcliff to submit the delineation report of
the boundaries of Punjab and Bengal?
(A) Four weeks
(B) Six weeks
(C) Two months
(D) Three months

65. Which one of the following pairs of social reformers pioneered the cause of
widow education?
(A) B.M. Malabari and K. Shridhalu Naidu
(B) Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar and Keshav Chandra Sen
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(C) M.G. Ranade and R.G. Bhandarkar
(D) D.K. Karve and Rama Bai

66. Consider the following statements:

Assertion (A): In 1781, Warren Hastings setup the Calcutta Madrasah and in 1791
Jonathan Duncan started a Sanskrit college at Varanasi. 

Reason (R): Both these institutions were designed to provide a regular supply of 
qualified Indians to help the administration of Law in the 
courts of the company. 

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is 
correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is correct, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is correct.

67. Consider the following statements:

Assertion (A): While joining the mainstream of the national freedom movement
led by Gandhi the tribal communities were unmindful of the 
demands of their situation. 

Reason (R): Swaraj meant for them both freedom from British rule and 
freedom from the oppression of the money-lenders, zamindars 
and feudal-overlords. 

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is 
correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is correct, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is correct.

68. Consider the following statements:

Assertion (A): The early British administrators of India viewed 18 century as a
period of instability and insecurity. 
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Reason (R): The rise of British power in India during this period was attributed 
to the decline of Mughal power and the resultant political, 
military and economic chaos. 

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is correct, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is correct.

69. Which one of the following pairs of distinguished scholars contributed to
prose writings in Tamil?

(A) Rajan Iyer and Kuppuswamy

(B) C. Rajagopalachari and Vaiyapuri Pillai

(C) V.P.P. Mudaliar and Srinivas Ayyangar

(D) Srinivas Shastri and Suryanarain Shastri

70. The Colombo Proposals made by the Afro-Asian countries conference held in
1962 stands for:

(A) The suggestions were made for solving the Ethnic problem of Sri Lanka.

(B) The suggestions were made for the future of Tibet.

(C) The possibilities were explored of solving the problem of disputed islands
between India and Sri Lanka.

(D) Suggestions were made for solving the problem of Indian and Chinese
borders.

71. Indicate the statement which is not  correct in respect of positivist school of
thought:

(A) Historians of positivist school applied scientific method of enquiry.

(B) They stood for actual, absolute and dependable knowledge.

(C) They accepted Individualism and made the historical works more imaginative.
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(D) They claimed that positivism made history a natural science.

72. Consider the following statements relating to national historiography:

(a) Indian national historiography was a reaction to the prejudices of colonial
writings.

(b) Within the historiography there was a search for Indian identity in
various forms covering a wide range of subjects.

(c) The main object was not the glorification of India's past.

(d) They were necessarily propagandist in nature while defending Indian
culture against the unfounded charges of European writers.

Select the answer from the codes given below: 

(A) (a)and (b) are correct

(B) (a), (b) and (c) are correct

(C) (b), (c) and (d) are correct

(D) (c)and (d) are correct

73. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): Ideological considerations and national fervour often distort

history and its objectivity.
Reason (R): Objectivity in history is attainable when events are presented by the

historian in dispassionate and scientific manner.
In the context of the above statements, which one of the following codes is
correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is correct, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is correct.

74. Which one of the following pairs is not correctly matched?
Name of the author Title of the book 

(A) R.C. Dutt - Economic History of India
(B) Dadabhai Naoroji - The Drain of Wealth and Indian Nationalism at

the turn of the century
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(C) W. Digly - Prosperous British India
(D) V. Anstey - Economic Development of India

75. After which constitutional Amendment, the Fundamental Duties were
incorporated in the Indian constitution?
(A) 40th     Amendment

(B) 41stAmendment

(C) 42ndAmendment

(D) 43rdAmendment
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ANSWER KEY 
Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 B 26 B 51 D 
2 B 27 B 52 A 
3 A 28 B 53 B 
4 C 29 B 54 A 
5 C 30 D 55 C 
6 A 31 A 56 D 
7 A 32 C 57 D 
8 A 33 C 58 B 
9 C 34 B 59 D 
10 A 35 C 60 C 
11 A 36 C 61 C 
12 B 37 B 62 D 
13 C 38 D 63 C 
14 A 39 A 64 B 
15 A 40 C 65 B 
16 A 41 A 66 A 
17 D 42 C 67 D 
18 A 43 A 68 B 
19 B 44 C 69 B 
20 D 45 C 70 D 
21 B 46 A 71 C 
22 B 47 B 72 A 
23 A 48 A 73 A 
24 D 49 B 74 B 
25 C 50 A 75 C 
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DECEMBER PAPER II 

1. Which one of the below mentioned sites is not Harappan?

(A) Padri

(B) Kuntasi

(C) Bhirrana

(D) Jakhera

2. Which one of the following pairs is not correctly matched?

(Vedas) (Their Brahmanas) 

(A) Rigveda – Aitareya Brahmana

(B) Samaveda – Taittiriy Brahmana

(C) Yajurveda – Satapatha Brahmana

(D) Atharvaveda – Gopatha Brahmana

3. Asvapati of the Upanishadic age was the ruler of?

(A) Kekaya

(B) Madra

(C) Panchala

(D) Usinara

4. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the code
given below:

List – I (States) List – II (Capitals) 
a. Matsya i. Vaisali
b. Vatsa ii. Indraprastha

2014
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c. Vriji iii. Viratanagara
d. Kuru iv. Kausambi

Codes: 

 a     b     c     d 

(A) (i), (ii), (iv), (iii)
(B) (ii), (iii), (i), (iv)
(C) (iii), (iv), (i), (ii)
(D) (iv), (i), (iii), (ii)

5. Which among the following contemporary sects is said to have played a
role in the overthrow of the Nanda dynasty?
(A) Ajivaka
(B) Bauddha
(C) Charavaka
(D) Jaina

6. Which of the following was an administrative centre of the southern
part of Ashokan Empire?
(A) Tosali
(B) Samapa
(C) Suvarnagiri
(D) Ujjayini

7. In which of the following forms of ancient Indian marriages was the
payment of bride price a condition?
(A) Arsha
(B) Asura
(C) Daiva
(D) Prajapatya

8. The Padirrupattu is a collection of poems in praise of
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(A) Chera Kings
(B) Pandya King
(C) Chola Kings
(D) Tondaiman Kings

9. Kayarohana, said to be dwelling place of Lakulisa, the founder of the
Lakulisa-Pasupata cult, is located in which one of the following?
(A) Bengal
(B) Uttar Pradesh
(C) Rajasthan
(D) Gujarat

10. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the code
given below:

List – I (Dynasties) List – II (Founders) 
a. Satavahanas i. Vindhyasakti

b. Vakatakas ii. Indravarman-I

c. Eastern Gangas iii. Sri Gupta

d. Guptas iv. Simuka

 Codes: 
a b c d 

(A) iv i ii iii
(B) iii ii i iv
(C) i iii ii iv
(D) ii i iv iii

11. Which of the following Gupta inscriptions describes Chandragupta II as
Rajadhirajarshi?
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(A) Udaigiri Cave Inscription of Chandragupta II
(B) Mathura Stone Inscription of Chandragupta II
(C) Poona Copper Plate of Prabhavatigupta
(D) Bilsad Pillar Inscription of Kumaragupta I

12. Varahamihira, the 6th century astronomer, belonged to which part of the
country?
(A) Western Malwa
(B) Northern Gujarat
(C) Southern Rajasthan
(D) South Magadh

13. In the Aihole Inscription of Pulakesin, its composer Ravikirti describes
himself as an equal of the below mentioned writers:
(a) Banabhatta
(b) Kalidasa

(c) Bhasa

(d) Bharavi

Select your answer from the codes given below:
Codes:
(A) (a) and (c)
(B) (b) and (d)

(C) (b) and (c)

(D) (d) only

14. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and
other labelled as Reason (R):

Assertion (A): No power, South of the Vindhyas, other than the
Rashtrakutas, played a dominant role in the early history of North India. 
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Reason (R): The Kalachuris of Central India, who were related to the 
Rahstrakutas actively supported them. 

In the context of the above two statements which of the following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

15. Arrange the following names in chronological order and select the correct
answer from the code given below:

(a) Vikrama Chola
(b) Virarajendra – I

(c) Rajaraja – II

(d) Kulottunga – III

Codes:

(A) (a) (b) (d) (c)

(B) (b) (a) (c) (d)

(C) (c) (d) (b) (a)

(D) (d) (c) (a) (b)

16. Who among the following are known to be devotes of Siva?

a) Harsha of Kannauj

b) Vijayasena of Bengal

c) Bhoja Paramara

d) Govindachandra Gahadavala

Select the correct answer from the codes below:
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(A) (a) and (b)

(B) (b) and (c)

(C) (c) and (d)

(D) (a), (b), (c) and (d)

17. Angkor Vat, the grandest monument in Cambodia was originally dedicated
to
(A) Buddha
(B) Siva
(C) Surya
(D) Vishnu

18. Which one of the following is not correctly matched?
(A) Tabaqat-i-Akbari – Nizamuddin Ahmad
(B) Shah Jahan Nama – Inayat Khan
(C) Baharistan-i-Ghaybi – Mirza Haider Daughlat
(D) Nuskha-i-Dilkusha – Bhim Sen

19. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

List – I (Author) List – II (Books) 
a. Irfan Habib i. Military Technology in Hoysala Sculpture

(Twelfth and Thirteenth Century)

b. Joseph Needham ii. Gunpowder and Firearms : Warfare in
Medieval India

c. Iqtidar Alam
Khan

iii. Science and Civilization in China

d. Jean Deloche iv. Medieval Technology: Exchanges between
India and the Islamic World
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          Codes: 
a b c d 

(A) iv ii iii i
(B) ii iv i iii
(C) ii i iii iv
(D) iv iii ii i

20. Which one of the following statements is correct about medieval painting?
(A) The early phase of medieval tradition which mingles with Ajanta

survivals at Ellora, is characterised by sharp lines, pointed angles,
absence of colour modelling and an inclination towards variegated
decoration.

(B) This ‘medieval’ element is not found in the wall-paintings of South
Indian temples at Thanjavur and Tirumalai.

(C) Non-mural paintings did not survive on palm-leaves from the Pala
period in Eastern India and Nepal.

(D) All above are correct.

21. What is the correct chronology of the following Slave Sultans as they
succeeded to the throne of Delhi Sultanate?
(A) Ruknuddin Firoz  Shah – Alauddin Masud Shah – Muizzuddin

Bahram Shah– Nasiruddin Mahmud
(B) Muizzuddin Behram Shah – Nasiruddin Mahmud – Ruknuddin Firoz

Shah –Alauddin Masud Shah
(C) Ruknuddin Firoz  Shah – Muizzuddin Bahram Shah – Alauddin

Masud Shah– Nasiruddin Mahmud
(D) Alauddin Masud Shah – Ruknuddin Firoz Shah – Muizzuddin Bahram

Shah – Nasiruddin Mahmud

22. The head of the royal intelligence service under the administration of
Alauddin Khilji was called
(A) Diwan-i-riyasat
(B) Barid-i-mamlik
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(C) Shahna-i-mandi
(D) Ariz-i-mamlik

23. Nayankara system of the Vijayanagar Empire was modelled on the
(A) Iqta assignments of the Sultanate
(B) Warfare of the Sultans
(C) Legal system of the Sultanate
(D) None of the above

24. “People were happy and contended under his rule and so the young and the
old, the slave and the free, condoled his death by wearing black garments”,
Ferishta in his Tarikh-i- Ferishta writes this for which Saiyyid Sultan?
(A) Khizr Khan
(B) Mubarak Shah
(C) Muhammad Shah
(D) Alauddin Shah

25. Who among the following opined that women should be confined to the
house and work on spinning wheel?
(A) Minhaj Siraj and Hasan Nizami
(B) Amir Khusrau and Isami
(C) Yahya bin Ahmad and Zia-ud-din Barani
(D) Shams-i Siraj Afif and Mahmud Shadiabadi

26. Identify the pair of architect and calligrapher associated with the tomb
of Ataga Khan, built in 1566-67 by his son Mirza Aziz Koka.
(A) Ustad Khuda Quli and Baqi Muhammad
(B) Mirak Sayyid Ghiyas and Mirak Mirza Ghiyas
(C) Ahmad-al-Chishti and Riyaz Bukhari
(D) Ustad Bilal and Ustad Qayamat Husain

27. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:
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List – I (Terms) List – II (Meaning) 
a. Bitikchi i. Court chronicler
b. Mir’adl ii. Tribe
c. Ulus iii. Chief Justice
d. Waqia nawis iv. Militaryscribe or secretary

   Codes: 

(A) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
(B) (i), (iii), (iv), (ii)
(C) (iv), (iii), (i), (ii)
(D) (iv), (iii), (ii), (i)

28. Which one of the following represents the correct chronology in respect of
coming of the European trading nations into India during the medieval
period?

(A) Dutch – Portuguese – English – French
(B) Portuguese – English – French – Dutch
(C) Portuguese – Dutch – English – French
(D) English – Portuguese – French – Dutch

29. Which one of the following Mughal emperors claimed that he could
distinguish which painters had drawn the outline and who had filled in the
colours or drawn the face?

(A) Humayun
(B) Akbar
(C) Jahangir
(D) Aurangzeb

30. Which of the following pairs is not correctly matched?
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(A) Maasir-i Alamgiri – Saqi Mustaid
Khan

(B) Maasir-ul Umara – Abul Qasim Namakin
(C) Muntakhab ut Tawarikh– Abdul Qadir Badauni
(D) Akhbaru'l Akhyar – Abdul Haq

31. Essentially the Mughal India?
(A) One-crop-a-year economy
(B) Two-crops-a-year economy
(C) Three-crops-a-year economy
(D) Four-crops-a-year economy

32. Khilat conferred on the nobles by the Mughal emperors was a

(A) Yemini Sword

(B) Garment

(C) Sayf-i Hindi

(D) Barq-andaz

33. Which one of the following statements is not correct concerning the
Marathas?

(A) Shivaji had asked for the desmukhi of Junar and Ahmadnagar Parganas
which Prince Murad, the governor of the Deccan, had promised to try
and secure after reaching the Emperor’s presence.

(B) A farman of 1644 tells that Shahji had been removed from the court
because of rebellious activities of his agent Dadaji Kondadeva of
Kondana.

(C) Mavali foot soldiers became a strong part of Prince Murad’s army in the
Deccan.

(D) Shivaji conquered Javli from the Maratha chief, Chandra Rao More in
1656.
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34. Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other is labelled as Reason (R)

Assertion (A): During the late medieval period the relations between
Indians and Europeans were mainly based on a mutual trade interest. 

Reason (R): The settlement of European traders in India was followed with 
the arrival of their families, and other social groups viz. pastors, 
physicians and artists. 

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is 
correct? Select the correct answer from the codes given below: 

Codes: 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

35. Paramountcy is the position of paramount power enjoyed by the British
Government in relation to the
(A) Indian Provinces
(B) Presidency Towns
(C) Zamindars
(D) Princely States

36. What age of girls’ marriage was fixed by the Age of Consent Act, 1860?
(A) 10 years
(B) 12 years
(C) 14 years
(D) 15 years

37. Which ruler of India became a member of the Jocobin Club?
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(A) Haider Ali
(B) Ranjit Singh
(C) Tipu Sultan
(D) Nizam of Hyderabad

38. Give the chronological order of the states which were annexed by Lord
Dalhousie under the Doctrine of Lapse:
(i) Jhansi
(ii) Udaipur
(iii) Satara
(iv) Sambalpur
Select the correct answer from the code below:
Codes:
(A) (ii) (iv) (iii) (i)
(B) (iii) (i) (iv) (ii)
(C) (iii)   (iv) (ii) (i)
(D) (iv)   (iii) (i) (ii)

39. Under the ‘Old Guarantee System’ the British Companies investing in
railways were assured a guaranteed dividend of:
(A) 10 %
(B) 8 %
(C) 5 %
(D) 3 %

40. Indian National Congress has been likened to Gramsci’s war of position by
(A) Anil Seal
(B) Bipan Chandra
(C) C.A. Bayly
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(D) Sumit Sarkar

41. ‘The Emergence of Indian Nationalism’ is the name of a book written by

(A) Anil Seal

(B) Bipan Chandra

(C) Gail Minault

(D) Francis Robinson

42. In 1922-23 the Swarajist group in the Congress did not include

(A) Motilal Nehru

(B) C.R. Das

(C) Hakim Ajmal Khan

(D) Rajendra Prasad

43. The Silk Letter Conspiracy was organized by

44. The resolution on Fundamental Rights was adopted by the Congress at its

(A) Gauhati Session (1926)

(B) Madras Session (1927)

(C) Lahore Session (1929)

(A) Maulana Abdul Bari

(B) Maulana Mahmud Hasan

(C) Obaidullah Sindhi and Barkatullah
(D) Muzaffar Ahmad and Mohammad Ali
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(D) Karachi Session (1931)

45. Consider the following events:

a) Cabinet Mission

b) Bombay Plan

c) Simon Commission

d) Mountbatten Plan

The correct chronological order of these events is

(A) b, a, c, d

(B) c, b, a, d

(C) a, b, c, d

(D) a, b, d, c

46. The theory of ‘General Will’ was propounded by

(A) Abbé Sieyes

(B) Montesquieu

(C) Rousseau

(D) Voltaire

47. Which philosopher had said about the Holy Roman Empire that it is
neither Holy nor Roman nor Empire?

(A) Rousseau
(B) Montesquieu
(C) Diderot
(D) Voltaire

48. Which is not correct about the features of postmodernis?
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(A) It does not denounce the conventional history.

(B) Its historiography has recreated interest in the world of little known
individuals.

(C) Its main theoretical contribution is its frontal attack on positivism.

(D) Works of history in which its influence is evident has not only
extended the range of  historical knowledge but also injected new life
into some old ones.

49. Who was elected the first President of the All India Trade Union
Congress (AITUC), October 31, 1920?

(A) V.V. Giri
(B) Subhash Chandra Bose
(C) Lajpat Rai
(D) C.R. Das

50. Consider the following statements:

Assertion (A): Sirajuddaula was defeated by a small English East India
Company’s army. 

Reason (R): He failed to get the support of the Hindus. 

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is 
correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct, but (R) is not the correct explanation of
(A).

(C) (A) is correct, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is correct.
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ANSWER KEY 
Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 D 26 A 
2 B 27 D 
3 A 28 C 
4 C 29 C 
5 D 30 B 
6 C 31 B 
7 B 32 B 
8 A 33 C 
9 D 34 B 
10 A 35 D 
11 A 36 A 
12 A 37 C 
13 B 38 C 
14 C 39 C 
15 B 40 B 
16 D 41 A 
17 D 42 D 
18 C 43 C 
19 D 44 D 
20 A 45 B 
21 C 46 C 
22 B 47 D 
23 A 48 A 
24 A 49 C 
25 B 50 C 
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2014 DECEMBER PAPER III 

1. In 2001 was found a complete fossilized human baby skull from
(A) Bhimbetka
(B) Damdama
(C) Hathnora
(D) Odai

2. Which of the following sites has yielded an ivory pendant from the
microlithic context?
(A) Bagor
(B) Damdama
(C) Mahadaha
(D) Sarai Nahar Rai

3. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): Plough based agriculture was known to the Harappans.

Reason (R): A terracotta model of plough was found in the mature
Harappan level at Banawali.

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

4. As the available evidence (e.g. metallic implements for cutting seals)
clearly shows, one of the following sites was a major centre of production
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for Harappan seals. 
(A) Balakot
(B) Chanhudaro
(C) Kot Diji
(D) Lothal

5. Which of the following Vedic rivers have been located in Afghanistan?
a. Asikni
b. Kubha
c. Kramu
d. Sutudri
Select the correct answer from the code below:
(A) a and b
(B) b and c
(C) c and d
(D) a, b, c and d

6. During the post-Vedic period the annual rate of interest as mentioned by
Gautama and  Baudhyana was

(A) 10 %

(B) 12 %

(C) 15 %

(D) 20 %

7. Consider the following statements:

Assertion (A): Gautama Buddha stayed in maximum number of rainy
seasons at Sravasti, one of the chief cities of Kosala. 

Reason (R): Gautama Buddha and Prasenajit, the ruler of Kosala were of 

the same age. In the context of the above two statements, which one of the 
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following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

8. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the code
given below the lists:

List – I List – II 

(a)Mahavira (i) Antelope

(b) Mallinatha (ii) Lion

(c)Parsvanatha (iii) Serpen

(d) Santinatha (iv) Water Jar
 Codes: 

a b c d  

(A) (i) (iii) (ii) (iv)

(B) (ii) (iv) (iii)  (i)

(C) (iii)  (i) (iv)  (ii)

(D) (ii) (iv)  (i)  (iii)

9. The original work of Megasthenes is lost and we learn about his
observations from the quotations given by some later Greek writers, such as

a. Arrian
b. Diodoras
c. Justin
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d. Plutarch
e. Strabo

Select the correct answer from the code below: 

(A) (i) and (iii)
(B) (i), (ii) and (iv)
(C) (iii), (iv) and (v)
(D) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v)

10. Which one of the following pairs is not correctly matched?

(A) Charsada – Pushkalavati

(B) Sirkap – Takshasila

(C) Nagarjuna Konda – Dhanyakataka

(D) Tamluk – Tamralipti

11. Which of the following were the chief towns and ports of the Pandyas of the
Sangam age?

a. Korkai

b. Madurai

c. Puhar

d. Uraiyur

Select the correct answer from the code below: 

Codes: 

(A) (a) and (b)
(B) (b) and (c)
(C) (a), (b) and (c)
(D) (b), (c) and (d)
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12. The depiction of deities on the reverse corresponding to the name of the
rulers on the obverse is the characteristic feature of the coins of

(A) Ayodhya

(B) Kausambi

(C) Padmavati

(D) Panchala

13. Kushan dynastic sanctums, where statues of Kushan rulers were
established, were discovered at

a. Mat
b. Jalandhar
c. Kara-tepe

d. Surkh-Kotal

Select the correct answer from the codes below: 

Codes: 
(A) (a) and (b)
(B) (b) and (c)
(C) (a) and (d)
(D) (c) and (d)

14. Which one of the following pairs is not correctly matched?
(Rulers defeated by                    (Kingdoms)
   Samudragupta) 

(A) Mahendragiri – Pishtapura
(B) Mantaraja – Erandapalla
(C) Vishnugopa – Kanchi
(D) Vyaghraraja – Mahakantara
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15. Which of the following Tirthankara images were got fashioned by
Maharajadhiraja Ramagupta?

a. Mahavira
b. Parsvanatha
c. Chandraprabha

d. Pushpadanta

Select the correct answer from the codes below: 

(A) a and b
(B) c and d
(C) a, b and c
(D) b, c and d

16. An inscription of Kumaragupta from Sarnath is dated in the year 154.
Which among the following is its corresponding year?
(A) A.D. 211
(B) A.D. 232
(C) A.D. 394
(D) A.D. 473

17. Bhinamala is known as a birth place of the famous astronomer
(A) Aryabhatta
(B) Bhaskaracharya
(C) Brahmagupta
(D) Varahamihira

18. Match List – I with List-II and select the correct answer from the code
given below the  lists:
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List – I (Texts) List – II (Subjects) 

(a)Brihajjataka i. Architecture
(b) Dasarupaka ii. Astrology
(c)Lilavati iii. Dramaturgy
(d) Manasara iv. Mathematics

Codes: 
a b c d  

(A) (i) (ii) (iii)  (iv)
(B) (ii) (iii) (iv)  (i)
(C) (iii) (iv)  (i) (ii)
(D) (iv)  (i) (ii) (iii)

19. Which one of the following is an example of rockcut temple architecture?
(A) Kailasanatha Temple at Kanchi
(B) Rajaraja Temple, Thanjavur
(C) Kailasa Temple, Ellora
(D) Jagannatha Temple, Puri

20. Arrange the following Dharmasastra writers in a chronological order
beginning with the earliest:

a. Chandesvara
b. Hemadri
c. Lakshmidhara
d. Mitramisra

Choose the correct answer from the codes below: 
Codes: 
(A) a, d, c, b
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(B) b, a, d, c
(C) c, b, a, d
(D) d, c, b, a

21. Lokamahadevi, senior queen of Vikramaditya II in commemoration of his
three victories over the Pallavas of Kanchi, built
(A) Kailasnatha Temple at Kanchi
(B) Kont-Gudi Temple at Aihole
(C) Sangamesvara Temple at Pattadakal
(D) Virupaksha Temple at Pattadakal

22. Who among the following Chola rulers started the practice of prefixing
‘historical introduction’ to royal inscriptions?

(A) Sundara Chola
(B) Uttama Chola
(C) Rajaraja
(D) Rajendra

23. Consider the following statements:

Assertion (A): Nanadesis, a great trading corporation claimed to have
wandered over different lands. 

Reason (R): We learn from an inscription of Pagan that Nanadesis had 
founded a Vishnu temple in that distant city of Upper Burma. 

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is 
correct? 

(A) Both(A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
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(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

24. Sugandhadevi, who issued coins with the figure of seated Lakshmi, was a
queen of

(A) Karnataka

(B) Saurashtra

(C) Gauda

(D) Kashmir

25. The ruler of Suvarnabhumi, who founded a Buddhist monastery at Nalanda
and requested Devapala through his ambassador to grant five villages for its
upkeep, was

(A) Dharanindra
(B) Sangramadhananjaya
(C) Balaputradeva
(D) Chudamanivarman

26. Which one of the following is not correctly matched?

Author Text

(A) Sharangadeva – Samgita ratnakara
(B) Damodara – Samgita darpana
(C) Anonymous – Ghunyat’ul Munya
(D) Banarasidas – Hitopadesha

27. Firdausi, the author of Shah Namah, was the poet-laureate in the court of
(A) Mahmud Ghaznavi
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(B) Muhammad Ghori
(C) Qutbuddin Aibak
(D) Iltutmish

28. Amuktamalyada of Krishnadeva Rai of Vijayanagar Empire literally means:
(A) Garland of gold
(B) Garland of silver
(C) Garland of pearls
(D) Garland of flowers

29. The Qur Khanah means:
(A) The imperial armoury
(B) The royal stable
(C) The royal kitchen
(D) The hunting ground

30. Diwan-i-amir-i-Kohi, a separate department to improve cultivation was set
up by
(A) Ghiyas-ud-din Khilji
(B) Alauddin Khilji
(C) Muhammad-bin-Tughlaq
(D) Firoze Shah Tughlaq

31. Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
is labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Measures of expansion and centralization continued under

Alauddin Khilji’s successors.
Reason (R): Bengal was re-annexed (1324) and the area of direct control

extended almost to the extreme southern point of Indian peninsula under
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Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq and Muhammad-bin-Tughlaq. 
In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is 
correct? 
Codes: 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

32. Select the correct chronological order of succession of the Saiyyid Sultans
to the throne of Delhi mentioned below:
(A) Khizr Khan – Muhammad Shah – Mubarak Shah – Alauddin Shah
(B) Khizr Khan – Mubarak Shah – Muhammad Shah – Alauddin Shah
(C) Mubarak Shah – Khizr Khan – Alauddin Shah – Muhammad Shah
(D) Alauddin Shah – Muhammad Shah – Khizr Khan – Mubarak Shah

33. Sultan Firoze Shah Tughlaq was supposed to possess 1,80,000 slaves. Out
of these how many worked as artisans?
(A) 11,000
(B) 12,000
(C) 13,000
(D) 14,000

34. Nānkar was an allowance or perquisite made to
(A) Jagirdar
(B) Amin
(C) Zamindar
(D) Patwari
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35. Which of the following statements is not correct concerning Bahlol Lodhi?
(A) He shattered completely the power of the Sharqis of Jaunpur.
(B) In his long reign of thirty-eight years, he carried out many experiments

in the sphere of civil administration.
(C) He continued the administrative institutions of the Delhi Sultanate as

he had inherited them from the Saiyyid Sultans.
(D) The introduction of the coin Bahloli is considered as an important

measure in the numismatic history of Delhi Sultanate.

36. Which one of the following is wrongly matched?
(A) Qasba – Small town
(B) Ijara – Land out of cultivation
(C) Shroff – Money changer
(D) Zimmi – Protected non-Muslim

37. Which one of the following is wrongly matched?
(A) S. Arasratnam – Maritime India in the Seventeenth Century
(B) Om Prakash – The Dutch East India Company and the Economy of

 Bengal 
(C) K.N. Chaudhuri– Indian Merchants and Eurasian Trade
(D) K.S. Mathew – Portuguese Trade with India in the Sixteenth Century

38. Name Babur’s maternal grandmother, the wife of Yunus Khan Mughal,
who after the death of Babur’s father managed everything for her grandson
and dealt with conspirators:
(A) Qutlugh Nigar Begum
(B) Isan Daulat Begum
(C) Dildar Begum
(D) Mubarika Begum
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39. Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other is labelled as Reason (R)

Assertion (A): Sher Shah’s administration had fallen into confusion after
the death of Islam Shah. 

Reason (R): Akbar adopted Sher Shah’s land revenue system with 
modifications. 

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is 
correct? Select the correct answer from the codes given below. 

Codes: 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

40. Which one of the following statements is not correct concerning Mughal
paintings?

(A) Akbar created a new and vibrant school, by establishing a large
atelier that undertook the illustration of the Hamzanama in the 1560s.

(B) For illustration of a number of manuscripts throughout Akbar’s reign,
painters were recruited from various parts of India.

(C) The emphasis on realism in portraiture seems to have emanated from
Akbar himself almost from the beginning.

(D) Features of Renaissance painting did not influence Mughal art at all
under Akbar.

41. Who among the following Europeans has written about the state of
education of Mughal princes and princesses during Akbar’s period?

(A) Edward Terry
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(B) Thevenot
(C) Coryat
(D) Father Monserrate

42. Who among the following Mughal emperors, after his recovery from
illness wore pearl earring as a token of thanks to the Sufi Saint Khwaja
Moin-ud-din Chisti?

(A) Humayun
(B) Akbar
(C) Jahangir
(D) Shah Jahan

43. Who among the following said about his father’s rule that; “In Persia there is
room for Shias only, and in Turkey and Turan there is room for Sunnis only.
While in India, Sunnis and Shias met in one mosque and Francis and Jews in
one Church and observed their own forms of worship.”?
(A) Humayun
(B) Jahangir
(C) Shah Jahan
(D) Aurangzeb

44. Features of altamgha jagir introduced by Jahangir were similar to
(A) Watan jagir
(B) Tankhwah jagir
(C) Mashrut jagir
(D) Paibaqi land

45. Who constructed in Delhi, a mosque – the Khayr-ul manazil, opposite Purana
Qila?
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(A) Hamida Bano Begum
(B) Salima Begum
(C) Jiji Anaga
(D) Maham Anaga

46. Dastur circles were drawn for the purpose of fixing:
(A) Prices
(B) Ranks
(C) Revenues
(D) None of the above

47. Hun, a coin in circulation during the medieval period was made out of:
(A) Copper
(B) Brass
(C) Silver
(D) Gold

48. Khalsa, the ‘society of pure’, was found in
(A) 1605
(B) 1627
(C) 1699
(D) 1707

49. The Maratha claim of revenue for protection is called
(A) Sardeshmukhi
(B) Chauth
(C) Abwab
(D) Jama
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50. Mujannas’, ‘Turki’, ‘Tazi’ and ‘Janglah’ were the breeds of
(A) Elephants
(B) Camels
(C) Horses
(D) None of the above

51. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the code
given below:

List – I (Event) List – II (Person) 
(a) Hindu Widow’s Remarriage Act i. Dr. Atmaram
(b) Abolition of Slavery ii. Lord Dalhousie
(c) The Prarthana Samaj iii. Lord Ellenborough
(d) The Satya Shodhak Samaj iv. Jyotiba Phule

 

52. Which of the following was not the cause of the Indian Revolt of 1857?
(A) The Indian soldiers were to serve both in India and outside.
(B) The introduction of the Enfield Rifles.
(C) Great disparity between the Indian and the English soldiers.
(D) The desire of all Indians to shake off the colonial yoke.

53. Match the following columns:

Codes :
a b c d 

(A) iii i iv ii
(B) iv ii i iii
(C) ii iii i iv
(D) i iii ii iv
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List – I (Institutions) List – II (Founders) 

(a) Hindu College (i) Sir Syed Ahmad Khan

(b) M.A.O. College (ii) Jonathan Duncan

(c) Sanskrit College (iii) Jyotiba Phule

(d) Bethune College (iv) David Hare

Codes: 

 a      b      c     d  

(A) (iv)   (i)   (ii)  (iii)
(B) (iii) (iv)   (i)   (ii)
(C) (ii)  (iii)   (i)   (iv)
(D) (i)   (ii)   (iv)   (iii)

54. Which was not a constituent of the economic drain of wealth from India to
Britain?

(A) Home charges

(B) Dividend to the shareholders of the East India Company

(C) Civil and Military charges

(D) Divide and Rule

55. Eka Movement was started by the

(A) Peasants of Hardoi, Barabanki etc.

(B) Zamindars of Oudh

(C) Revolutionaries of Bengal

(D) Peasants of Maharashtra

56. The theory of ‘Sub-contractors’ as an explanation for Gandhi’s political
mobilization is attributed to whom?
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(A) Anil Seal
(B) Morris D. Morris
(C) Judith Brown
(D) Ranjit Guha

57. Consider the following events:
a. Cripps Mission
b. Quit India Movement
c. Nehru Report
d. Wavell Plan

The correct chronological order of these events is 

(A) (c), (a), (b), (d)

(B) (d), (b), (a), (c)

(C) (c), (d), (b), (a)

(D) (b), (c), (d), (a)

58. During 1937-39 the Congress Ministry in Madras was headed by

(A) Subramaniam Bharti

(B) T. Prakasham

(C) C. Rajgopalachari

(D) C.P. Ramaswami Iyer

59. Maulana Abdul Bari belonged to the

(A) Aligarh School

(B) Deoband School

(C) Nadwatul Ulema

(D) Firangi Mahal
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60. ‘Greatest good of the greatest number’ was the principle of which group of
thinkers?
(A) Utilitarian
(B) Socialists
(C) Liberals
(D) Conservatives

61. Gandhi’s intervention in the Ahmedabad Mill Strike in 1917 led to the
enhancement of wages for the workers by
(A) 25 %
(B) 35 %
(C) 45 %
(D) 55 %

62. Who acted on ‘the theory that the annexation of Sind would be a very
beneficent piece of rascality ….a robbery to be plausibly effected? 
(A) Lord Auckland
(B) Sir Charles Napier
(C) Sir John Keane
(D) Major James Outram

63. Who said that the Shimla Deputation (1907) had been stage managed by
the British and was no more than a ‘command performance’?
(A) Abul Kalam Azad
(B) Mohammad Ali
(C) Hasrat Mohani
(D) Syed Amir Ali

64. What was not a part of the Mountbatten Plan?
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(A) It gave the Indian States the right to decide their future.
(B) It proposed India’s partition.
(C) It was not specific about the date of India’s partition.
(D) It was accepted by the Congress and the Muslim League.

65. Who wrote that ‘Man is born free but everywhere he is in chains’?
(A) Montesquieu
(B) Voltaire
(C) Diderot
(D) Rousseau

66. Name the policy adopted by the United States of America to meet the
economic crisis caused by the Great Depression of 1929.
(A) Open Door
(B) Marshall Plan
(C) Protectionism
(D) New Deal

67. Who was the recognized leader of Utilitarianism?

(A) Adam Smith

(B) Jeremy Bentham

(C) Friedrich Engels

(D) Edmund Burke

68. Match List – I and List – II and choose the correct answer from the codes
given below the   lists:

List – I (Person) List – II (Events) 
(a) Ishwar Chandra i. Parliament     of     Religions     at
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Vidyasagar    Chicago in 1893 
(b) Malabari ii. Age of Consent Bill 1891
(c) Swami Vivekanand iii. Got  the Hindu widows remarriage

legalised in 1856
(d) Ranade iv. Inspired the foundation of the Deccan

Educational Society in 1884

 Codes: 

 a  b  c   d 

 (A) (iii) (ii)  (i) (iv)
(B) (i) (iv) (iii) (ii)

(C) (ii) (iii) (iv)  (i)

(D) (iv)  (i) (ii) (iii)

69. Which Viceroy was stabbed to death by a convict in Andaman Islands?

(A) Elgin

(B) Lytton

(C) Mayo

(D) Ripon

70. Which of the following was not a part of the Government of India Act, 1935?

(A) The Provincial Autonomy

(B) Appointment of an Indian as a Governor

(C) The All India Federation

(D) Reserve Bank of India

71. The journal, Review of Historical Synthesis, which focuses on the
synthesis of all activities of man in society was founded in 1900 by
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(A) Lucien Febvre
(B) March Block
(C) Henri Berr
(D) Fernand Braudel

72. Who has argued that de-industrialization did not take place in India
during the colonial period?
(A) Amiyo Baghchi
(B) Bipan Chandra
(C) Morris D. Morris
(D) Jawaharlal Nehru

73. The chief grievance of the peasants in the Champaran Satyagraha was about
the:
(A) Abwabs & illegal cesses
(B) Land revenue demand
(C) Tinkathia system
(D) Exploitation by the money-lenders

74. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): The Congress leaders accepted the proposal of India’s
partition, at last.
Reason (R): They felt convinced that this was the only suitable solution left.
In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct but (R) is not the correct explanation of

(A).
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(C) (A) is correct, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is correct.

75. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): The Indians outnumbered the Europeans in civil services

examinations within 20 years of its starting in India.
Reason (R): The Indians showed that the Europeans were no match to them.
In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct, but (R) is not the correct explanation of

(A).
(C) (A) is correct, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is correct.
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   ANSWER KEY 
Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 D 26 D 51 C 
2 B 27 A 52 D 
3 A 28 C 53 A 
4 B 29 A 54 D 
5 B 30 C 55 A 
6 C 31 A 56 C 
7 B 32 B 57 A 
8 B 33 B 58 C 
9 D 34 C 59 D 
10 C 35 B 60 A 
11 A 36 B 61 B 
12 D 37 C 62 B 
13 C 38 B 63 B 
14 B 39 B 64 C 
15 B 40 D 65 D 
16 D 41 D 66 D 
17 C 42 C 67 B 
18 B 43 B 68 A 
19 C 44 A 69 C 
20 C 45 D 70 B 
21 D 46 C 71 C 
22 C 47 D 72 C 
23 A 48 B 73 C 
24 D 49 B 74 A 
25 C 50 C 75 C 
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 JUNE PAPER II 

1. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the code
given below:

List – I List – II 
a. Grid system of excavation i. Pitt Rivers
b. Principle of stratigraphy ii. R.E.M Wheeler
c. Radiocarbon method of dating iii. Thomas Jefferson
d. Three dimensional method of recording iv. F.W Libby

Codes :
a b c d

(A) i ii iii iv
(B) ii iii iv i
(C) iii i ii iv
(D) ii iv iii i

2. In which area the neolithic man lived in underground pits?
(A) Karnataka
(B) Assam
(C) Kashmir
(D) Madhya Pradesh

3. Match List – I (items found in Harappan sites) with List – II (possible sources)
and select the correct answer from the codes given below:

List – I List – II 
a. Copper i. Deccan
b. Shell ii. Rajasthan
c. Lapis Lazuli iii. Kutch
d. Gold iv. Afghanistan

Codes: 

2014
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a b c d 
(A) iii iv i ii
(B) i iii ii iv
(C) ii iii i iv
(D) ii iii iv i

4. Which among the following weapons of war have not been found in the
remains of the Harappan culture?

i. Bows and Arrows
ii. Swords

iii. Shields
iv. Helmets

Select the correct answer with the help of the code given below: 
(A) (i) only
(B) (i) and (ii)
(C) (ii) and (iii)
(D) (ii), (iii) and (iv)

5. Who among the following priests had the duty to supervise the performance
of a sacrifice?
(A) Hota
(B) Brahma
(C) Udgata
(D) Adhvaryu

6. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

List – I List – II 
a. Srautasutra i. Measuring of fire-altars
b. Grihyasutra ii. Rules relating to sacrifices
c. Dharmasutra iii. Domestic rights
d. Sulvasutra iv. Dharma or Law
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Codes: 
a b c d 

(A) ii iii iv i
(B) i ii iii iv
(C) iii iv ii i
(D) iv i ii iii

7. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the code
given below:

List – I List – II 
a. Surya Siddhanta i. Romans
b. Pudgala ii. Greeks
c. Horashastra iii. Aryabhatta
d. Arretine Ware iv. Jainism

Codes: 
a b c d 

(A) iii iv ii i
(B) iii ii i iv
(C) ii iii iv i
(D) i ii iv iii

8. Match List – I (Officials)  with List – II (Departments) and select the
correct answer with the help of the codes given below:

List – I (Officials)  List – II (Departments) 
a. Lakshanadhyaksha i. Superintendent of Mints
b. Sitadhyaksha ii. Superintendent of Commerce
c. Pautavadhyaksha iii. Superintendent of Agriculture
d. Panyadhyaksha iv. Superintendent of Weights and

Measures

Codes: 
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a b c d 
(A) iv i ii iii
(B) i iii iv ii
(C) iii ii i iv
(D) i iii ii iv

9. Which inscription of Ashoka gives an account of Kalinga War?
(A) Jaugada Rock Inscription
(B) Dhauli Rock Inscription
(C) Rummindei Pillar Inscription
(D) Shahbajgarhi Rock Edict

10. Who among the following rulers is the last ruler of the Satavahana dynasty?
(A) Siri Yajna
(B) Siri Satakarni
(C) Pulumavi IV
(D) Siva Siri Pulumavi

11. Who was the first Mathematician to calculate the correct value of pi (p)?
(A) Āryabhatta I
(B) Āryabhatta II
(C) Varāhmihira
(D) Brahmagupta

12. Which one of the following territories was not ruled by King Chandragupta
– I?
(A) Prayaga
(B) Saketa
(C) Vaishali
(D) Magadha

13. St. Thomas come to India for the propagation of Christianity during the reign
of
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(A) Akbar
(B) Gondophernes
(C) Kadphises
(D) Jahangir

14. What is the correct chronological sequence of the following Buddhist sites?
(A) Nalanda, Nagarjunikonda, Amravati, Sanchi
(B) Nagarjunikonda, Sanchi, Amravati, Nalanda
(C) Sanchi, Amravati, Nagarjunikonda, Nalanda
(D) Sanchi, Nagarjunikonda,  Amravati, Nalanda

15. Who among the following officers was not a functionary under the
Mauryan Administration?
(A) Pradesikas
(B) Rajukas
(C) Yuktas
(D) Nayakas

16. Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
is labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): With the establishment of Turkish rule, the art of history

writing was firmly established in India.
Reason (R): The Sultanate period witnessed development of paper industry

in India.
In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct? Select the correct answer from the codes given below:
Codes:
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

17. Who proclaimed that the mason and stone cutters of Delhi were superior to
their fellow craftmen in the whole Muslim World?
(A) Amir Khusro
(B) Minhaj-us-Siraj
(C) Ibn Batuta
(D) Isami
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18. Who among the following used to look after the army during the Sultanate
period?
(A) Naib
(B) Wazir
(C) Qazi
(D) Ariz-i Mamaliq

19. The country is for the most part well cultivated, very fertile, the troops
amount in number to eleven lakhs. Who made the above statement in respect
of Vijayanagara State?
(A) Nuniz
(B) Abdur Razzak
(C) Nicolo Conti
(D) D. Barbosa

20. Who among the following opined that ‘A woman cannot acquit herself well
as a ruler for she is essentially deficient in intellect’?
(A) Minhaj-us-Siraj
(B) Ziyauddin Barni
(C) Isami
(D) Yahya Bin Ahmad

21. Consider the following statements about Sher Shah Suri:
i. Sher Shah established an empire extending from Afghanistan to

Orissa.
ii. His use of Hindavi language in administration was a measure of his

practical sense.
iii. He enforced law and order with heavy hand.
iv. He withdrew the circulation of gold coins.
Which of the above statements are correct? Select the correct answer from
the codes given below:
 Codes: 
(A) i, iii
(B) ii, iii
(C) i, iv
(D) ii, iv

22. Arrange the following in correct chronological order and select the correct
answer from the codes given below:
(i) Battle of Khanwa
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(ii) Battle of Palkhed
(iii) Battle of Chausa
(iv) Battle of Dhrmat
Codes:
(A) (i), (iii), (iv), (ii)
(B) (iii), (i), (ii), (iv)
(C) (ii), (i), (iv), (iii)
(D) (iv), (ii), (iii), (i)

23. Which of the following historical accounts was not written during the reign
of Akbar?
(A) Tarikh-i Firishta
(B) Humayunnama
(C) Tarikh-i Shershahi
(D) Tabaqat-i Akbari

24. Which of the following historians writes that Nur Jahan’s “relations and
connections were exalted by favours of all kind”?
(A) Mutamad Khan
(B) Inayat Khan
(C) Khwaja Kamgar Khan
(D) Abdul Hamid Lahori

25. Which of the following statements is true?
(A)  Like Europe, the nobility in Mughal India was a legal category

(B) The Mughal nobles were not involved in the task of administration at
higher level

(C) The social distinctions between the Iranis, Turanis and the Shaikhzada
nobles disappeared.

(D) The nobles whose ancestors had been in the Mughal Imperial service for
more than a generation were called Khanazads

26. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:
List – I List – II 
a. Francois Bernier i. A Dutch traveller who visited India during the

reign of Jahangir
b. Tavernier ii. A French traveller who was a jeweller by

profession and who was in India during the
reigns of Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb
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c. Pelsaert iii. An Englishman who visited India during the
reign of Akbar

d. Ralph Fitch iv. A French physician who visited India during the
reign of Aurangzeb and believed that the King
was the owner of all land in India

        Codes: 
a   b     c   d 

(A) iv ii i iii
(B) iv ii iii i
(C) ii iv i iii
(D) ii iv iii i

27. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

List – I List – II 
a. Ijara i. A method of land revenue assessment and

collection under  the Mughals
b. Hasil ii. The system of revenue farming
c. Ghalla bakhshi iii. Area under crop  failure
d. Nabud iv. Actually realised  revenue under the Mughals

Codes: 
a b c d 

(A) iv ii i iii
(B) ii iv i iii
(C) ii i iv iii
(D) iii i iv ii

28. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and other
labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): In military terms Aurangzeb’s reign was undistinguished.
Reason (R): He could not subjugate the Marathas.
In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct?
Codes:
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false
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(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true

29. ‘The reality of Mughal centralized power is one matter, whether it was
‘good or bad’ quite another.’
Who made the above statement?
(A) J.F. Richards
(B) Irfan Habib
(C) Satish Chandra
(D) Jadunath Sarkar

30. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from the codes given
below:

List – I (Name of the Department of the 
Central Government under Shivaji) 

List – II (Title of the 
Head of the Department) 

a. Department of Royal Household and Court
Affairs

i. Amatya

b. Department of Foreign Affairs ii. Mantri
c. Department of Royal Correspondence iii. Sumant
d. Finance Department iv. Sachiv

Codes: 
a b c d 

(A) ii iii i iv
(B) ii iii iv i
(C) iii ii iv i
(D) iii ii i iv

31. Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
is labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Weak statesmen and incompetent commanders were

responsible for the rapid disintegration of the Mughal Empire in the first 
half of the Eighteenth century. 

Reason (R): The Mughal statesmen and nobles of this period were 
preoccupied with their own interest and had little concern for the fate of 
the Empire. 

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is 
correct? Select the correct answer from the codes given below: 
Codes: 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
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(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is no the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

32. The only major industry in the hands of Indian capitalists during the late
nineteenth century was
(A) Cotton textile
(B) Jute
(C) Iron and steel
(D) None of the above

33. A young Maharashtrian who joined the revolutionary movement in Punjab
was:
(A) Sukhdev
(B) Rajguru
(C) Namdev
(D) Vasudev

34. Who stated that the object of the political dacoities must be to secure money
belonging to the Government?
(A) Ramprasad Bismil
(B) Surya Sen
(C) Pritilata Waddedar
(D) Sukhdev

35. Arrange the following in correct chronological order and select the correct
answer with the help of the code given below:
(i) Minto
(ii) John Shore
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(iii) Cornwallis
(iv) Warren Hastings
Codes:
(A) (iv), (ii), (i), (iii)
(B) (iii), (ii), (iv), (i)
(C) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
(D) (iv), (iii), (ii), (i)

36. Who commented ‘Oriental learning, is inferior to European learning”?
(A) Charles Wood
(B) William Carrey
(C) Lord Macaulay
(D) William Hunter

37. Who were called ‘Neo Nationalists’?
(A) Moderators
(B) Swarajists
(C) Extremists
(D) Revolutionaries

38. Who set up the Agricultural Research Institute at Pusa?
(A) Lytton
(B) Rippon
(C) Curzon
(D) Minto

39. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer with the help of the
codes given below:
List – I (Commission) List – II (Chairman) 
a. Famine Commission 1899 i.Thomas Robertson

b. Railway Commission 1901 ii.Thomas Raleigh
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c. Irrigation Commission 1901 iii.Anthony MacDonnell

d. Universities Commission 1902 iv.Sir Colin Scott Moncrieff

Codes: 
a b c d 

(A) iii i iv ii
(B) i iv ii iii
(C) iv ii iii i
(D) i iii ii iv

40. Who of the following poets wrote in praise of Russian Revolution of 1917?

(A) Subramanya Bharati

(B) Muhammad Iqbal

(C) Sarojini Naidu

(D) Rabindranath Tagore

41. In which year Dacca Anushilan Samiti was founded?

(A) 1902

(B) 1903

(C) 1904

(D) 1905

42. Who among the following said, “For me every tiniest activity is governed
by what I consider to be my religion”?

(A) Swami Vivekanand

(B) V.D. Savarkar
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(C) Mahatma Gandhi

(D) Subhash Chandra Bose

43. The All India Women’s Conference was started in 1927 to
(A) promote women’s education
(B) increase women’s share in the legislatures
(C) enhance women’s employment
(D) campaign for women’s voting rights

44. Who of the following led a delegation to London to demand Female
Franchise?
(A) Annie Besant
(B) Sucheta Kripalani
(C) Sarla Devi
(D) Sarojini Naidu

45. Which of the following is not true of the Cabinet Mission plan?
(A) It rejected the creation of a separate State of Pakistan.
(B) It recognized India’s right to secede from the Commonwealth.
(C) All members of the Indian Cabinet are to be Indians.
(D) It gave scope to the communal representation.

46. The Nehru-Liaqat Pact between India and Pakistan was signed in 1950 to
resolve the issue of
(A) Protection of Minorities
(B) The accession of the Princely States
(C) The Border disputes
(D) Foreign Relations
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47. Where was Panchayat Raj first introduced?
(A) Tamil Nadu
(B) Rajasthan
(C) Maharashtra
(D) Andhra Pradesh

48. Which one of the following statements is not correct about Black Death?
(A) The blood sucking fleas, that lived on black rats were responsible for

the spread of Black Death.
(B) Plague was called Black Death because of the deadly black swellings

it caused.
(C) The terrible disease was transmitted from Asia to Europe in the

fifteenth century.
(D) People thought that God had sent the Black Death as a punishment for

their sins.

49. Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other one labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Civilization in all its varied aspects constitutes the subject-

matter of history.
Reason (R): Such a cultural approach to history would make it a biography

of civilization.
In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following
codes is correct?
Codes:
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of

(A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false but (R) is true.

50. Who amongst the following medieval historiographers pronounced that:
“Prejudice and partisanship obscure the critical faculty and preclude critical
investigation”?
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(A) Al beruni
(B) Minhaj-us Siraj
(C) Ibn Khaldoun
(D) Ziyauddin Barni
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       ANSWER KEY 

Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 B 26 B 
2 C 27 B 
3 D 28 D 
4 D 29 A 
5 B 30 B 
6 A 31 D 
7 A 32 A 
8 B 33 B 
9 D 34 A 
10 C 35 D 
11 A 36 C 
12 C 37 C 
13 B 38 C 
14 C 39 A 
15 D 40 A 
16 B 41 - 
17 A 42 C 
18 D 43 A 
19 B 44 D 
20 C 45 D 
21 B 46 A 
22 A 47 B 
23 A 48 C 
24 A 49 A 
25 D 50 C 
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 2014 JUNE PAPER III 

1. In 2001 was found a complete fossilized human baby skull from
(A) Bhimbetka
(B) Damdama
(C) Hathnora
(D) Odai

2. Which of the following sites has yielded an ivory pendant from the
microlithic context?
(A) Bagor
(B) Damdama
(C) Mahadaha
(D) Sarai Nahar Rai

3. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): Plough based agriculture was known to the Harappans.

Reason (R): A terracotta model of plough was found in the mature
Harappan level at Banawali.

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

4. As the available evidence (e.g. metallic implements for cutting seals)
clearly shows, one of the following sites was a major centre of production
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for Harappan seals. 
(A) Balakot
(B) Chanhudaro
(C) Kot Diji
(D) Lothal

5. Which of the following Vedic rivers have been located in Afghanistan?
a. Asikni
b. Kubha
c. Kramu
d. Sutudri
Select the correct answer from the code below:
(A) a and b
(B) b and c
(C) c and d
(D) a, b, c and d

6. During the post-Vedic period the annual rate of interest as mentioned by
Gautama and  Baudhyana was

(A) 10 %

(B) 12 %

(C) 15 %

(D) 20 %

7. Consider the following statements:

Assertion (A): Gautama Buddha stayed in maximum number of rainy
seasons at Sravasti, one of the chief cities of Kosala. 

Reason (R): Gautama Buddha and Prasenajit, the ruler of Kosala were of 

the same age. In the context of the above two statements, which one of the 
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following is correct? 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

8. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the code
given below the lists:

List – I List – II 

(a)Mahavira (i) Antelope

(b) Mallinatha (ii) Lion

(c)Parsvanatha (iii) Serpen

(d) Santinatha (iv) Water Jar
 Codes: 

a b c d  

(A) (i) (iii) (ii) (iv)

(B) (ii) (iv) (iii)  (i)

(C) (iii)  (i) (iv)  (ii)

(D) (ii) (iv)  (i)  (iii)

9. The original work of Megasthenes is lost and we learn about his
observations from the quotations given by some later Greek writers, such as

a. Arrian
b. Diodoras
c. Justin
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d. Plutarch
e. Strabo

Select the correct answer from the code below: 

(A) (i) and (iii)
(B) (i), (ii) and (iv)
(C) (iii), (iv) and (v)
(D) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v)

10. Which one of the following pairs is not correctly matched?

(A) Charsada – Pushkalavati

(B) Sirkap – Takshasila

(C) Nagarjuna Konda – Dhanyakataka

(D) Tamluk – Tamralipti

11. Which of the following were the chief towns and ports of the Pandyas of the
Sangam age?

a. Korkai

b. Madurai

c. Puhar

d. Uraiyur

Select the correct answer from the code below: 

Codes: 

(A) (a) and (b)
(B) (b) and (c)
(C) (a), (b) and (c)
(D) (b), (c) and (d)
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12. The depiction of deities on the reverse corresponding to the name of the
rulers on the obverse is the characteristic feature of the coins of

(A) Ayodhya

(B) Kausambi

(C) Padmavati

(D) Panchala

13. Kushan dynastic sanctums, where statues of Kushan rulers were
established, were discovered at

a. Mat
b. Jalandhar
c. Kara-tepe

d. Surkh-Kotal

Select the correct answer from the codes below: 

Codes: 
(A) (a) and (b)
(B) (b) and (c)
(C) (a) and (d)
(D) (c) and (d)

14. Which one of the following pairs is not correctly matched?
(Rulers defeated by                    (Kingdoms)
   Samudragupta) 

(A) Mahendragiri – Pishtapura
(B) Mantaraja – Erandapalla
(C) Vishnugopa – Kanchi
(D) Vyaghraraja – Mahakantara
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15. Which of the following Tirthankara images were got fashioned by
Maharajadhiraja Ramagupta?

a. Mahavira
b. Parsvanatha
c. Chandraprabha

d. Pushpadanta

Select the correct answer from the codes below: 

(A) a and b
(B) c and d
(C) a, b and c
(D) b, c and d

16. An inscription of Kumaragupta from Sarnath is dated in the year 154.
Which among the following is its corresponding year?
(A) A.D. 211
(B) A.D. 232
(C) A.D. 394
(D) A.D. 473

17. Bhinamala is known as a birth place of the famous astronomer
(A) Aryabhatta
(B) Bhaskaracharya
(C) Brahmagupta
(D) Varahamihira

18. Match List – I with List-II and select the correct answer from the code
given below the  lists:
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List – I (Texts) List – II (Subjects) 

(a)Brihajjataka i. Architecture
(b) Dasarupaka ii. Astrology
(c)Lilavati iii. Dramaturgy
(d) Manasara iv. Mathematics

Codes: 
a b c d  

(A) (i) (ii) (iii)  (iv)
(B) (ii) (iii) (iv)  (i)
(C) (iii) (iv)  (i) (ii)
(D) (iv)  (i) (ii) (iii)

19. Which one of the following is an example of rockcut temple architecture?
(A) Kailasanatha Temple at Kanchi
(B) Rajaraja Temple, Thanjavur
(C) Kailasa Temple, Ellora
(D) Jagannatha Temple, Puri

20. Arrange the following Dharmasastra writers in a chronological order
beginning with the earliest:

a. Chandesvara
b. Hemadri
c. Lakshmidhara
d. Mitramisra

Choose the correct answer from the codes below: 
Codes: 
(A) a, d, c, b
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(B) b, a, d, c
(C) c, b, a, d
(D) d, c, b, a

21. Lokamahadevi, senior queen of Vikramaditya II in commemoration of his
three victories over the Pallavas of Kanchi, built
(A) Kailasnatha Temple at Kanchi
(B) Kont-Gudi Temple at Aihole
(C) Sangamesvara Temple at Pattadakal
(D) Virupaksha Temple at Pattadakal

22. Who among the following Chola rulers started the practice of prefixing
‘historical introduction’ to royal inscriptions?

(A) Sundara Chola
(B) Uttama Chola
(C) Rajaraja
(D) Rajendra

23. Consider the following statements:

Assertion (A): Nanadesis, a great trading corporation claimed to have
wandered over different lands. 

Reason (R): We learn from an inscription of Pagan that Nanadesis had 
founded a Vishnu temple in that distant city of Upper Burma. 

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is 
correct? 

(A) Both(A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
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(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

24. Sugandhadevi, who issued coins with the figure of seated Lakshmi, was a
queen of

(A) Karnataka

(B) Saurashtra

(C) Gauda

(D) Kashmir

25. The ruler of Suvarnabhumi, who founded a Buddhist monastery at Nalanda
and requested Devapala through his ambassador to grant five villages for its
upkeep, was

(A) Dharanindra
(B) Sangramadhananjaya
(C) Balaputradeva
(D) Chudamanivarman

26. Which one of the following is not correctly matched?

Author Text

(A) Sharangadeva – Samgita ratnakara
(B) Damodara – Samgita darpana
(C) Anonymous – Ghunyat’ul Munya
(D) Banarasidas – Hitopadesha

27. Firdausi, the author of Shah Namah, was the poet-laureate in the court of
(A) Mahmud Ghaznavi
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(B) Muhammad Ghori
(C) Qutbuddin Aibak
(D) Iltutmish

28. Amuktamalyada of Krishnadeva Rai of Vijayanagar Empire literally means:
(A) Garland of gold
(B) Garland of silver
(C) Garland of pearls
(D) Garland of flowers

29. The Qur Khanah means:
(A) The imperial armoury
(B) The royal stable
(C) The royal kitchen
(D) The hunting ground

30. Diwan-i-amir-i-Kohi, a separate department to improve cultivation was set
up by
(A) Ghiyas-ud-din Khilji
(B) Alauddin Khilji
(C) Muhammad-bin-Tughlaq
(D) Firoze Shah Tughlaq

31. Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
is labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Measures of expansion and centralization continued under

Alauddin Khilji’s successors.
Reason (R): Bengal was re-annexed (1324) and the area of direct control

extended almost to the extreme southern point of Indian peninsula under
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Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq and Muhammad-bin-Tughlaq. 
In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is 
correct? 
Codes: 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

32. Select the correct chronological order of succession of the Saiyyid Sultans
to the throne of Delhi mentioned below:
(A) Khizr Khan – Muhammad Shah – Mubarak Shah – Alauddin Shah
(B) Khizr Khan – Mubarak Shah – Muhammad Shah – Alauddin Shah
(C) Mubarak Shah – Khizr Khan – Alauddin Shah – Muhammad Shah
(D) Alauddin Shah – Muhammad Shah – Khizr Khan – Mubarak Shah

33. Sultan Firoze Shah Tughlaq was supposed to possess 1,80,000 slaves. Out
of these how many worked as artisans?
(A) 11,000
(B) 12,000
(C) 13,000
(D) 14,000

34. Nānkar was an allowance or perquisite made to
(A) Jagirdar
(B) Amin
(C) Zamindar
(D) Patwari
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35. Which of the following statements is not correct concerning Bahlol Lodhi?
(A) He shattered completely the power of the Sharqis of Jaunpur.
(B) In his long reign of thirty-eight years, he carried out many experiments

in the sphere of civil administration.
(C) He continued the administrative institutions of the Delhi Sultanate as

he had inherited them from the Saiyyid Sultans.
(D) The introduction of the coin Bahloli is considered as an important

measure in the numismatic history of Delhi Sultanate.

36. Which one of the following is wrongly matched?
(A) Qasba – Small town
(B) Ijara – Land out of cultivation
(C) Shroff – Money changer
(D) Zimmi – Protected non-Muslim

37. Which one of the following is wrongly matched?
(A) S. Arasratnam – Maritime India in the Seventeenth Century
(B) Om Prakash – The Dutch East India Company and the Economy of

 Bengal 
(C) K.N. Chaudhuri– Indian Merchants and Eurasian Trade
(D) K.S. Mathew – Portuguese Trade with India in the Sixteenth Century

38. Name Babur’s maternal grandmother, the wife of Yunus Khan Mughal,
who after the death of Babur’s father managed everything for her grandson
and dealt with conspirators:
(A) Qutlugh Nigar Begum
(B) Isan Daulat Begum
(C) Dildar Begum
(D) Mubarika Begum
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39. Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other is labelled as Reason (R)

Assertion (A): Sher Shah’s administration had fallen into confusion after
the death of Islam Shah. 

Reason (R): Akbar adopted Sher Shah’s land revenue system with 
modifications. 

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is 
correct? Select the correct answer from the codes given below. 

Codes: 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

40. Which one of the following statements is not correct concerning Mughal
paintings?

(A) Akbar created a new and vibrant school, by establishing a large
atelier that undertook the illustration of the Hamzanama in the 1560s.

(B) For illustration of a number of manuscripts throughout Akbar’s reign,
painters were recruited from various parts of India.

(C) The emphasis on realism in portraiture seems to have emanated from
Akbar himself almost from the beginning.

(D) Features of Renaissance painting did not influence Mughal art at all
under Akbar.

41. Who among the following Europeans has written about the state of
education of Mughal princes and princesses during Akbar’s period?

(A) Edward Terry
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(B) Thevenot
(C) Coryat
(D) Father Monserrate

42. Who among the following Mughal emperors, after his recovery from
illness wore pearl earring as a token of thanks to the Sufi Saint Khwaja
Moin-ud-din Chisti?

(A) Humayun
(B) Akbar
(C) Jahangir
(D) Shah Jahan

43. Who among the following said about his father’s rule that; “In Persia there is
room for Shias only, and in Turkey and Turan there is room for Sunnis only.
While in India, Sunnis and Shias met in one mosque and Francis and Jews in
one Church and observed their own forms of worship.”?
(A) Humayun
(B) Jahangir
(C) Shah Jahan
(D) Aurangzeb

44. Features of altamgha jagir introduced by Jahangir were similar to
(A) Watan jagir
(B) Tankhwah jagir
(C) Mashrut jagir
(D) Paibaqi land

45. Who constructed in Delhi, a mosque – the Khayr-ul manazil, opposite Purana
Qila?
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(A) Hamida Bano Begum
(B) Salima Begum
(C) Jiji Anaga
(D) Maham Anaga

46. Dastur circles were drawn for the purpose of fixing:
(A) Prices
(B) Ranks
(C) Revenues
(D) None of the above

47. Hun, a coin in circulation during the medieval period was made out of:
(A) Copper
(B) Brass
(C) Silver
(D) Gold

48. Khalsa, the ‘society of pure’, was found in
(A) 1605
(B) 1627
(C) 1699
(D) 1707

49. The Maratha claim of revenue for protection is called
(A) Sardeshmukhi
(B) Chauth
(C) Abwab
(D) Jama
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50. Mujannas’, ‘Turki’, ‘Tazi’ and ‘Janglah’ were the breeds of
(A) Elephants
(B) Camels
(C) Horses
(D) None of the above

51. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the code
given below:

List – I (Event) List – II (Person) 
(a) Hindu Widow’s Remarriage Act i. Dr. Atmaram
(b) Abolition of Slavery ii. Lord Dalhousie
(c) The Prarthana Samaj iii. Lord Ellenborough
(d) The Satya Shodhak Samaj iv. Jyotiba Phule

 

52. Which of the following was not the cause of the Indian Revolt of 1857?
(A) The Indian soldiers were to serve both in India and outside.
(B) The introduction of the Enfield Rifles.
(C) Great disparity between the Indian and the English soldiers.
(D) The desire of all Indians to shake off the colonial yoke.

53. Match the following columns:

Codes :
a b c d 

(A) iii i iv ii
(B) iv ii i iii
(C) ii iii i iv
(D) i iii ii iv
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List – I (Institutions) List – II (Founders) 

(a) Hindu College (i) Sir Syed Ahmad Khan

(b) M.A.O. College (ii) Jonathan Duncan

(c) Sanskrit College (iii) Jyotiba Phule

(d) Bethune College (iv) David Hare

Codes: 

 a      b      c     d  

(A) (iv)   (i)   (ii)  (iii)
(B) (iii) (iv)   (i)   (ii)
(C) (ii)  (iii)   (i)   (iv)
(D) (i)   (ii)   (iv)   (iii)

54. Which was not a constituent of the economic drain of wealth from India to
Britain?

(A) Home charges

(B) Dividend to the shareholders of the East India Company

(C) Civil and Military charges

(D) Divide and Rule

55. Eka Movement was started by the

(A) Peasants of Hardoi, Barabanki etc.

(B) Zamindars of Oudh

(C) Revolutionaries of Bengal

(D) Peasants of Maharashtra

56. The theory of ‘Sub-contractors’ as an explanation for Gandhi’s political
mobilization is attributed to whom?
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(A) Anil Seal
(B) Morris D. Morris
(C) Judith Brown
(D) Ranjit Guha

57. Consider the following events:
a. Cripps Mission
b. Quit India Movement
c. Nehru Report
d. Wavell Plan

The correct chronological order of these events is 

(A) (c), (a), (b), (d)

(B) (d), (b), (a), (c)

(C) (c), (d), (b), (a)

(D) (b), (c), (d), (a)

58. During 1937-39 the Congress Ministry in Madras was headed by

(A) Subramaniam Bharti

(B) T. Prakasham

(C) C. Rajgopalachari

(D) C.P. Ramaswami Iyer

59. Maulana Abdul Bari belonged to the

(A) Aligarh School

(B) Deoband School

(C) Nadwatul Ulema

(D) Firangi Mahal
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60. ‘Greatest good of the greatest number’ was the principle of which group of
thinkers?
(A) Utilitarian
(B) Socialists
(C) Liberals
(D) Conservatives

61. Gandhi’s intervention in the Ahmedabad Mill Strike in 1917 led to the
enhancement of wages for the workers by
(A) 25 %
(B) 35 %
(C) 45 %
(D) 55 %

62. Who acted on ‘the theory that the annexation of Sind would be a very
beneficent piece of rascality ….a robbery to be plausibly effected? 
(A) Lord Auckland
(B) Sir Charles Napier
(C) Sir John Keane
(D) Major James Outram

63. Who said that the Shimla Deputation (1907) had been stage managed by
the British and was no more than a ‘command performance’?
(A) Abul Kalam Azad
(B) Mohammad Ali
(C) Hasrat Mohani
(D) Syed Amir Ali

64. What was not a part of the Mountbatten Plan?
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(A) It gave the Indian States the right to decide their future.
(B) It proposed India’s partition.
(C) It was not specific about the date of India’s partition.
(D) It was accepted by the Congress and the Muslim League.

65. Who wrote that ‘Man is born free but everywhere he is in chains’?
(A) Montesquieu
(B) Voltaire
(C) Diderot
(D) Rousseau

66. Name the policy adopted by the United States of America to meet the
economic crisis caused by the Great Depression of 1929.
(A) Open Door
(B) Marshall Plan
(C) Protectionism
(D) New Deal

67. Who was the recognized leader of Utilitarianism?

(A) Adam Smith

(B) Jeremy Bentham

(C) Friedrich Engels

(D) Edmund Burke

68. Match List – I and List – II and choose the correct answer from the codes
given below the   lists:

List – I (Person) List – II (Events) 
(a) Ishwar Chandra i. Parliament     of     Religions     at
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Vidyasagar    Chicago in 1893 
(b) Malabari ii. Age of Consent Bill 1891
(c) Swami Vivekanand iii. Got  the Hindu widows remarriage

legalised in 1856
(d) Ranade iv. Inspired the foundation of the Deccan

Educational Society in 1884

 Codes: 

 a  b  c   d 

 (A) (iii) (ii)  (i) (iv)
(B) (i) (iv) (iii) (ii)

(C) (ii) (iii) (iv)  (i)

(D) (iv)  (i) (ii) (iii)

69. Which Viceroy was stabbed to death by a convict in Andaman Islands?

(A) Elgin

(B) Lytton

(C) Mayo

(D) Ripon

70. Which of the following was not a part of the Government of India Act, 1935?

(A) The Provincial Autonomy

(B) Appointment of an Indian as a Governor

(C) The All India Federation

(D) Reserve Bank of India

71. The journal, Review of Historical Synthesis, which focuses on the
synthesis of all activities of man in society was founded in 1900 by
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(A) Lucien Febvre
(B) March Block
(C) Henri Berr
(D) Fernand Braudel

72. Who has argued that de-industrialization did not take place in India
during the colonial period?
(A) Amiyo Baghchi
(B) Bipan Chandra
(C) Morris D. Morris
(D) Jawaharlal Nehru

73. The chief grievance of the peasants in the Champaran Satyagraha was about
the:
(A) Abwabs & illegal cesses
(B) Land revenue demand
(C) Tinkathia system
(D) Exploitation by the money-lenders

74. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): The Congress leaders accepted the proposal of India’s
partition, at last.
Reason (R): They felt convinced that this was the only suitable solution left.
In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct but (R) is not the correct explanation of

(A).
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(C) (A) is correct, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is correct.

75. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): The Indians outnumbered the Europeans in civil services

examinations within 20 years of its starting in India.
Reason (R): The Indians showed that the Europeans were no match to them.
In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct, but (R) is not the correct explanation of

(A).
(C) (A) is correct, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is correct.
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   ANSWER KEY 
Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 D 26 D 51 C 
2 B 27 A 52 D 
3 A 28 C 53 A 
4 B 29 A 54 D 
5 B 30 C 55 A 
6 C 31 A 56 C 
7 B 32 B 57 A 
8 B 33 B 58 C 
9 D 34 C 59 D 
10 C 35 B 60 A 
11 A 36 B 61 B 
12 D 37 C 62 B 
13 C 38 B 63 B 
14 B 39 B 64 C 
15 B 40 D 65 D 
16 D 41 D 66 D 
17 C 42 C 67 B 
18 B 43 B 68 A 
19 C 44 A 69 C 
20 C 45 D 70 B 
21 D 46 C 71 C 
22 C 47 D 72 C 
23 A 48 B 73 C 
24 D 49 B 74 A 
25 C 50 C 75 C 
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1. Flake tools of Levallois technique is the characteristic feature of which area
of the following geological ages?
(A) Lower Pleistocene
(B) Holocene
(C) Upper Pleistocene
(D) Middle Pleistocene

2. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
below:
List – I List – II 

a. Sohagighat i. Kashmir Neolith
b. Balathal ii. V.S. Wakankar
c. Bhimbetka iii. Ahar Culture Site
d. Burzahom iv. A.C.L. Carlleyle

Codes: 
 a     b       c     d 

(A) (iii) (iv) (i)     (ii)
(B) (iv) (iii)  (ii)   (i)
(C) (i) (ii) (iv)  (iii)
(D) (ii)  (i)   (iii)   (iv)

3. Which one of the following situated in the North-East Afghanistan is a
Harappan trading port?
(A) Sutkagen Dor
(B) Mundigak
(C) Shoturgai
(D) Nausharo

4. Which one of the following Buddhist texts mentions five hundred wives of
Bimbisara?
(A) Mahavamsa
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(B) Mahavagga
(C) Dipavamsa
(D) Mahavastu

5. Which of the below mentioned Indo- Greek rulers issued coins bearing the
figures of Krishna and Balarama?
(A) Menander
(B) Agathocles
(C) Heliocles
(D) Archebius

6. Point out which one of the following sites associated with the Nagas had a
shrine dedicated to Dadhikarna, the lord of the Nagas
(A) Padmavati
(B) Kantipuri
(C) Mathura
(D) Rajagriha

7. Which one of the following Puranas replaces the Buddha with Krishna in
the list of the Avataras of Vishnu?
(A) Matsya Purana
(B) Bhagavata Purana
(C) Vayu Purana
(D) Kurma Purana

8. The earliest Lingodbhavamurti of Siva has been found at which one of the
below mentioned sites?
(A) Kanchi
(B) Bhojpur
(C) Gudimallam
(D) Khoh

9. Which one of the below mentioned South Indian temples has wall-
paintings?
(A) Kailashnath temple at Kanchipuram
(B) Virupaksha temple at Pattadakal
(C) Vijayalaya Cholishwara temple at Narttamalai
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(D) Koranganatha temple at Srinivasanallur

10. Arrange the Pala kings listed below in chronological order and select the
correct answer from the codes given below:
List:
(i) Rajyapala
(ii) Narayanapala
(iii) Devapala
(iv) Gopala
Codes:
(A) (ii) (i) (iv) (iii)
(B) (iii) (ii) (i) (iv)
(C) (iv)   (iii) (ii) (i)
(D) (i) (iv) (iii) (ii)

11. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

List – I (Works on Medicine) List – II (Authors) 
a. Bhanumati i. Chakrapanidatta
b. Shalihotra ii. Vangasena
c. Vrikshayurveda iii. Bhoja
d. Chikitsasaraamgraha iv. Sureshvara

Codes: 
 a  b  c     d 

(A) (iv) (i)   (ii)     (iii)
(B) (iii)     (ii)    (i)     (iv)
(C) (ii)     (iv)   (iii)     (i)
(D) (i)      (iii)   (iv)     (ii)

12. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

List – I (Kings) List – II (Dynasty) 
a. Udayanjeral i. Pandya
b. Karikala ii. Chola
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c. Nediyon iii. Pallava
d. Simhavisnu iv. Chera

 

 

13. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

List – I (Authors) List – II (Works on Law) 
a. Jimutavahana i. Manutika
b. Govindaraja ii. Smritichandrika
c. Vijnanesvara iii. Dayabhaga
d. Devannabhatta iv. Mitakshara

       

14. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

List – I (Temple Style) List – II (Name of the Temple) 
a. Nagara i. Temple at Paharpur
b. Dravida ii. Jain temple at Lakkudi
c. Chalukyan iii. Nilkantha Mahadev at  Saunak
d. Exotic iv. Kailashnath at Ellora

Codes: 
 a    b      c     d 

(A) (ii)     (iii) (i) (iv)

Code :
a b c d

(A) (iv)  (ii) (i) (iii)

(B) (iii)  (iv) (ii)  (i)

(C) (i)    (iii) (iv) (ii)

(D) (ii)   (i) (iii) (iv)

Codes :
a b c d

(A) (iv)   (ii)   (i) (iii)
(B) (i)  (iii)  (ii) (iv)
(C) (iii)   (i) (iv)  (ii)
(D) (ii)  (iv) (iii)  (i)
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(B) (iii)    (iv) (ii)  (i)
(C) (iv)     (i)    (iii)  (ii)
(D) (i)       (ii)   (iv)   (iii)

15. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R):
Assertion (A): Ancient Indian Art styles during the post-Gupta period are

named as per dynasties ruling over a particular region.
Reason (R): Rules of the post- Gupta dynasties were the sole patronisers of

Art.
Read the above statements and select the correct answer from the codes

given below:
Codes:

(A) Both (A) and (R) are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)
(C) (A)is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A)is false, but (R) is true.

16. According to Al-Beruni, the antyajas were
(A) Hadi, Dom and Chandala caste of people
(B) Prostitutes
(C) Eight guilds of people below the Sudras
(D) Foreigners

17. The Ilbari ruler who introduced Sijada, Paibos and Nauroz to the Delhi
Sultanate was
(A) Qutabuddin Aibek
(B) Iltutmish
(C) Balban
(D) Bahram Shah

18. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R):
Assertion (A): The Turks did not use Hindu style of representing human and

animal figures on the buildings.
Reason (R): They used geometrical and floral designs and panels of

inscriptions containing verses from Quran.
Read the above statements and select the correct answer from the codes given
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below: 
Codes: 

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

19. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

List – I (Literary Works) List – II (Authors) 
a. Adab ul Harb wa al Shujat i. Ata Malik Juwaini
b. Tabaqat-i-Nasiri ii. Zia ud din Barani
c. Tarikh-i-Jahan Gusha iii. Minhaj Siraj
d. Tarikh-I Firuz Shahi iv. Fakhr-i-Mudabbir

  Codes: 
a b c d

(A) (iii)  (iv) (ii) (i)
(B) (iv)  (iii) (i) (ii)
(C) (iv)  (ii) (i) (iii)
(D) (ii)  (i) (iv) (iii)

20. Match the List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

List – I List – II 
a. Iqta-i-

Tamlik
i.A confidential meeting of King and high

officials
b. Majlis-i-

Khalwat
ii.Short term governorship

c. Mahsul iii.Gross income of the province
d. Iqta-i-Istighal iv.Hereditary Iqta

Codes: 
 a      b   c    d 

(A) (ii)   (iv)   (iii)   (i)
(B) (iv) (i)   (iii)     (ii)
(C) (iv)   (i)   (ii)    (iii)
(D) (ii)  (iii)  (iv)  (i)
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21. Shiqqdar was
(A) the head of village patwaris
(B) the military officer at the pargana level
(C) the treasurer of the pargana
(D) looking after the trade activities

22. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): The Bhakti Movement of medieval period succeeded in
bringing into the fold of Hinduism many adherents of Buddhism and Jainism.
Reason (R): As a process of cultural assimilation many tribals were

Hinduized by fitting themselves into the caste system.
Read the above statements and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:
Codes:

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

23. Shaikh Nuruddin was the founder of the
(A) Rishi Silsilah of Sufis in Kashmir
(B) Chishti Silsilah of Sufis in Ajmer
(C) Firdausi Silsilah of Sufis in Bihar
(D) Suhrawardi Silsilah of Sufis in Multan

24. Considering the relationship between     ulema and the ruler during the Sultanate
period which one of the following statements is correct?
(A) The ulema derived authority from the shariat.
(B) The ulema did not allow the Sultan to interpret the Divine Word.
(C) The ulema could not be dispensed with by the Sultan at will.
(D) None of the above
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25. Identify the foreign traveller who gives an account of the Bahamani Kingdom
(A) Ralph Fitch
(B) Nicolo Conti
(C) A. Nikitin
(D) F. Nuniz

26. ‘Mawarun nahr’ was the Arabic term for the Central Asian region of
(A) Farghana
(B) Khurasan
(C) Khwarizm
(D) Transoxiana

27. Concerning Humayun which of the following is correct?
(A) Humayun was very fond of astronomy and geography.
(B) Humayun collected a large number of books for the imperial library.
(C) Humayun during his military campaigns used to take some selected

books for his use.
(D) All of the above

28. Din-i-Ilahi was primarily
(A) the official religion of state.
(B) a synthesis of Hinduism and Islam.
(C) the reiteration of the principle of universal harmony.
(D) a superior religion for the masses.

29. What was the percentage of rural population of India, as per the popular
estimate, during the 16th and 17th centuries?
(A) Around 55%
(B) Around 65%
(C) Around 75%
(D) Around 85%

30. Consider the following statements in respect of Rathor rebellion:
(i) The Rathor rebellion broke out following the death of Prithvi Singh,

son of Jaswant Singh.
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(ii) Aurangzeb installed Indra Singh as the ruler of Marwar.
(iii) The rebellion broke out following Aurangzeb’s plan to make Jodhpur

a part of the Mughal Empire.
(iv) Rani Hadi was supported by the Rathors and Rana Raj Singh of

Mewar in the rebellion.
Which of above statement(s) is/are correct? 
(A) (i) only
(B) (ii) & (iii)
(C) (iii) & (iv)
(D) (ii) & (iv)

31. Arrange the following in chronological order and select the correct answer
from the codes given below:
(i) The Policy of Ring Fence
(ii) The Policy of Equal Federation
(iii) The Policy of Subordinate Union
(iv) The Policy of Subordinate Isolation
Codes:
(A) (i) (iv) (iii) (ii)
(B) (i) (iii) (ii) (iv)
(C) (iii) (ii) (iv) (i)
(D) (iv) (ii) (i) (iii)

32. English East India Company lost the monopoly of Chinese trade by
(A) The Charter Act of 1813
(B) The Charter Act of 1833
(C) The Charter Act of 1853
(D) The Charter Act of 1893

33. Which of the following statements is incorrect?
(A) Amrita Bazar Patrika was originally a Bengali paper.
(B) Samachar Darpan, the Vernacular newspaper was started during the

period of Warren Hastings.
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(C) Bombay Times became the Times of India.
(D) The Bengal Gazette, the Weekly Newspaper, was started by James

Augustus Hickey.

34. Match the List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the
codes given below:

List – I List – II 
a. Treaty of Allahabad i. 1769
b. Treaty of Madras ii. 1765
c. Treaty of Purandar iii. 1776
d. Treaty of Mangalore iv. 1784

 Codes: 
  a       b      c   d 

(A) (ii) (iii) (iv)  (i)

(B) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)

(C) (ii)  (i) (iii) (iv)

(D) (i) (ii) (iv) (iii)

35. Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A), and the
other is labelled as Reason (R):
Assertion (A): The process of transition to Colonialism was underway over

almost a century 1757-1856.
Reason (R): English East India Company annexed all the Indian territories

directly under its control.
Read the above statements and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

Codes:
(A) (A) is correct but (R) is false.
(B) (A) is incorrect but (R) is correct.
(C) Both are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(D) Both are correct but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
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36. The main reason for the peasants to join the 1857 revolt was
(A) inordinately high revenue demands.
(B) the revenue policies not only uprooted the ordinary peasants but also

destroyed the gentry of the country.
(C) the beneficiaries of the new revenue policies were also not satisfied.
(D) all the above

37. Match the List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

List – I List – II 
a. Death of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan i.1897
b. Madanlal Dhingra shot head Curzon Wyllie in

London
ii.1898

c. Chapekar brothers murdered the cruel Plague
Commissioner Rand and Lt. Ayerst

iii.1909

d. Coronation Durbar in honour of George V held
at Delhi

iv.1911

Codes: 

a b  c    d 

38. Given below are the two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A)
and the other is labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): MaCaulay’s Law Commission enacted in 1860s marked an
end to India seen as a land of ‘oriental despotism’
Reason (R): Equity and justice were seen to be meted out in place of what

was imagined as the despots ‘dark and solemn’ justice.
Read the above statements and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

Codes:

(A) (ii) (iii) (i) (iv)

(B) (iii) (ii) (iv)  (i)
(C) (i) (iv) (iii) (ii)
(D) (iv) (i) (ii) (iii)
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(A) (A) is correct but (R) is false.
(B) (A) is incorrect but (R) is correct.
(C) Both are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)
(D) Both are correct but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

39. Match the List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the
codes given below:

List – I List – II 
a. Behramji M. Malabari i. Emancipa- tion of women
b. Dando Keshav Karve ii. Kanyasulkam
c. Kandukuri

Veeresalingam
iii. Parsi Social Reformer

d. Gurazada Appa Roa iv. Widow Remarriage Movement

Codes :
a b c d

(A) (iii)  (i) (iv) (ii)
(B) (i) (iv) (ii)   (iii)
(C) (iv) (ii) (iii)    (i)
(D) (ii) (iii)  (i)    (iv)

40. One of the following was not associated with Justice Party:
(A) K.M. Patro
(B) Ramaswami Naikar
(C) Tanguturi Prakasam
(D) Raja Ram Rainingar

41. What did the ruler of Nabha and Jind offer Ranjit Singh as a token of
accepting his subordination?
(A) Their forts
(B) Their territory
(C) Costly gifts
(D) Their horses

42. Indicate the newspaper mentioned below with which Gandhiji was not
associated
(A) Indian Opinion
(B) Indian Mirror
(C) Harijan
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(D) Young India

43. Match the List – I with List – II:

List – I (Princely State) List – II (Gun salutes entitled by 
the Ruler) 

a. Sangli i. 17
b. Gwalior ii. 9
c. Dholpur iii. 15
d. Kutch iv. 21

Codes :
a  b c d

(A) (iii) (iv) (ii) (i)
(B) (iv) (ii) (i) (iii)
(C) (i) (iii) (iv) (ii)
(D) (ii) (iv) (iii) (i)

44. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes given
below:

List – I (Princely 
State) 

List – II (Gun salutes entitled 
by the Ruler) 

a. Clement
Attlee

i. August Offer

b. Mountbatten ii. Breakdown plan
c. Lord Linlithgow iii. Cabinet Mission
d. Wavell iv. Plan Balkan

Codes :
a b c d

(A) (iii)   (iv) (ii) (i)
(B) (iv)   (iii)  (i) (ii)
(C) (iii)   (iv)  (i) (ii)
(D) (i)  (ii) (iv) (iii)

45. Which one of the following was the most immediate problem India
confronted after independence?
(A) Settlement of boundaries after partition
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(B) Division of Civil Service personnel
(C) Division of military assets
(D) Communal and refugee problem

46. Match List – I (Authors) with List – II (Books) and select the correct
answer from the codes given below:

List – I List – II 
a. Lucien Febvre i.The Peasants of the Languedoc
b. Max Bloch ii.The Historian’s Craft
c. Emmanuel L.R.

Ladurie
iii.The Mediterranean

d. Fernand Braudel iv.The Regions of France : Franche
Comte

Codes :
a b c d

(A) (iii)   (ii)  (iv) (i)
(B) (iv)    (i)  (ii)  (iii)
(C) (iv)   (ii)   (i)  (iii)
(D) (i)  (iv)  (iii)   (ii)

47. The “Idea of Progress” in historiography relates to
(A) Romanticism
(B) Enlightenment
(C) Post modernism
(D) Dialectical materialism

48. The concept of ‘Total History’ is associated with which one of the
following schools of historical writing?
(A) Marxist School
(B) Positivist School
(C) Annales School
(D) Subaltern School

49. The major determinant(s) of the policy of non-alignment was/were
(A) Anti-racialism
(B) Anti-imperialism
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of the above
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50. Who among the following is the author of The Cold War and its Origin?
(A) Daniel Singer
(B) A.F.K. Organski
(C) D.F. Flaming
(D) G. Ionescu
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ANSWER KEY 

Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 D 26 D 
2 B 27 D 
3 C 28 C 
4 B 29 D 
5 B 30 D 
6 C 31 A 
7 C 32 B 
8 C 33 B 
9 C 34 C 
10 C 35 A 
11 D 36 D 
12 A 37 A 
13 C 38 C 
14 B 39 A 
15 C 40 C 
16 C 41 C 
17 C 42 B 
18 A 43 D 
19 B 44 C 
20 B 45 D 
21 B 46 C 
22 A 47 B 
23 A 48 C 
24 D 49 C 
25 C 50 C 
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 2013 DECEMBER PAPER III 

1. The method of Radiocarbon Dating was used in India for the first time at
(A) Deccan College, Pune
(B) Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad
(C) School of Archaeology, New Delhi
(D) Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai

2. Where were the first Palaeolithic tools found in India?
(A) Hallur
(B) Kurnool
(C) Pallavaram
(D) Tekkalkota

3. Arrange the following archaeologists in the chronological order and select the
correct answer with the help of the codes given below:
(i) James Fergusson
(ii) James Princep
(iii) Alexander Cunningham
(iv) Edward Thomas
Codes:
(A) (ii) (i) (iv) (iii)
(B) (iv) (ii) (i) (iii)
(C) (iii)   (iv) (ii) (i)
(D) (i) (iii) (ii) (iv)

4. The Harappa culture people inherited the knowledge of wheat, barley and
cotton cultivation from their ancestors of the following:
(A) Kot Diji
(B) Amri
(C) Mehrgarh
(D) Kalibangan
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5. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer with the help of
the codes given below:
List –I (Kingdom) List-II (King) 

a. Kuru i. Nichakshu
b. Kekaya ii. Parikshita
c. Kasi iii. Asvapati
d. Vatsabhumi iv. Ajatasatru

6. After Hastinapur was swept away by floods the Pandavas shifted their
capital to
(A) Kausambi
(B) Kurukshetra
(C) Ahichchhatra
(D) Indraprastha

7. Pataligrama, which later became the famous city of Pataliputra, had been
fortified initially by
(A) Bimbisara
(B) Kalasoka
(C) Ajatasatru
(D) Udayabhadra

8. ‘Dharmaraja’ too was a title of
(A) Ajatasatru
(B) Asoka
(C) Kanishka
(D) Harshavardhan

Code : 
a b c  d

(A) (ii)  (iii) (iv) (i)

(B) (i)  (iv) (ii) (iii)

(C) (iii)     (ii)  (i) (iv)

(D) (iv)   (i) (iii) (ii)
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9. During Alexander’s invasion of India which of the following was ruled by
two hereditary kings with the help of a council of elders?
(A) Ashtakaraja
(B) Abhisara
(C) Kshudraka
(D) Pattala

10. ‘Pautavadhyaksha’ was incharge of which department under the Mauryan
administrative system?
(A) Weights and measures
(B) Forest resources
(C) Navy
(D) Shipping

11. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer with the help of the
codes given below:

List –I (Ancient Places) List-II (Modern Location) 
a. Pushkalavati i. Begram (Afghanistan)
b. Kapisa ii. Halebid
c. Gangavadi iii. Charsadda (Peshawar)
d. Dvarsamudra iv. Mysore

12. Identify the Tamil anthology which is devoted to the praise of Chera Kings
(A) Narrinai
(B) Padirruppattu
(C) Aingurunuru

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (iii)  (ii)  (i) (iv)

(B) (ii)   (i) (iii) (iv)

(C) (iii)     (i) (iv)  (ii)

(D) (i)  (iii) (iv)  (ii)
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(D) Kuruntogai

13. Nahapana’s defeat at the hands of Gautamiputra Satakarni is attested by which
of the following coin-hoards?
(A) Erakina
(B) Nasik
(C) Qunduz
(D) Ujjayini

14. Who among the following rulers had performed the maximum number of
Asvamedha sacrifices?
(A) Samudragupta
(B) Kumaragupta I
(C) Pushyamitra Sunga
(D) Pravarasena I

15. A drama named ‘Kauntaleshwar Dautya’ has been attributed to Kalidasa by
(A) Kuntalesha
(B) Bharavi
(C) Rajasekhara
(D) Kshemendra

16. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Harshavardhana, according to the Chinese traveller Hiuen
Tsang, not only followed Buddhism, but also had a marked antipathy to the
Brahmanical religion.
Reason (R): Some seals which refer to his elder brother as a Buddhist

describe Harsha as a devoted Saiva.
In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct?
Codes:
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.
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17. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer with the help of
the codes given below:

List –I (Ancient Towns) List-II (Present Site) 
a. Anahilavada i. Mandso
b. Aihole ii. Amaravati
c. Dhanyakatak iii. Badami
d. Dasapura iv. Patan

18. The temple of Rajarajesvara is dedicated to
(A) Kartikeya
(B) Siva
(C) Vishnu
(D) Surya

19. Identify the dynasty, the rulers of which   called   themselves   Brahma-
Kshatriya
(A) Pratihara
(B) Chalukya
(C) Sena
(D) Pala

20. Who among the following rulers provided financial help for the restoration of
a demolished Mosque in Khambhat?
(A) Bhoja Paramara
(B) Mihira Bhoja
(C) Kumarapala
(D) Chamundaraja

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (ii)  (i) (iv) (iii)

(B) (iv)  (iii) (ii)  (i)

(C) (iii)    (iv)  (i)  (ii)

(D) (iv)   (i) (ii)  (iii)
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21. Which of the following dynasties is known for the involvement of women in
its administration?
(A) Kalchuri
(B) Gahadavala
(C) Chahamana
(D) Chalukya

22. Chronologically arrange the following events and select the correct answer
from the codes given below:
(i) The collapse of Chalukya kingdom of Kalyani.
(ii) Conquest of Sri Lanka by Rajendra Chola
(iii) Annexation of Yadava kingdom of Devagiri to the Sultanate of Delhi
(iv) The visit of Marco Polo, the Venetian traveller to South India.
Codes:
(A) (i) (iii) (ii) (iv)
(B) (ii) (i) (iv)   (iii)
(C) (ii) (i) (iii)   (iv)
(D) (i) (iv) (iii) (ii)

23. In which of the following works we get a detailed account of Firoz Shah’s
canal system?
(A) Futuhat-I Firoz Shahi
(B) Tarikh-I Mubarak Shahi
(C) Tarikh-I Firoz Shahi
(D) None of the above

24. Consider the following statements on the reforms of Alauddin Khalji:
(i) Confiscation of all grants of tax-free land.
(ii) Introduction of daag and chehra in his military.
(iii) Abolition of iqtas of big nobles and military commanders.
(iv) Banning of public sale of liquor.
Select the correct answer from the codes given below:
Codes:
(A) (i), (ii) and (iii)
(B) (ii), (iii) and (iv)
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(C) (i), (ii) and (iv)
(D) (i), (iii) and (iv)

25. Who among the following was an Alvar Saint?
(A) Appar
(B) Kulasekhara
(C) Sambandar
(D) Venkatanatha

26. The Book of Marco Polo is primarily an account of
(A) Political history of South India
(B) Economic history of South India
(C) Cultural history of South India
(D) None of the above

27. Arrange the visit of the following foreign travellers to South India in
chronological sequential order and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:
(i) A Nikitin
(ii) Abdur Razzaq
(iii) Caesar Fredrick
(iv) Domingo Paes
    

28. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes given
below:

List –I (Old names of places) List-II (Modern names) 
a. Baran a. Anhilwara
b. Qarachil b. Bhatinda
c. Tabarhind c. Kullu

Codes:
(A) (i) (iii) (ii) (iv)
(B) (ii) (iii) (iv) (i)
(C) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(D) (ii) (i) (iv) (iii)
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d. Patan ii. Bulandshahar

29. Concerning the foundation of Tughlaq dynasty by Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq,
which one of the following statements is not true?
(A) At the time of accession, Ghiyasuddin’s authority had been unanimously

accepted.
(B) Ghiyasuddin was having at his disposal a large number of loyal soldiers

who extended support.
(C) In Delhi the people contributed a lot to the stability of the Sultanate.
(D) The treasury of the empire which the Sultan inherited was very sound.

30. Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other is labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): The conduct of ruling authority in the Sultanate of Delhi

was governed by the Shariat.
Reason (R): The ideal of   the state was not to convert the entire country

from dar-ul-harb into dar-ul-Islam.
Read the above statements and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:
Codes:
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

31. Shaikh Sharfuddin Yahya Maneri belonged to the Sufi Silsilah
(A) Firdausi
(B) Chishti

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (ii)  (iii) (i) (iv)

(B) (iv)  (iii) (ii)  (i)

(C) (i)    (ii) (iii)  (iv)

(D) (iii)   (ii) (i)  (iv)
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(C) Suhrawardi
(D) Naqshbandi

32. Which one of the following is not correct in respect of Baburnamah?
(A) The memoir of Babur is a historical source of great literary value.
(B) The events described are not in chronological order.
(C) Babur described every good or bad act with utmost impartiality.
(D) Historical events are inextricably mixed up with Babur’s own opinions,

sentiments and judgements.

33. Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and other is
labelled Reason (R)
Assertion (A): All Jagirdars were primarily the mansabdars but not all

mansabdars were Jagirdars.
Reason (R): Some mansabdars were paid in cash and not through Jagirs.
In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct?
Codes:
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

34. Consider the following statements concerning the Rajput States of Central
India and select the correct answer from the codes given below:
(i) Baghelas ruled over Bandogarh
(ii) Dhandera was a Rajput principality in the Suba of Allahabad.
(iii) Orcha was located on the route linking the North and the Deccan.
(iv) Orcha was in the possession of the Bundela Rajputs
Codes:
(A) (i), (ii) and (iii)
(B) (ii), (iii) and (iv)
(C) (i), (iii) and (iv)
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(D) All of the above

35. Daag and Chehra in Mughal military administration were introduced during
the reign of
(A) Akbar
(B) Jahangir
(C) Shahjahan
(D) Aurangzeb

36. In the battle of Haldighati, Rana Pratap of Mewar was defeated by the
Mughal army led by
(A) Abdur Rahim Khan-i Khanan
(B) Raja Man Singh
(C) Raja Bhagwan Das
(D) Saadullah Khan

37. Iwan in Mughal architectural terminology means
(A) a “façade-gateway” or high portal
(B) concave element in vaults, usually arched.
(C) configuration in the shape of a square or rectangle with corners
(D) a pillared construction of any dimensions and plan

38. Under which Mughal emperor naturalist trends in Mughal painting reached
their apogee?
(A) Humayun
(B) Akbar
(C) Jahangir
(D) Shahjahan
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39. Who among the following remarked that, “Unlike contemporary early
modern European kings, the Mughal emperors did not depend upon loans
from private financiers to meet routine expenditure.”?
(A) Irfan Habib
(B) Sanjay Subrahmanyam
(C) W.H. Moreland
(D) J.F. Richards

40. Match List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes given
below:

List –I (place) List-II (Founder) 
a. City of Bikaner i. Rana Kumbha
b. Kirti Stambha (Chittor) ii. Rao Bika
c. City of Ahmedabad iii. Alp Khan
d. City of Hoshangabad iv. Ahmed Shah I

41. Which of the following pairs is not correctly matched?

Institution Location 
(A) Khudabaksh

Library
– Patna

(B) Bhandarkar Oriental
Research Institute

– Pune

(C) National Library – New  Delhi

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (i)  (ii) (iii) (iv)

(B) (i)   (ii) (iv)  (iii)

(C) (ii)     (i) (iv)  (iii)

(D) (ii)   (i) (iii)  (iv)
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(D) Salarjung
Museum

–Hyderabad

42. Arrange the following Peshwas in chronological order:
(i) Balaji Bajirao
(ii) Bajirao II
(iii) Madhav Rao I
(iv) Madhav Rao Narayan
Select the correct answer from the codes given below:
Codes:
(A) (i) (ii) (iv) (iii)
(B) (i) (iii) (iv) (ii)
(C) (ii) (iii) (i) (iv)
(D) (iii) (ii) (iv) (i)

43. Which one of the following statements is not correct?
(A) In the Persian sources of the late medieval period of India, account on

the life of rural society is very limited.
(B) The foreign travellers of the period who visited India in their accounts

provide hardly any account on rural society.
(C) The regional literary sources help us to know the life and conditions of

the rural people to some extent.
(D) The large mass of revenue records dealing with land revenue are of no

help to construct the history of rural society in medieval India.

44. One of the following was not a major result of the Permanent Revenue
Settlement of East India Company:
(A) It created a class of loyal landlords.
(B) Cultivators were put under the mercy of zamindars.
(C) It hampered the process of revenue increase to the company.
(D) Agricultural production got a major boost.

45. Who was the Governor of Bengal between 1667 and 1669?
(A) Robert Clive
(B) Verlest
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(C) Cartier
(D) Count de Lally

46. The founder of the Nizam’s State in Hyderabad was
(A) Nizam Ali Khan
(B) Muzaffar Jung
(C) Chin Lulich Khan
(D) Mir Osman Ali Khan

47. Arrange the following revolts in the chronological order and select the correct
answer from the codes given below:
(i) Koli
(ii) Santhal
(iii) Chuar and Ho
(iv) Waghera
Codes:
(A) (iii)   (iv) (i) (ii)
(B) (iii)   (iv) (ii) (i)
(C) (iv)   (iii) (i) (ii)
(D) (i) (iii) (iv) (ii)

48. The English East India Company lost its monopoly of Indian trade by throwing
it open to the Britishers by the Charter Act of
(A) 1793
(B) 1813
(C) 1833
(D) 1853

49. Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other is labelled Reason (R)
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Assertion (A): The British had no coherent place for the princes in their 
imperial ideology. 

Reason (R): The princes were kept apart from each other. These traditional 
rulerships served the purpose of announcing India’s enduring ‘differences’. 
Read the above statements and select the correct answers from the codes 
given below:

Codes: 
(A) (A) is correct but (R) is false.
(B) (A) is incorrect but (R) is correct.
(C) Both are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(D) Both are correct and (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

50. Who was the Governor of Madras in 1661?
(A) Fox Croft
(B) Streynsham
(C) Gerald Aungier
(D) Charles Boone

51. Which one of the following policy document was called the ‘Magna Carta’
of Western education system in India?
(A) MaCaulay’s Minute of 1835
(B) Indian Education Commission Report of 1882
(C) Charles Woods Despatch of 1854
(D) Releigh Commission Report of 1902

52. In whose honour Gateway of India was built?
(A) King George V
(B) King George VI
(C) Prince of Wales
(D) Queen Victoria
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53. Match the List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the
codes given below:

List –I List-II 
a. Dadabhai Naoroji i. Indian Mirror
b. Dwarakanath Vidyabhushan ii. Rast Goftar
c. Devendranath Tagore iii. Swadesh- amitram
d. G.S. Aiver iv. Somaprakasha

54. Veda Samaj founded under the initiative of Kesab Chandra Sen in 1864 in
Madras was renamed as the Brahmo Samaj of South India in 1871 by
(A) Sir R. Venkataratnam Naidu
(B) Rajagopala Naidu
(C) Subbarayala Chetti
(D) K. Sreedharalu Naidu

55. Arrange the following Viceroys in chronological order and select the correct
answer from the codes given below:
(i) Lord Reading
(ii) Earl of Willingdon
(iii) Sir John Lawrence
(iv) Earl of Dufferin
Codes:

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (iii)  (ii) (iv) (i)

(B) (ii)  (iv) (iii)  (i)

(C) (ii)     (i) (iii)  (iv)

(D) (ii)  (iv)  (i)  (iii)
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(A) (iii)   (iv) (i) (ii)
(B) (iii) (i) (ii) (iv)
(C) (ii) (iii) (iv) (i)
(D) (iv) (ii) (i) (iii)

56. Given below are the two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and
other is labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Indian States  Commission reiterated that ‘Paramountcy

must remain Paramount’. 
Reason (R): The British were disenchanted with the new corporate princely 

culture. 
Read the above statements and select the correct answer from the codes 
given below: 
 Codes: 
(A) (A) is correct but (R) is false.
(B) (A) is incorrect but (R) is correct.
(C) Both are correct and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(D) Both are correct and (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).

57. Arrange the following Commissions in the chronological order and select the
correct answer from the codes given below:
(i) Kothari Commission
(ii) Radhakrishnan Commission
(iii) Sadler Commission
(iv) University Grants Commission
Codes:
(A) (iii) (ii) (iv) (i)
(B) (ii) (iii) (iv) (i)
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(C) (iv)   (iii) (i) (ii)
(D) (iii) (ii) (i) (iv)

58. Mrs. Annie Besant became the first woman President of Indian National
Congress in the year
(A) 1916
(B) 1917
(C) 1919
(D) 1921

59. Who said in 1904 that “Bengal United is a power”, “Bengal divided will pull
in several different ways.”?
(A) Lord Curzon
(B) Herbert Risley
(C) Lord Minto
(D) Sir Lancelot Hare

60. Shyamji Krishna Varma set up the India House in London to work for India’s
freedom in the year
(A) 1902
(B) 1905
(C) 1907
(D) 1909

61. Who has called Gopal Krishna Gokhale a rare combination of “the practical,
strenuous worker and the mystic dreamer of dreams”?
(A) Mrs. Sarojini Naidu
(B) Mrs. Annie Besant
(C) Ganesh Savarkar
(D) V.D. Savarkar
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62. Vaikom Satyagraha was launched by Gandhiji in Kerala to
(A) ban devadasi system in temple services.
(B) remove untouchability
(C) for the appointment of non-

Brahmins as priests
(D) open the temples for the entry of avarnas or lower castes.

63. Match the List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

List –I List-II 
a. Collins, Larry

and Lapierre
i. Satanic Verses

b. Judith Brown ii. The Great Divide: Britain-
India- Pakistan

c. Salman Rushdie iii. Freedom At Midnight
d. H.V. Hudson iv. Gandhi’s Rise to Power

64. Who has remarked, ‘history is more interesting than a novel’?
(A) David Hume
(B) Toynbee
(C) Livy
(D) Tacitus

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (iii)  (iv)  (i) (ii)

(B) (iv)  (ii) (iii)  (i)

(C) (i)     (iii) (iv)  (ii)

(D) (iii)   (i) (iv)  (ii)
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65. Concerning relation of history with other subjects which one of the following
statements is not correct?
(A) Modern economic history is supported by statistical data to a

considerable extent.
(B) For a long time history was not considered as a branch of literature.
(C) The relation between creative ideas and their impact on society has

resulted in the formation of intellectual history.
(D) Time and space factors give history its correct perspective.

66. Who among the following declared that the postmodernist ideas were a
menace to historical study?
(A) Arthur Marvic
(B) Holden Furber
(C) Richard J. Evans
(D) H.E. Barnes

67. Consider the following observations relating to Renaissance and select the
correct answer from the codes given below:
(i) Renaissance was marked with a new kind of learning signified by a spirit

of inquiry into every aspect of human thought.
(ii) More emphasis was given to man and humanism than to god and

spiritualism.
(iii) The study of the works produced by ancient Greek and Roman scholars

was not given importance.
(iv) The humanist movement which ushered in Renaissance could not

emancipate the western thought from the bondage of medieval
Christianity.

Codes: 
(A) (i) and(ii)
(B) (i) and (iii)
(C) (ii), (iii) and (iv)
(D) (i) (ii), (iii) and (iv)

68. Match the List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:
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List –I List-II 
a. Montesquieu i. Divine Comedy
b. Dante ii. The Spirit of Laws
c. Rousseau iii. The Social Contract

d. Machiavelli iv. The Prince

69. Match the List – I with List – II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

List –I List-II 
a. Jacob

Burckhardt
i. The Society of Jesus

b. Ignatius of
Loyola

ii. Critique of Pure Reason

c. John
Calvin

iii. The Civilization of the Renaissance in
Italy

d. Immanuel Kant iv. Institutes of the Christian Religion

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (ii)  (i) (iii) (iv)

(B) (iii)  (iv) (ii)  (i)

(C) (iv)    (iii)  (i)  (ii)

(D) (ii)  (iii) (iv)  (i)

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (iii)  (i) (iv) (ii)

(B) (iv)  (iii)  (i) (ii)

(C) (iii)    (iv)  (i) (ii)

(D) (i)  (iii) (ii) (iv)
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70. The Durham Report advocated the need of a gradual emancipation of British
Colonies towards a state of complete independence. The recommendation was
applied to
(A) The Colonies in Africa
(B) The Colonies in Asia
(C) The Colonies in Europe
(D) All of the above

Read the following passage and answer the questions numbers 71 to 75: 
Aśoka (c. 273-236 B.C.), the grandson of Chandragupta, styled ‘the beloved of the 
gods’ and ‘of lovable appearance’, succeeded to the throne of Pataliputra by 
winning a fratricidal war. Nine years after his accession he rounded off the empire 
which he inherited from his grandfather by annexing Kalinga. The Kalinga war 
brought to the emperor a violent reaction, no doubt under the influence of Buddha’s 
teachings. He regretted the vast numbers of men killed or taken prisoner; he 
bemoaned the lot of pious men and women to whom befell ‘personal violence, 
death or banishment from loved ones’; and he eschewed forever war as an 
instrument of governance. ‘If any one does him wrong, the “beloved of the god” 
must bear all that can be borne. He embarked on a career of Dharma Vijaya, 
conquest through Dharma. He set up a network of missions to preach Dharma; 
declared that all men were his children; ‘and what little effort I make, – what is it 
for? – (in order) that I may be free from debt to the creatures, that I may render 
some happy here and that they may gain heaven in the next world’, said he. The 
Emperor constituted himself as the guardian of the moral and material welfare of 
the world. 

71. Asoka is throughout referred to as ‘Devanampiya’ and ‘Piyadasi’ in his
edicts except a few. Which are such exceptions?
(i) Maski
(ii) Gujarra
(iii) Nittur
(iv) Udegolam
Select the correct answer with the help of the codes given below:
Codes:
(A) (i) only
(B) (i) and (ii)
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(C) (i), (iii) and (iv)
(D) (i) (ii), (iii) and (iv)

72. Which is that source which gives a lie to the tradition of a fratricidal war
of Asoka?
(A) Asokavadana
(B) Dipavamsa
(C) Asokan Rock Edict IV
(D) Asokan Pillar Edict VII

73. Which one of the following did not form part of the Asokan empire?
(A) Tamilakam
(B) Saurashtra
(C) Kandahar
(D) Kashmir

74. In which of his edicts does Asoka express remorse for the sufferings caused
by the Kalinga war?
(A) Separate Kaling Edicts
(B) Bhabru Edict
(C) Rock Edict XIII
(D) Rock Edict IV

75. In which of his following inscriptions did Asoka declare that all people were
his children?
(A) Minor Rock Edict I
(B) Rock Edict XII
(C) Separate Kaling Edicts
(D) Rummindei Pillar Edict
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 ANSWER KEY 

Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 D 26 B 51 C 
2 C 27 D 52 A 
3 A 28 B 53 D 
4 C 29 D 54 D 
5 A 30 C 55 A 
6 A 31 A 56 C 
7 C 32 B 57 A 
8 B 33 A 58 B 
9 D 34 C 59 B 
10 A 35 A 60 B 
11 C 36 B 61 A 
12 B 37 D 62 D 
13 B 38 C 63 A 
14 D 39 D 64 A 
15 D 40 C 65 B 
16 B 41 C 66 A 
17 B 42 B 67 A 
18 B 43 D 68 A 
19 C 44 D 69 A 
20 D 45 B 70 C 
21 D 46 C 71 D 
22 C 47 A 72 C 
23 B 48 B 73 A 
24 C 49 D 74 C 
25 B 50 A 75 A 
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1. Match List-I (Name of the book) with List-II (Author of the book) and select
the correct answer from the codes given below:

List-I List-II 
a. Sketch of Political History of India (1811) i. V.A. Smith
b. The History of British India (1881) ii. John Malcolm
c. The History of India (1841) iii. James Mill
d. The Early History of India (1904 iv. Elphistone

2. Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other is labelled as Reason (R).

Assertion (A): Neolithic age was followed by the age of metals. 
Reason (R): For some time the use of stone implements continued side 

by side. 
Read the above statements and select the correct answer from the codes 
given below: 

Codes: 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

3. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from the code given

Code : 
a b c  d

(A) (ii)  (iii) (iv) (i)

(B) (iii)   (ii) (i) (iv)

(C) (iv)     (i) (iii) (iv)

(D) (i)  (iv) (ii) (iii)

 2013 JUNE PAPER II 
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below: 

List-I List-II 
a. Terracotta horse figure i. Banawali
b. Terracotta spoked wheel ii. Mohenjodaro
c. Fire altar iii. Harappa
d. Cemetery-H iv. Kalibangan

4. The concept of ‘Oriental Despotism’ in Indian history was introduced by
whom?

(A) James Mill
(B) Lamberg-Karlovsky
(C) H.G. Rawlinson
(D) C.H. Philips

5. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer with the help of the
codes given below:

List-I List-II 
a. William Jones i. Indus Civilistion
b. James Prinsep ii. Indian Coins
c. Cunningham iii. Decipherment of Indus Script
d. Sir John Marshall iv. Asiatic Society of Bengal

Code : 
a b c  d

(A) (ii)  (i) (iv) (iii)

(B) (i)  (iii) (iv) (ii)

(C) (ii)    (iv) (iii)  (i)

(D) (ii)  (iii) (iv)  (i)
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6. Match List-I (King) with List-II (Kingdom) and select the correct answer with
the help of the code given below:

List-I (King) List-II (Kingdom) 
a. Brahmadatta i. Kekaya
b. Jarasandha ii. Kuru
c. Janamejaya iii. Kāśi
d. Asvapati iv. Magadha

7. The earliest available Indian coins were made of
(A) Gold
(B) Silver
(C) Copper
(D) Copper and Silver

8. In Mauryan period ‘Sita tax’ was imposed on
(A) Forest land only.
(B) Agricultural land under private control.
(C) Agricultural land under State control.
(D) Both (B) and (C).

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (iv)  (iii) (ii)  (i)

(B) (iii)  (ii) (i) (iv)

(C) (ii)    (i) (iv) (iii)

(D) (i)  (iv) (iii)  (ii)

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (i)  (iii) (iv)  (ii)

(B) (iii)  (iv) (ii)  (i)

(C) (ii)     (i) (iii)  (iv)

(D) (iv)  (ii)  (i)  (iii)
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9. Arrange the following rulers in the chronological order:
i. Agnimitra

ii. Pushyamitra
iii. Sumitra
iv. Sujeshta

Codes: 

(A) (i)  (ii) (iii) (iv)
(B) (ii)  (i) (iv) (iii)
(C) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)
(D) (iv)   (iii) (ii) (i)

10. The Romaka Sidhānta in Indian astronomy shows signs of
(A) Roman influence
(B) Greek influence
(C) Iranian influence
(D) Arabian influence

11. Match the List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from the codes
given below:

List-I List-II 
a. Vikramashila i.Gujarat
b. Valabhi ii.Madhya Pradesh
c. Besnagar iii.Andhra Pradesh
d. Nagarjunakonda iv.Bihar

12. Which one of the following inscriptions provides the earliest epigraphical
evidence of Sati?

(A) Mathura Inscription of Huvishka.
(B) Junagarh Inscription of Rudradaman.

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (iv)  (i) (ii)  (iii)

(B) (i)  (ii) (iii)  (iv)

(C) (ii)    (iii) (iv)   (i)

(D) (iii)  (iv)  (i)  (ii)
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(C) Eran Pillar Inscription of Bhanugupta.
(D) Banskhera Inscription of Harsh.

13. Match List-I (Rulers) with List-II (Inscriptions) and select the correct answer
with the help of the codes given below:

List-I List-II 
a. Kumaragupta i. Uttaramerur Inscription
b. Kumargupta II ii. Bilsad Inscription
c. Budhagupta iii. Sarnath Inscription
d. Parantaka II iv. Eran Inscription

          

14. Arrange the following into sequential order and select the correct answer from
the codes given below:

(i) Simha Vishnu
(ii) Parameswaravarman II
(iii) Narasimhavarman I
(iv) Mahendravarman I
Codes:
(A) (i), (iv), (iii), (ii)
(B) (ii), (iii), (iv), (i)
(C) (iii), (iv), (ii), (i)
(D) (iv), (ii), (i), (iii)

15. The rulers of South India constantly fought with each other, because of
(A) Imperialistic ambition.
(B) Old dynastic rivalry.

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (ii)  (iii) (iv)   (i)

(B) (iii)  (iv) (ii)   (i)

(C) (iv)    (iii) (ii)   (i)

(D) (i)  (ii) (iii)  (iv)
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(C) Desire to control the rivers like Godavari, Krishna and their valleys.
(D) Monopolistic ambition to control sea routes.

16. Consider the following statements about Amir Khusrau:
(i) He was a disciple of the Sufi Saint Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya.
(ii) He is said to have written several treatises on music.
(iii) His work Khazain-ul Futuh deals with the reign of Sultan Kaiqubad.
(iv) The musical instrument Sitar is regarded as his invention.
Which of the statements given above are correct?
Select your answer from the codes given below:
 Codes:
(A) (i), (iv)
(B) (i), (ii), (iii)
(C) (i), (ii), (iv)
(D) (i), (iii), (iv)

17. Which Sultan of Delhi got Qutubminar repaired, cleaned the derelict Hauz
Khas and erected on its bank a specious madrasah?

(A) Iltutmish

(B) Alauddin Khalji

(C) Firuz Tughlaq

(D) Sikandar Lodi

18. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from the codes given
below:

List-I List-II 
a. Kabir i. Vinaya Patrika
b. Surdas ii. Bijak
c. Eknath iii. Bhramar-Geet
d. Tulsidas iv. Bhavartha Ramayana
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19. Who among the following writers claim that Muhammad bin Tughlaq had
designated Firuz Shah as his heir?

(A) Ziauddin Barani

(B) Shams-i-Siraj Afif

(C) Ibn Battuta

(D) Yahia bin Ahmad Sirhindi

20. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from the codes given
below:

List-I List-II 
a. Gujarat Sultanate i. Mahmud Khalji I
b. Bahmani Sultanate ii. Mahmud Beghra
c. Kashmir Sultanate iii. Sultan Sikandar
d. Malwa Sultanate iv. Ahmad Shah I

21. Who among the following rulers divided his troops into units of fifty, two

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (i)  (iii) (ii)  (iv)

(B) (ii)  (iii) (iv)   (i)

(C) (ii)    (iv)  (i)  (iii)

(D) (i)  (ii) (iii)  (iv)

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (ii)  (iii) (iv)  (i)

(B) (ii)   (i) (iii)  (iv)

(C) (iv)     (ii) (iii)   (i)

(D) (ii)  (iv) (iii)   (i)
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hundred, two hundred fifty and five hundred? 
(A) Sikandar Lodi
(B) Sher Shah
(C) Islam Shah
(D) Akbar

22. Arrange the followings in correct chronological order:
(i) Conquest of Gujarat by Akbar.
(ii) Battle of Haldighati.
(iii) Introduction of the dagh system.
(iv) Introduction of the Ilahi era. Select the correct answer from the codes
given below:
Codes:
(A) (ii), (i), (iv), (iii)
(B) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
(C) (i), (iii), (ii), (iv)
(D) (ii), (iii), (i), (iv)

23. Identify the dynasty which Rai Singh Panj Hajari belonged to
(A) Rathore of Bikaner
(B) Rathore of Jodhpur
(C) Rathore of Kishangarh
(D) Rathore of Ratlam

24. Which one of the following pairs is correctly matched?

(A) Second Battle
of Panipat : 

Akbar Vs. 
Ibrahim Lodi 

(B) Battle of
Haldighati : 

Akbar Vs. Rana 
Udai Singh 

(C) Battle of
Dharmat : 

Aurangzeb 
Vs. Dara 

(D) Battle of
Samugarh : 

Aurangzeb 
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Vs. Shuja 

25. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from the codes given
below:

List-I List-II 
a. Khasa-i-sharifa i. Trooper hired for the occasion
b. Sihbandi ii. Emperor’s own establishment
c. Talab iii. Transit duty
d. Zakat iv. Mansabdar’s pay claim

26. ‘The cities look attractive from a distance, but inside them all the splendour is
lost in the narrowness of the streets and the bustling of the crowds.’

The above comment on the Mughal Indian cities was made by 
(A) Father Monserrate
(B) Sir Thomas Roe
(C) Peter Mundi
(D) Tavernier

27. Who stated that “Twenty thousand men worked incessantly to construct Taj
Mahal”?

(A) Mannuci
(B) Abdul Hamid Lahori
(C) Tavernier
(D) Shah Nawaz Khan

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (ii)  (i) (iv)  (iii)

(B) (i)   (ii) (iii)  (iv)

(C) (iii)     (i)  (ii)  (iv)

(D) (ii)  (iii)  (i)  (iv)
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28. Given below are two statements, one labelled Assertion (A) and other labelled
Reason (R).

Assertion (A): Many Mughal nobles carried on trade in their own name, or in 
partnership with merchants. 
Reason (R): As Governor of Bengal, Mir Jumla tried to monopolise trade in 
all important commodities. 

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is correct? 
Select your answer from the codes given below: 

Codes: 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

29. Which historian called the Indian merchants engaged in over-seas trade as
pedlars?

(A) N. Steensgaard
(B) Om Prakash
(C) Van Leur
(D) Ashin Das Gupta

30. Which of the following pairs is not correctly matched?

Authors Books 
Sunil Kumar The Emergence of the Delhi Sultanate 
CatherineB. Asher and 
Cynthia B. Talbot 

India Before Europe 

Harbans Mukhia The Mughals of India 
Farhat Hasan Writing the Mughal World

31. Consider the names of the following Mughal emperors of the Eighteenth
century:

(i) Alamgir II
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(ii) Ahmad Shah
(iii) Jahandar Shah
(iv) Muhammad Shah
Which among the following sequences represents the correct chronological
order of these Mughal emperors? Select your answer from the codes given
below:
Codes:
(A) (ii), (i), (iii), (iv)
(B) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
(C) (iii), (iv), (ii), (i)
(D) (iii), (iv), (i), (ii)

32. Which of the following was not true of James Augustus Hickey?
(A) He was the pioneer of Indian Journalism.
(B) He was the founder of the Bengal Chronicle.
(C) He always worked for the press freedom.
(D) He was sent to prison by Company Government for being fearless

journalist.

33. Who of the following Governor Generals started the Indian Civil Services?
(A) William Bentinck
(B) Wellesley
(C) Cornwallis
(D) Warren Hastings

34. At which place ‘Women’s Indian Association’ was founded?
(A) Bombay
(B) Calcutta
(C) Madras
(D) Jaipur

35. Who authored the book “Stree- Purush Tulana” (A Comparison between Women
and Men)?
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(A) Tarabai Shinde
(B) Ramabai Ranade
(C) Savitribai Phule
(D) Aanandibai Joshi

36. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer with the help of the codes
given below:

List-I List-II 
a. Pabna Movement i. Maharashtra
b. Moplah Rebellion ii. East Bengal
c. Deccan Riots iii. Gujarat
d. Bardoli Movement iv. Malabar

37. In which year the book Hind Swaraj was written?
(A) 1907
(B) 1908
(C) 1909
(D) 1910

38. Who of the following was known as ‘Socrates of Maharashtra’?
(A) N.M. Joshi
(B) M.G. Ranade
(C) G.H. Deshmukh
(D) G.K. Gokhale

Code : 
a b c d

(A) (i)  (ii) (iv)  (iii)

(B) (ii)  (iv)  (i)  (iii)

(C) (iii)    (iv) (ii)   (i)

(D) (iv)   (i) (iii)   (ii)
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39. As a result of the Poona Pact the number of seats reserved for the depressed
classes out of general electorate seats were

(A) Decreased
(B) Increased
(C) Retained
(D) Abolished

40. The Gujarat Sabha led by Gandhi played a leading role in the
(A) Ahmedabad Mill Workers’ Strike
(B) Peasant Agitation of Kheda
(C) Bardoli Agitation
(D) Salt Satyagraha

41. Who of the following set up Mahila Arya Samaj to improve Women’s
Education?

(A) Pandita Ramabai
(B) Sister Nivedita
(C) D.K. Karve
(D) G.S. Agarkar

42. In which year Sharda Act was passed?
(A) 1927
(B) 1928
(C) 1929
(D) 1930

43. Rani Gardinulu who fought against the British was from
(A) Tripura
(B) Assam
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(C) Nagaland
(D) Manipur

44. Which one of the following was not associated with Indian National Army?
(A) Rashbihari Bose
(B) Lakshmi Sehgal
(C) Rashbihari Ghosh
(D) General Mohan Singh

45. In February 1947 Prime Minister Attlee declared that the British would quit India
by

(A) May 1948
(B) June 1948
(C) July 1948
(D) August 1948

46. The generals of the I.N.A. Shah Nawaz, Gurdial Singh Dhillon and Prem Sehgal,
were formerly officers of the

(A) British Indian Army
(B) British Army
(C) Kashmiri Army
(D) Punjab Army

47. The Constitution of India introduced on 26th January, 1950 laid down certain
basic principles and values. Which of the following was not part of it?

(A) India will be a secular and democratic republic.
(B) It will be a Parliamentary system based on adult franchise.
(C) It guarantees all citizens equality before law.
(D) It provides free education for girls.
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48. The Moplahs were the poor peasants and agricultural labourers of South
Malabar. They were mainly converts to Islam from the lower castes like

(A) Tiyya, Cheruma
(B) Ramdasiya, Mehtar
(C) Mahar, Mang
(D) Mala, Madiga

49. In the context of Cold War, which one of the following statements is not
correct?

(A) USA planned to use the Island of Cuba, as a base for launching her
nuclear weapons.

(B) Both USA and Soviet Union sent weapons and troops to other
countries to fight.

(C) The Russians built the huge Berlin Wall to prevent the people of East
Berlin from moving into West Berlin.

(D) NATO and Warsaw Pact came into being in due response to the Cold
War situation.

50. Consider the following observations concerning ‘new history’ and select the
correct answer.

(A) It focussed attention on manners, customs and beliefs of whole
people.

(B) It tried to displace political history from the centre of historical
attention.

(C) It employed the methods and insights of sociology and other sciences.
(D) All of the above.
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ANSWER KEY 
Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 A 26 A 
2 A 27 C 
3 A 28 B 
4 C 29 C 
5 A 30 D 
6 B 31 C 
7 D 32 B 
8 B 33 C 
9 B 34 C 
10 B 35 A 
11 A 36 B 
12 C 37 C 
13 A 38 B 
14 A 39 B 
15 C 40 B 
16 C 41 A 
17 C 42 C 
18 B 43 C 
19 A 44 C 
20 D 45 B 
21 C 46 A 
22 B 47 D 
23 A 48 A 
24 C 49 A 
25 A 50 D 
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1. Match List-I (authors) with List-II (definitions of history) and select the
correct answer with the help of the codes given below:

List – I (Authors) List-II (Definitions of History) 
(a) Oakshott i. All history is history of thought
(b) Travelyan ii. History is herself simply a science, no less and no

more 
(c) Collingwood iii. The fact is…. that is the past in history varies with 

the present 
(d) Bury iv. The value of history is not scientific. Its true value

is educational 
Code: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)
(B) (ii) (iii) (iv)  (i)
(C) (iv) (ii) (iii)  (i)
(D) (iv) (iii)  (i) (ii)

2. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from the code given
below:
List – I List-II 

a. Palaeolithic i. Ground stone tools

b. Mesolithic ii. Rock Painting

c. Neolithic iii. Flaked stone tools
d. Upper paleolithic iv. Microlithic tools

Code: 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)
(B) (ii) (iii) (iv)  (i)

2013JUNE PAPER III 
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(C) (iv) (ii) (iii)  (i)
(D) (iv) (iii)  (i) (ii)

3. The largest number of Harappan sites have been found on the bank of the
river
(A) Indus
(B) Satluj
(C) Saraswati
(D) Ravi

4. What was the unique feature of the Harappan civilization which was
unknown to other contemporary civilizations?
(A) Cotton Cloth
(B) Palatial Houses
(C) Steatite Seals
(D) Carnelian beads

5. Match List-I (Place name) with List-II (Geographical location) and select the
correct answer from the code given below:

List – I List-II 
a. Meluha i. Bahrain
b. Dilmun ii. Indus Region
c. Makan iii. Central Asia
d. Kurgaon iv. Makaran Coast

Code: 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (i) (iii) (iv) (ii)
(B) (iv)  (i)  (ii) (iii)
(C) (ii)  (i) (iv) (iii)
(D) (iii)  (i) (iv) (ii)

6. Who was the first to propound theory of Aryan invasion on India?
Gorden childe8k
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7. The famous philosopher king of the kingdom of Panchala during the later
Vedic period was
(A) Ajatasatru
(B) Pariksh   ita
(C) Pravahana Jaivali
(D) Svetaketu

8. Who among the following Dharma- sutra writers does not approve the system
of Niyoga?
(A) Gautama
(B) Apastamba
(C) Baudhayana
(D) Vasishtha

9. Several names of Kautilya have been mentioned in which one of the
following?
(A) Devi-Chandra-Guptam
(B) Dasa-Kumara-Charita
(C) Mudrarakshasa
(D) Abhidhana-Chintamani

10. Which among the following places is not associated with the Megalithic
culture?
(A) Chandragiri
(B) Brahmagiri
(C) Adichchanallur
(D) Utnur

11. What is the correct chronological order of the following Greco-Roman
authors?
(a) Ktesias
(b) Pliny
(c) Strabo
(d) Ptolemy
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 (A) (b), (c), (d), (a)
(B) (a), (c), (b), (d)
(C) (c), (d), (a), (b)
(D) (d), (b), (c), (a)

12. The seat of the third great Sangam of Tamil authors was at
(A) Gangaikond Cholapuram
(B) Kanchi
(C) Madura
(D) Tanjavur

13. Which among the following was not a port city during the ancient period?
(A) Tuticorin
(B) Poompuhar
(C) Tamralipti
(D) Nagapatnam

14. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from the code given
below:
List – I List-II 

a. Romaka Sidhanta i. Arabian’s influence

b. Rouletted Ware ii. Greek’s influence

c. Surkhi iii. Roman’s influence
d. Algebra iv. Kushan’s influence

15. Which one of the following inscriptions mentions the names of both

Codes: 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (ii) (iii) (iv) (i)
(B) (iii) (ii) (iv) (i)
(C) (iv) (ii) (iii) (i)
(D) (i) (iii) (ii) (iv)
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Chandragupta and Ashoka? 
(A) Allahabad Pillar inscription of Samudragupta.
(B) Junagarh inscription of Rudradaman.
(C) Shahbajgarhi inscription of Ashoka.
(D) Hathigumpha inscription of Kharvela.

16. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from the code given
below:
List – I List-II 

a. Nyaya i. Jamini

b. Vaiseshika ii. Kapila

c. Sānkhya iii. Kanada
d. Mimansa iv. Gautam

Codes: 
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) (iii) (iv) (ii) (i)
(B) (ii) (iii) (i) (iv)
(C) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)
(D) (iv) (i) (iii) (ii)

17. In connection with Satvahana coins which one of the following statement is
not correct?
(A) They did not issue gold coins.
(B) They issued gold coins.
(C) They issued lead coins.
(D) They issued potin coins.

18. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from codes given
below:
List – I List-II 

a. Kodumanal i. Pallava Temple

b. Gangaikondan ii. Port City
c. Mahabalipuram iii. Trade Centre
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d. Poompuhar iv. Chola Seat of Power
Codes: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (ii) (iv) (i) (iii)
(B) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(C) (ii) (iii) (iv) (i)
(D) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)

19. With which of the following eras was the Malava-reckoning identical?
(A) Vikrama
(B) Śaka
(C) Gupta
(D) Kali

20. In which among the following a reference to the trading activities of the
Tamils is found?
(A) Mullaippattu
(B) Nedunalvadai
(C) Silappadigaram
(D) Manimekhalai

21. The writer of Kural, the famous Deccan epic was
(A) Kamban
(B) Ottakuttan
(C) Puglenid
(D) Tiru-Valluvar

22. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from the code given
below:
List – I List-II 

a. Tolkāppiyama i. Jain philosophy

b. Tiru–kkural ii. Love Story

c. Silappadikāram iii. Tamil Grammar
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d. Paripādal iv. Philosophy
Codes: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (iii) (ii) (i) (iv)
(B) (iii) (i) (ii) (iv)
(C) (i) (iii) (ii) (iv)
(D) (ii) (i) (iii) (iv)

23. Which Indian epigraph yields the first evidence of zero?
(A) Apsad inscription of Adityasena.
(B) Gwalior inscription of Bhojdeva.
(C) Nasik inscription of Gotamiputra Satkarni.
(D) Hathigumpha inscription of Kharvela.

24. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the
other labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion(A): Pallava King Mahendra-Varman I built some of the finest
rock-cut Hindu temples, including, those at Mahabalipuram.
Reason (R): Mahendra-Varman I began life as a Jaina but was converted to

Shaivism.
In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true, and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of

(A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

25. Arrange the following into sequential order and select the correct answer from
the codes given below:
(i) Rajaraja Chola I
(ii) Aditya Chola
(iii) Rajendra Chola
(iv) Parantaka Chola I

Codes:
(A) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
(B) (ii), (iv), (i), (iii)
(C) (iii), (iv), (ii), (i)
(D) (iv), (iii), (i), (ii)
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26. Which of the following statements are not correct?
a. Iltutmish’s tomb is an indication of the mixing of the Hindu and

Muslim traditions of architecture
b. First true arch was used in the tomb of Sultan Nasiruddin Mahmud.
c. The horse shoe arch was used for the first time in the construction of Alai

Darwaza
d. Architectural device known as double dome was not used in any building

constructed during the Sultanate period.
    Select your answer from the code given below: 

Codes: 
(A) a, c, d
(B) b, d
(C) a, c
(D) b, c, d

27. The period from 1236 to 1296 witnessed the reign of
(A) Five Sultans
(B) Seven Sultans
(C) Ten Sultans
(D) Twelve Sultans

28. Which of the following statements is not correct?
(A) In Delhi Sultanate use of slave labour in craft production was significant.
(B) Slaves were also used for unskilled, domestic work.
(C) Sultan Firuz Tughlaq had 12,000 artisans among his slaves.
(D) Immigrant Muslim masons were employed for the construction of

Sultanate buildings, including both mosques and tombs.

29. Which crops were not cultivated in India during the Sultanate period?
a. Potato
b. Barley
c. Sesame
d. Maize

Select your answer from the codes given below: 
Codes: 
(A) a, b, c
(B) a, b
(C) a, d
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(D) c, d

30. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from the codes given
below:
List – I (Rulers of Delhi 
sultanate) 

List-II (Measure or event) 

a. Jalaluddin Khalji i.Conquest of Bengal
b. Alauddin Khalji ii.Establishment of the Department

of Public Works
c. Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq iii.Execution of Sidi Maula
d. Firuz Shah Tughlaq iv.Conquest of Malwa and Gujarat

Codes: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (i) (iv)   (iii) (ii)
(B) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii)
(C) (iv) (iii) (i) (ii)
(D) (i) (iii)   (iv) (ii)

31. The names of the three successors of Khizr Khan, the founder of the Saiyyid
dynasty, are given below:
(i) Mabarak Shah
(ii) Alauddin Alam Shah
(iii) Muhammad Shah
Which of the following sequences represents the correct chronological
order?
(A) (i), (ii), (iii)
(B) (i), (iii), (ii)
(C) (iii), (ii), (i)
(D) (ii), (iii), (i)

32. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from the codes given
below:
List–I (Sufi terminilology) List-II (Meaning) 
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a. Futch i. Sufi musical gathering
b. Sama ii. Conversations of Sufi saints
c. Barkat iii. Unasked for charity
d. Malfuz iv. Spiritual grace acquired by a

Sufi
Codes: 

(a) (b) (c) (d)
(A) (i) (iii) (ii) (iv)
(B) (iii) (i) (iv) (ii)
(C) (iii) (ii) (i) (iv)
(D) (iv) (iii) (ii) (i)

33. Who calls the political economy of the Vijayanagara regime of the sixteenth
century as feudal?
(A) N. Karashima
(B) Burton Stein
(C) K.V. Ramesh
(D) N. Venkataramanyya

34. Consider the following statements:
(i) Guru Nanak was interested in all the major forms of contemporary

religious beliefs and practices whether “Hindu” or “Muslim”.
(ii) Guru Nanak was soft on the Jain monks.
(iii) He considered ritual reading of scriptures as waste of time.
(iv) During the last fifteen years of his life Guru Nanak settled at Kiratpur.
Which of the above statements are not correct? Select your answer from the
codes given below:
Codes:
(A) (i) and (ii)
(B) (i) and (iv)
(C) (ii) and (iii)
(D) (ii) and (iv)

35. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): Like his father and Surs, Humayan was not willing to
recognize any power Politically superior to him.

Reason (R): He himself assumed the title of Khalifa.

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the followings is
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correct? 

Codes: 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of

(A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

36. Who stated that the ‘best place for a woman is the purdah or the grave?
(A) Amir Khusrau

(B) Isami
(C) Badauni
(D) Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi

37. Who justified Mughal attack on Malwa by saying that Baz Bahadur
occupied himself with “unlawful and vicious practices”?
(A) Nizamuddin Ahmad
(B) Abdul Qadir Badauni

(C) Arif Qandhari
(D) Abul Fazl

38. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): The art of painting reached its highest watermark during

Jahanagir’s reign.
Reason (R): He was not interested in other forms of art.

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct?
Codes:
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of

(A).
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(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

39. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and other
labelled as Reason (R).
Assertion (A): The advent of the European trading companies in India

adversely affected India’s export trade during the seventeenth century.
Reason (R): Large quantities of silver found its way into India due to the

trading activities of the English East India Company in the seventeenth 
century. 

   In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is 

         correct? Select the correct answer from the codes given below: 

Codes: 
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of

(A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

40. Which of the following officers was not associated with the administration
of cities in the Mughal empire?
(A) Nazim
(B) Qazi
(C) Mir-i-adl
(D) Kotwal

41. Consider the following statements:
(i) Shah Jahan discontinued Jharokha darshan and tula dana.
(ii) Shah Jahan refused to grant land to Shanti Das, the leading Jain

Jeweller and banker of Ahmedabad to build a resting place for Jain
saints.

(iii) Shah Jahan banned mixed marriages between Hindus and Muslims in
Kashmir.

(iv) Shah Jahan exempted the theologians from offering Sijda.
Which of the above statements are not correct. Select the correct answer
from the codes given below:
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Codes: 
(A) (i) and (ii)
(B) (ii) and (iii)
(C) (ii) and (iv)
(D) (i) and (iv)

42. Which Mughal Court Chronicle given an account of the Ahom Kingdom of
Assam?
(A) Padshahnama
(B) Alamgirnama
(C) Futuhat-i-Alamgiri
(D) Maasir-i-Alamgiri

43. Which historian has spoken of tripartite relationship between zamindars,
jagirdars and peasants as the reason for the crisis of the Mughal Empire and
its decline?
(A) Stephan P. Blake
(B) M. Athar Ali
(C) Satish Chandra
(D) C.A. Bayly

44. Consider the following statements:
(i) Shivaji could check the Deccan power from intruding into his swaraj

territory.
(ii) He could plunder Surat in 1664.
(iii) He could withstand the attacks of Shaista Khan and Mirza Raja Jai

Singh.
(iv) Bijapur and Golkunda were annexed by the Mughals to undermine the

position of Shivaji.
Which of the above statements are not correct. Select the correct answer from 
the codes given below: 
Codes: 
(A) (i) and (iii)
(B) (i) and (iv)
(C) (ii) and (iii)
(D) (iii) and (iv)
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45. Which of the following pairs is not correctly matched?
(A) Ahdi - Gentleman trooper
(B) Ashraf - A person of noble birth
(C) Jama-i-Kamil     - Assessment of revenue at normal rate
(D) Siwanah Nigar - News reporter

46. Which of the following statements is not correct?
(A) Horses constituted a very large item of India’s overland import.
(B) Virji Vohra was one of the prominent merchants of Surat during the 17th

century.
(C) The Portuguese dominated India’s maritime trade during the 17th

century.
(D) Many Mughal nobles participated in trade and commerce during the 17th

century.

47. Which of the following statements is not correct?
(A) Monetary system of the Mughals was largely based on silver rupaiya.
(B) The Mughal rulers from Babur to Shahjahan continued to harbour

territorial ambitions in Central Asia.
(C) There was no middle class in Mughal India.
(D) The period 1605-1658 witnessed significant changes in the Mansab and

Jagir systems.

48. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R)
Assertion (A): With the acquisition of Diwani of Bengal the Company

directly organised the ‘drain of wealth’.
Reason (R): The Company began to send to England the revenue of Bengal

through what were called “Investment”.
In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of

(A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

49. The biggest British capital  investment in India was made in
(A) The Jute Mills
(B) The Railways, Banking, Insurance and Shipping.
(C) The Tea and Coffee Plantations.
(D) The Indigo Plantations.
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50. Who said: ‘The misery hardly finds a parallel in the history of commerce.
The bones of the cotton weavers are bleaching the plains of India.”?
(A) William Bentinck
(B) G.M. Travelyan
(C) C. Metcalfe
(D) Lord. Auckland

51. Who said, “Imparting education to natives is our moral duty”?
(A) Warren Hastings
(B) Wellesly
(C) William Bentinck
(D) Lord Moira

52. After 1833 the single biggest source of drain of Indian wealth to Britain was
(A) Export of opium
(B) Export of indigo
(C) British capital investment in India
(D) Export of cotton

53. Which of the following is not one of the causes responsible for the rise of
moneylenders in British India?
(A) New Revenue Policy
(B) New Legal System
(C) New Educational System
(D) Commercialization of Agriculture

54. What was the common feature between the Wahabi and Kuka movements?
(A) Both began as religious movement, but drifted to became political

movement.
(B) Both were political and economical movement.
(C) Both followed the path of Ahinsa.
(D) Both not suffered from certain weaknesses, such as communal passions,

fanaticism and division with ranks.

55. Who of the following was the biographer of   Raja   Rammohan Roy?
(A) Armstrong
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(B) Mary Carpenter
(C) David Havel
(D) Lawrence

56. The LexLoci Act gave
(A) no right over the ancestral properties for the Christian converts.
(B) the Christian converts, the right to inherit their ancestral properties.
(C) no right over the ancestral properties for the converts from Budhist

religion.
(D) the right to inherit the ancestral properties for the converts from Jain

religion.

57. Due to whose efforts Widow Remarriage Act was passed?
(A) Raja Rammohan Roy
(B) Ishwarchandra Vidyasagar
(C) D.K. Karve
(D) M.G. Ranade

58. In which year the Indian association for the cultivation of science was
established?
(A) 1874
(B) 1875
(C) 1876
(D) 1877

59. The Act Prohibiting Child Marriages was passed in 1891 due to the efforts
of
(A) Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar and Jyotiba Phule.
(B) Mahadev Govind Ranade and Jyotiba Phule.
(C) Keshab Chandra Sen and Behramji Malabari.
(D) Keshab Chandra Sen and Mahadev Govind Ranade.

60. Shri Narayan Dharma Paripalana Yogam of Kerala worked for
(A) Upliftment of dalits and peasants.
(B) Women’s education.
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(C) Eradication of child labour.
(D) The Hindu widow remarriage.

61. The name ‘Indian National Congress’ was given by
(A) Dadabhai Naoroji
(B) M.G. Ranade
(C) S.N. Bannerjee
(D) A.O. Hume

62. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer with the help of the
codes given below:
List – I (Name) List-II (Newspaper) 

a. Abdul Kalam Azad i. Bombay Chronicle
b. Pheroze Shah Mehta ii. Al Hilal
c. Mrs. Annie Beasant iii. Young India
d. Mahatma Ghandi iv. New India

Codes:
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(A) ii i iv iii
(B) i ii iv iii
(C) ii i iii iv
(D) iv i ii iii

63. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R).
Assertion (A): Avesta is the sacred book of Parsis.

Reason (R): Madam Cama made significant contribution in reforming the
Parsi society and uplifting the Parsi women.

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not a correct explanation of (A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

64. The first woman who got nominated to the Madras Legislative Council in
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1927 was 
(A) Muthulakshmi Reddy
(B) Sister Subbalakshmi
(C) Mehribai Tata
(D) Margaret Counsins

65. The Indian National Congress became a real mass based political party after
the
(A) Nagpur Session of the Congress in 1891.
(B) Nagpur Session of the Congress in 1920.
(C) Kanpur Session of the Congress in 1928.
(D) Faizpur Session of the Congress in 1936.

66. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R).
Assertion (A): Soon after the resignation of the Congress Ministries in the

provinces in 1939, the Muslim League observed a deliverance day.
Reason (R): Ambedkar supported it.

In the context of the above two statements, which one of the following is
correct?
(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is not the correct explanation of

(A).
(C) (A) is true, but (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

67. Given below are two statements, one labelled as Assertion (A) and the other
labelled as Reason (R).
Assertion (A): After the Civil War in U.S.A. blacks faced difficulty
regarding voting right.
Reason (R): Some Southern States of U.S.A. made it mandatory to have
either the name of grandfather or father in the electoral list of 1860.
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(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A).
(B) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of

(A).
(C) (A) is true and (R) is false.
(D) (A) is false and (R) is true.

68. Who among the following said: “To define the postmodernism is not just to
define a term. It is to characterize the present age and to asses how we should
respond to it.”?
(A) J.F. Lyotard
(B) Arran Gare
(C) J.G. Merquior
(D) None of the above\

69. Consider the following statements and point out the one which is incorrect in
the context of research methodology:
(A) Subjective approach in Historical writing makes it possible to present a

true picture of the past.
(B) External and internal criticism helps the historian to establish the

authenticity of the records.
(C) To critically analyse the past happenings the historian needs to know the

order of their occurance.
(D) Historical records of the past may not be wholly authentic or genuine to

ascertain facts.

70. Consider the following statement: ‘Before the scientific revolution of 17th

century, history writing in the west suffered from certain weaknesses.’
Which one of the following justifies the above?
(A) Most of the writers were ignorant about the idea of change through

time.
(B) The subject matter of history was treated more or less as a branch of

literature or philosophy.
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of the above

The recruitment of the company’s army in the eighteenth century was not just 
building on the existing traditions of the North Indian military labour market; 
those traditions were being adopted to British imperial preferences. The 
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recruitment system for example, endorsed the traditional British preference 
for peasants as best potential recruits and followed the colonial stereotypes
 that wheat-eating Indians rather than the rice-eating groups were physically 
more suitable for the job, although such ethnic stereotyping became a much 
more important factor in army recruitment in the late nineteenth century 
rather than in the eighteenth. During the initial formative phase, Hastings did 
not want to disturb the existing caste rules in the affairs of the army.So the 
Company’s army consisted mainly of upper caste Brahman and Rajput landed 
peasants from Awadh and the Rajput and Bhumihar Brahman peasants from 
north and south Bihar-both wheat- eating regions. These people joined the 
Company’s army because the pay, allowances, pension and resettlement 
provisions offered by the Company were much better than those offered by 
the regional States, and what was most important, salaries were paid 
regularly. The deliberate policy of respecting caste, dietary, travel and others 
religious practices of the Sepoys fostered a high caste identity of the 
Company’s army. By joining it many of the upcoming socially ambitious 
castes like the Bhumihar- Brahmans could fulfill their aspirations for social 
mobility. Cornwallis, despite his preference for Anglicisation, did not disturb 
this specific organization of the army, and as a result, the Company came to 
possess a high caste army, which was prone to revolt when their social 
privileges and pecuniary benefits were cut from the 1820s. As the Company’s 
territories expanded to the west beyond the Bengal frontiers into the 
mountainous Jungle Terai, in the 1770s and then into the Ceded and 
Conquered Districts in 1802 there was another attempt to recruit from among 
the hill tribes. While in the plains the Company ran permanent recruitment 
centres, in the hills recruitment was made through local notables and payment 
was offered through the Mughal system of    ghatwali     service     tenures. 
The defeat of the Indian States, particularly of Mysore in the late eighteenth 
and of the Marathas in the early nineteenth centuries created another vast 
reservoir of surplus armed manpower to recruit from; but the Company’s 
army could not absorb all the disbanded soldiers of the Indian princes. Then 
from 1815 there was another experiment to recruit Gurkha soldiers from 
among the Nepalis, Garwahlis, and Sirmouri hill men. A skilful blending of 
the Nepali martial tradition and European training and discipline made the 
Gurkhas the most trusted soldiers in the British army. 

71. The recruitment of the Company’s army was based on
(A) The existing traditions of military labour market.
(B) Preferred peasants as best potential recruits.
(C) Colonial stereotypes.
(D) Physically suitable.
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72. The Company’s army consisted of
(A) Upper Caste Brahman and Rajput.
(B) Landed Peasants from Bihar and Bengal.
(C) People from  rice eating regions.
(D) People only from South.

73. What kind of payment system British followed in army recruitment?
(A) Malgujari
(B) Ghatwali
(C) Mahalwari
(D) Yadgari

74. Company could not absorb disbanded soldiers after early nineteenth century
because
(A) It had surplus army.
(B) Company was weak economically.
(C) Company did not want more Indian force.
(D) Of religious considerations

75. Gurkhas became most trusted soldiers because
(A) They were experts in martial art.
(B) They were hill men.
(C) They were disciplined.
(D) They were experts in Guerilla war.
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ANSWER KEY 

Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS Q.NO ANS 
1 A 26 B 51 D 
2 C 27 C 52 C 
3 C 28 D 53 C 
4 A 29 C 54 A 
5 C 30 B 55 B 
6 D 31 B 56 B 
7 C 32 B 57 B 
8 B 33 A 58 C 
9 D 34 D 59 C 
10 D 35 C 60 A 
11 B 36 C 61 A 
12 C 37 A 62 A 
13 A 38 C 63 B 
14 A 39 D 64 A 
15 B 40 A 65 B 
16 C 41 A 66 B 
17 B 42 B 67 A 
18 D 43 C 68 B 
19 A 44 D 69 A 
20 C 45 C 70 C 
21 D 46 C 71 A 
22 B 47 C 72 A 
23 B 48 A 73 B 
24 A 49 B 74 A 
25 B 50 A 75 A 
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